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When the native white Virginians reclaimed control of
the state in 1870, they faced the demand of the new black
citizens for equal treatment under the law.

Such treatment

ran counter to southern traditions, and there was uncertainty
whether white officials would accord blacks true justice.
Many scholars have studied blacks and the law during the
years after Reconstruction, but their investigations have
been limited to such areas of public policy as segregation
and voting rights.

Yet, the ability of blacks to receive

fair treatment in the courts when attempting to collect a
just debt, or when standing trial for petit larceny, probably
was of greater importance to the majority of the black com
munity.

The treatment by the courts of blacks in the daily

pursuit of private justice has remained unexamined.

A study

of such cases provides a more precise picture of the black
legal experinece than does the analysis of isolated civil
rights cases.
The opinions of the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals
prove an excellent source for such a study.

The opinions

show that blacks did receive substantial justice before the

high court.

Blacks appeared as both appellants and appellees

in a variety of civil causes.

Even when the opposing liti

gants were of different races, the court approached the cases
objectively and often ruled for the black party.

The court

also approached criminal cases on their merits.

Black defen

dants, including some convicted of violent interracial crimes,
earned reversal on the grounds of insufficient evidence and
procedural irregularity.

Even in criminal prosecutions under

the antimiscegenation statutes, which the court strongly en
dorsed, the judges required the prosecution to meet a strict
burden of proof.
Beyond reporting the specific result of individual cases,
the appellate opinions contain comments by the judges which
reveal their attitude toward the rights of black citizens and
the law's responsibility to protect those rights.
also provide other helpful information.

The reports

The facts of the

cases contain references to such aspects of black life as family
relations, business transactions, and relations between the
races.

Finally the case reports serve as a source of informa

tion.about the. treatment of blacks in the state's legal system generally.
The histories of the cases recapitulated in the reports sug
gest that the lower courts did not always accord blacks the
same level of justice as did the Supreme Court.
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INTRODUCTION
The years following Reconstruction in the South consti
tuted one of the most significant periods in the history of
American law.

The capability and the integrity of the legal

system faced a severe test.

Emancipation and the new consti

tutional amendments had transformed an entire class, hitherto
treated under special rules, into full citizens.

Most had

little knowledge of the law that was to protect their rights
and monitor t.i1eir responsibilities.

Adding to the uncertain

ty of the situation was the attitude of the white officials
charged with carrying out the law.

Those officials were the

products of a society predicated on the alleged inherent in
feriority of blacks.

The law, when it had applied to blacks

at all, had legitimated and formalized that inferior position.
A new order proclaiming the equal legal status of the black
citizen, especially an order imposed by force by outsiders,
could hardly change overnight social beliefs held for gener
ations.

What the law said was one thing.

What people might

do was quite a�other.
It was a time of great uncertainty 1n southern race re
lations.

The antebellum slave codes had done more than de

fine the legal status of slaves and free blacks.

They had

also provided the framework upon which an entire race-conscious
society was built.

The new codes declared only that blacks
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were equal citizens before the law.

The experience of Recon

struction had shown that southern whites were not willing to
let the law determine the nature of social relations between
the races.

With native whites in control of the legal system,

doubt existed whether they would let the formal law determine
the nature even of legal relations between the races.
This contrast between the letter of the law and the ac
tual treatment of blacks has been the reference point for
most recent histories of the black during the postreconstruc
tion period.

Yet, despite this acknowledged importance of

the law, historians have viewed the legal history of the per
iod from a limited perspective.

Their failure to probe more

deeply into the subject has left a void in our knowledge of
the working of the legal system during the period.

It also

has left untouched information valuable to the study of gen
eral history as well.
The controversy engendered by C. Vann Woodward's path

breaking work, The Strange Career of Jim Crow,1 exemplifies
the lack of interest in detailed legal history.

In arguing

that the southern attitude toward race relations during the
postreconstruction period was not so definite and restrictive
as it became in succeeding years, Woodward emphasized the
relatively late development of Jim Crow legislation.

Ensuing

criticism concentrated on the distinction between codified
and de facto discrimination.

Woodward, his supporters, and

1 c. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow (2d
rev. ed.; New York: Oxford University Press, 1966).
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his critics thus have all touched upon the law only as it
concerned segregation and other obvious civil rights ques
tions--the franchise, public accommodations and transporta
tion, education, and jury service.
This emphasis on major issues of racial policy, although
understandable, ignores an important aspect of the legal sys
tem.

The law, at its fundamental level, serves to arbitrate

conflicts between private citizens and between citizens and
the state.

These conflicts are often of more immediate con

cern to the individual citizen than are momentous issues of
public policy.

A poor black laborer in 1880 may or may not

have cared about the law's attitude toward segregated hotels.
He certainly had a greater interest in whether the courts
would help him collect a just debt.

Black parties to a case

involving a contested will were concerned more with the judge's
willingness to protect the rights of black heirs than his will
ingness to protect the rights of black voters.

A black man

charged with rape took a consummate interest in the intricacies
of criminal procedure.

It is within such situations that the

true strengths and weaknesses of a legal system lie.

A study

of such cases during the postreconstruction era may afford a
more precise picture of the law's treatment of blacks than
have previous analyses of isolated civil rights cases.
The subject of legal protection, or lack of protection,
of the civil rights of black citizens has not lacked atten
tion.

This approach has been characterized by the study of

enforcement of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments,
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especially at the federal level.

It is exemplified by the

comprehensive title but restricted approach of Richard Bar
dolph's The Civil Rights Record:
Law, 1849-1970.�

Black Americans and the

Loren Miller gave extended attention to the

Supreme Court's treatment of civil rights in The Petitioners:
The Story of the Supreme Court of the United States and the

Negro.3

Mary Frances Berry widened the scope of study in

Black Resistance/White Law:

A History of Constitutional

Racism
.
. America.
.
4
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Other scholars, forsaking the attempt to portray general
history by surveying institutional discrimination, have pro
vided valuable studies by looking at the law's treatment of
blacks in more detail. Gilbert T. Stephenson's Race Distinc
tions in American Law,5 published in 1910, remains useful
despite its age.

Stephenson's great contribution was his

methodological approach.

He used constitutions, legislation,

and cases, state as well as federal, as his source mater�
ial.

He arranged his discussion topically, emphasizing the

development of the law on each point and facilitating comparison
�Richard Bardolph, ed., The Civil Rights Record: Black
Americans and the Law, 1849-1970 (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell
Company, 1970).
3
Loren Miller, The Petitioners: The Story of the Supreme
Court of the United States and the Negro (Cleveland: World
Publishing Company, 1966).
4Mary Frances Berry, Black Resistance/White Law: A His
tor of Constitutional Racism in America (New York: Appleton
Century-Cro ts, 1971 .
5Gilbert Thomas Stephenson, Race Distinctions in American
Law (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1910).
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Finally, he examined a broad range of

among jurisdictions.

topics often ignored, such as the definition of a �egro,
marital relations, intermarriage, and the black citizen as
trial participant.

Unfortunately, Stephenson's use of the

material was, at best, competent.

Some topics suffered from

superficial treatment, and all lacked detailed analysis.
Thirty years later Charles S. Mangum, Jr., remedied the

problem of superficiality with The Legal Status of the Negro.6
Continuing Stephenson's topical approach, Mangum supplied the
detailed analysis missing in the earlier work.

His compre

hensive survey of case law still constitutes an excellent
guide to the subject.

Although Mangum did not intend the

book to be a work of history, his approach made each topical
discussion a miniature historical study.

He also added new

topics to the inquiry, especially those concerning various
aspects of criminal prosecution.
Despite its breadth and detail, however, Mangum's work
and others like it present an incomplete picture of black
7
citizens before the law.
They have treated black rights by
6charles S. ?vlangum, Jr., The Legal Status of the Negro
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1940).
7Jack Greenberg, Race Relations and American Law (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1959), a more recent survey,
also is oriented toward the segregation-formal discrimination
approach. Derrick A. Bell, Race, Racism, and American Law
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1973), is a casebook for
law students and suffers the weaknesses of that genre, so far
as the historian is concerned. The articles in Jack Greenberg,
ed., Blacks and the Law, The Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, CDVII (May, 1973), basically con
cern contemporary issues, although they include some general
historical studies such as A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., "Racism
and the Early American Legal Process, 1619-1896," pp. 1-17.
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cataloguing those rights and describing the controversies
surrounding them.

They have omitted, to a large extent, a

related question.

In many cases that brought blacks into

the courtroom no civil rights issue was formally involved.
No question existed about the rights of the black citizen.
The question concerned how he was to be treated.

Did the

black receive equal justice, not just from the written law,
but from the system which administered it? 8
Specific studies of black history during the postrecon
struction period have recognized the question, but the authors
have lacked either the knowledge or desire to answer it fully.
Discussions of black life often touch on legal subjects, but
the theme is carried no further.

Philip A. Bruce, in The

Plantation Negro as a Freeman, 9 attempted to describe the

In the area of state legislation, Pauli Murray, States' Laws
on Race and Color (n.p.: n.p., 1950), is a compilation of
statutes in e±fect at the time of publication. More helpful
is June Purcell Guild, ed., Black Laws of Virginia: A Sum
mary of the Legislative Acts of Virginia Concerning Negroes
from Earliest Times to the Present (Richmond: Whittet & Shep
person, 1936). Germaine A. Reed, "Race Legislation in Loui
siana, 1 8 64-1920, Louisiana History, VI, No. 4 (1965), 37992, attempts to put the relevant legislation into historical
perspective. Theodore B. Wilson, The Black Codes of the South
(University, Ala.: University of Alabama Press, 1965), is a
helpful study.
11

8

An excellent discussion of the relationship between
blacks and the law as a functioning system is Gunnar Myrdal,
An American Dilemma: The Ne ro Problem and Modern Democracy
(2 vols.; New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1944 , I,
523-69.
9Philip A. Bruce, The Plantation �egro as a Freeman
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1 8 89).
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"characteT, condition, and prospects" of the freedmen as he
saw them from southside Virginia in the late 1880's.

His

wide-ranging treatment included such quasi-legal topics as
marriage and divorce, employer-employee relations, property
holding, and attitude toward law and government, in addition
to the expected chapter on black crime.

Unfortunately, so

convinced was Bruce of black inferiority that many of his
observations, not to mention the resulting conclusions, are
questionable.10

Recent works covering specific states have continued to
deal only with the periphery of legal history.

They have,

however, shown an understanding of the problem, aoin er bevond
b

b

,

statutes to consideration of the black man 1 s actual contact
with the legal system.

Vernon Lane Wharton's The Negro in
11
Mississippi, 1865-1890,
set the pattern for these studies,
looking at such topics as miscegenation and the presence of
10Yet, as late as 1952, Bruce's book served as a major
source for another scholar 1 s conclusions about Virginia and,
by extension, the South as a whole. Henderson H. Donald, The
Negro Freedman: Life Conditions of the American Negro in the
Earl Years After Emancipation (New York: Henry Schuman,
1952y . Donald ignored most twentieth century scholarship and
depended mainly on nineteenth century accounts, accepting such
reports as accurate without questioning the bias or competence
of the authors. On the changing nature of black historiography,
see George B. Tindall, "Southern Negroes Since Reconstruction:
Dissolving the Static Image," in Arthur S. Link and Rembert W.
Patrick, eds., Writing Southern History: Essays in Histori
ography in Honor of Fletcher M. Green (n.p.: Louisiana State
University Press, 1965), pp. 337-61. The recent explosion of
publications in black studies is rapidly leaving Tindall's
article behind, but it remains a valuable essay.
11vernon Lane Wharton, The Negro in Mississippi, 18651890, James Sprunt Studies in History and Political Science,
Vol. 28 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
194 7).
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black lawyers as well as at the growth of Jim Crow.

George

B. Tindall followed shortly afterward with South Carolina
Negroes, 1877-1900,12 using a similar approach. Later books
have devoted separate chapters to the administration of the
legal system.

Charles E. Wynes, in Race Relations in Virgin
ia, 1870-1902,13 and Lawrence D. Rice, in The Negro in Texas,

1874-1900,14 discussed black jurors in some detail, in addi
tion to noting such topics as the competence of black wit
nesses and use of the criminal law to disfranchise black
voters.

Frenise A. Logan's study of North Carolina included

an examination of state cases dealing with black suffrage
and education.

Although confining the discussion to those

topics, Logan at least recognized the importance of the
state supreme court in determining the quality of black citizensh.ip. 15

12
George B. Tindall, South Carolina Negroes, 1877-1900
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 19 52).
13Charles E. Wynes, Race Relations in Virginia, 13701902 (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1961).
14
Lawrence D. Rice, The Negro in Texas, 1874-1900
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1971).
1511But, by and large, the judges who sat on the [North
Carolina] Supreme Court bench between 1876 and 1894 were earnest, conscientious men .
. who were usually ready to grant
protection to the unfortunate Negroes to the very limit of the
law. Without [such justices], the lot of the Negroes of North
Carolina .
. would have been even more precarious than it
was." Frenise A. Logan, The Negro in North Carolina, 18761894 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1964),
p. 163. Henry C. Dethloff and Robert R . .Jones, "Race Relations
in Louisiana, 1877-98," Louisiana History, IX, No. 4 (1968),
301-23, ignores detailed legal history almost entirely, except
for a small discussion of black jurors, and concentrates on
civil rights questions.
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The use of separate chapters for legal history, though
welcome, clearly demonstrated the serious lack of knowledge
about the subject among historians.

Wynes 1 s belief, that

!!there is considerable evidence revealing the Negro 1 s posi

tion before the bar of justice,n16 is correct, but such evi
dence is not visible in the state studies.

Discussion of the

administration of justice, after a few tentative pokes into
other areas, always return to the dramatic and easily re
searched topics of lynching and the penitentiary convict-lease
system.

Most areas of the civil law are ignored.

Treatment

of the criminal law appears satisfactory until one fact emerges
from all the lynching stories, prison statistics, and selected
contemporary quotes:

There is no reference to a body of cases.

The universal finding among these authors, that blacks failed
to receive true justice before the bar, is in fact no more
than a universal assumption.
The assumption is understandable.
excluded from juries.

Blacks were usually

Black lawyers were few.

tics showed great racial discrepancies.

Prison statis

Policemen, attorneys,

and judges, all white, were usually vocal supporters of un
questioned white supremacy.

More than a few contemporary ob

servers complained that southern courts were not dispensing
equal justice.

None of these factors or sources of informa

tion, however, qualifies as direct evidence.
gest.

They only sug-

Despite the importance of the subject to both legal and
16wynes, Race Relations 1n Virginia, p. 135.
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black history, little detailed information is generally available.

The present study is an attempt to remedy this absence.
The basic material for an investigation of the black le

gal experience in postreconstruction Virginia is the body of
opinions handed down by the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals
and included in the official reports of that court.

This re

pository, untapped by historians, is of even greater value
because, upon close reading, it provides information on three
separate but related aspects of black history.

First, the

facts of the various cases reported furnish valuable informa
tion about black life in general.

Second, the cases reflect

in some detail the treatment of blacks by the legal system as
a whole.

Finally, the reports comprise the direct record of

the treatment of blacks by the Supreme Court.
G. Edward White, in the leading article on the subject,
refers to historians' "well-established custom of paying scant
or cursory attention to appellate cases.1117

Legal and consti

tutional historians, of course, have employed such cases ex
tensively.

Because of the focus of these scholars, however,

they have used them in a limited way, with the emphasis on
the development of specific areas or points of law. 18 General
17

G. Edward White, "The Appellate Opinion as Historical
Source Material," The Journal of Interdisciplinary History,
I, No.

3 (1971), 499.

18The leading exponent of moving legal history away from
this narrow legalistic approach is James Willard Hurst. In
his campaign to broaden the focus and sources of legal history,
however, Hurst dismisses too quickly the usefulness of appel
late opinions. For certain subjects, they help provide the

11
historians, when they have considered appellate opinions at
all, have approached them within the perspective of intellec
tual history.

White refers to opinions as "indices of the

general tone of American culture at various points in time"
and as

11

1

representative' of the state and substance of intel

lectual contributions at a given point in American history."
It may profit the historian, however, to look at an opinion
not only as the intellectual product of a judge and his
society, but also as a source of facts about that society.
Although such an approach has been neglected in recent
years, it was a principal motive for the publication of one
of the classic works in black legal history, Helen T. Catter

all's Judicial Cases.19

J. Franklin Jameson's preface to the

series noted, "The total mass of the decisions

. e.:!hibits

fully and in detail the development of American law respect
ing slavery and the Negro, insofar as that law was the product
of judicial determination."

Jameson continued, however, "Even

more valuable to the historian is the mass of factual data
which the reports offer, either in the narrative portions by
which reporter or judge or counsel explains the origin or
information that Hurst urges students to seek in other legal
and nonlegal sources. Hurst's most complete survey of the
materials of legal history, the theory as well as the prac
tice of their use, is "Legal Elements in United States His
tory," in Donald Fleming and Bernard Bailyn, eds., Law in
American History, Perspectives in American History, Vol. V
(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company for the Charles Warren
Center for Studies in American History, Harvard University,
1971), pp. 3-92.
19Helen Tunnicliff Catterall, ed., Judicial Cases Con
cerning American Slavery and the Negro (5 vols.; Washington�
D. C.: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1926).
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nature of the litigation or in quotations from documents
. which are imbedded 1n the official explanations of
the case.1120
Jameson's statement deserves refinement on two points.
First, the information gleaned from the opinions need not be
concrete facts alone.

Careful reading and interpretaton may

yield subjective, though no less valid, understanding of
situations and relationships.

In addition, the appellate

reports need not be the sole source of information available
on a particular subject.

The historian always welcomes addi

tional material from a new perspective, and the nature of
litigation adds refreshing novelty to otherwise overworked
.
issues.�71
A more obvious use of appellate opinions is as a guide
to the legal history of a period.
obvious.

The danger here is also

The supreme court of any jurisdiction is but one

segment of the judiciary, and the judicial branch is only a
part of the legal system.

Even the most painstaking study

of appellate cases cannot yield a complete picture of the
law in action.

Recognition of this fact, though, should not

obscure the value of the information that the cases do contain.
20rbid., I, iv.
21For example, no aspect of postreconstruction Virginia
has been covered so extensively as its politics. Yet no edi
torial or political correspondence throws the subject into
such dramatic relief as the divorce case of Latham v. Latham,
71 Va. (30 Gratt.) 307 (1878). One reason given by the wife
for her seeking the divorce was her husband's radical Repub
lican politics. She contended that his open espousal of his
beliefs subjected her to public humiliation.
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The criticism that supreme court action may not be represen
tative of cases at lower levels overlooks the fact that al
most every supreme court case first appeared in an inferior
court.

The action of that court, perhaps a narrative of the

trial, is printed in the appellate reports.
Examples best make the point.

The Virginia Supreme

Court's disposition of miscegenation cases during the post
reconstruction era may or may not have mirrored the way in
ferior state courts handled the problem, but each such case
in the Virginia Reports does show how one local judge and
jury did so.

A large sampling of murder cases reveals the

type and amount of evidence on which black defendants were
convicted.

When the Supreme Court pondered the admissibil

ity of an alleged confession, the facts reflected the arrest
and interrogation practices of the police.

Almost any dis

cussion of procedural rights at the appellate level referred
to the denial of those rights below.

Consideration of a

highly technical point raised by a black defendant's attorney
indicated the quality of counsel afforded some blacks.

Some

civil disputes between whites and blacks included the simple
but important fact that the blacks appeared before the high
court as appellees.
This argument does not imply that fears of inaccurate
representation are groundless.

The reported cases constitute

a unique class by the very fact that they did reach the appel
late level.

The vast majority of cases never progressed be

yond trial.

In some instances the reason for absence of appeal,
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such as inadequate counsel or fear of lynching, speaks directly to the question 6f lower court justice.

In general, work

ing with a relatively small sampling of cases carried inherent
risks.

These dangers emphasize the need for caution in gen

eralizing from appellate cases, but they do not mean that such
cases are useless.

To dismiss a valuable source simply because

it cannot stand alone would be foolish.

Read in conjunction

with other legal and nonlegal sources, appellate opinions pro
vide much information about a legal system.
The fundamental use of appellate decisions for the his
torian is as the record of the appellate court itself.

The

opinions of the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, for example,
contain the answers to several questions about the court's
treatment of cases involving blacks during the period 18701902.

Simply determining the outcome of such cases is an im

portant first step.
be addressed.

Afterwards, two subjective questions may

First, did blacks receive substantial justice

at the hands of the Supreme Court?

Second, what was the at

titude of the judges toward equal legal rights for blacks?
In pursuing such questions it is necessary to understand
the nature of appellate opinions.

Opinions are highly

structured in format and content.

Judges compose them for a

specific purpose, within relatively strict bounds.

These

limitations reflect the nature of the appellate judicial func
tion.

Courts decide cases, not policies.

They deal with

specific cases within a loose but definite system of prece
dent.

A judge, although unhappy with the outcome, may feel

15
that his decision in a particular case must be governed by a
strong line of precedent.

Although the highest court of a

jurisdiction is not bound absolutely by its previous deci
sions, direct reversal of precedent is usually rare and un
dertaken reluctantly.

In addition, the knowledge that any

decision in itself sets new precedent forces judges to con
sider future effects as well as immediate justice.

In some

cases procedural requirements preclude the substantive merits
of a case from being considered at all.

To these external

factors the judge, consciously or otherwise, adds two more:
his consideration of any social policy involved and, finally,
his view of the equities of the case regarding the parties
themselves.

Often, all factors will work in harmony to pro

duce a satisfying decision.

At other times, some conflict

among them will force a balancing of priorities in the court's
. d 22
min
This multiplicity of considerations 23 makes the appellate
22Robert M. Cover, Justice Accused: Antislaverv and the
Judicial Process (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975),
analyzes in detail the "dissonance" which can arise between a
judge's moral beliefs and the perceived imperatives of the
law, and the rhetorical patterns used in opinions to ration
alize a difficult decision.

23 The preceding is a greatly simplified discussion of
a very complex sucject. The literature on the judicial pro
cess is itself vast and often controversial. Basic works in
clude Edward H. Levi, An Introduction to Legal Reasoning
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948); Benjamin N.
Cardozo, The Nature of the Judicial Process (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1949); Charles G. Haines, "General Observa
tions on the Effects of Personal, Political, and Economic In
fluences in the Decisions of Judges," Illinois Law Review,
XVII, No. 2 (19 22), 96-116; Roscoe Pound, "Mechanical Juris
prudence," Columbia Law Review, VIII (1908), 605-623 . An ex
cellent introduction to the theory and practice of reading

16
opinion treacherous ground for the historian seeking the judicial thought behind a decision.

It is fitting that the

factor dealing with the personal feelings of the judge came
last in this discussion.

The most important point the social

scientist must remember is that accepting the opinion in any
case as being indicative on its face of a judge's social or
political convictions could be dangerously misleading.
In many cases, the presence of obiter dicta, remarks
made 1n passing that do not bear directly on the legal issue
at hand, alleviates some of the problems associated with the
use of appellate opinions by historians.

Much of legal edu:

cation instills in the lawyer the ability to cut through the
surrounding chaff of a case to the legal issue at the core.
But the lawyer's chaff may well be the historian's wheat.
A judge must confine his formal consideration of a case to

the facts and law of the specific litigation, and the legal
rule enunciated in the opinion will reflect this limitation.
Because the judge knows, however, that his obiter remarks do
not bear such a burden, he may feel free to inject some per
sonal views into his opinion.
were slightly different?
ling precedent?

What would he do if the facts

What does he think of the control

If he is in an expansive mood he may even

speculate on the political and social questions of the day
as they relate to the case.
Given the great potential of state supreme court reports
opinions is K. N. Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush: On Our Law
and Its Study (Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Oceana Publications, Inc.,
1930), especially pp. 37-81.
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as a source for the study of black legal history, why have
scholars left this information substantially untapped?

The

answer lies in the tendency of many scholars, discussed ear
lier, to examine only those cases in which race played a
specific part in the legal issue.

As noted, however, such

cases comprised a small minority of the appearances by blacks
before the law.

Of greater importance to the new black citi

zens was their success or failure in claiming their legal
rights in situations where race supposedly was not involved.
In such areas as enforcement of contract and criminal due
process, the law was color-blind, but judges and juries were
not.
Perhaps the most important reason that these cases have
remained unexamined is the relative difficulty involved 1n
locating them.

American reports are extensively indexed and

digested, but only by subject.

Only those cases can be found

in which the opinion indicated that race was a specific de
terminant of the decision.

Thus, the researcher can easily

£ind all cases dealing with miscegenation or segregation.
For locating criminal cases with black defendants, or civil
cases in which the parties happened to be black, the legal
bibliographical materials are useless.

The only effective

method is to read the relevant reports case by case.
was the procedure followed in the present study.

This

The source

material was the Virginia Reports, volumes 60-100, covering

the years 1870-1902.24

24Reports of Cases Decided in the Virginia Supreme Court

18
The procedure is both tedious and time-consuming, but
necessary for a complete survey of the subject.

Even a civil

case between two white parties might contain a reference to a
black witness.

The result of this search was a record of all

cases in which blacks appeared as parties or witnesses at
trial, or were mentioned in passing.

Simply searching for

racial references was insufficient, however, because not all
black parties were so identified.
in criminal cases.

This was especially true

The solution was to compile a list of

possibly black defendants and attempt to determine their race
from other sources.

Unfortunately, no objective criteria

existed to indicate which defendants should be placed on the
list.

Possible clues included the name and occupation of the

defendant, crime involved, circumstances of the crime, and
length of sentence.
The final step was to search other material for refer
ences to, and racial identification of, the names on the list.
The two sources of greatest use were contemporary newspapers
and the records and briefs submitted to the Supreme Court.�?S
of Appeals (Richmond: Superintendent of Public Printing,
1870-1903). Two periodicals of the time, The Virginia Law
Journal (1877•1892) and The Virginia Law Register (1895-1902),
carried unofficial reports of some cases. Many of the opin
ions from these journals and other sources are compiled in
V�rginia Decisions: A Collection of Virginia Cases not Offi
cially Reported (2 vols.; Charlottesville, Va.: The Michie
Company, Law Publishers, 1902).
25No whole set of records and briefs exists. The best
collection, although it too appears incomplete, is in the
custody of the Clerk of the Supreme Court of Appeals. The
collection is bound in a series of volumes labeled "Records
and Briefs, Supreme Court of Appeals, Old Series." The rec
ords and briefs are bound roughly chronologically, but with

19
Also helpful were the lists of pardons granted by the gover
nor 26 and the annual penitentiary reports. 2 7

Unfortunately,

some of the relevant names appear in these sources devoid of
racial identification.

Many others do not appear at all.

These factors--failure of the opinions always to denote race,
the subjectivity of compiling a list of cases for further
investigation, and the difficulties in carrying out that
investigation--ensure that not every case concerning blacks
has found its way into this study.

so. 2 8

Probably most have done

Certainly enough have been identified to justify their

use as the basic material for an inquiry into the treatment
of blacks in the legal system of postreconstruction Virginia.
no further organization. There is no general index or guide
to the series. The only help is the table of contents of
each volume, which itself may contain errors. This material
is not generally available to researchers, and the author
wishes to thank Mr. Howard Turner, Clerk of the Court, for
granting access to the collection.
26

Published periodically in Virginia, House of Delegates
(or Senate), Journal, Communication from the Governor of Vir
ginia Transmitting List of Pardons .
. and Reasons Therefor
(title varies) .
27virginia, Board of Directors of the Virginia Peniten
tiary, Reports (published annually).
28
No criminal defendant or party to a civil suit has
been designated as black without positive identification
either within the report or by external sources. For those
opinions which do not include racial identification, the ex
ternal source is cited at the first mention of the case.
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I.

THE SUPREME COURT OF APPEALS, 1870-1902

When the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia convened
in April, 1370, to chart the course of law for the newly re
deemed Old Dominion, the judges had only to look to the imme
diate past to see the dire effects that political and social
turmoil could have on a judicial system.

The preceding five

years had been a time of bitter emotions and institutional
instability.

The judges looked forward to an era of political

peace and legal certainty.

But the new court's first case

involved a political question, and the great tragedy that
accompanied its hearing was an omen that the dream of a hal
cyon legal era unsullied by politics would indeed be only a
dream.
Reconstruction had seen a hodgepodge of courts, often
with uncertain powers and overlapping jurisdictions.

Mili

tary tribunals and Freedmen's Bureau courts shared the arena
with civil authorities.

Through most of Reconstruction the
1
civil courts were in action and relatively independent.
Freedmen's Bureau courts took cogniznace only of cases in
volving blacks, and even those cases were transferred to the
1

Margaret Virginia �elson, A Study of Judicial Review in
Virginia, 1789-1928 (New York: Columbia University Press,
1947), p. 234, gives an organizational chart of the state
court system, 1864-1870.
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civil courts as soon as local authorities showed a willingness
to deal justly with the freedmen.

The Freedmen's courts them

selves often were three-man tribunals in which one magistrate
was the representative of the local white population.2
The Supreme Court of Appeals reflected the ambiguities
of Virginia politics during this period.

The judges were

civilians elected by the state legislature and serving by
authority of a state constitution.

The constitution and the

authority, however, were those of the Pierpont or

11

Restored n

government, which had spent most of the war as a loyalist
government-in-exile under federal protection in Alexandria.
Afterwards it had come to Richmond as the offici�lly recog
nized ·::j government of the state.3 By the Alexandria cons
titution of 1864, the Supreme Court was composed of three
2The legal system in Virginia during Reconstruction badly
needs a thorough study. Preliminary works include Harry
August Volz, "The Administration of Justice by the Freedmen's
Bureau in Kentucky, South Carolina, and Virginia" (unpublished
M.A. thesis, University of Virginia, 1975); John Preston
McConnell, Negroes and Their Treatment in Virginia from 1865
to 1867 (Pulaski, Va.: B. D. Smith & Brothers, 1910), pp. 6486; Leslie Winston Smith, "Richmond During Presidential Recon
struction, 1865-1867" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Univer
sity of Virginia, 1974), pp. 132-33, 228-29, 300-44; James
Douglas Smith, "Virginia During Reconstruction, 1865-1870--A
Political, Economic, and Social Study" (unpublished Ph,D, dis
sertation, University of Virginia, 1960), pp. 411-15,
3
Hamilton J. Eckenrode, The Political History of Virginia
During the Reconstruction, Johns Hopkins University Series in
Historical and Political Science, Series 22, Nos. 6-8 (Balti
more: Johns Hopkins Press, 1904); Richard L. Morton, Historv
of Virginia, Vol. III: Virginia Since 1861 (Chicago: American
Historical Society, 1924), pp. 59-159. Alrutheus Ambush Taylor,
The Negro in the Reconstruction of Virginia (Washington� D. C.:
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, 1926),
balances the anti-black bias of the first two works.

judges nominated by the governor and elected by joint vote of
the legislature.
Despite the supposed alien nature of the Pierpont govern
ment, the judges elected to the high court were among the most
respected members of the state bar.

R, C. L. Moncure, the

president, had sat on the Supreme Court since 1851, and at dif
ferent times had been elected to that position by both the
General Assembly and popular ballot. 4 William T, Joynes of
Petersburg was a former United States attorney and had served
5
The third member
as a member of the Confederate judiciary.
of the court, Lucas P. Thompson, had been for many years a
state circuit court judge in Staunton.6 Thompson died before
taking his seat and was replaced by Alexander Rives, the only
member of this group about whom the suspicious natives might
have had some question.

Although, as a practicing Virginia

attorney for almost forty years and an antebellum membe� of
both the state Senate and House of Delegates, his state pedi
gree was excellent, he had also been a staunch and well-known
.
.
Unionist. 7
The court first convened for the April session of 1866.
4
Lyon Gardiner Tyler, ed., Encyclopedia of Virginia Bio
graphy (3 vols.; New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Com
pany, 1915), II, 66; Thomas R. ?vforris, "The Virginia Supreme
Court: An Institutional and Political Analysis," (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Virginia, 1973), pp. 42-43.
5
Tyler, EVB, III, 17-18.
6
rbid., p, 17.
7
Ibid,; John M. Schofield, Forty-Six Years in the Army
(New York: Century Co., 1897), p. 396.

In March, 1867, Virginia became Military District Number One
under the First Reconstruction Act, but the court continued
to sit until March, 1869.

In October of that year it was re-

placed by a Military Court of Appeals appointed by military
commander John M. Schofield.

The new bench consisted of

President Horace B. Burnham and Judges 0. M, Dorman and W.
8
Willoughby.
Virginia commentators reserved their harshest
invective for this court.

One wrote,

The Supreme Court of the State .
. was presided
over by a Major on General Schofield's staff, an
other soldier and a civilian, no one of them ever
having been heard of as a lawyer. Their decisions
are reported in XIX Grattan, and in the copy of
that volume in the State Law Library on the page
where the names of the so-called judges appear,
some wag has made a bracket embracing their names,
and written, that Although they sat upo� the
eagle's eyrie, they are buzzards still.n
11

This court became a prime example used by Virginians to illus
trate the horrors of Reconstruction, but it held power for a
short two sessions, and only eight of its decisions
10
Mr. Grattan's nineteenth reporter.

11

disgrace"

8
Nelson, Judicial Review in Virginia, pp. 58, 215; Martin
P. Burks, Reports of Cases in the Supreme Court of Appeals of
Virginia (Richmond: Superintendent of Public Printing, 1896),
XCI, XlX.
9
George L. Christian, The Capitol Disaster: A Chauter
of Reconstruction in Virginia ([Richmond]: Richmond Pr�ss,
Inc., [1915]), p. 4.
10
60 Va. (19 Gratt.) 545-669. Referring to these opinions,
a later state judge instructed an attorney that he must not
refer in his court to any of the alleged decisions of these
scalawags, for they were not law, and never should be quoted
as authority in his circuit. He had ·stuck together the leaves
containing them with mucilage, so that no one could ever read
them in his honors Grattan." S. S. P. Patteson, The Supreme
Court of Appeals of Virginia, 11 The Green Bag, V, No. 9 (1893),
422.
11

11
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On January 26, 1870, Virginia gained readmission to the
Union.

Unlike most of her sister states of the old Confed

eracy, she entered with control already in the hands of the
native white Redeemers.

The instrument of passage was the

Underwood Constitution, ratified by the state's voters in
July, 1869.

This document was hammered out in a bitter con

vention from December, 1867, through the middle of April,
1868.11 Presided over by John Underwood, the convention was
under the control of a Radical majority, including twenty
four blacks.

Any document produced by such a group was un

likely to meet the approval of most white Virginians.

Con

servatives especially opposed clauses concerning the disfran
chisement of former Confederates and the requirement of a
"test-oath" for certain office holp.ers, sections they feared
would lead to black control of government.
Even after the hated sections had been excised during
the rati"f"ication
process, 12 many conservatives
continue
.
.
d to
.
grumble about the constitution.

Thirty years later attorney

Camm Patteson still referred to it as "a miserable patch
13
The complaints, however,
work" and "baleful instruinent. 11
11James Douglas Smith, ;'The Virginia Constitutional Con
vention of 1867-1868" (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of
Virginia, 1956).
12For
the complicated political and governmental maneu
vering behind ratification, see Eckenrode, Political History
During Reconstruction, pp, 104-27; Smith, "Virginia Constitu
tional Convention," pp, 150-87.
13
Patteson, The Young Bachelor (Lynchburg, Va.: J, P.
Bell Company, 1900), p. 19, For this attorney's view of post
war legal conditions, see pp. 18-19, 58-60.
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carried less conviction as time passed.

Some thoughtful con

servatives grew to accept and even respect the convention's
handiwork.14 The constitution withstood more than three
decades of conservative rule without repeal or major amend15
ment.
Article Six of the constitution, drafted by a committee
of seven men
dealt

including one black--John Brown of Southampton�16

with the judiciary.

Supreme Court of Appeals.

The capstone of the system was the
It consisted of five judges, chosen

by joint vote of the General Assembly for twelve year terms.
The court had original jurisdiction in cases of mandamus,
habeas corpus, and prohibition.

Its appellate jurisdiction

in civil cases was limited to controversies involving more
than $500, except in several specifically named categories.
Three judges constituted a quorum, although a majority of the
complete court was needed to declare a law unconstitutional.
The constitution also required that the court hold its ses
sions at two or more places in the state, thus easing the
burden on lawyers from distant counties.

The court usually

14Jack P. Maddex, Jr., The Virginia Conservatives, 1867�
1879: A Study in Reconstruction Politics (Chapel Hill: Uni
versity of North Carolina Press, 1970), pp. 117-18. Even
Eckenrode admitted that, minus the two political clauses,
"[t]he constitution proved to be a good one, in spite of the
fact that 'carpet-baggers' had assisted in making it." Poli
tical History During Reconstruction, p. 103.
15
some changes were made in the early 1870 1 s, especially
among provisions dealing with the locus of political power.
Morton, History of Virginia, III, 172-75,
16
Smith, "Virginia Constitutional Convention,•• p, 195;
Luther Porter Jackson, Negro Office-Holders in Virginia, 18651895 (Norfolk: Guide Quality Press, 1945), p, 7,
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met in Richmond, Staunton, and Wytheville.17
The constitution also allowed for the formation of a
Special Court of Appeals, consisting of three to five Supreme
Court or circuit court judges, to try cases in which condi
tions precluded a majority of the Supreme Court from sitting.
Such a court, consisting of circuit judges Gustavus A. Wing
field, William S. Barton, and William McLaughlin, existed from
July, 1872, through January, 1874, to help the Supreme Court
reduce the backlog of its swollen docket.
decided more than one hundred cases.

This special court

Despite a unanimous re-

quest from the Supreme Court that the life of the special
court be extended beyond the original term set by the legislature, the General Assembly refused to do so. 18
Next below the Supreme Court were the sixteen, later
seventeen, circuit courts.

Each circuit court had one judge,

elected by joint vote of the General Assembly for an eight
year term.

The circuit courts held original and appellate
jurisdiction in both civil and criminal cases.19
17v.irginia,
Constitution (1869), art. 6, secs. 1, 2, 4,
. .
5, 7. This bare framework was filled in by General Assembly,
Acts, 1869-1870, ch. 171, pp. 219-221.
18 virginia, Constitution (1869), art. 6, sec. 3; General
Assembly, Acts and Joint Resolutions, 1871-1872, ch. 124, pp.
98-99; Senate, Journal, 1874, Communication from the Judges of
the Supreme Court of Appeals .
., S. Doc. 6; Senate, Journal,
1871-1872, Communication from Supreme Court of Appeals,
.,
S. Doc. 9; "Misc. Special Court of Appeals, rt The Virginia Law
Journal, IV (March, 1880), 190-91; Virginia, Code (1873), ch.
156, secs. 14-17, 20-29, pp. 1051-54; Charles Curry, --Judge
William McLaughlin (n.p.: n,p., ri.d,), p. 12.
19
virginia, Constitution (1869), art. 6, secs. 9-12, For
a graphic representation of the court system, see Nelson,
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At the next level stood the county and corporation courts.
Each county or district (two counties combined due to lack of
population) was entitled to one judge, again elected by joint
vote of the legislature.

The term of office was six years, ex

cept that the first group of judges chosen under the constitu
tion served only three years.

The county court had general
2
jurisdiction within the boundaries of its district, ° Corpor

ation courts, for the larger towns, held jurisdiction similar
to that of the circuit courts.

The city judges, like their

county colleagues, were chosen for six year terms by joint
21
. l ature.
vote of the 1eg1s
On the bottom of the court system were the justice of
the peace and magistrate courts.

Justices were elected by

popular vote for a term of three years in the counties and
one year in the cities and towns.

Their jurisdiction included

minor civil and criminal cases.-�

Magistrate courts were held

? ,..,

by town officials and heard cases similar to those heard by
justices, plus matters arising from municipal ordinances and
Judicial Review in Virginia, p. 235; Virginia, Code (1873),
ch. 202, sec. 1, pp. 144-45.
20virginia, Constitution (1869), art. 6, sec. 13; Code
(1873), ch. 154, secs. 1-19, pp. 1027-33. The chart in Nel
son, Judicial Review in Virginia, p. 235, mistakenly lists
the term of office for county judges as three years.
21virginia, Constitution (1869), art. 6, sec. 14; Code
(1873), ch. 154, secs. 20-50, pp. 10 33-39; Nelson, Judicial
Review in Virginia, p. 235. Omitted here is a discussion of
the unique court system in Richmond.
22virginia, Constitution (1869), art. 7, sec, 2; Code
(1873), ch. 48, pp. 462-65; Nelson, Judicial Review in Vir
ginia., p. 235.

by-laws.
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At least in theory, black Virginians had some voice in
the planning and execution of the legal system under which
they lived for the thirty years after Reconstruction.

Blacks

were relatively well represented at the constitutional conven
tion, and a black man served on the committee that drafted
the judiciary article.

Blacks voted in large numbers to rat

ify the constitution.

They could elect justices of the peace

and municipal magistrates.

Even the judges of higher courts

were not totally out of reach.

So long as black representa-

tives sat in the General Assembly, as they did from 1869 to
24
1890, they had some voice in choosing judges.
In reality,
once the conservatives regained control of the state after
ratification, black political influence declined abruptly and
the black voice was more symbolic than effective.

�onethe

less, even the small amount of real power, and the symbolism
it offered, were more than blacks in the Old Dominicn enjoyed
before or after this period,
When the new Supreme Court met in April, 1870, Virginia
conservatives would have been justified in thinking that all
was again right with the world,

Sitting as president was

23
virginia, Code (1873), ch. 48, secs. 2, 13, pp. 462,
465, ch. 54, sec.� p, 527; Nelson, Judicial Review in
Virginia, p. 235.
24 Beverley B, Munford, Random Recollections (n.p.: Private 1y printed, 1 9 0 5 ) , pp , 14 9 - S O , q U O t e S 8.-- b 1a Ck de 1egate
speaking in support of a judicial candidate. On olacks
elected as justices of the peace, see chapter II.
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R. C. L. Moncure, accomplishing the impressive feat of having
served on the court before, during, and after Reconstruction.
Joining Moncure was his former colleague on the Reconstruction
court, William T. Joynes.

The third member of that old court,

Unionist and Republican Alexander Rives, was defeated in his
. h"is seat. 25 The three new members chosen by
attempt to regain
the General Assembly were far more orthodox in their views
than the departed Rives.
Waller R. Staples had practiced in Montgomery County since
1848.

A former member of the House of Delegates, he was a

prewar Whig who became an ardent Democrat.

His wartime ser

vice was as a member of the Confederate House of Representa
tives.26 Joseph Christian had also been a wartime legislator,
serving in the state Senate.

Another old line 11/hig, he began

the practice of law in 1849 in Middlesex County, which he
later served as circuit court judge.27 The fifth judge,
Francis T. Anderson, had been a member of the bar since 1829,
He was a farmer and iron manufacturer as well as an attorney
and sometime law teacher.

Yet another former Whig and a

Unionist until the war, Anderson served in the House of Dele·
the war. 28
gates during
25M
nvirginia .Supreme Court," p. 65.
1 orris,
26Tyler, EVE, III, 19-20; Patteson, "Supreme Court of
Appeals," p. 407.
27 Tyler, EVE, III, 19; Patteson, "Supreme Court of
Appeals, i, p, 4or:28Tyler, EVE, III, 20-21; Patteson, "Supreme Court of
Appeals," pp, 410-14,
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The court's first case was a direct result of Recon
struction.

The Richmond Mayoralty Case 29 was a test case to

determine the validity of an enabling act, passed by the
General Assembly in March, 1870, which provided for interim
officials during the period between the end of military rule
and the installation of elected state officials.

The liti

gation pitted George Chahoon, Mayor of Richmond by military
appointment, against Henry Ellyson, who claimed the same
position as civil appointee under the new act.

Given the

tenor of the times and the composition of the court, no doubt
existed about the outcome of the case.30 Still, the impor
tance and notoriety of the matter drew many spectators to
the proceedings, with the whites anxious to witness the end
of Reconstruction.

Reconstruction, however, had one more,

true tragedy to visit on the Old Dominion.
The courtroom was on an upper floor of the Capitol
building in Richmond, immediately above the hall of the
House of Delegates.

On April 27 a large crowd gathered to

hear the decision in the Mayoralty case.

Suddenly a portion

of the floor and the gallery collapsed, dropping most of the
crowd twenty-five feet to the hall below.

Parts of the

courtroom ceiling followed, sending heavy timbers and suffoeating plaster dust onto the victims.
29

Sixty-two people were

60 Va. (19 Gratt.) 673 (1870). Nelson, Judicial Re
view in Virginia, pp. 60-61, contains a discussion of the
case. Less objective is the analysis in Christian, Capitol
Disaster, pp. 9 - 2 4.
30
"Their attorneys debated the complex problem in the
language of constitutional law, but power politics, very
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killed, including a number of prominent lawyers and offi
cials, and more than 250 were injured.

The hole in the

floor reached to within several feet of the judges, who re
mained unscathed.

For many Virginians, the disaster was not

simply a tragic act of God but "the climax and culmination
of 'Reconstruction,' and a direct result of those illegal
and infamous measures.11 31
With both Reconstruction and the Capitol disaster be
hind it, the court settled down to hearing the many new is
sues raised by changed social and economic conditions.
After the turmoil of Reconstruction the twelve year term
of the new court passed almost placidly.

Joynes resigned

in March,

1 872,

due to ill health, and was replaced by Wood

Bouldin.

Reflecting the experiences of his new colleagues,

Boulding was a former Whig and had served as a state legis
lator during the war.32 Bouldin sat on the court only four
years, being replaced upon his death in 1876 by Edward C.
Burks.

A graduate of Washington College and the University

of Virginia law department, Burks had practiced in Bedford
County since 1842.

His only political experience had been

likely, determined the outcome.''
tives, p. 89.

Maddex, Virginia Conserva

31

Christian, Capitol Disaster, p. 2. Reporter Peachy
R. Grattan also describes the disaster in a footnote to the
case report, 60 Va. (19 Gratt.) 673 (1870).
32Tyler, EVB, III, 18-19; Patteson, "Supreme Court of
Appeals," pp. 370-72.

as a wartime member of the House of Delegates.33
While the orthodox court went about its business, a new
political heresy was rising to disrupt the Commonwealth once
At issue was the state debt.34

again.

Years of devastating

war had destroyed much of the state's public and private
wealth.

Despite this devastation, the General Assembly in

1871 passed a Funding Act that, in effect, guaranteed pay
ment to the bondholders of the principal and interest of the
debt.

It was soon apparent that such funding would place an

almost impossible strain on the state budget.

Revenue was

insufficient to support both the debt and the increased
social services of the postreconstruction period.

The fis

cal conservatives in control of the state government saw
only one solution.

They cut back on the services.

Roads,

hospitals, and the new public schools suffered for the
state's fiscal honor.

Various attempts by the legislature

to ease the situation met either gubernatorial veto or judi
cial invalidation.
The Conservatives split into two factions over the debt
question.

The Funders believed that the law and the honor

33Tyler, EVB, III, 21; Patteson, "Supreme Court of
Appeals," pp. 415-16.

34The definitive study is James Tice Moore, Two Paths to
the New South: The Virginia Debt Controversy, 1870-1883 (Lex
ington: University Press of Kentucky, 1974), which supercedes
the older Charles C. Pearson, The Readjuster Movement in Vir
ginia (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1917). William L.
Royall, Histor of the Virainia Debt Controversy. The Negro's
Vicious In luence in Politics Richmond: Geo. M. West, Pub
lisher, 1897) is rabidly anti-Readjuster. The opposite view
influences Nelson M. Blake, William Mahone of Virginia: Sold
ier and Political Insurgent (Richmond: Garrett & Nassie,

33
of the state demanded that all obligations be met in full.
The Readjusters questioned both the legal and moral necessity
of funding the debt.

Scorning the idea that the state's honor

was more important than the welfare of its citizens, they
wanted to readjust, or scale down, the debt.

This disagree

ment over economic policy defined the two groups, but their
positions reflected far more profound differences in politi
cal and social beliefs.
The Funders were heir to the mantle of the traditional
Virginia ruling class, an elite group of economically secure
and socially prestigious men.

Their leaders were mainly pro

fessionals, particularly lawyers, from the towns and cities.
They appealed to urban business interests and prosperous
farmers.

They were, in short, a "coalition of townsmen and

farmers, capitalists and aristocrats,

cemented by a

common commitment to the traditional values of .Virginia so
ciety--economic orthodoxy, a hierarchical social order and
elitist Government."35
The Readjusters lacked the homogeneous background and
community of interests of their opponents.

The coalition's

various segments agreed only on their opposition to Funder
policies.

The original Readjuster spokesmen were themselves

borderline members of the agricultural-mercantile elite,
Publishers, 1935); and William C. Pendleton, Political His
tory of Appalachian Virginia, 1776-1927 (Dayton, Va.: Shen
andoah Press, 1927), pp. 274-428.

35Moore, Two Paths, p. 29. Moore's excellent plumbing
of the Funder mind is on pp. 26-44.
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whose sole complaint concerned Funder economics.

On politi

cal and social issues they could be as conservative as their
economic foes.

As the party developed, other Readjusters saw

it as a source of true democratic change.

The backbone of

white Readjuster support was the yeoman farmer of southwest
Virginia and the northern valley, growing areas desiring in
creased state services and unwilling to accept government by
the traditional elite.36

The final Readjuster strength lay in the almost total
support of the party by black voters, who had grown frus
trated and bitter over their loss of political influence
since redemption.

The new party promised a change toward a

more democratic political system.

It was a case of mutual

need, recognized by both sides, with political ideology hap
pily reinforcing political pragmatism.

Black voters were

actively welcomed and black leaders received some minor ap
pointments.

Readjuster programs also included many goals

desired by blacks, such as abolition of the poll tax and
whipping post, black jury service, strong support of public
schools, and better public institutions for the ill and in
sane.37

36Ibid., pp. 45-53.
37Both contemporary and later unfriendly observers con
sidered the black-Readjuster connection the most significant
fact about the Readjuster movement. More objective authors
have found nothing sinister or unethical in the relationship.
Although, in the end, the black issue was a major factor in
the dissolution of the party, black support helped the Read
justers to what success they did enjoy. In return, the blacks
received significant recompense for their considered decision
to back the Readjusters. Moore, Two Paths, pp. 47-48, 64-65,

35
Funder adherents controlled the Conservative party and
the state government for most of the 1870's.

Throughout the

decade, however, the Readjusters evolved new leadership, pro
grams, and political strategy.

Most important was the emer

gence of William Mahone as faction leader.

Mahone, a bril

liant political strategist, built a significant Readjuster
caucus within the General Assembly.

Lax discipline among the

various groups favoring readjustment, and gubernatorial vetoes
of the few pieces of legislation that did emerge, convinced
Mahone that a strong, independent party organization was
needed.
In February, 1879, Mahone and his disparate allies formed
the Readjuster party.

In the General Assembly session of 1879-

1880 the Readjuster caucus formed a majority with the black
Republicans.
lies.

The white Republicans proved less constant al

The chaotic nature of the anti-Funder coalition meant

a shifting of lines on almost every issue.

Still, the working

majority was secure enough to allow wholesale patronage ap
pointments and to produce some legislation.

Again, vetoes by

Funder Governor F. W. M. Holliday caused frustration.

This

103-5; Moore, ''To Carry Africa into the War: The Readjuster
Movement and the Negro'' (unpublished M.A. thesis, University
of Virginia, 1968); Moore, ''Black Militancy in Readjuster
Virginia, 1879-1883," The Journal of Southern History, XLI,
No. 2 (1975), 167-86; James Hugo Johnston, "The Participation
of Negroes in the Government of Virginia from 1877 to 1888,"
The Journal of Negro History, XIV, No. 3 (1929), 251-71;
Charles E. Wynes, Race Relations in Virginia, 1870-1902 (Char
lottesville: University of Virginia Press, T961), pp. 16-38;
Blake, William Mahone, pp. 261-64; Richard L. Morton, The
Negro in Virginia Politics, 1865-1902 (Charlottesville_:_Uni
versity of Virginia Press, 1919), pp. 98-106.
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problem disappeared in 1881 when the Readjusters elected majorities to both houses of the legislature and also placed William
E. Cameron in the governor's mansion.
By this time the Readjusters were losing their conserva
tive elements and moving to the left.

Boldly espousing "lib

eralism" and racial justice, the Readjusters moved beyond the

debt question to a "comprehensive, progressive reform program.1138
By the election of 1883, however, the winds of Virginia poli
tics had shifted again.

The loss of the conservative elements

of the coalition weakened party strength, and many supporters
left because of personal conflict with Mahone.

The success of

the party in finally easing the debt problem removed the issue
that had cemented the coalition.

These various factors allowed

the race issue to come to the front again.

When an election

eve riot occurred in the black-controlled town of Danville, the
resultant conservative propaganda doomed further effective
black participation in state politics, and ensured a similar
fate for any party allowing blacks such a role.39
The Readjusters, however, left their mark on the state.
Among the more controversial of the party's actions was its use
of patronage.

The party attempted to fill as many state of

fices as possible with its own adherents.

A major reason was

the desire to make political capital, but such an approach was
38Moore, Two Paths, pp. 82-92.
39
Moore discu5ses the alleged and actual reasons for
the Readjuster downfall, ibid., pp. 93-118.
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not unique and hardly contemptible.
also at work.

Two other motives were

First, the party wanted men of agreeable phil

osophy in offices that determined or executed public policy.
In addition, many ousted officials had been incompetent or
corrupt.

Still, in the eyes of the Funders and their later

scholarly supporters, any Readjuster attempt to install a
new official was an unethical and unconscionable abuse of
the spoils system.

And no portion of the Readjuster program

was so roundly denounced as its replacement of the state's
judges.
By coincidence the period of Readjuster strength in
cluded several years during which the General Assembly was
scheduled to fill various state judgeships.

To the session

of 1879-1880 fell the task of electing county and corpora
tion court judges.
versal approval.

The new choices met with less than uni

William L. Royall, a chief Funder lawyer,

later charged, "With very few exceptions [the Readjusters]
put upon the State a county judiciary that greatly shocked
40
the moral sense of the people."
Another observer remarked,
''[M]any of the judges of that time, appointed by the Read
juster partyfor political purposes, were thoroughly incompe

tent, and many of them were exceedingly stupid.1141
40

Even a

Royall, Historv of Virginia Debt Controversv, p. 62.
Royall's strongest example was Thomas B. Claiborne of Frank
lin County, indicted by his own grand jury for gambling.
Ibid., pp. 63-66.
41
John H. Gwathmey, Leaends of Virainia Law ers: Anec
dotes and Whimsical Yarns of the Old Time Bench an Bar Rich
mond: Press of the Dietz Printing Company, 1934), pp. 129-30.
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leading Readjuster believed that, though some of the county
judges were "good and worthy men, and fair judges," others

were "both incompetent and unworthy.1142

Funder supporters also explained why such incompetents
served on the bench.

According to Charles C. Pearson, "[T]he

scarcity of Readjuster lawyers, party exigencies, and the re
fusal of some Funder lawyers to accept Readjuster appointment

led to many unsatisfactory and some scandalous selections.1143
William L. Royall wrote simply that the Readjuster party con
tained "comparatively few reputable lawyers.1144 For the
Funders, this tenet was not the result of an objective analy
sis of their opponents' legal talents.

It was an article of

faith established by the fact that the Readjuster position
was, in their view, illegal and dishonest.

In fact, lawyers

were well represented in both factions, although the older
and more established attorneys clustered in the Funder camp.
In one list of "Prominent Funders," 82 per cent were lawyers.
Of the "Prominent Readjusters," 40 per cent were lawyers.45
To determine whether the Readjuster appointees were as
terrible as the Funders maintained is difficult.

James T.

42Elizabeth H. Hancock, ed., Autobiography of John E.
Massey (New York: Neale Publishing Company, 1909), p. 216.
Massey was an early economic Readjuster, conservative in po
litical and social beliefs, and a bitter enemy of Mahone.
43Pearson, Readjuster Movement, p. 150.
44Royall, History of Virginia Debt Controversy, p. 62.
45 Moore, Two Paths, pp. 131-156.
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Moore suggests one approach, which is helpful though not con
clusive.

If the judges were undeniably incompetent, and if

the critics were sincere in their outrage, then the first able
Funder-controlled legislature would surely have removed all
possible blots on the state judiciary.

Moore calculates that

during their reign the Readjusters placed on the bench ninety
five county judges, thirteen corporation court judges, and
five circuit court judges.46 Of these, the Funder General
Assembly of 1883-1884 removed six, while four others resigned
under pressure.

That almost ten percent of the Readjuster

judiciary below the Supreme Court level left the bench in
dishonor is a damning indictment.

Moore points out, though,

that in one removal and one resignation the investigators
"admitted finding no cause for punitive action."
removal was influenced by an irrelevant issue.
denied a public hearing to defend himself.47

A second
One judge was

46
The figures, not included in the published book, are
from the original dissertation, "Two Paths to the New South:
Funders, Readjusters, and the Virginia Debt Controversy, 18701883" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Virginia,
1972), p. 231, note 50. The Readjusters did not have the op
portunity to make major changes at the circuit court level.
Mahone's forces tried to surmount this problem by redistrict
ing the judicial circuits, thus turning the judges out of of
fice, but the plan encountered opposition from Massey and
others and never emerged from caucus. Hancock, Autobiography
of Massey, p. 217.
47
Moore, Two Paths, pp. 101. Moore also notes tnat the
reputation of the earlier, Funder judges was not so spotless
as their supporters imply. The black Petersburg Lancet, Feb
ruary 10, 1883, saw no reason that the old judges should not
have been replaced: "The Liberals [Readjusters], not believ
ing in the doctrine that the judiciary had gone to the angels
and were so pure from political parties that they could not be
influenced by prejudice, they have also to some extent gotten
hold of the judiciary, and made needed reforms by putting such
men on the bench as are in thorough accord with Liberalism."
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The Readjusters also had the opportunity to name a new
Supreme Court bench.

Mahone and his allies realized the cru

cial role to be played by the court in determining the debt
issue.

Decisions by the sitting court concerning the state's

contractual obligations under the Funding Act had frustrated
Readjuster legislative attempts to lessen the state's burden.
Knowing that the term of the first Redeemer Supreme Court was
to expire at the end of 1882, Readjuster leaders emphasized
the importance of gaining a strong party majority in the 1881
General Assembly elections.

The campaign was a success.

The Readjuster victory at the polls did not guarantee a
smooth judicial transition.

The maneuvering began in early

January when N. W. Hazlewood introduced a resolution in the
House declaring that, due to age and ill health, R. C. L.
Moncure had become incompetent to remain on the court.

Hazle

wood called upon the General Assembly to consider removing
the president.

Although Hazlewood's attempt failed, subse

quent events proved the wisdom of his resolution.

Moncure

remained on the bench until his death seven months later, but
never again was able to take an active role in the court's
work.48
In late January the squabbling resumed.

The occasion

was a House committee report on unexpired judicial terms.

A

dissenting report by the Funder minority declared that no such
48
virginia, House of Delegates, Journal, 1881-1882, pp.
89-90, 171, 174. Reporter George W. Hansbrough refers to
Moncure's lack of participation in his list of judges sitting
on the cases reported in 76 Va.
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thing existed.

The minority argued that the question was one

of constitutional interpretation and within the province of
the courts.

The Supreme Court of Appeals had already ruled

that a judge elected to fill a vacancy should serve a full
term, not simply complete the unexpired term of his predeces
sor.

Faced with this damaging precedent, the Readjuster major

ity looked elsewhere.

They argued that the constitutional

convention had specifically rejected wording similar to the
court's later interpretation.

Subsequent General Assembly

actions had supported the idea that a judge elected to fill
a vacancy should serve only the unexpired term of the former
judge.49

The abstract nature of this controversy had a very con
crete political foundation.

At issue was the Supreme Court

seat of Edward C. Burks, who had been elected in December,
1876, to replace Wood Bouldin.
placed William Joynes.

Bouldin, earlier, had re

If, as the minority argued, each

judge was elected for his own term, then Funder Burks could
sit for six more years.

The maj ority's belie£ that election

was valid only for the unexpired term of the previous judge
meant that Burks's term would end in December, 1882, allowing
the election of a fifth Readjuster judge.
The General Assembly voted in late February.

Staples

and Christian lost their seats to Robert A. Richardson and
Benjamin W. Lacy, respectively.

Lunsford L. Lewis defeated

49
House of Delegates, Journal, 1881-1882, pp. 229-31.
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James Keith for the seat previously held by Moncure, and
Thomas T. Fauntleroy defeated John W. Riely for that previ
ously occupied by Francis T. Anderson.
along party lines.

Voting proceeded

When the Readjusters moninated Drury A.

Hinton to succeed Burks, the Funders offered no candidate
. .
.
50 They believed
.
and refused to participate
in the voting.
that Burks was entitled to remain in office, and obviously
felt that to take part in the election would compromise their
position.
When the new court convened in January, 1883, the first
51 The situation
.
. was B urks v. Hinton.
case to confrant it
was
·
·
reminiscent of the opening of the Redeemer court thirteen
years earlier, when that court also had been greeted by a
legal question steeped in politics.

Perhaps the cases were

reminders that the relationship between politics and the
courts in the Old Dominion was not so pure.

Both the major

ity and dissenting opinions in Burks referred to the dangerous
lack of independence of the Supreme Court from the General
Assembly.52 Politically based or not, the case did present
a legal issue and a decision was necessary.

That the court

ruled for Hinton was hardly surprising, although in a signi
ficant dissent Lewis agreed with the position taken by the
Funder minority in the House committee report.
50

rbid., pp. 392-96.

51
77 Va. 1 (1883). There are discussions of the case in
Morris, "Virginia Supreme Court," p. 47, and Nelson, Judicial
Review in Virginia, pp. 107-108, 116-20.
52
77 Va. 23, 42-43.
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Lewis, the new court's president, was a law graduate of
the University of Virginia and had served as commonwealth's
attorney in Culpeper.

For a number of years before his elec

tion to the high court he was federal district attorney for
the Eastern District of Virginia.53

Fauntleroy was also a

University of Virginia graduate who began practice in his
native Winchester in 1847.

After serving as commonwealth's

attorney he was elected to the General Assembly in 1857.
Following wartime service he returned to practice and was
again elected to the General Assembly 1n 1877.

A term as

Secretary of the Commonwealth preceded his elevation to the
high court.54 Hinton's law studies at the University had
been interrupted by Confederate service, after which he stud
ied under William Joynes.

After several years of private

practice he served as both commonwealth's attorney and cor
poration counsel for Petersburg.55
Robert A. Richardson had read law while serving as a
court clerk, passed the bar, and entered private practice.
After Confederate service he returned to practice in Smyth
56
County.
The fifth member of the court, Benjamin W. Lacy,
was the only one with judicial experience, having served
53

Tyler, EVB, III, 21-22; Patteson, "Supreme Court of
Appeals," p. 416.
54
Tyler, EVB, III, 22-23; Patteson, Supreme Court of
Appeals,1' p. 417-18.
55Tyler, EVB, III, 23; Patteson, Supreme Court of
Appeals/'p. 41�
56 Moore, Two Paths, p. 149; The Virginia Law Register,
I, No. 7 (1895), 544-45.
11

11
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short terms as both county court and circuit court judge.

A

Confederate veteran from New Kent County, he also served four
terms in the House of Delegates, the last as Speaker.5
"7

The contemporary and subsequent criticism that charac
terized the careers of the Readjuster county judges did not
extend to the Supreme Court judges.

The political nature of

the court change, especially the removal of the entire pre
38
vious bench, elicited some bitterness
but there were few
complaints about the conduct of the judges in office.

One

lawyer of the time did refer to the Readjuster high court as
59
"all damned rascals, differing only in degree."
But even
Charles C. Pearson, a close critic of all Readjuster actions,
admitted, "The new Supreme Court judges served full terms
without discredit.1160 More recent students of the court have
noted the political context of the 1883 change without find
ing any important alreration in the court's quality or integ
rity worthy of mention.61
Their twelve year term kept the Readjuster judges on
the bench several years after the controversies that led to
their election had died down.

They served without incident,

57Tyler, EVB, III, 22; Patteson, "Supreme Court of
Appeals," pp. 416-17.
58
The Virginia Law Journal, VI (1882), published a series
of editorials praising the 1870-1882 court and deplorin� its
dissolution. Pp. 190, 641, 753-54.
59
Gwathmey, Legends of Virginia Lawyers, p. 60.
60 Pearson, Readjuster Movement, pp. 149-50.
61
Morris, "Virginia Supreme Court," pp. 45-48, 61-63;
�elson, Judicial Review in Virginia, pp. 107-108, 116-20, 217.
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but in 1894 the General Assembly elected a new court. Five
.
d, and e1ected unanimous
.
1y. 62 Th e new presmen were nominate
ident was James Keith, a Confederate veteran who had studied
law at the University of Virginia, practiced for a short time,
and been a member of the first Redeemer legislature.

In 1870

he was elected a circuit court judge, a position he held un

til his promotion to the high court.63

He was the only mem

ber of the new court with judicial experience.
Richard H. Cardwell was an immigrant from North Carolina,
a Confederate veteran who had come to Virginia in 1869.
reading law privately he entered practice in 1874.

After

He also

spent fourteen years in the House of Delegates, eight as
Speaker.64

Another former House member was John A. Buchanan,

a veteran from Smyth County and University law graduate.

After

building a successful practice in Abingdon, he served one term
in the General Assembly and two in Congress.65 John W. Riely,
a native of West Virginia, was yet another Confederate veteran.
He passed the bar in 1867 and embarked upon a twenty-six year
practice in Halifax County.

For much of that time he also
served as the county commonwealth's attorney.66 The final
62

Senate, Journal, 1893-1894, pp. 132-34.

63Tyler, EVB, III, 23-24.
64
Ibid., p. 24.
65Ibid., p. 25.
6693 Va. v; Majorie D. Kirtley, Virginia Supreme Court:
Bio ra hies, Chronoloaical Histor (typescript in Virginia
State Library, Richmond , p. 18. The Kirtley work is an un
critical collection of short biographical pieces, with most
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member of the court.

George M. Harrison, was a Staunton at

torney who after wartime service had studied law at the Uni
versity.

Harrison's only public service prior to his elec

tion was as a commissioner in chancery.67

Archer A. Phlegar had the shortest tenure on the court
during this period.

He was appointed by Governor J. Hoge

Tyler in October, 1900, to replace Riely, who had died two
months earlier.

Prior to his appointment Phlegar had manag

ed successful public and private careers.

He read law after

returning from the war and represented several corporations,
as well as serving as a railroad company officer.

On the

public side he served as both a commonwealth's attorney and
a state senator. 68 Phlegar's appointment to the court was
temporary and, in February, 1901, the General Assembly elected
Stafford G. Whittle to finish Riely's unexpired term.

Whittle,

a former University law student, had behind him more than ten
years of private practice and two terms as circuit court
. dge.69 He was also the first Supreme Court member since
JU
redemption not to have served the Confederacy, having been too
of the information taken from such sources as Tyler's EVB and
Virginia State Bar Association memorials. It is helpfur-in
bringing together this otherwise dispersed material, but the
original sources, if available, are recommended.
6 7Ty 1er, EVB, I I I , 25.
68Ibid., pp. 25-26.
69rbid., pp. 26 27.
-
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young at the time.
The court elected in

1

894 served not only through the

end of the century but the end of an era as well.

As the

years passed blacks played less and less active a role in
state politics.

Official fraud and unofficial intimidation

drastically cut the black vote.

As actual black influence

dwindled, the specter of black rule was invoked as an example
of the dangers awaiting any split in the white ranks.

Fear

that black votes might be sought by some future disgruntled
faction, dislike of the restricting necessity to suppress
any white disunity, and dissatisfaction with the commonly
practiced voting fraud led Virginia's white political leaders

to one conclusion--the black man had to be disfr�nchised.70
In
that.

1 901

a constitutional convention convened to do just

As Richard

L. Morton writes with approval,

In the campaign preceding the convention and in
the convention itself no attempt was made to con
ceal the main purpose of that body. The negro
had been a failure and a menace in politics. As
long as he was in politics the color line was a
line of friction and danger to both races. There
fore, he must be removed, not only because he was
for the most part an ignorant and irresponsible
voter who had usually stood solidly behind the
worst elements in State politics, but also because
he had been taught .
. to vote as a negro and
must therefore be disfranchised because he was a
negro. 71
On May 29, 1902, the delegates, fearing possible defeat if
the question of adoption were submitted to the electorate,
70

Morton, Negro in Virginia Politics, pp. 12 7 -46.
71
Ibid., pp. 151-52.
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proclaimed their document to be the new constitution of

Virginia.72

The removal of the black man from politics ended his
ability, however slight it had been, to participate in the
formulation of the laws defining race relations in the state.
The whites, in complete control, now had definite ideas about
which direction those relations should take.

The era of

racial uncertainty which had begun with Redemption came to
an end.

72
on the proceedings of the convention and the technical
ities of disfranchisement in the new constitution, see ibid.,
pp. 147-61, 171-78.
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II.

BLACKS IN THE COURTROOM

The black man in a Virginia courtroom was an alien in a
strange and confusing world.

Most of the faces he saw, the

faces of southern justice, were white.
blacks participate in the legal process?

To what extent did
Were there black

jurors, witnesses, attorneys, or officials?
In 1885 George Washington Cable wrote,
Suppose for a moment the tables turned. Suppose
the courts of our Southern States, while changing
no laws requiring the impaneling of jurymen with
out distinction as to race, etc., should suddenly
begin to draw their thousands of jurymen all black,
and well-nigh every one of them counting not only
himself, but all his race, better than any white
man. Assuming that their average intelligence and
morals should be not below that of jurymen as now
drawn, would a white man, for all that, choose to
be tried in one of those courts? Would he suspect
nothing? Could one persuade him that his chances
of even justice were all they should be, or all
they would be were the court not evading the law
in order to sustain an outrageous distinction
against him because of the accidents [sic] of his
birth? Yet only read white man for black man, and
black man for white man, and that . .
has been
the practice for years, and is still so today; an
actual emasculation, in the case of six million
people, both as plaintiff and defendant, of the
right of trial by jury.I
The racial composition of juries was the most controversial
1George W. Cable, The Silent South Together with The
Freedman's Case in Equity and The Convict Lease System (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1907). pp. 19-20.
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and litigated aspect of the black's new legal position.
Southern blacks had grave doubts about the objectivity of
their white neighbors.

As Kelly Miller wrote soon after the

turn of the century, "The Negro feels that he cannot expect
justice from Southern courts when white and black are invalved.

For this suspicion the jury rather than the

judge is responsible."2

The fact that white jurymen were

often of the lower classes did little to assuage black sus
picions.3
Blacks realized that their chances for justice increased
when juries were not all white.

They recognized that "one

vote on the grand jury might prevent an indictment, and save
disgrace and the risk of public trial; while one vote on the
2Kelly Miller, Race Adjustment: Essays on the Negro in
America (2d. ed; New York: Neale Publishing Company, 1909),
p. 81. Counsel in George v. Pilcher, 69 Va. (28 Gratt.) 299
(1877), explained an unsuccessful attempt to remove the case
to a federal court as having been based on the belief that,
"as this was a litigation between persons of mixed color in
volving the title to a large estate, it was eminently proper
that it should be tried by a court as free as possible from
any prejudice . . . in respect to race or color, which would
naturally and probably affect a trial by jury in a State
court of Virginia." George v. Pilcher, in Virginia, Supreme
Court of Appeals, Records and Briefs, XII, 0.S., 1, 2.

31etter from George M. Arnold to Isaiah H. Wears in Her
bert Aptheker, ed., A Documentary History of the Negro People
in the United States (New York: Citadel Press, 1951), p.
729; W. E. Burghardt DuBois, ed., "Some Notes on Negro Crime,
Particularly in Georgia," Report of a Social Study made under
the direction of Atlanta University .
., Atlanta University
Publications No. 9 (Atlanta: Atlanta University Press, 1904),
p. 56.
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petit jury might save a 1ife or a term of imprisonment." 4
The lack of black jurors left many blacks with no confidence
in or loyalty to the law.

Discussing the causes of black

crime generally, W. E. B. DuBois remarked,
"[I]t certainly seems clear that . . . the pre
sence of intelligent Negroes on juries when
Negroes are tried .
. would make quickly and
decidedly for the decrease in Negro criminality
in the South and in the land."5
For most whites the absence of black jurymen was a social
and legal necessity.

The black demand for representation on

juries was an assertion of equality unwelcome in white society.
Fully as important, black jurors threatened the otherwise com
plete control exerted by whites over the legal process.

Gunnar

Myrdal has noted that one of the dangers of the jury system is
that it strengthens the dependence of justice on popular
.

.

opinion. 6

The authorities depended on such public opinion to

4Wilford H. Smith, "The Negro and the Law," in Booker T.
Washington, et al., The Negro Problem (New York: James Pott
& Company, 1903), p. 136. But see the pessimistic view in
Henry L. Andrews, "Racial Distinctions in the Courts of North
Carolina" (unpublished M.A. thesis, Duke University, 1933),
pp. 93-101. According to Andrews, black lawyers in North
Carolina felt that integrated juries would increase the racial
status of the black citizen but would not greatly improve the
administration of justice.
5DuBois, "Negro Crime in Georgia," p. 59.
6Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma: The Ne ro Problem
and Modern Democracy, 2 vols.; New York: Harper & Brothers
Publishers, 1944), I, 524. See, also, Lewis H. Blair, The
Pros erit of the South De endent u on the Elevation ofthe
Negro (Richmond: Everett Wa dey, 1889 , p. 56: "[T he trouble
is with the interpretation of the laws by the juries, who
merely voice public sentiment, which is superior to the law
itself."
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serve in place of illegal official discrimination.

For ex

ample, "since the legislature apparently felt it impolitic to
distinguish penalties by race, they made the death penalty
discretionary for [certain] crimes, and placed their trust in

the judgment of white judges and white juries.117

Finally,

some honest self-delusion may have existed among whites that
black parties did not want black jurymen.- Henry W. Grady
quoted an Atlanta prosecutor, "As to negro jurors, I have
never known a negro to allow his lawyer to accept a negro
juror.

For the State I have accepted a black juror fifty

times, to have him rejected by the opposing lawyer by order
of his negro client.118

Given the contrary evidence available,

Grady's acceptance of this statement without qualification
was, at best, wishful thinking.
Before ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment Virginia
blacks had no opportunity to sit on juries.

Even free blacks

had been prohibited from doing so on the ground that they
were not citizens.9

The war, civil rights amendments, and a

new Virginia constitution changed that.

According to the

Constitution of 1869, "[A]ll citizens of the state are hereby
declared to possess equal civil and political rights and
7[Kenneth M. Murchison and Arthur J. Schwab,] Note,
"Capital Punishment in Virginia," Virginia Law Review, LVIII,
No. 1 (1972), 106.
8Henry W. Grady, "In Plain Black and White. A Reply to
Mr. Cable,'' The Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine, XXIX
(April, 1885), 915-16.
9Booth v. Commonwealth, 57 Va. (16 Gratt.) 519 (1861).
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public privileges."

The statutory qualification for jury

service read, "All male citizens twenty-one years of age, and
not over sixty, who are entitled to vote and hold office,
under the constitution and laws of this state, shall be li
able to serve as jurors. 1110

Having the law on the books, however, did not assure
blacks a place on the jury.

Throughout the 1870s black mem

bers of the General Assembly introduced resolutions to stop
the continuation of antebellum exclusion.

An 1873 Senate

proposal asked for a committee report on legislation neces
sary ''to prevent the exclusion of colored men from service
as jurors of this Commonwealth."

A similar motion a year

later sought legislation "to secure to the colored citizens
of this Commonwealth their constitutional and inestimable
right to serve as jurors."

In 1879 a House resolution called

for an inquiry as "to what amendment, if any, of the jury laws
can

. secure more effectually the admission of qualified

citizens to jury service without special regard to race or
color."

The white majority repulsed these and other attempts.

One committee responded, for example, that it was "unnecessary to legislate on the subject .

. as colored men are not

10virginia, Constitution (1869), art. 1, sec. 20; Vir
ginia, General Assembly, Acts and Joint Resolutions, 18701871, ch. 57, sec. 1, p. 50. Jury service was not considered
a concomitant of freedom during the early years of Reconstruc
tion, and state authorities at first would not allow black
jurors. John Preston McConnell, Negroes and Their Treatment
in Virginia from 1865 to 1867 (Pulaski, Va.: B. D. Smith &
Brothers, 1910), pp. 85-86.
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excluded by law from service on juries.11 11
The state judiciary sat at the core of the problem.

The

duty of compiling lists of potential jurors fell to the judges
of the county and corporation courts.

These judges were over

looking blacks when the time came to draw up their lists.
November,

1878,

In

a routine case of murder in Patrick County

became the focal point of a national legal controversy.

Coun

sel for the black defendants, brothers Lee and Burwell Reynolds,
petitioned the federal district court to remove the cases from
state jurisdiction.

They did so on the ground that the Reynolds'

civil rights had been violated because the juries that had in
dicted and tried the brothers were completely white.

To the

surprise of almost everyone in the state, the district judge
agreed.
Judge Alexander Rives 12 granted removal under a federal
statute allowing such action to protect the civil rights of

citizens which might otherwise be denied in state courts.13
11The

attempts cited and responses elicited are in Vir
ginia, General Assembly, Senate, Journal, 1872- 1873, pp. 169
and 194 (quoted response); Senate, Journal, 1874, pp. 353 and
355-56; House of Delegates, Journal, 1878-1879, p. 303. See,
also, Senate, Journal, 1874, p. 395; House of Delegates,
Journal, 1872-1873, pp. 76 and 124; House of Delegates, -Journal, 1878-1879, pp. 486 and 487.

12 In a distinguished and colorful career, Rives served in
both houses of the General Assembly before the war, sat on the
Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals during Reconstruction, and
was appointed to the federal bench in 1871. For favorable com
ment on his integrity, see John M. Schofield, Forty-Six Years
in the Army (New York: Century Co., 1879), p. 396. Less flat
tering to Rives and his own use of black jurymen is the remem
brance in "The Albemarle Bar, IX," Virginia Law Register, VII, ·
N.S., (October, 192 1), 445-47.
13

Revised Statutes, XVIII, sec. 641, 114-lS (1873- 1874).
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The judge said,
[E]qual protection can only be had in criminal
trials through juries composed of the same per
sons, and constituted in the same mode as well
for negroes as for whites. If a mixed jury is
allowable by the State law in all cases, for a
stronger reason is it right and permissible for
trial of a negro. In the latter case a white
panel cannot be imputed to chance; it must be
taken as the result of design in derogation of
his right to a fair jury for his trial. 1 4
While the legal establishment in Virginia was fulminat
ing against this "federal usurpation," Rives produced an
even greater surprise for the state judiciary.

In February,

1879, he charged his grand jury to look into the actions of
state judges regarding their statutory duty to prepare jury
lists.

The twelve whites and six black5 on the jury returned

indictments against five county judges.

They charged the

judges with violating an 1875 law making it a misdemeanor for
any official charged with selecting jurors to exclude any

citizen on account of race.15

In March Rives gave a similar charge to a second grand
jury.

He assured the jury that he desired not the punishment

of the judges but observance of the law.

By doing its duty

the jurv could "arrest future resort to the Federal courts
. and leave the State courts in the full and free exercise
14

Ex parte Burwell Reynolds and Lee Reynolds, 20 F. Cas.
586, (No":"° 1 1 ,720) (C.C.W.D. Va. 1878).

lSAn Act to Protect All Citizens in Their Civil and Legal
Rights (Second Civil Rights Act), Statutes at Large, XVIII,
Part 3, sec. 4, ch. 1 1 4, 336 (1875).
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of their appropriate jurisdiction. 11 16

The jury returned in

dictments against nine more judges.
In October,

187 9,

the United States Supreme Court heard

arguments in both the Reynolds and the county judge cases,
and in March handed down its decision.

In Virginia v. Rives 17

the court granted mandamus ordering Rives to return the Rey
nolds brothers to state custody.

Speaking for the majority,

Mr. Justice Strong upheld the constitutionality of the sta
tute but ruled that the facts in the case did not warrant
removal.

Because the law required the petitioner to set forth

the facts of denial of equal rights before trial, Strong ruled
that the section applied only in cases of legislation or other
official discrimination.
private individuals.

It did not apply to the actions of

Because exclusion of blacks was against

the laws of Virginia, the proper remedy for the Reynoldses
lay in the state courts.

Two other findings by Strong deter

mined the effect of the court's decision in practice.

He

agreed that excluding blacks from a jury violated the rights
of a black defendant, but he also declared that such a de
fendant had no right to a jury specifically including blacks.
In addition, the mere existence of an all-white jury was not
proof of deliberate discrimination.
In the second case the state was not so successful in
its appeal of Rives's actions.

Acknowledging that each state

16cases of the County Judges of Virginia, 30 F. Cas.
1002 (No. 18,259) (C.C.W.D. Va. 1879).
17 100 U.S. 313 ( 1879).
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had the right to select its own jurors, Strong added that such
a right did not allow a state to disregard the limitations im
posed by the federal Constitution.

Concerning the question of

state action, the justice noted that a state was an abstract
presence that operated through the actions of its agents.

The

law applied, therefore, to state agents acting in their offi
cial capacities.

The county judges were such agents, and the

court refused to grant their petition for habeas corpus.18

In March and September, 1880, the citizens of Virginia
witnessed an unusual sight.

Former slaves, sitting on a fed

eral jury, tried state judges for failing to put blacks on
their jury lists.

Virginia Attorney General James Field,

who had argued both cases for the state before the Supreme
Court, told Judge Rives that he disagreed with that court's
finding, but accepted its decision as conclusive.

Because

he could no longer challenge the legality of the indictments,
he withdrew from the case rather than present the appearance
that the state was trying to justify the judges' violation of
federal law.

The defendants, of course, had already obtained

other counsel. Trial testimony showed that Judge John Hill of
Buckingham had placed blacks on grand juries and had consented
to black jurymen whenever requested to do so by defendants.
18Ex parte Virgina, 100 U.S. 339 (1879). On the consti
tutional importance of these decisions, see Andrew C. McLaugh
lin, A Constitutional History of the United States (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1963), pp. 689, 724-25; and
Loren Miller, The Petitioners: The Story of the Supreme Court
of the United States and the Negro (Cleveland: Meridian Books,
World Publishing Company, 1966), pp. 123-23, 133.
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Upon the evidence, Rives directed a verdict of not guilty.
Testimony for Judge W. B. Simmons of Botetourt was not so
favorable, because witnesses could not remember any blacks
on his juries.

He was acquitted anyway.

Finally, in Novem

ber, at the request of defense counsel and with the consent
of the prosecution, Rives ordered a nol pros in the remaining cases. 19
The attempt by Judge Rives to increase black participa
tion in the jury box was a failure.

Strong's opinion in

Virginia v. Rives condemned blacks to theoretical equality
but actual inferiority.

In Virginia, as elsewhere in the

South,
[W]here there is no discrimination in the laws of
the State against negroes on the ground of race or
color and where the jurors . . . are customarily
all white men, discrimination against such negroes,
solely on round of race or color, will not be pre
sume , but must be su stantiate by positive proof
. . . . The effect of the operation of this prin
ciple is that practically no negroes are chosen for
jury service.
[I]t is practically impossible for a negro to
prove on what ground he has been excluded. Even
though the race element entered into the motive for
exclusion and formed the dominant element thereof,
the discrimination would be legal under the deci
sions of the Supreme Court.20
19For a complete study of these cases, see Samuel N.
Pincus, "Negroes on Juries in Post-Reconstruction Virginia:
The Rives Cases'' (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of
Virginia, 1970).
20charles W. Collins, The Fourteenth Amendment and the
States (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1912), p. 75
(Emphasis original). For the South generally, see Gilbert
Thomas Stephenson, Race Distinctions in American Law (New
York: D. Appleton and Company, 1910), pp. 247-72; Charles S.
Mangum, Jr., The Legal Status of the Negro (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1940), pp. 308-35.
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While all this legal activity raged to the west and
north, the Virginia Supreme Court had little to say concern
ing black jurors.

The Lee Reynolds case came before it in

1880, but by that time the United States Supreme Court had
already disposed of the jury question, and the Virginia court
reversed Reynolds' conviction on the ground of insufficient
evi"dence. 21 Several days after that decision the court discussed black Jurymen for the first time.

Albert Mitchell, a

black man on trial for murder, had asked the trial judge to
allow him a racially mixed jury.
motion.

The judge had overruled the

Without commenting further, the court ruled that the

trial judge had not erred in his action.22

The question next arose in 1886 when the court consid
ered the felony conviction of Gus Lawrence.

He had requested

that the trial judge put blacks on the venire list.

The judge,

although recognizing the right of blacks to serve on juries,
declared that he knew of none qualified to sit in this parti
cular case.

In addition, he said, because the law made no

distinction by color, the defendant had no right to demand a
jury specifically including blacks.

On appeal, defense counsel

W. H. Bolling insisted that it was the trial judge who had made
a distinction according to race.

He charged that it was in

dicative of the judge's own "race prejudice" that he presumed
the unfitness of blacks to sit in the case.

Bolling argued,

21 Reynolds v. Commonwealth, 74 Va. (33 Gratt.) 834 (1880).
22Mitchell v. Commonwealth, 74 Va. (33 Gratt.) 845 (1880).
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Petitioner insists that in the trial of negroes, a
court or judge charged with the responsible duty
of selecting a jury to try the accused, if proper
ly imbued with that humane principle of the law
that declares 'every man innocent until his guilt
is established by competent evidence, beyond every
rational doubt,' and impressed with a sense of the
responsibility resting upon a court to see that
'justice is impartially administered,' should of
his own motion, put negroes upon his list. The
law makes every elector a competent juror. .
What right has any court or judge to substitute
anything for it? Especially his own knowledge or
acquaintance with men. The law makes no difference
nor distinction between white men and negroes as
jurors, and when those who are clothed with the ad
ministration of the laws make the distinction in
the way that was done in this case, then the ac
cused . . . is deprived of the great right guaran
teed all citizens by the Constitution of the United
States, [and] the constitution and bill of rights
of the State of Virginia.23

The Supreme Court upheld the trial judge's decision.24

Citing both Virginia v. Rives and the Albert Mitchell case,

.

Judge Hinton wrote that Lawrence was entitled to trial by a
jury of his peers, not to trial by a jury
color or complexion.11

11

of any particular

Bolling had anticipated Hinton's

emphasis on trial by peers.

He had argued,

No one fact is better known and established than
that the white man does not consider the negro
his peer. In no other relation or position of
life is this admitted expressly or by implication
when the two races are brought in contact than
when the white man sits in the jury box and the
negro in the prisoner's.ZS
Bolling's prescience and argument were in vain.
The court's only extended consideration of black jurors
23Lawrence v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XXXIII,
o.s., 336, 337.
24Lawrence v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 484 (1886).
25Records and Briefs, XXXIII, O.S., 337.
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came in Coleman v. Commonwealth,26 in which the defendant
thought that he had not too few fellow blacks on the jury but
too many.

Burton Coleman, convicted in Louisa

County Court

of raping a black woman, moved to quash the venire facias be
cause all twenty-four men on the list of proposed jurors were
black, a fact he believed hardly accidental.

The judge re

fused to grant the motion on the grounds that both the de
fendant and the alleged victim were blaek, and that the
"venire was composed of intelligent colored men, qualified
in the opinion of the court to serve as jurors."
The Supreme Court agreed with the judge's ruling.

Pres-

ident Lewis found no proof that the judge had deliberately
called only blacks.

That the trial judge had explained his

refusal to quash by referring to the color of the parties invalved was irrelevant.

Lewis saw no evidence that the same

reason had been in the judge I s mind when he first listed the
potential jurors.

Only a judicial ostrich could honestly have

believed that all twenty-four men whose names appeared on the
venire list just happened to have been black, but his head
in-the-sand approach conformed to Strong's ruling that an all
white jury in itself was not proof of racial discrimination.
Lewis went one step further, however.

In

a

flight of seman

tic logic he noted, "And if the fact were established that he
'intentionally summoned' colored men, the result would be the
same; for every juror may be said to be intentionally summoned,
2634 Va. 1 (1887).
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and no reason is perceived why a colored man, any more or less
than a white man, may not be summoned to serve as a juror be
cause of his supposed qualifications for such service, and not

because of his color.1127

Just what other qualifications the

twenty-four men had in common, besides color, Lewis did not
say.
Lewis's opinion was not totally inimicable to black in
terests.

It did affirm the ability of qualified blacks to

serve on juries.

It did not, however, acknowledge a right for

them to do so in any particular case.

Allowing only black men

on the Coleman venire list provided no truer justice than did
allowing only whites on the juries which indicted and tried
the Reynolds brothers.

In each case the defense was forced

to accept, against its expressed wishes, jurors chosen speci
fically on the basis of race.

That Albert Mitchell and Gus

Lawrence might have welcomed the jury assigned to him was of
no comfort to Coleman.

Given the United States Supreme Court's

interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment and the Civil Rights
Act, the Virginia Supreme Court's approach to blacks on juries
was logical and legal in theory but unrealistic and discrimin
atory in execution.
The Coleman case also illustrates two other significant
points about black jurymen.

First, despite obstacles, some

27
Ibid., at 4 (Emphasis original). The Kentucky Supreme
Court, in ruling that a white defendant could not challenge an
a11 - whit e j ury, said, " Sure1 y .
. it cannot be true that one
belonging to the race not excluded, but from which the whole
jury was required to be selected, can have been prejudiced by
the fact that another race was excluded." Commonwealth v.
Wright, 79 Ky. 22, 24 (1880).
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blacks did serve on Virginia juries during this period.

Sec

ond, the bare fact of this presence carries little meaning
without a closer look at individual situations.
of cases did blacks serve?
happy with a black jury?

In what types

Why, for example, was Coleman un
He probably wanted whites because

he was charged with the rape of a black woman, a crime that a
black jury would have considered far more serious than a white
jury would have.28 It is likely that in the great majority
of cases blacks served on petit juries only when both defen
dant and victim were black, although exceptions to this custom
did occur.
Also significant is whether the blacks who sat on juries
carried any weight in the determination of verdicts.

One dis

senter on a petit jury could avert a guilty verdict, but, in
a society whose basic tenet of race relations was black sub
servience, would a single black have been able to withstand
the pressure imposed by eleven whites?

Had white officials

wanted to allow black jury participation but insure its inef
ficiency, they might have limited the number of blacks to one
per jury.

In fact, two or more blacks often served at the

28John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1937), p. 280, writes that
black jurors are harder on black defendants in crimes with
black victims than are white jurors because blacks realize
the danger of violence within their group. lfuites think that
blacks have their own standards and therefore hold the defen
dants to a more lenient standard. Given white ideas concern
ing the morals Jf black women, this would be especially true
in cases of rape. For another instance of a black's being
denied a white panel, see W. W. Scott, A History of Orange
County Virginia (Richmond: Everett Waddey Co., 1907), p. 164.
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same time.

In at least one instance a jury consisted of eight

blacks and four whites.29

Related to the quantity of black jurors in determining
their influence on juries was the quality of those who served.
With judges compiling the lists of potential jurors, for
"troublesome" blacks to reach the jury box would have been dif
ficult.

The system empowered fair judges to pick distinguished

blacks, but it also allowed other judges to bar independent
minded blacks from serving.

When the commonwealth's attorney

of Richmond told the black editor of the Planet that a black
man had served on a jury convicting another black, the editor
replied, "Yes, and what kind of colored men do you put on it? 1130
Despite these factors, the presence of blacks on juries did at
times make a difference.

In 1886 a black man named Wilson

Steptoe, charged with murder, twice had trials end in hung

juries, each time the jury being divided along the color line.31
Did blacks ever serve on juries trying white defendants?

29In 1886 Mary Banks was tried for arson by such a jury,
but the judge dismissed the case for lack of evidence. Rich
mond State, April 27, 1886. Four blacks served on the jury
trying Stephen Coleman for murder in Chesterfield County in
1881, five on the Staunton jury trying John Douglas in 1888.
Ibid., December 5, 1881; Augusta County Argus, March 13, 1888.
In an 1883 Spottsylvania case a jury of six whites and six
blacks found Wash. Ellis guilty of murder, but the judge set
aside the verdict as not in accord with the evidence. Richmond
Dispatch, April 7, 1883. In one King George County case, the
entire jury trying a black man for assaulting a white officer
was black. Local whites later cited the incident in an effort
to remove the judge who had presided. Senate, Journal, 18831884, pp. 33 0 -32.
30

Richmond Planet, February 9, 1895.
31Roanoke Leader, April 17, 1886.
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They did so on grand juries, where decisions were not quite
so vital and where individual jurors were less important.
Petit juries presented a different set of circumstances.

The

power of a black juror could be immediate and significant.
To give a black man such influence over the life of a white
man went totally against the grain of Virginia society.

In

addition to excluding blacks from petit jury service, another
solution was available.

As long as the number of blacks sum

moned as veniremen was relatively small, the defense attorney
by judicious use of his challenges could insure that only
whites sat on the trial jury.

When a white man named Jessie

H. Stubbs went on trial in Fredericksburg for the murder of
a black man, his counsel waived examination of the venire and
accepted the first twelve men, thus excluding the several
blacks on the panei.32

Throughout this period blacks served, sometimes effec
tively, on Virginia juries.

It should be emphasized, however,

that such service was rare,33 and the examples cited did not

32 Fredericksburg Free-Lance, July 9, 1889. In another
Fredericksburg case, black men sat on the jury at an inquest
into the murder of a black man by a white. The verdict was
self-defense. [Warsaw] Northern Neck News, July 15, 1881.
33For other examples, see Pincus, "Negroes on Juries,"
pp. 61, 69; John Walter Wayland, A History of Rockingham County,
Virginia (Dayton, Va.: Ruebush-Elkins Co., 1912), p. 240;
Charles E. Wynes, Race Relations in Virginia, 1870-1902 (Char
lottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1961), pp. 140-41;
Petersburg Lancet, January 24, 1885; Staunton Post, April 25,
1895; Richmond State, February 4, March 31, 1881, May 21, 1883.
On this subject generally, see Stephenson, Race Distinctions,
pp. 269-71; James T. iroore, "To Carry Africa into the War: The
Readjuster Movement and the Negro," (unpublished M.A. thesis,
University of Virginia, 1968), p. 152. Blacks fared better
in the federal courts. Richard L. Morton, The Negro in Virginia
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represent the usual practice in the state's courts.

The very

rarity of such cases led newspapers to note their occurrence.
Especially when a case involved a black defendant and all
black jury, whites treated the situation more as an entertain
ment than a serious trial.34

Given this atmosphere and

the

rulings of the Virginia Supreme Court, that any blacks sat in
the jury box is surprising.

Those who did owed their presence

solely to the sense of justice, or the whim, of local judges.
A black defendant had little hope of seeing other blacks on
his jury, and a black who sought jury service as a right of
citizenship had no hope at all.
Although black faces were few and far between in the jury
box, they appeared frequently bn the witness stand.
testified often, freely, and with credibility.

Blacks

After a short

period of uncertainty during the early days of Reconstruction,
black testimony never again became an issue of controversy.
Colonial officials spent much of the eighteenth century
trying to decide how to treat black witnesses, frequently
changing the conditions under which blacks could testify.
Finally, in 1785, the law became, "No negro or mulatto shall
be a witness, except in pleas of the commonwealth against negroes
Politics, 1865-1902 (Charlottesville: University of Virginia
Press, 1919), pp. 36-37; John W. Wayland, Historic Harrisonburg
(Staunton, Va.: McClure Printing Company, 1949), p. 41; George
Campbell, White and Black: The Outcome of a Visit to the United
States (New York: R. Worthington, 1879), p. 291; Augusta County
Argus, June 2, 1891.

34see the article on the black jury in a Wythe County house
breaking trial- -"the grandest burlesque yet." Richmond Dispatch,
January 17, 1876.
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or mulattoes, or in civil pleas wherein negroes or mulattoes
alone shall be parties."
the Civil War.35

And thus the law remained until after

Even after emancipation white Virginians were not ready
to accept black testimony in all cases.

In February, 1866,

the conservative legislature granted black witnesses only par
tial recognition:
Be it enacted by the general assembly That
colored persons and Indians shall
. be admitted as witnesses in the following cases:
1st. In all civil cases and proceedings, at
law or in equity, in which a colored person or an
Indian is a party, or may be directly benefitted or
injured by the result.
2d.
In all criminal proceedings, in which a
colored person or an Indian is a party, or which
arise out of an injury done, attempted or threat
ened to the person, property or rights of a colored
person or Indian, or in which it is alleged .
that there is probabl� cause to believe that the
offence was committed by a white person, in conjunc
tion or cooperation with a colored person or Indian.
3d.
The testimony of colored persons shall,
in all cases and proceedings, both at law and in
equity, be given ore tenus, and not by deposition;
and in suits in equity, and in all other cases in
which the deposition of the witness would regular
ly be part of the record, the court shall .
certify the facts proved by the witness, or the evi-�
dence given by him, as far as credited by the court.J 6
35William W. Hening, The Statutes at Large; Being a Col
lection of All the Laws of Virginia (Richmond, 1809), III,
298 (1705); IV, 126-28 (1723), 326-27 (1732); V, 245 (1744);
VI, 105-107 (1748); XII, 182 (1785); Virginia, Code (1803),
ch. 103, sec. 5; Code (1849), ch. 176, sec. 19; Code (1860),
ch. 176, sec. 20; John Henderson Russell, The FreeNegro in
Virginia, 1619-1865 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1913),
pp. 116-17.

36General Assembly, Acts, 1866-1867, ch. 24, pp. 89-90.
For similar provisions in other states, see Theodore Brantner
Wilson, The Black Codes of the South (University, Ala.: Uni
versity ot Alabama Press, 1965), pp. 66-67, 73. 99-100, 103,
105, 109, 113. See, also, Stephenson, Race Distinctions, pp.
242-47.
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The limitations placed on black testimony were legally
suspect and politically dangerous.

Barely a month after pas

sage of the Virginia statute, Congress overrode Andrew John
son's veto of the Civil Rights Act.

Among its many clauses,

the act provided that all citizens, regardless of color, had
the same right to give evidence as was enjoyed by white citi

zens.37

In addition, Radical Republicans in Congress were

watching southern treatment of the freedmen.

The Virginia

black witnesses law was discriminatory on its face, and there
were abuses even of its limited provisions.38

Finally, in

April, 1867, with the Reconstruction Acts hanging over its
head, the General Assembly repealed the 1866 law and enacted
a new one providing, "That hereafter colored persons shall be
competent to testify in this state as if they were white.11 39

The meaning of the law was clear, and its execution was
as straightforward as the wording.

A black witness posed less

threat to white parties than did a black juror, who was in a
position to determine directly the outcome of a trial.

Wit

nesses could be believed at the discretion of the judge and
Jury.

Because every white man felt that he "knew" blacks

well, it would be a simple process to determine which facts,
37
An Act to Protect All Persons in the United States in
Their Civil Rig�ts, and Furnish the Means of Their Vindication
(First Civil Rights Act), Statutes at Large, XIV, sec. 1, 2729 (1866).
38
Alrutheus Ambush Taylor, The Negro in the Reconstruction
of Virginia (Washington, D.C.: Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History, 1926), p. 25.
39General Assembly, Acts, 1366-1867, ch. 62, p. 860.
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if any, to believe.
How did Virginia courts look upon black witnesses?
Philip A. Bruce presented the belief of many educated Virgin
ians of the period.

Bruce, whose "knowle<lge n of southern

blacks many contemporaries considered scholarly and informed,
wrote:
[B]ut the blacks when put upon the stand very fre
quently diverge so much in their declarations as to
the same incident, although they may have been wit
nesses from exactly the same point of view, that it
assumes an opposite character as each one unfolds
his story. This is due to no conscious design or
even unconscious inclination to affirm what is not
true; their inaccuracy is a form of self-deception,
not an intentional falsehood, unless their self
interests are involved. It is a notable character
istic of the testimony of negroes that it always in
cludes a great number of trivial and irrelevant details.
. . Their narratives, as a rule, are discursive, circuitous, and incoherent.40
Liars when their self-interest was at stake, inaccurate at
other times, black witnesses had no place in Bruce's court
room.
Other writers recounting specific instances did not re
member black testimony as having been circuitous or incoher
ent.

They emphasized instead the "native shrewdness" and wit

of black witnesses.

John H. Gwathmey told of a black witness

named Nancy, "smart as a whip."

"Every time the lawyer tried

to prove a point by Nancy she would evade so skillfully and
completely that soon the entire courtroom was in a high state
of amusement."

A Williamsburg black man named Elijah White

was prosecuted over the years by five different commonwealth's
40Philip A. Bruce, The Plantation Negro as a Freeman (New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1889), pp. 149-50.
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attorneys but never convicted, "more through the wit of Elijah

on the witness stand than from the ability of his attorney.1141
Attorney Beverley B. Munford also remembered
nesses for their verbal proficiency.

black wit

He felt, though , that

they tried a bit too much to help the side for which they were
testifying.

He recalled the black witness who was asked if

he had given the whole truth,

11

to which the witness replied,

'Yes sir, and a leetle de rise thereof.1142

A common theme runs through the generalizations of Bruce
and the anecdotes of Gwathmey and Munford.

Whether black wit

nesses were self-deceiving and incoherent or shrewd and calcu
lating, the one quality they did not possess was honesty.

To

these men, black testimony was to be enjoyed or ignored, but
not believed.

Yet, thousands of blacks testified in Virginia

courts in the last thirty years of the nineteenth century.
Was their time on the witness stand wasted, their evidence
ignored by white judges and juries, their presence allowed
only to satisfy the letter of the law?
Supreme Court of Appeals show otherwise.

The opinions of the
The judges usually

identified black witnesses and sometimes disbelieved them,
but they never engaged in the indiscriminate racial mockery
displayed by many writers of the period.
41John H. Gwathmey, Legends of Virginia Courthouses (Rich
mond: Dietz Printing Company, 1933), pp. 18, 59-61. For other
examples, see ibid., pp. 78-79, 92-94; Gwathmey, Justice John:
Tales from theC:OUrtroom of the Vir inia Judge (Richmond:
Dietz Printing Company, 1934 , pp. 26, 114-15.
42Beverley B. Munford, Random Recollections (n.p.:
vately Printed, 1905), pp. 97-98.
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In identifying black witnesses by color the Supreme
Court judges reflected the practice of the clerks who pre
pared the records in the lower courts.

Although there were

some exceptions, the usual custom was to note the color of
most black, and some white, witnesses.
the record in any particular case.43

The judges followed
In the race-conscious

society of nineteenth century Virginia, noting a person's
color was common practice.

Legal officers did nothing unu

sual by mentioning the color of trial participants.

To be

sure, the gratuitous differentiation of witnesses, especially
the relegation of some to a supposedly inferior class, raised
serious questions about the availability of equal rights.
Racial identification, nevertheless, may simply have been for
information purposes and not an automatic sign of inferior
credibility.
The most noticeable aspect of the judicial opinions 1s
the absence of "darky" dialect.

Writers such as Gwathmey and

Munford were trying to be humorous, and evidently a goodly
dose of picturesque black speech guaranteed a mirthful reception.

In such stories, black witnesses appear incapable

of speaking standard English.
reflect no such inability.

The Virginia Reports, however,

Black witnesses sound much like

43In a few cases the record or briefs identified a wit
ness by color but the judge omitted the information in his
opinion: Lyles v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LIV, 0.
S., 411, 88 Va. 396 (1891); Benton v. Commonwealth, Records
and Briefs, LX, O.S., 73, 84, 89 Va. 570 (1893); Mings v.
Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XLIV, O.S., 1041, 1045, 85
Va. 638 (1889); Jones v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs,
XXXI, 0.S. , 214, 80 Va. 18 (188 5) .
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their white counterparts.

hnen compiling trial records, the

clerks usually paraphrased the testimony of each witness,
thus precluding the appearance of any dialect.
mony quoted verbatim seldom includes dialect.

Even testi
In its few

appearances, dialect is present as poor grammar and vocabu

lary, not mispronunciation.44

Being one step further removed

from the original testimony, the Supreme Court opinions in
cluded even more paraphrasing and less quotation.

Given the

usual purpose for emphasizing black dialect, its use in offi
cial opinions would have ridiculed the testimony involved
and rendered it useless.

Virginia court records at least

allowed black witnesses the dignity of seeing their testimony
in print without ridicule.
The more substantive question about black witnesses con
cerns their credibility.

How much weight did judges and jur

ies give to their testimony?

The prevailing belief among

whites about the black man's supposed lack of honesty had
some effect, yet counsel in both civil and criminal cases
consistently called black witnesses.

They would not have
Juries found

done so if such action weakened their cases.

enough verdicts based on black testimony to show that they
did attach some credibility to such witnesses.
Black testimony was important enough that parties some
times made illegal efforts to influence it.

James Lyles arid

44
Trial records with dialect include Hampton v. Hampton,
Records and Briefs, LI, O.S., 437; Muscoe v. Commonwealth,
Records and Briefs, LII, O.S., 33; Andrews v. Commonwealth,
Records and Briefs, CXVI, O.S., 46.
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Margaret Lashley, a black couple charged with the murder of
her husband, persuaded a black woman named Mary Darkins to
lie to a coroner's jury by threatening her with a fate simi
lar to that of the late Mr. Lashley.

The threat succeeded

at first, but Darkins subsequently became chief prosecution

witness.45

In Davis v. Franke46 the defendant introduced

Samuel Green, black, to testify that the plaintiff had pre
viously contacted Green to induce him to fabricate testimony.
In another civil case a black man named George Williams al
legedly attempted to buy a witness for the defense.

took the stand to deny the charge.4 7

Williams

Denial would have done

little good for Mary Woodson, a black plaintiff, because two
of her own witnesses testified that she had offered to pay
them for .helpful testimony.

As Judge Richard H. Cardwell

wrote, "The conduct of the appellee in her efforts to secure
testimony to sustain this claim .

. is far from being cal-

culated to give credit to her story, or to the testimony ad
duced in support of it.11 48

In an unusual 18 7 8 case a scheming white detective and
his black henchman discovered the dangers of subornation and
perJury.

Junius E. Jones was a railroad policeman obsessed

45

Lyles v. Commonwealth,

46 7 4 Va. (33 Gratt.)

4 7 Myers

413

88

Va. 39 6 (1891).

(1880).

and Axte11 v. Trice , 86 Va. 8 3 5 ( 1 890) . The re cipient of the alleged bribe, Sam White, was probably also
black, but the opinion does not give his race.
48
Hannah v. Woodson, 2 Va. Dec. 44 2, 450 (1 89 6 ). The
judge below had in fact found for Woodson.
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with catching thieves stealing scrap iron from the railroad.
With a few drinks and the promise of more pay later he en
listed the aid of Royall Haxall, a black man who was, in the
words of one witness, "a great scoundrel who would betray his
color."

On the pretext of setting a trap for the thieves,

they procured some scrap iron, which later appeared in the
yard of a black woman named Sallie Cousins.

Jones and Haxall

swore out a warrant against Cousins for stealing the scrap.
Both appeared as witnesses at Cousins' trial, but Haxall "so
contradicted himself and broke down as to cause a general
laugh."

The case against Cousins was dismissed, and instead

Haxall was arrested for the larceny.

Although Jones paid his

bail, Haxall finally confessed the whole plan.

He then was

charged with perjury, and both he and Jones with conspiracy,
in the attept to frame Cousins.

A Manchester Hustings Court
Jury found both guilty of conspiracy.49
Numerous cases occurred in which the jury evidently did

not believe, or at least seriously discounted, black testi
mony.

This was frequently true in criminal cases when de

fense witnesses, often friends or relatives, tried to provide
the defendant with an alibi, or to corroborate his version of
the crime.

In Cunningham v. Commonwealth 50 the jury gave no

49Jones v. Commonwealth, 72 Va. (31 Gratt.) 836 (1878).
The Supreme Court ruled that the evidence was insufficient to
support the verdict and reversed the decision as it applied
to Jones. Haxall had not appealed, and the court ruled that
his conviction must stand.
S033 Va. 37 (1891).
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credence to the testimony of Cunningham's sister and brotherin-law in their effort to prove an alibi for him.

In Gaines

v. Cornrnonwealth 51 the brother and several friends of George
Gaines failed to convince the jury that Gaines's killing of
a white storekeeper had occurred as the defendant claimed.
And, in Gravely v. Commonwealth, the testimony of Ada Eggle
ton, trying to explain Gravely's possession of stolen goods,
led President L. L. Lewis to remark, "Indeed, the evidence
of the witness was so improbable throughout, that the jury

were warranted in disbelieving it, as they evidently did.11 52
Blacks also testified for the commonwealth in criminal
cases, and their evidence was often instrumental in securing
convictiDns. The prosecution in Lewis v. Commonwealth 53 could
never have gained a guilty verdict without the testimony of
its black witnesses.

Similarly, blacks Charles Jones and

Lucy Kinney played a major role 1n the conviction of Horace
Venable when they recounted how he had confessed to the crime
in their presence. 54 The Michael family of Brunswick County
had mixed success in two

1 891

trials.

Their testimony for

the defense in the trial of John Boden failed to avert con
viction, but by switching to the prosecution for the trial
51

88 Va. 682 (1892).

��2 Gravely v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 396, 404 (1889).
53
3 1 Va. 41 6 (1886).
54

venable v. Commonwealth, 6 5 Va. (24 Gratt.) 639 (187 3 ).
In Howard v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 488 (1886), the prosecution
used the testimony of James Marshall to prove the authenticity
of a confession.
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of Frank Hite they joined the winning side.

Largely on the

Michaels' evidence, the jury convicted Hite. 5 5

The principal

commonwealth witness in the successful prosecution of Woods
v. Commonwealth 56 was George Early, an alleged accomplice.
Black witnesses also testified against white defendants.
When H. A. Davis, on trial for attempted poisoning, stated
that on the night of the crime he had been playing cards with
a black man named Baker, the commonwealth called the three
local blacks named Baker to prove that none of them had been
with Davis that night.57 In Benton v. Commonwealth 58 the
jury believed the testimony of Herbert Wilson, Benton's black
accomplice, who had already been convicted of the crime.
Similarly, black Augustus Byers was a key witness against his

alleged white accomplice in Hey v. Commonwealth.59

Blacks also testified in many civil cases, with varying
degrees of credibility and importance.

At times they were

minor witnesses whose testimony drew little comment at either
the trial or appellate levei.60 In at least two cases the
55Hite v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 882 (1892). Although the
jury believed the Michaels' story the second time, the Supreme
Court expressed little faith in the family's truthfulness on
the stand and ordered a new trial.
5686 Va. 929 (1890).
57
Davis v. Commonwealth, 99 Va. 868 (1901).
58s9 Va. 570 (1893).

59 73 Va. (32 Gratt.) 946 (18 79).
60naingerfield v. Thompson, 74 Va. (33 Gratt.) 1.36 (1 880);
Piedmont Electric v. Patteson's Adm'x, 84 Va. 747 (1888); Por
ter v. Porter, 89 Va. 118 (1 892); Chappell v. Trent, 90 Va.
849 (1893); Fidelity & Cas. v. Chambers, 9.3 Va. 13 8 (1896).
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testimony of blacks faced contradiction by that of other wit

nesses, some white.61 In the 1879 case of Markells v. Mar
kells,62 Adeline Siscoe and two white women agreed about

Markell's testamentary intentions, but the court ruled that
their testimony was not strong enough to influence construc
tion of the will.
The testimony of Wiley Mason proved much stronger.

One

day in December, 1890, Mason and another black man, seeing
that a train was about to run over a man lying on the tracks,
ran eighty yards along the track in an unsuccessful attempt
to stop the train.

When the victim's administrator brought

suit against the railroad, the issue of the engineer's pos
sible negligence depended upon where he had first tried to
reverse his engine.

On this point the testimony of the en

gineer and that of Mason conflicted.

A verdict for the ad

ministrator showed that the jury accepted the black man's
version of the accident. The Supreme Court agreed. 63
Attorneys did not depend upon the internal consistency
of the testimony to be the sole determinant of a black wit
ness's credibility.

Whenever possible they introduced "re

spectable witnesses" to establish the character and reputa
tion of the witness.

The record in Mings v. Commonwealth 64

61 Southern Ry. v. Bruce's Adm'r, 97 Va. 92 (18g9);
Eldred v. Eldred, 97 Va. 606 (1899).

6273 Va. (32 Gratt.) 5 4 4 (1879).
63
seaboard & R.R.R. v. Joyner's Adm'r, 92 Va. 354 (18951.
64 ss Va. 638 (1889).
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showed Eldridge Warren, a black prosecution witness, to be a
man of veracity and impartiality.

The evidence adduced in

Throckmorton v. Throckmorton 65 was not so favorable to Amanda
Mason, whose "general reputation .
is shown to be 'very poor. '"

for truth and veracity

Similarly, in Hampton v. Hampton6 6

a black witness "was proved, by respectable citizens of the
neighborhood, to be utterly unworthy of belief on oath."
According to the opinion of Judge Cardwell in Hannah v. Wood
son, "[I]t is proved in the record that Lewis Daingerfield
bears a good character for truth and veracity." 6 7

Cardwell

emphasized that Daingerfield had not been called as a witness
despite his truthfulness and probable firsthand knowledge of
the event in question, and he thought that plaintiff's failure
to call him seriously weakened her case.
The reputation of Sallie Ailstock was doubly important
in Womack v. Circle. 68 Ailstock reported to William Womack
that Margaret and Charles Circle had hired her and another
black woman to burn Womack's wheat.

Womack took Ailstock to

a justice of the peace, for whom she repeated the story under
oath, and the justice issued warrants for the arrest of the
Circles.

When the county court subsequently dismissed the

case, the Circles sued Womack for malicious prosecution.
cause a major issue was whether probable cause had existed
65

8 6 Va. 768 (1890).

6 687 Va. 148 (1890).
672 Va. Dec. 449.

6873 Va. (32 Gratt.) 324 (1879).

Be
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for the original prosecution, it was important to determine
how much faith Womack and the justice should have placed in
Ailstock's testimony.

According to witnesses of both races

the answer was, not much.

As one black witness said, "I knew

Sallie Ailstock's general reputation for truth in the neigh
borhood; it is bad; I would not believe her on oath from that

reputation. 1169

Disbelieving Ailstock's evidence, and imply

ing that Womack should have done the same, the jury found for
the plaintiffs.

In his opinion reversing the lower court,

Judge Anderson remarked that the evidence contained no reason
to suspect that Ailstock's testimony before the justice had
been untrustworthy.

Judge Staples, however, charged that

''the only evidence against the accused [Circle] was that of
the colored woman, who merely undertook to retail what another
colored woman had told her; and upon this illegal and untrust
worthy testimony, disgraceful to all the parties concerned,

a respectable and virtuous lady is convicted."70

In several cases, black testimony was so pivotal, or so
controversial, that the Supreme Court judges added their own
interpretation and comments.

In Todd�- Sykes 71 both sides

in a controversy over real estate fraud called black witnesses,
and the character of Lou Clark drew disparaging remarks from
Judge Cardwell.

Still, he was willing to accept the word of

69

womack v. Circle, Records and Briefs, XVIII, O.S., 129,

151.
7

o73 Va. (32 Gratt.)

71

9 7 Va. 143 (18 89).

347.
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other blacks:

"True, some of the plaintiff's witnesses are

from lower walks of life; some of them colored, but it appears
that they were intimates of Mrs. Todd and the defendant, with
whom she talked freely with reference to her matters, and
that the worst of them compare favorably as to character

with many introduced on behalf of defendant. 1172

Such distinction between good and bad black witnesses
also marked the opinion of Judge Staples in the black divorce

case of Francis v. Francis. 73

Staples believed that the plain

tiff's witnesses had spoken "in a manner carrying entire con
viction of the truth of the testimony."
defendant so favorably:

He did not regard the

"He does not hesitate to make the

most reckless assertions or denials, utterly inconsistent with
his previous conduct

. and the whole tenor of the evidence.

His deposition shows that he is either ignorant or regardless
of the obligations of an oath.1174

Davis v. Strange's Executor 75 pitted the testimony of a
black woman against that of a white lawyer with surprising re
sults.

The brief for appellee contrasted them:

"A gentleman

of character, grown old in the honorable pursuit of his pro
fession, .
truthfulness.

. his whole deposition shows its own conclusive
But the eavesdropping colored witness, Polly

Davis, was the reliance to make out the theory of fraudulent
72Ibid., at 15 8.
73

72 Va. (31 Gratt.) 283 (1879).
74Ibid., at 289.

7586 Va. 793 (1890).

promises."76
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Judge Fauntleroy saw it differently, calling

Davis a wholly disinterested and impartial witness.

"This

statement of Polly Davis," he wrote, "has the verisimilitude
of consistency, congruity, and truth.1177

In two cases the high court judges considered the testi
mony and character of black witnesses at length.

Latham v.

Latham 78 was a divorce case in which both sides summoned for
mer house servants to testify on such delicate matters as
adultery and family relations.

A split court affirmed the

lower court's decision for the husband, and Judges Staples
and Anderson spent much of their opinions debating the merits
of the various witnesses.

Staples, writing for the majority,

dismissed completely the story of Eliza Patterson, "a young
mulatto woman" who testified on b"ehalf of the wife that the
husband had invited her to have sexual relations with him.
Staples noted that no other evidence existed to support this
charge and that the testimony of three witnesses contradicted
it.
Judge Anderson admitted that judging the credibility of
former servants caused problems, but not enough to invalidate
their evidence.

He wrote,

I think the testimony of a witness in her position
ought to be received by the courts with great cau
tion, because, in their ignorance and weakness,
they are liable to be influenced improperly. The
76
Davis v. Strange's Ex'r, Records and Briefs, XLVI, 0.
S., 496, 529-30 (Emphasis original).
7786 Va. 804.
78

11 Va. (30 Gratt.) 307 (1 87 8).
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court should look to the capacity of the witness,
the intrinsic character of the testimony, its rea
sonableness and consistency with itself and the
established facts of the case, and the influences
which may have been actually exerted, or which
would likely have operated on the witness. In
this case the witness does not appear to be defi
cient in capacity, and her testimony is not unrea
sonable or inconsistent with itself or the estab
lished facts of the record. 79
Anderson's remarks about improper influence referred to charges
made by each side that the other had attempted to tamper with
Patterson's testimony.

Anderson dismissed the allegations

against the wife and believed those against the husband.

He

accepted Patterson's testimony as being "without prejudice or
partiality,

11

and accorded it more credibility than that of

the husband's white relatives.
Having little use for the husband's witnesses in general,
Anderson was especially scornful of Edmonia Washington, the
black former cook, who contradicted on cross-examination some
thing she had previously said during the direct examination.
That Washington's story was contrary to the evidence of other
witnesses and unlikely under the circumstances did little to
enhance her credibility.

Referring to 'this unscrupulous
1

servant-woman,1' Anderson warned, "If the character of our
wives or sisters or daughters are to be tested by such a wit
ness, there would be no security to the most exalted charac
ter.1180 He discarded her testimony as unworthy of belief,
and also hinted at collusion regarding her testimony between
79Ibid., at 381.
SOibid., at 368.
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Washington and Mr. Latham.
The most extensive discussion of a black witness con
cerned Fannie Coles in Thomas' Administrator v. Lewis.81 At
stake was an estate of more than $200,000 and at issue was
whether Thomas on his death-bed had given to his mulatto child
Bettie a gift of most of the estate.

The sole witness was

Coles, Bettie Lewis' companion and likewise the illegitimate
daughter of a black mother and rich white father.

Time and

again the opposing brief attacked her background, morality,
and credibility, and found her testimony itself unbelievable.
It pointed out inconsistencies in her facts and hinted darkly
of "careful coaching."

The brief protested,

Her origin, her rearing, her condition of life, and
her relations to the complainant, are surely not
such as entitle her to full credit as a witness.
Herself a pariah of mixed blood, reared under the
ban of racial ostracism
. ., a dependent parasite
and hanger-on of Bettie Lewis . . ., how can her
evidence be depended on by this court, acting with
its customary caution and judicial prudence, in de
termining an issue involving over $200,000, where
her friend, host, and patron is vitally concerned?82
This virulent attack upon Coles challenged her testimony
as much on the ground of her relationship with Bettie Lewis
as on her race.

Even so, that she was legally black was not

assailed so much as that she was of mixed blood.

Most impor

tant, it made the extraordinary argument that the court should
8139 Va. 1 (1892).
82rbid., at 10-11. The appellant's argument is reprinted
in the case report at 3-35. The full briefs are at Thomas'
Ad'r v. Lewis, Records and Briefs, LIX, O.S., 140.
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dismiss the uncontradicted evidence of the only witness solely
on the basis of her alleged character, when that character
itself was unimpeached.

Counsel realized their weakness in

not having produced a witness to impeach Coles, a fact men
tioned by the trial judge, and tried to explain it by alleg
ing, "As to general reputation, her testimony shows that her
life had probably been spent too remote from respectable people
to be either assailed or defended by reliable witnesses."83

This poor argument was appellant's only hope to avoid in the
Supreme Court the thinking shown by the judge of the Richmond
Chancery Court.

As counsel remarked peevishly, "The court be

low attributes to her the utmost credit, solely on the general
presumption of innocence and truth.1184
The attempt was unsuccessful.

Judge Fauntleroy, writing

for the majority, repeatedly emphasized that no witness had
challenged either Coles's credibility or her testimony.

He

referred to her as an educated and intellectual woman whose
evidence was "clear, consistent, [and] convincing."

Waxing

metaphoric, he remarked, "She was subjected to the ordeal of
four hundred and thirty-three searching questions and answers,
and to a cross-examination, of many days, by a powerful array
of practiced, skillful, able, and accomplished counsel for
contestants--a fiery furnace of trial and a labyrinth of en
tanglement, through which she (nor any other human intelligence)
could not have passed successfully, without the panoply of
8389 Va. 15.
84Ibid.
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conscious truth and the thread of absolute consistency."85
Fauntleroy professed no understanding of appellant's conten
tion that her testimony should be dismissed:
Why should this witness not be believed? Why should
a court_of justice, in the teeth of her clear, con
sistent, convincing, and uncontradicted testimony,
gratuitously brand her as a perjured conspirator .
without a particle of evidence of either an uncontra
dicted or credible witness or a circumstance[?] . .
She is wholly unimpeached, in any of the ways known
to the law; and her character for truth is as fair
as that of any other witness in the cause.86
These cases illustrate the position of the black witness
in Virginia during the years 1870-1902.
cal conditions impeded his testimony.

No legal or practi

White jurymen, attor

neys, and judges accepted such testimony as normal and prob
ably credible unless proved otherwise.

There is no reason to

believe that evidence presented by a black was discounted
solely because of its source.

In direct confrontation a

white's version of events probably carried greater weight
than a black's, but juries and judges were usually willing
to let supporting testimony and circumstances be the deter
mining factors.87

Challenges to black witnesses came on an

85Ibid., at 45.
86
Ibid., at 51-52. Even Judge Lacy, whose dissenting
opinionr=eflected his strong disbelief that the gift had taken
place, avoided the intemperate and legally suspect condemna
tion of Coles's testimony asked for by appellant's counsel.
He limited himself to the remark, "These circumstances stand
not conclusively disproving the evidence of the single witness,
but they do not render it any more probable." Ibid., at 84.
87An important exception to this attitude lay in the
large number of blacks convicted of crimes on the basis of
weak or conflicting evidence. Such verdicts, however, may
well have been the result of a desire to punish allegedly fel
onious blacks independent of the actual testimony involved.

86
individual basis, never on the mere fact of their color.

The

opinions of the Supreme Court, especially, show scrupulous
adherence to this practice.

That it was necessary to impeach

the character of specific witnesses shows that being black
in itself did not discredit them.88
During the years 1870-1902 a small but growing number of
black attorneys practiced in the courts of Virginia at all
From a handful in the 1870's the number grew to
thirty-eight by 1890 and fifty-three by 1900.89 These attor

levels.

neys differed widely in training, ability, and success, but
all provided a much needed black presence in the courtroom.
Throughout most of this period the process of admission
to the bar was quite simple.

A candidate, possessing a cer

tificate from his local court attesting to his proper age
and honest demeanor, submitted himself to examination by any
two Supreme or circuit court judges.

If satisfied with his

knowledge, they issued him a license to practice in all courts
88Within the larger category of race, social class did
have some effect on credibility, thus Fauntleroy's comment on
Fannie Coles's education and intelligence. Giles B. Jackson,
black Richmond atto:rney, once argued to a jury, "Now I admits
dat dey is seben witnesses agin me, while I ain't got but five.
But my witnesses is all high-class, respectable colored folks,
en de others is just low-down no-count niggers." John H.
Gwathmey, Legends of Virginia Lawyers: Anecdotes and Whimsi
cal Yarns of the Old Time Bench and Bar (Richmond: Press of
the Dietz Printing Company, Publishers, 1934), p. 80. Whether
Jackson or Gwathmey supplied most of the dialect is not known.
89u.s., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Re
port on Population of the United States at the Eleventh Census:
1890, Part II, p. 618; Occupations at the Twelfth Cenaus, pp.
402-403. There were a total of 1,649 attorneys in the state in
1890 and 2,025 in 1900.

of the state.90
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The state judiciary obviously could reject

anyone for any reason.

How many black men failed their exam

inations is impossible to determine, but the number who did
qualify indicates that the judges were not completely unrea
sonable.
Robert P. Brooks, a Richmond native and graduate of the
Howard University law course, was the first black lawyer in
Richmond.

In January, 1876, he was admitted to practice in

the Henrico County Court and, upon being introduced by Com
monwealth's Attorney E. C. Cabell, in Richmond Hustings Court.
Within a month Brooks had successfully defended a black man
91
named Sykes in Richmond Police Court.
Shortly thereafter,
again on a motion by Cabell, the hustings court admitted
William C. Roane, another Richmond native who had been prac
ticing in the District of Columbia.

Roane was also the first

black attorney admitted to practice in the Supreme Court of

Appeals.92

A third black man, Henry B. Fry, qualified in

90 General Assembly, Acts and Joint Resolutions, 1874,
ch. 2 15 , p. 2 4 9 .
91Charles L. Perdue, Jr., Thomas E. Barden, and Robert
K. Phillips, eds., Weevils in the Wheat: Interviews with
Virginia Ex-Slaves (Charlottesville: University Press of Vir
ginia, 1976), pp. 196-97; Richmond Daily Dispatch, January 12,
13, 1876. The article on the Sykes case carried the headline,
"Victory for the Colored Champion." Richmond Daily Dispatch,
February 8, 1876.

92Richmond Daily Dispatch, February 26, 1876. In 1881
Roane, in turn, made the motion to admit D. W. Lewis of Prince
William County, who was identified by the Richmond State, De
cember 9, 1881, as the second black man to be so admitted.
Evidently Brooks did not apply for admission to the Supreme
Court bar. Roane later left practice to accept a position in
the post office, and died in 1884 at the age of thirty-three.
Petersburg Lancet, August 9, 1884.
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o-

Richmond Hustings Court in February, 1876,vj but he soon left
the city.

A Richmond directory of 1881 listed as the third

black attorney in the city, in addition to Brooks and Roane,
Edwin A. Randolph.

A graduate of Yale University Law School,

Randolph served on the city council and was still practicing

in Richmond in November, 1899.94

In the two decades following 1880 the number of black
attorneys increased, and they spread to several of the state's
larger cities.

Their legal training varied, though a surpris

ing number were law school graduates.

Howard produced Brooks,

Roane, James H. Hayes, and George Lewis of Richmond, James A.
Fields of Warwick, Alfred W. Harris and Scott Wood of Peters
burg, R. G. L. Paige of Norfolk, and R. D. Ruffin of Dinwiddie.
0. Arthur Neal of Newport News was a law graduate of Shaw
University in North Carolina, and James A. Chiles of Richmond
was a member of the Ann Arbor law class of 1889. 95

learned their law less formally.
privately before going to Howard.

Others

Paige and Harris studied
William H. Brisby of New

Kent County taught himself to read and write, read widely in
law, and served forty years as a justice of the peace.

William

93Richmond Daily Dispatch, February 17, 187 6.

94chataigne's Directory of Richmond, Virginia (Richmond:
Baughman Brothers, Publishers and Proprietors, 1881), pp. 45051; Luther Porter Jackson, Negro Office-Holders in Virginia,
1865-1895 (Norfolk, Va.: Guide Quality Press, 1945), p. 58;
Richmond Planet, November 18, 1899.

95Jackson, Negro Office-Holders, pp. 16-17 (Fields), 20
(Harris), 32-33 (Paige), 36 (Ruffin), 57 (Hayes); Perdue,
Weevils in the Wheat, pp. 196-97 (Lewis); Augusta County Ar
gus, Februarv 23, 1892 (Wood); Richmond Planet, December 13,
1890 (Chiles), February 19, 1898 (Neal).
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W. Evans, born a slave, became a "self-made lawyer."

Nathan

iel J. Lewis and A. L. Toliver read law under the famous black
Richmond attorney Giles B. Jacks-On.

Finally, there were those

who attended Junius E. Byrd's annual School of Law and Oratory,
an 1895 advertisement for which noted that some students had
already been admitted to the Virginia bar.96
Most black attorneys opened practice in the cities and
larger towns, especially Richmond, Norfolk-Portsmouth, the
Hampton-Newport News area, and Petersburg.

Rural areas and

small towns did not generate enough black legal business to
support black attorneys, and these men depended almost entire
ly on black clients.

According to Luther P. Jackson, Richard

G. L. Paige of Norfolk "enjoyed an extensive law practice
97
but he must be regarded as an exception.
among both races,"
Even many blacks, for a variety of reasons, preferred to use
white attorneys.98

Thus, most black lawyers conducted a

96Jackson, Negro Office-Holders, pp. 6 (Brisby), 15
(Evans); Richmond Planet, January 5, 1895 (Lewis), July 14,
1900 (Toliver), October 5, 1895 (Byrd's school). R. C. 0.
Benjamin, the first black lawyer in Staunton, had a fascinat
ing background. Born in the West Indies, he studied at Ox
ford, became a United States citizen, worked as an editor and
teacher, read law, was first admitted to the bar in Tennessee,
and practiced law throughout the South. Richmond State, July
25, 1883; William J. Simmons, Men of Mark: Eminent, Progres
sive, and Rising (Cleveland: G. M. Rewell & Co., 1887), pp.
991-94.
97Jackson, Negro Office-Holders, pp. 32-33

98White attorneys may have seemed more skillful and cer
tainly carried more influence with white judges and juries.
Dollard, Caste and Class, pp. 261-62, suggests another reason.
A black in southern society could always use white friends,
especially an influential attorney. By giving such a man his
legal business, the black encouraged the development of a pro
tective relationship. Even John Mitchell, editor of the Planet
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general practice, usually minor criminal cases and odds and
ends such as divorce actions.

A few handled larger civil

causes within the black community.
presented the public.

Two black attorneys re

John C. Asbury served as commonwealth's

attorney for Norfolk County, and James A. Fields held the

same office in Warwick County from 1887 until 1891.99

Fields

was among the most successful lawyers and prosperous men in
Warwick, amassing an estate worth more than $25,00o.100
The existence of black attorneys presented a difficulty
to southern whites.

Members of the bar were social and poli

tical leaders, admired for their knowledge and intelligence.
At the least, lawyers were to be treated with respect.

Blacks

occupied a position at the far end of the social spectrum,
supposedly inferior in ability and intelligence.

The cardi

nal rule of southern society was that they be treated as such.
Thus, in discussing an important murder trial, a Virginia
newspaper listed counsel as "Mr. Frank Gilmer" for the prose
cution and "Mr. Randolph Rose . . . and J. H. Hayes, the

colored lawyer," for the defense.101

The reporter could not

and a militant black in his time, hired George D. Wise, a
prominent white attorney, along with black George W. Lewis,
to represent him in a minor civil suit. Richmond Planet,
November 17, 1900.

99Jackson, Negro Office-Holders, pp. 16-17, 65; Chat
aigne's Virginia Gazetteer and Classified Business Directory,
1890-91 (Richmond: J. H. Chataigne, Publisher, 1890), p. --1-3.
lOOFields's brother George was also a successful lawyer
1n the Newport News area. Richmond Planet, March 17, 1900.
lO lcharlottesville Chronicle, February 14, 1890.
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bring himself to identify Hayes, a member of the bar, as ":tvlr."
White attorneys accepted their black colleagues without
undue trauma.

In 1886, the Richmond Dispatch declared, "No

lawyer objects to practicing law in a court where negro law
yers practice."

The Dispatch at the time was defending Vir

ginia against a charge of racism, and so was trying to por
tray an Eden of racial harmony, but no evidence exists that
it was wrong on this point.102

Once blacks became members of

the bar they were accorded its privileges.

During proceedings

against a white man for criminal assault on a black girl, "law
yer J. Thomas Hewin, [black,] was ordered out of the court
room, but upon insisting upon his rights as a member of the

bar, was permitted to remain."103

White and black attorneys

worked together with no stigma attached to the white lawyers
by their profession or community.

Of course, such arrange

ments, with the whites acting as senior or consulting counsel,
did not threaten the social order.
By the mid-1890's many attorneys had become dissatisfied
with the old system of two-judge examining panels.

Too many

incompetent and unethical men were sneaking into the profes
sion.

One committee complained, "In the larger cities the

presence of the shyster of both colors is becoming more
lOZRichmond Dispatch, October 13, 1886. As Charles
Wynes points out, the small number of black attorneys may
have accounted for much of this attitude. Race Relations in
Virginia, p. 141.
103
Richmond Planet, February 16, 1901.
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offensive to the profession in each succeeding year."104

In

January, 1896, therefore, the General Assembly passed an act
limiting the licensing power to the judges of the Supreme
Court of Appeals and leaving to that court the power to de
termine details of the new system.

The rules promulgated by

the court required two letters of recommendation from attor
neys practicing before the Supreme Court before the candidate
could receive the necessary certificate of honest demeanor
from his local court.

The Supreme Court administered the ex

amination at specific times, in writing.

The judges could

also require an oral examination of any candidate whose writ
ten test left them uncertain.105

Because the final decision on all applicants was no� 1n
the hands of only five judges, enforcing a consistent standard of quality was easier.

It was also easier to exclude

those whom the five judges considered unsuitable for the pro
fession, for whatever reasons.

Whether the judges consciously

excluded blacks, or whether inherent prejudice kept them from
making objective decisions despite a desire to be fair, is
unknown.

Perhaps the quality of black candidates suddenly

dropped.

Whatever the reason, after the new act became ef

fective in July, 1896, no blacks passed the test for four
"
.
.
· ·
l04 ·
V1rg1n1a State Bar �ssoc1at1on, Report of the S.1xth
Annual Meeting (Richmond, 1894), Report of the Committee on
Legal Education and Admission to the Bar, p. 50.

105General Assembly, Acts and Joint Resolutions, 18951896, ch. 41, pp. 49-50; Supreme Court of Appeals, Rules and
Regulations for Licensing Persons to Practice Law, 93 Va. v-vi.
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years.

The Planet complained that many whites had succeeded,

but that of "quite a few" black applicants all had failed.106
The occasion for the Planet's story was the July, 1900, ac�
ceptance of A. L. Toliver, who at last had passed.

That same

month a Boston-educated black man, J. Thomas Hewin, also

passed.107

Black attorneys practiced mostly in the local courts of
the commonwealth.

For a small group, however, the sphere of

practice extended to a higher tribunal.

These ·were the black

attorneys who served as counsel in cases before the Supreme
Court of Appeals--Giles B. Jackson and James H. Hayes of
Richmond, and the Lynchburg firm of Armistead and Goldsberry.
Giles B. Jackson appears in the pages of John Gwathmey
as a dialect-spouting caricature with much "native shrewd
ness" but little legal knowledge.

Jackson, according to

Gwathmey, "got most of his legal knowledge from consultation
with prominent white lawyers who were always glad to help him
.
11 108 Jackson may well have put on an enteron points of 1aw.
taining show for his white observers,109 but he must have been
106Richmond Planet, July 14, 1900.
107
Augusta County Argus, July 17, 1900.
l03
. . Lawyers, pp. 75-8 0 ; Jus
Gwath mey, Legends of v·irginia
tice John, pp. 15- 1 6, 136; Legends of Virginia Courthouses�.
116-18.

l09A conservative Republican, he was more popular politi
cally with Richmond's whites than with many of his fellow blacks.
Work Projects Administration, Writers' Program, The Negro in
Virginia (New York: Sponsored by the Hampton Institute, Hast
ings House, Publishers, 194 0 ), pp. 297-98 ; Taylor, Negro in Re
construction of Virginia, p. 270.
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a competent lawyer as well.

He instructed A. L. Toliver well

enough in the law that Toliver was able to pass the examination given by the Supreme Court.110 He had a large practice
in the Richmond courts and was especially interested in black
business.

He served as Grand Attorney for the Grand Fountain

of the United Order of True Reformers and was on the board of
directors of the True Reformers' bank.

It was as attorney for

the Grand Fountain that he argued before the Supreme Court of
Appeals, against Armistead and Goldsberry.
R. P. Armistead and N. T. Goldsberry had faced the True
Reformers before.

In December, 1896, the heirs of �Iary E.

Ross hired them to sue the True Reformers for non-payment of
an insurance policy.
Reformers.

Two white lawyers represented the True

After a "great legal battle" in which the black

attorneys fought hard and showed much legal knowledge, the

trial judge gave instructions for the plaintiffs on all points.111

According to one source, Armistead and Goldsberry held the re
spect of the white lawyers of Lynchburg, who often visited

and associated with them.112
up controversial issues.

They also were willing to take

When a white man attacked a black

girl and escaped without punishment, the city's blacks hired
the firm to investigate the case.

The two lawyers successfully

ll
ORichmond Planet, July 14, 1900. Jackson also instructed
Nathaniel J. Lewis, who passed an examination under the old two
judge system. Ibid., January S, 1895.

111Ibid., December 19, 1896.
are those of the Planet.
112Ibid.

The qualitative descriptions
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moved toward further prosecution of the man, but the girl's

family, from fear or ignorance, refused to cooperate.113
in

1899,

And,

Armistead had the courage, or temerity, to sue the

Norfolk and Western Railroad for $ 10,000 for discrimination.
He lost.114

Grand Fountain U.O.T.R. �· Wilson115 was another Lynchburg
insurance case brought by Armistead and Goldsberry against the
True Reformers, and again the two lawyers had won below, but
this time the True Reformers appealed to the Supreme Court.
The petition on appeal lists Wise & Wise and Giles B. Jackson
as counsel, so it is difficult to determine how much of the
work is Jackson's, but the case report names him alone.

The

"Note" by Armistead and Goldsberry is capably done, citing
many cases from various jurisdictions and other authority.

The petition and arguments116 by the black attorneys in this
case show that they were, at the least, professionally compe
tent.
While Jackson, Armistead, and Goldsberry argued a civil
case in which both parties were black, James H. Hayes appeared
before the Supreme Court in a much more difficult position-
representing a black man convicted of murdering a white
ll3Ibid., March 27,

1897.

114Augusta County Argus, March 7, 1899; Charlottesville
Weekly Chronicle, March 30, 1 899. Armistead had been in the
company of several white lawyers when the agent ejected him
from the waiting room.
11 5 96 Va. 5 94 ( 1899).
116
Grand Fountain v. Wilson, Records and Briefs, LXXXV,
o.s., 261 -79.
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policeman.

Hayes, a Howard law graduate and sometime member
of the R.ichmand C.ity Counci· 1, 1 17 ach.ieved a measure of notoriety with his spirited defense of William Muscoe, accused of
murdering Charlottesville policeman G. T. Seal in

1888.

After

a guilty verdict in Charlottesville Corporation Court, Hayes
appealed to the Supreme Court, which reversed the decision
118
on the ground of prejudicial instructions to the jury.
Within a month of the court's ruling Hayes was back in
Charlottesville for the retrial.
Hayes.

It was not an easy time for

As he later stated in the appeal of this second trial,

he was called a liar and son of a bitch by one witness, "sim
ply because this attorney had in the pursuit of his honored
calling chosen to place himself in front in defense of the
life of one more unfortunate of his own race and color.11 119
The local newspaper, according to the black Richmond Planet,
"heaped abuse and calumny" upon him, but the Planet itself
held a different opinion:

"Mr. Hayes fought manfully and

skilfully . . . and won for himself a name of which he and
his race need be proud."1 20
Despite Hayes's skill the verdict again went against
Muscoe.

In the new appeal, in which he was joined by white

11 7Hayes

was valedictorian of his class, after first hav
ing read law under Robert P. Brooks. Jackson, Negro Office
Holders, p. 57; Petersburg Lancet, June 6, 1885.
118 Muscoe
119

v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 443 ( 18 9 0).

Muscoe v. Commonwealth, in Supreme Court of Appeals,
Records and Briefs, LII, O.S., 33, 38.
120
Richmond Planet, February 22, 18 9 0.
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attorney Samuel M. Page, Hayes raised such points as the
necessity for change of venue and the validity of the venire
facias that had summoned the jury.

Unfortunately for Muscoe,
the court found no reversible errors. 121 Although of little
comfort to Muscoe in the end, Hayes proved that a black attor
ney could act with skill and courage in defending a fellow
black in a hostile environment.
Among trial participants the judge holds a unique posi
tion.

He serves not only as arbiter but as the very symbol

of the law.

No black judges served in Virginia during this

period, but a surprising number of blacks sat as justices of
the peace.

With jurisdiction over petty civil and criminal

offenses, justices occupied the lowest rung of the judicial
ladder.

Still, they did have the power to make decisions ac

cording to the law, with the authority of the commonwealth
behind them.

Blacks were able to attain the post of justice

for two reasons.

First, unlike higher judges who were chosen

by the General Assembly, they were elected locally.

In addi-

tion, their power was limited geographically as well as sub
stantively, so that any black who became a justice probably
was in an area where most of the parties coming before him
122
also would be black.
121Muscoe v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 460 (1891).
122
According to Philip A. Bruce, whites "warmly opposed"
the election of black justices because blacks allegedly were
"peculiarly deficient" in the qualities needed to fill these
local posts. Plantation Negro as Freeman, p. 70.
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Although black justices were not common throughout the
state in the period 1870-1902, they were far from rare, es
pecially in certain areas.

Luther P. Jackson found seventy

one for the years between 1865 and 1895, and he cautions that
his listing is not complete.

A brief survey of other sources

has disclosed eight others, and a thorough search would prob

ably reveal more.123

Some of Jackson's group may have served

only during Reconstruction, but most no doubt served after
wards.

One directory, for example, lists twenty-five blacks
holding the office in 1888.124 The seventy-nine identified
justices came from twenty-seven counties in the state, hut

most were located in a five-county area on the Peninsula and
in the southside counties of Surry and Sussex.

Twenty-one

of the counties had black majorities and five others had
123Jackson, Negro Office-Holders, pp. 12, 13, 30, 59,
61-67. In addition to those justices cited below, other
references include Richmond Planet, July 17, 1900 (Cornelius
Harris of Richmond and Newport News); Charles H. Corey, A
History of the Richmond Theological Seminary, with Reminis
cences of Thirtv Years' Work among the Colored Peo le of the
South lRic mon : J. W. Randolph Company, 1895), p. 152 (Guy
Powell of Franklin); John Newton Harman, Sr., ed., Annals of
Tazewell County, Virginia (2 vols.; Richmond: W. C. Hill
Company, 1925), II, 108-109 (C. D. Shell of Tazewell); Chat
aiane's Virainia Gazetteer and Classified Business Director ,
1888-89 Richmon:
. H. Chataigne & Co., Publishers, 1887),
pp. 248 (Coleman Robinson of Manchester), 273 (William H.
Moore of Petersburg); Chatai ne's Gazetteer and Classified
Business Directory, 1893-94 tRichmond: J. H. Chataigne, Com
piler and Publisher, 1893), p. 466 (R. H. Williams of Eliza
beth City County).
124chataigne's Virginia Gazetteer, 1888-89, Chataigne
uses the title magistrate.
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substantial hlack communities.125
Although the numbers are readily ascertainable, the
quality of the black justices is much more difficult to
determine.

Again, Jackson's piecemeal listing yeilds a few

clues but frustrates efforts to make any but the broadest
generalizations.

A few of the justices were lawyers, but

the overwhelming majority were not.

Many were leaders of

their communities as artisans, merchants, landowners, or
Most of those described by Jackson were solid,
. .
126
respected, and respectab'ie citizens.
professionals.

Unfortunately, contemporary sources took note of black
justices only in negative situations.

Lewis Robinson of

Henrico County was fined in 1873 for charging illegal fees.

127

Another Richmond area justice, William Howlett of Manchester,
held a hearing which, if a newspaper account is correct, was
.
128 The most unflattering picture
someth.ing less th an Just.
of black magistrates comes from a Democratic political circular
125A partial survey along political lines yields similar
results. Of 25 black justices serving in 1888, 23 came from
counties in which the 1886 Republican vote had been at least
twice that of the Democrats. All figures, ibid. These tabu
lations only point out significant trends. Due to the lack
of a complete list of justices, they should not be considered
definitive statistics.
•
.
.
126s ometimes
.
.
Jac-son
k
I s descriptions are more mystif ying
than helpful, such as the cryptic remark that Jesse W. Dungee
"made an unusual record as justice of the peace." Negro
Office-Holders, p. 13.
127Richmond Dispatch, Janury 8, 9, 1873.
128Ibid., January 24, 1876.
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allegedly describing the situation in Danville in 1883:
The police court of the town is another scene of
perpetual mockery and disgrace. There the most
active justice is a young negro named Jones, who
first became famous by seducing a girl under promise of marriage.
. . This court . . . is now
practically open from morning till night, and noth
ing but actual observation can convey the least
idea of the travesty of its transactions. Malice
and partiality, whenever there is a motive, and ig
norance, in its absence, are the rules of decision.
. White men are arrested for the most frivolous
of acts by negro policemen .
. and tried, fined
and lectured and imprisoned by a negro justice.129
Given the political purpose and inflammatory intent of the
circular, the accuracy of its description is questionable.130
The judges of the Supreme Court referred to their lower
rank colleagues in only one case.

Discussing the action

taken by a white Botetourt County justice, Judge Anderson
remarked, "If many of the justices of the peace in this Com
monwealth have been selected from the lower grades of society,
without regard to race or qualification, moral or intellec
tual, it is a most lamentable fact, and a gross reflection
upon the character of their electors, and augurs badly for
the future of our commonwealth." 131 Surprisingly, Anderson's
opinion supported the justice's action.
129
Danville Circular, reprinted in U.S., Congress, Sen
ate, Alleged Outrages in Virginia, S. Rept. 579, Reports of
Committees of the Senate of the United States, 48th Cong.,
1st sess., 1883-1884, VI, vii-viii (Emphasis original).
130 s
. '!.
ee th e d.iscussion
in
ivynes, Race Re1 ations
in
, ir. •,r
.
.
ginia, pp. 29-31. Danville had four black policemen and sev
eral black magistrates at the time. Note that some municipal
magistrates carried the title "judge," but their jurisdiction
was equivalent to that of justice of the peace.
131 Womack v. Circ1 e, 73 Va. (32 Gratt. ) 32 4 , 33 9 ( 18 72 ) .
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Judge Staples dissented from Anderson's ruling, but he
agreed with his colleague's low view of local magistrates:
What else could be expected in a land where men
are being elected to that office without respect
to race, color, education or qualification?
There are in many counties of Virginia today per
sons filling the office of justice of the peace,
both white and black, utterly and notoriously in
capacitated [to hold the position].lj2
The judges were writing in 1872, when the political changes
of Reconstruction were still a source of bewilderment and ill
feeling among conservative Virginians. In any event, as Judge
Anderson noted, the issue was not legal but political, and
for the next thirty years Virginia's black citizens continued
to elect a small but respectable number of their own to serve
as justices of the peace.

132

Ibid., at 345-46.
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III.

RACIAL IDENTITY AND CITIZENSHIP

A society that divided its citizens into two classes,
black and white, first had to decide a basic question--which
of its citizens belonged in each group.

The problem was de

termining the status of the mulatto, a person having both
white and black blood.

Although scientists might find it

difficult to decide where on the continuum of ancestry a
black became a mulatto or a mulatto became white, legislators
and judges faced no such uncertainty.

Unencumbered by the

need for absolute scientific truth, but impelled by the obli
gation to deal with practical situations, these toilers 1n
the field of legal reality found a convenient solution.

They

decreed artificial standards and let the bloodlines fall where
they might.

Some lawmakers decided that a mulatto with any

trace of black blood was legally black.

Others felt that a

mulatto should have at least one black grandparent to so
qualify.

Whatever the formulation, the goal was to provide

a framework that placed each citizen on one side or the other
of the black-white line.1
1For a survey of state statutes and cases on this ques
tion, see Charles S. Mangum, Jr., The Legal Status of the
Negro (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1940), pp. 1-17. The discussion in Gilbert T. Stephenson,
Race Distinctions in American Law (New York: D. Appleton
and Company, 1910), pp. 12-20, is superficial.
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Since early colonial times mulattoes with any "commonly"
recognizable trace of black blood were considered blacks in
Virginia.

A 1787 law specifically defined a mulatto as a

person with at least one black grandparent.

This one-fourth

blood formula remained in effect throughout the antebellum
period.

The state code of 1803 provided, "Every person other

than a negro, [who has at least one Negro grandparent,] shall
be deemed a mulatto."

The 1849 code simplified the section

and added a new element:

"Every person who has one-fourth or

more of negro blood shall be deemed a mulatto, and the word
'negro' in any other section of this, or in any future statute,
shall be construed to mean mulatto as well as negro.""'

After

the Civil War the General Assembly retained the one-fourth
standard but again altered the wording:

"Be it enacted .

that every person having one-fourth or more of negro blood,
shall be deemed a colored person." 3
2Jarnes Curtis Ballagh, A History of Slavery in Virginia
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1902), pp. 58-61; Virginia,
Code (1803), ch. 103, sec. 10, p. 187; Code (18..J.9), ch. 103,
sec. 3, p. 458. Note that the one-fourth blood rule provided
a specific, easily traceable, and relatively short run genea
logical yardstick. "It would appear that the lawmakers of
the early national period feared that a declaration to the
effect that the possession of any Negro ancestry, however re
mote, made a man a mulatto might bring embarrassment on cer
tain supposedly white citizens. No doubt, it was also be
lieved that it would be exceedingly difficult, if not impossi
ble, to enforce a more drastic Law." James Hugo Johnston,
Race Relations in Virginia and Miscegenation in the South,
1776-1860 (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1970),
pp. 19 3-94.
3virginia, General Assembly, Acts, 1865-1866, ch. 17,
sec. 1, p. 84. This act remained in force for the rernainJer
of the nineteenth century. As one woman lamented, "My mother
was half-white; my father was a white man; and I have just
enough Negro blood in me to ruin me." William Taylor Thorn,
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The first case after the war in which the Supreme Court
considered the one-fourth rule was McPherson v. Commonwealth 4
1n 1877.

Rowena McPherson and George Stewart were convicted

1n Manchester Hustings Court for living in illicit inter
course.

The two were married, and the question was whether

the marriage was miscegenous and therefore unlawful.

Stewart

was a white man, but whether McPherson was black or white un
der the law was a matter of controversy.

After a verdict for

the state both defendants appealed.
McPherson's father, President Moncure noted, was a white
man.

Her mother was the child of a white man and a brown

skinned woman who claimed to be half-Indian.

Summing up the

significance of these facts, Moncure emphasize� the strictness
of the color formula:
It thus appears that less than one-fourth of her
blood is negro blood. If it be but one drop less,
she is not a negro. Besides having certainly de
rived at least three-fourths of her blood from the
white race, she derived a portion of the residue
from her great-grandmother, who was a brown skin
woman, and, of course, not a full-blooded African
or negro, whose skin is black, and never brown.
It was said in the family that the said brown
skin woman was a half-Indian--a fact which is con
firmed by the color of her skin. If any part of
the said residue of her blood, however small, was
derived from any other source than the African or
negro race, then Rowena McPherson cannot be a
negro.5
"The Negroes of Litwalton, Virginia: A Social Study of the
'Oyster Negro,"' Bulletin of the Department of Labor, VI, .'Jo.
37 (1901), 1141.
469 Va. (28 Gratt.) 939 (1877).
5Ibid., at 940.
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The facts showed that McPherson was not a black woman within
the meaning of the law, and thus her marriage to Stewart was
legal.
In Jones v. Commonwealth 6 the court considered another
miscegenation case involving a question of racial identity.
The defendant was Isaac Jones, a black man sentenced to the
penitentiary for feloniously marrying Martha A. Gray, a white
woman.

In his majority opinion for the Supreme Court, Judge

Fauntleroy found the evidence concerning the wife's race un
certain.

Martha Ann Gray had been raised by white families

after being taken from the county poorhouse as a young girl.
Her mother was white, and Martha herself passed for white.
The mother, however, also had given birth to a mulatto child.
The prosecutor stated that he knew the mother's location but
had not called her because she was living a respectable life.
This was totally unacceptable to Fauntleroy.

Jones's guilt

rested on the determination of his wife's color, yet the pro
secution had failed to call her mother to testify on that
subject.

Perhaps, suggested the judge, she might have tes

tified that Martha also was mulatto, as was another of her
children.

The court reversed the conviction.

After retrial and a new conviction, Jones and Gray again

appeared before the court.7

This time, in addition to the

controversy over actual color, Jones raised the intriguing
question of whether he was a Negro even in theory.
619 Va. 213 (1884).
7Jones v. Commonwealth, 80 Va. 538 (1885).

He admitted
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being a mulatto, but asserted that under Virginia law a mu
latto was not a Negro and not within the purview of the mis
cegenation statute, which only prohibited marriage between
a white and a Negro.
Jones's counsel, George G. Junkin, based his ingenious
argument on the series of subtle changes that the wording of
the relevant statutes had undergone.

He asserted that the

early laws of the state had distinguished between Negroes
and mulattoes.

When the General Assembly passed a miscegen

ation act in 1847-1848, it mentioned both classes.8

The Code

of 1849, however, introduced a rule of construction that the
word "negro" in statutes henceforth was to mean mulattoes as
well as Negroes.

It was the next word change, in an 1866

act, upon which Junkin constructed his interpretation.

That

act did away with the former definition of mulatto, plus the
rule of construction concerning statutory use of the word
"negro."

Junkin continued, "It is submitted that all color-

ed persons are not negroes--that the only law that ever ex
isted including mulatto under the term negro has been re
pealed."

He argued that the rule of construction had been

added so that statutes concerning Negroes would apply also to
mulattoes without the necessity of using both terms.

The re

peal of the statute enumerating the rule made it again necessary
to use both words if a law were to apply to both groups.9
811Any white person who shall intermarry 1vith a negro or
mulatto. .
" General Assembly, Acts, 1847-1848, ch. 8,
sec. 4, p. 111.
9
Junkins's argument is printed at 80 Va. 538-540.

10 7

Junkin wisely refused to risk his case solely on this
theoretical argument.

He also made the more practical ob

jection that the prosecution had failed to show the amount of
black blood in Isaac Jones.

Even if the court should rule

that the word "Negro" did include colored persons, therefore,
there was no proof that Jones was a legally defined colored
person.
Judge Lacy spent little time pondering Junkin's first
argument.

He cited McPherson, especially Moncure's pronounce

ment that if the defendant had but one drop less than one
fourth black blood, she was not a Negro.

That statement, and

the opinion as a whole, demonstrated that the term 'negro
1

was "i dentical in signif ica tion with 'colored person. "'

11

Jun

kin's imaginative effort to prove that a colored person was
not a Negro failed.
Still remaining was the alternative claim that the state
had not proved that Jones was a colored person.
dence was that his mother was a yellow woman.

The only evi
That fact in

dicated to the court that the defendant had some white blood.
The possibility existed that his mother was more than one
half white.

If his father was a white man, then Jones would

not be a black man.

It was necessary for the prosecution to

prove that Jones had the required amount of black blood, which
it had not done.

Lacy declared, "[I]f every accused person

is to be presumed to be innocent until his guilt is proved,
this person must be presumed not to be a negro until he is

proved to be such.1110
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The court remanded the case against

Jones and Gray for a second time.
Controversies over race were not limited to criminal
prosecutions for miscegenation.

In the civil case of Scott

�· Raub,11 Sarah Raub asserted that her parents were black,
while her uncle Robert Scott argued that they were white.
This situation arose because of an 1866 act recognizing the
marital relationship of black couples and legitimizing their

children.12

Sarah was the caughter of James Scott, a free

black, and Ann Settles, a slave.

She claimed to be the legi

timate daughter of James and entitled to his estate.

Her

uncle maintained that both James and Ann had less than one
fourth black blood and therefore were not mulattoes under
the one-fourth definition.

Because James Scott was legally

a white man, the 1866 act did not apply to him, it could not
validate his marriage, and it could not legitimize his daughter.
Judge Lacy rejected this reasoning and felt the whole
discussion of degree of black blood to be "unprofitable."

He

lOibid., at 544-45.
1188 Va. 721 (1892).
1211That where colored persons, before the passage of this
act, shall have undertaken and agreed to occupy the relation
to each other of husband and wife, and shall be cohabiting to
gether as such at the time of its passage, whether the rites
of marriage shall have been celebrated between them or not,
they shall be deemed husband and wife,
. . and all their
children shall be deemed legitimate, . . . And when the par
ties have ceased to cohabit before the passage of this act,
in consequence of the death of the woman, or from any other
cause, all the children of the woman, recognized by the man
to be his, shall be deemed legitimate.'' General Assembly,
Acts, 1865-1866, ch. 18, pp. 85-86. A full discussion of this
act may be round in chapter IV.
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quoted the Virginia Constitution that the children of a slave
or slaves who were recognized by the father as his children
were capable of inheriting the father's estate.13

Because

Ann was a slave the proportion of black blood was immaterial.
In addition, Lacy continued, the 1860 Code definition of
"Negro" applied only to free blacks, not slaves.

Ann was a

slave and therefore her offspring also were slaves.

The one

fourth rule could not be used to deny Sarah's legitimacy.
Even disregarding the mother's slavery, Lacy ruled, the
1866 act applied according to the evidence in the case.

The

facts showed that ''[t]hese parties were both classed as
colored persons, socially speaking, associated with colored
persons, attended and joined a church established and attended
by colored persons generally, and the law should be liberally

construed.1114

The act was meant to include all colored per-

sons, regardless of degree of color.

Admitting that there was

no clear proof about the degree of color of Settles and Scott,
Lacy based his opinion on the fact that James Scott had acted
as a black man, for example, not voting until blacks were
given the franchise, and that Ann Settles always had passed
as black and was never questioned about her race. 15
13
11The children of parents, one or both of whom were
slaves at and during the period of cohabitation, and who were
recognized by the father as his children, and whose mother
. shall be as
was recognized by such father as his wife, .
capable of inheriting any estate whereof such father may have
died seized or possessed, as though they had been born in
lawful wedlock." Virginia Constitution (1869), art 11, sec. 9.
14
88 Va. 728.
15

James Hugo Johnston mentions that many mulattoes,
�lthough legally white, refused to pass into the white community.
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Eubank�- Boughton,16 decided in 1900, showed the prac
tical difficulty and theoretical absurdity of classifying
George Boughton asserted that he, his wife,

people by race.

and their children were white, and that his son was entitled
to attend the white public school.

The school trustees de

clared that certain information convinced them Boughton's
son was black.

The circuit court ruled that the boy was

white and should be admitted to the white school.

The Su

preme Court reversed on procedural grounds, ruling that the
courts did not have jurisdiction in the matter.
President Keith's opinion did not discuss the substan
tive merits of the case, but the trial record revealed the
problems caused by the law's need to place young Boughton in
an arbitrary category.

Two generations of Boughton kin tes

tified about their race, and a mathematician would have been
helpful to keep track of the fractions.

To complicate matters

further, other witnesses challenged the family's calculations.
Tom Prince, the young scholar's grandfather, claimed to be
seven-eights white, but his name appeared among the blacks on
the voting books.

The family's assertion that the other

They did so for various social reasons, such as family ties.
Race Relations in Virginia, pp. 215-16. See also Alfred Holt
Stone, Studies in the American Race Problem (New York: Double
day, Page, & Company, 1908), p. 408: "[T]he pronounced volun
tary identification of themselves with Negroes is largely sen
timental on the part of most mulattoes who do so.
It is im
possible to estimate the number of mulattoes in this category.
Stone may also be overemphasizing the voluntariness involved,
because southern whites often considered anyone with a trace
of black blood to be black.
1

'

l6 93 Va. 499 (1900).
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grandfather also was seven-eights white brought disagreement
from a neighborhood observer.

Church membership, voting

records, marriage license--all signifying race--found their
way into the record.

And all simply added to the confusion.17

The law provided a precise definition of a black person, but
the application of that definition in the real world was
sometimes far less precise.
Once the legislature had set the definition of black
person, there was little leeway within which the Supreme
Court could work.

Still, these cases illuminate the judges'

reading of the one-fourth rule.

Especially important was the

effort to read the rule as literally as possible, thus easing
its consequences.

President Moncure's "one drop less" formu

lation set the pattern, and the court adhered to it rigorously.
The importance of the formulation was enhanced because the
judges interpreted mulatto skin color as evidence of white
blood.

A person with two known white grandparents and one

brown merited doubts, in his or her favor, about racial iden
tity.

Because the brown-skinned grandparent possibly had more

than one-half white blood, and because the fourth grandparent
might have been white, a presumption existed that the person
might be legally white.

In criminal cases the court was strict

in requiring the state to prove race.

In McPherson and both

Jones cases the court reversed convictons on the ground that
17Eubank v. Boughton, in Virginia, Supreme Court of Ap
peals, Records and Briefs, XCVI, O.S., 341, 347-48.
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the prosecuton had not sufficiently proved degree of color. 18
That the judges did not try to preserve white purity by
forcing uncertain cases to the black side of the line does
not mean that the court looked benignly upon the results of
miscegenation, or that it wished to gather many brown sheep
into the white flock.

The court's reading and application of

the statutes were simply strict and accurate renditions.

Yet

the judges must have realized that their rulings provided an
opportunity for some mulattoes to cross that most important
line of demarcation.

The judges may have been unhappy with

the results but, if so, they did not allow such feeling to
alter their scrupulously exact reading of the law.
Another aspect of the racial identity cases was the re
liance that the court placed on skin color.
quite definite

The judges were

about their knowledge of racial shading, as

1n Moncure's statement regarding the ''full-blooded African
or negro, whose skin is black, and never brown."

One example

of this questionable form of judicial notice occurred 1n an

1871 murder case, Smith�· Commonwealth.19

Newton Smith was

convicted of first degree murder in the death of the infant
daughter of a white woman named Harriet Ferguson.

Smith, a

mulatto, was the acknowledged father of the baby.

Ferguson

18rn contrast, the Alabama Supreme Court held that, in
a prosecution for miscegenation, the state could present the
black party to the jury, "in order that they might determine
by inspection whether he was a negro." Linton v. State, 88
Ala. 216, 218 (1889) .
1

9

_._ 62 Va. (21 Gratt.) 809 (1871).
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delivered the infant to Smith, who said his mother would raise
it.

One week later the body of a female mulatto child was

found drowned in a pond.
to the Supreme Court.

Sentenced to hang, Smith appealed

One important issue was whether the

body was actually that of Harriet Ferguson's child.
Judge Christian, speaking for the court, agreed that a
new trial should be granted.
lish the corpus delicti.

The state had failed to estab

Despite obvious assumptions and

Smith's inability to produce his child, no evidence existed
that the baby entrusted to him was dead.

This argument de

pended on the fact that the body in the pond was not identi
fied as the Ferguson baby.

Several facts tended to show that

the two babies were not identical.

There was a discrepancy

between the clothing found on the body and that which the
Ferguson baby had been wearing when last seen alive.

)�reover,

Christian wrote,
[t]he child delivered to the prisoner 1s described
as a bright mulatto. It must have been at three
days old almost white, the father being a mulatto
and the mother white. So young a child, of such
parents, would hardly be described as a mulatto.
Yet this is the description given of the child
found in the pond near the river--not a bright
mulatto, as the child born of Harriet Fer�uson was,
and must have been, but simply a mulatto.LO
Racial identity was not so much a legal as a social prob
lem, and the Supreme Court avoided discussion of extra-legal
consequences.

Perhaps it was because popular social and

scientific ideas were so imprecise that the court hewed strictly
20Ibid., at 815 (Emphasis original).
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to the letter of the law.

The judges evidently shared the

commonly held notions regarding mulatto skin color.

Although

seemingly superficial, skin color did furnish ground for re
versal of several criminal convictions.

At the least, mulat

to Virginians coming before the Supreme Court for determina
tion of their legal racial identity could expect a fair and
objective decision.

Such an opportunity, on so sensitive a

subject at that time and place, was significant.
II

Emancipation did not erase the memory of slavery.

For

the rest of the nineteenth century remnants of the peculiar
institution rattled around the Virginia court system.

The

Supreme Court heard numerous contract and estate cases dating
from before emancipation, when blacks were more likely to
have been part of the property than among the parties.

As

late as 1901 a controversy between the executor and heirs of
a long-deceased master stood as a reminder to the court that
black Virginians had once been chattel slaves.�71

The judges

seldom discussed slavery, but in one opinion Judge Staples
showed that unfavorable references to the past did not meet
his favor:
We are now told that public policy requir es the
courts to annul any and every contract entered
into during [the war], based upon the sale of
recognized and sanctioned for
property
thus
21scott v. Porter, 99 Va. 553 (1901).
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generations by the sentiments, the laws and the
tastes of the people of Virginia. The proposi
tion involves . . . an admission derogatory to
our whole previous history.
[B]ecause it
has been destroyed by paramount force, we are ex
pected not only to give it up without a murmer,
but to surrender all our previous convictions, to
yield our faith and consciences to the keeping of
others, and henceforth to believe that slavery
was wrong in itself--a curse upon our country--a
moral leprosy which corrupted the life-blood of
the nation. The proposition now enhanced means
this, or it amounts to nothing.22
The freedmen's new citizenship, shadowed by memories of
the past, did not end all legal distinctions between the
races even in the present.

By statute and court decision,

the black citizen was not quite the same as the white citi
zen.

Wnite authorities declared that, although the law some

times made distinctions, it never discriminated.

Blacks could

not marry whites, but neither could whites marry blacks.
law thus treated both races equally.

The

This argument, which

lived a suprisingly long and full life, was specious.23

Even

if one granted its theoretical validity, the actual result
was to remind both races that blacks were different under the
law.

Such acknowledgement was especially damaging because it

reinforced, instead of mitigating, already current beliefs
about the black's social inferiority.
Some distinctions, such as restrictions on black and
22Henderlite v. Thurman, 63 Va. (22 Gratt.) 466, 477
(1872).
7

"'

�JSee Stephenson, Race Distinctions, pp. 2-4, 348-62, on
the difference between distinction and discrimination. Al
though arguing that distinctions were neither illegal nor
harmful, Stephenson acknowledged that they could easily be
come discriminatory in practice.
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interracial gambling, were vestiges of the old slave system. 24
A law against conspiracy to incite either the white or black
community to "insurrection" against the other was a legacy of
the fears of Reconstruction.25

temporary functions.

Other laws served more con

Prohibitions against racial intermar

riage reflected the fear of miscegenation that increased after
emancipation.26 Segregation in the public schools was a fore
runner of the extensive separation of the races 1n public and
private facilities that would occur after the turn of the
century.-77
A number of cases heard by the Supreme Court referred to
the special status of black citizens that was required or
allowed by the law.

Most concerned either the prohibitions

against miscegenation or the legal reconstruction of black
families necessitated by the absence of formal marital rela-

tions under slavery.-78

One case dealt with a building

24virginia, Code (1873), ch. 194, sec. 6, p. 1213. Even
among those antebellum practices supposedly ended after eman
cipation, some apparently survived. The Code of 1860, for
example, decreed that, "A notice . . . may be served . .
by
delivering such copy .
. to .
. any white person found
there." Ch. 167, sec. 1, p. 703. The 1873 Code, ch. 163,
sec. 1, p. 1079, called for the same formulation with the word
"white" omitted. Yet in the late 1880's deputies apparently
were including "white" in their returns of service. Stotz v.
Collins, 83 Va. 423, 424 (1887); Finney v. Clark, 86 Va. 354,
355 (1889).
25virginia, Code (1873), ch. 186, sec. 4, p. 1188.
26see chapter IV.
27
virginia, Code (1873), ch. 78, sec. 58, p. 694.
28See chapter IV.
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association whose charter prohibited loans to blacks.29
Another dealt with a dispute over the race of a student re
fused admission to the white public schools.30 In all these
cases race distinction went unquestioned.

No one debated

the legality or justness of such distinction.
Ironically, Kinnaird�- Miller's ex'or,31 the only case
in which the court confronted the issue of discrimination,
included no black parties.
ing a large estate.

Samuel Miller died in 1869, leav

His will, made in 1359, left a substan

tial bequest to establish a school for white children in Al
bemarle County.

The will received challenges from several

parties on various grounds, but before the Supreme Court only
one issue remained.

Miller's heirs-at-law contested the

validity of the bequest on.the ground that it violated the
Fourteenth Amendment.

The question before the court was

whether the section of the state code governing gifts for
educational purposes abridged the privileges and immunities
of black citizens.

The Code of 1860, in effect at Miller's

death, referred to the "education of white persons" within
the state. 32

The Supreme Court did not think that the Fourteenth
Amendment invalidated Miller's bequest.

President Moncure

29chesapeake Classified Bldg. Ass'n v. Coleman, 94 Va.
433 (1897).
30
Eubank v. Boughton, 98 Va. 499 (1900). See a similar
case in Augusta County Argus, March 9, 1897.
3166 Va. (25 Gratt.) 107 (1874).
32virginia, �

(1860), ch. 80, sec. 2, p. 419.
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pointed out that both the law and the will had been drafted
before the ratification of the amendment, and he thought that
they remained valid even after the amendment had taken effect.
He wrote,
What privilege or immunity .
. does that law or
its continued enforcement abridge? How can it in
jure any colored citizens . . . in the state, that
a gift for the education of white persons only is
authorized by law to be made and enforced? Have
such citizens any privilege or immunity in regard
to gifts, &c., for their education? .
[I]f
the legislature deem it proper to authorize a gift
for the education of white persons only to be made
and enforced, how can it benefit colored persons
to have such a law declared to be void? 33
In fact, in the interval between Miller's death and the court
decision, the General Assembly had rectified the situation by
enacting similar provisions regarding educational gifts to
black persons. 34

Such legislative action, not judicial in

trusion, was the proper solution.

Moncure also noted that

all parties to the suit were white and in no danger of having
their privileges and immunities abridged.

Under these condi

tions, the court would not "go out of its way to declare a
law to be unconstitutional."
The Kinnaird opinion demonstrated the court's uncompre
hending and artless approach to the new issue of black civil
rights.

The judges were not anxious to uphold a challenge,

to a law no longer offensive, from a party less interested 1n
civil rights than in recovering a sizable estate.
33

Still,

66 Va. (25 Gratt.) 118-19.
34General Assembly, Acts and Joint Resolutions, 187218 73, ch. 2 65, p. 2 43.
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Moncure argued that the new legislation, though welcome, was
irrelevant, and that the old provisions were constitutional
as they stood.

But the Code of 1860 section was absolutely

discriminatory.

It denied to blacks the opportunity to en-

joy, in any comparable way, a right given to whites.

Moncure's

failure to see this as an abridgement of the black citizen's
privileges and immunities was a strikingly insensitive re
action to the social and legal challenges of a new day.
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IV.

FAMILY RELATIONS

One important effect of the black Virginian's new citi
zenship was that the law regulated, more strongly than before,
his domestic relations.

Before the war the nature of sexual

activity among blacks was of little concern to the authorities.
Relations between blacks and whites evoked greater interest
but little more official response, especially when the man
was white and the woman his slave.

After emancipation the

law became more involved in both these areas.

Because blacks

were now full citizens with all requisite rights and duties,
they were newly concerned with such matters as inheritance
and legitimacy.

Voluntary black-white relations posed an even

greater social problem.

The legislature took the lead in

dealing with questions of black family relations, but the
courts interpreted and applied the law.
Legal marriage was not a novel situation for all Virginia
blacks.

During the antebellum period free blacks married

among themselves according to the requirements of law.

It

was also common in the nineteenth century for free blacks to
marry slaves, sometimes to avoid the requirement that manu
mitted slaves leave the state within one year.

These marri

ages, and marriages between two slaves, often included such
legal forms as a minister and formal ceremony.

A slave had

no legal capacity to enter into any contract, including
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marriage.

Masters often acceded to such unions, however, and

all parties sought to invest the ceremony with some moral
force.1 Upon emancipation the legal validity of slave mar
riages became a matter of concern.
Although no such cases reached the Supreme Court of Vir
ginia, the Special Court of Appeals dealt with the question
in Colston v. Quander. 2 In 1842 Lewis Quander a free black,
married Susan Pierson, a slave.

The marriage took place at

the house of Susan's master and was conducted by a white min
ister.

Afterwards, the couple lived together and had several

children.

Quander recognized Susan as his wife until his death

in May, 1864.

He died intestate and his wife ultimately took

possession of his land.

John H. Colston, Lewis Quander's

half-brother, brought an action of ejectment to recover the
land.

The Circuit Court of Fairfax County found for the de

fendant, and Colston appealed on the ground that the marriage
was invalid.
Judge G. A. Wingfield agreed that slaves could not le
gally marry.

He continued, "Yet they undoubtedly had the men

tal capacity to do a moral act, and might, and certainly did
marry, with the consent of their masters, and their relation
of husband and wife was recognized and respected, and in
1The definitive work on slave marriage and family rela
tions is Herbert G. Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and
Freedom, 1750-1925 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1976). See
also John Henderson Russell, The Free Negro in Virginia, 16191865 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1913), pp. 131-132,
135-36.
2
1 v·1rg1n1a
· · Law Journal 689 (1877).
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Virginia so far from there being any policy prohibiting such
they were countenanced and encouraged by the

marriage, .

Lewis and Susan Quander had been mar-

white people.

ried by an ordained minister with the consent of her master.
The question was whether the subsequent emancipation and
recognition had legalized the marriage.

Wingfield noted that

in other situations where one party lacked the capacity to
marry, as in cases of lunacy or infancy, the marriage was
But ratification after the proper capacity had

also void.

been obtained was sufficient to legalize the union without
need to remarry.

If lunatics and infants could marry with

subsequent ratification, why could not Susan Quander?
judge found no reason for any distinction.

The

He said, "So in

the case of the slave, the former void marriage is made good
by ratification and assent after having attained the legal
4
capacity, by being made free."

The problem was to determine exactly when Susan Quander
became free.

The Quanders lived in the section of Virginia

controlled by the Federal army after 1861 and under the civil
jurisdiction of the Alexandria government.

The Alexandria

Constitution of April 7, 1864, abolished slavery in the areas
under its authority, and therefore Susan Quander became free
at that time.

For the next month, until his death, she and

Lewis cohabited as, and acknowledged each other to be, man
and wife.
3
4

This acknowledgement ratified the previous marriage

Ibid., at 69I.
Ibid., at 693.
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ceremony.

Thus, Wingfield concluded, the Quanders had been

legally husband and wife from the date of her emancipation in
April, 1864.
Wingfield's opinion drew a qualified dissent from the
editor of The Virginia Law Journal.5 The editor thought the
presence of the minister irrelevant, and believed that the
couple needed to be joined merely in the manner customary to
their time and class. -Although there were many mock marriages
1n antebellum Virginia, usually the slave couple simply began
to cohabit without ceremony.6 The editor felt that a major
factor in determining the validity of a slave marriage ought
to be the motives and character of the cohabitation.

He con

tinued, "It seems to the writer that this ought to be a ques
tion of fact in each case; subject, however, to this principle,
that the law favors marriage, and the circumstances being am
biguous, such an interpretation ought to be put upon them as
will consist with a moral rather than an illicit connection
between the parties." 7
Some aspects of Wingfield's opinion nevertheless troubled
the editor.

He was especially uncertain whether the theory of

5"S1ave Marriages," The Virginia Law Journal, I (November,
18 7 7), 641-652.
6ceremonies ranged from the customary Christian service
to a short pronouncement by the master or another slave.
Charles L. Perdue, Jr., Thomas E. Barden, and Robert K.
Phillips, eds., Weevils in the Wheat: Interviews with Vir
ginia Ex-Slaves (Charlottesville: University Press of Vir
ginia, 1976). On the significance of marriage rituals, see
Gutman, Black Family, pp. 269-84.
711
Slave Marriages," p. 650.
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subsequent ratification could be used in Virginia when the
original ceremony did not meet all other legal requirements.
In Colston, not only had Susan Quander lacked the legal cap
acity to marry, but the marriage itself had not met all the
requirements of law, e.g., an official license.

He believed

that such a union would be valid in a jurisdiction where con
sent of the parties was sufficient for marriage, but that in
Virginia all legal forms first had to be observed.

Subse

quent ratification might compensate for an original lack of
capacity, but it could not overcome a failure to fulfill
other requirements.
To avoid such problems, southern legislatures early
attempted to settle the question of slave marriages by statute.
Three methods were used to legalize such unions.
required that the former slaves remarry.

Some states

A second group did

not call for a new ceremony but insisted that the couples
appear before officials so that notice could be taken.

The

The Virginia General Assembly used the third approach.

On

final method was to declare the marriages legal by statute. 8
February 27, 1866, it passed an act providing,
That where colored persons, before the pas
sage of this act, shall have undertaken and agreed
to occupy the relation to each other of husband
and wife, and shall be cohabiting together as such
at the time of its passage, whether the rites of
marriage shall have been celebrated between them
or not, they shall be deemed husband and wife, and
Q

vGilbert Thomas Stephenson, Race Distinctions in A.merican Law (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1910), pp. 6774. Charles S. Mangum, Jr., The Legal Status of the Negro
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1940),
pp. 251-52.
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be entitled to the rights and privileges, and sub
ject to the duties and obligations of that relation
in like manner as if they had been duly married by
law; and all their children shall be deemed legiti
mate, whether born before or after the passage of
this act. And when the parties have ceased to co
habit before the passage
of this act, in conse
quence of the death of the woman, or from any other
cause, all the children of the woman, recognized by
the man to be his, shall be deemed legitimate.9
According to Freedmen's Bureau officials, "[T]he freed people
. joyfully availed themselves of [the act's] provisions to
sanction their union, and the pride and security felt by them
in this privilege . . . tended to their moral elevation. " l O
Ironically, the first case invol ving the statute that
reached the Supreme Court, 1n 1879, concerned a couple already
ll
separated and quarre 1.1ng over a1·1mony.
In 185 2 Robert
9
virginia, General Assembly, Acts, 1865-1866, ch. 18,
pp. 85-86. In a similar vein see Virginia, Constitution
(1869), art. 11, sec. 9: "The children of parents, one or
both of whom were slaves at and during the period of cohabita
tion, and who were recognized by the father as his children,
and whose mother was recognized by such father as his wife,
and was cohabited with as such, shall be as capable of in
heriting any estate whereof such father may have died seized
or possessed, as though they had been born in lawful wedlock.''
10 u.s.,
Congress, Senate, Letter of the Secretary of War
Communicating . . . Reports of the Assistant Commissioners of
Freedmen, and a Synopsis of Laws Respecting Persons of Color
in the Late Slave States, Ex. Doc. 6, 39th Cong., 2d sess.,
p. 162. Gutman, Black Family, pp. 412-17, cites statistics to
show the strong desire of former slaves to legalize their mar
riages. Immediately following the war, Bureau and military
officials conducted many black marriages and also certified as
married older couples who had been living as such. The state
later accepted these marriages and assumed control of the
records. Letter of the Secretar of War, p. 163; John Preston
McConnell, Negroes an T eir Treatment 1n Virginia from 1865
to 1867 (Pulaski, Va.: B.D. Smith & Brothers, 1910), pp. 10305; General Assembly, Acts, 1866-1867, ch. 127, pp. 951-52.
.
.
ll
F ranc1s v. Franc1s, 72 Va. (31 Gratt.) 283 (1879).
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Francis, a free black man, proposed to a free black woman that
she live with him as his wife.

The woman, Emma Jane, moved

into his house, took his name, and bore him ten children.
She later said that during this period their relationship was
that of husband and wife, and that he agreed to such a rela
tionship.

In November, 1868, he left her and two surviving

children, and later married another woman.

In 1872 Emma Jane

Francis brought a suit in equity charging that his desertion
had been without cause,

She asked for separate maintenance

for herself and the children.

Robert Francis denied that he

had consented to live in the relationship of husband and wife,
but the Corporation Court of Norfolk ruled that the couple had
agreed to cohabit as such, and were doing so at the passage of
the act of February, 1886.
alimony.

The court ordered $25 per month

Francis filed an appeal which was continued by his

estate after his death.
The appellants contended that the 1866 act applied only
to slaves emancipated by the war, a class originally incapable
of legal marriage.

In this case both parties were free blacks

who could have married legally before the war,

Speaking for

the Supreme Court, Judge Staples agreed that the General Assem
bly probably had been thinking of the emancipated slaves when
it passed the act, but he could not say that the legislators
had intended the act to refer to that group alone.

The statute

specified "colored persons," with no restrictions.

A broad

interpretation of the law was best.
case .

Staples wrote, "This very

. vindicates the wisdom and propriety of extending
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this provision to all classes of colored persons. 11 17
'""

The couple need not have made an explicit agreement of
marriage to qualify within the meaning of the statute.

A

court could infer an understanding from the actions of the
parties.

In the present case the evidence was conflicting,

but the circumstances showed at least an implied understand
ing of marriage.

The couple lived together for sixteen years

and were the parents of ten children.

Robert Francis spoke

of Emma Jane as his wife and nin every respect he conducted
himself as if he had been the husband by the rites of matri
mony duly solemnized."

His actions for more than fifteen

years contradicted his denial that the relationship had been
a marriage.
The court also interpreted the 1866 marriage act in the
1884 case of Fitchett v. Smith's Adm'r.13 Both parties to
the alleged marriage were dead before the courts had to de
cide what the legal nature of their relationship had been.
In the latter part of 1863 Seth Scott left his home in North
ampton County to enlist in the United States Army, leaving
behind his pregnant sweetheart Leah Jacob.

Several months

later Leah, a former slave, gave birth to their child Ibby
Jane Smith.

Scott never returned to see his daughter but

died while in the army in May, 1865.

Leah Jacob died soon

thereafter, and Ibby Jane herself lived only sixteen years.
The young girl died intestate, leaving $1,200 that the federal
12
Ibid., at 287,
13
78 Va. 524 (1884).
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government had paid her for her father's service.
Leah Jacob's sisters brought suit to determine the dis
position of the estate.

They declared that Ibby Jane was il

legitimate and that they, as the maternal kin, were entitled
to the entire amount.

Scott's relatives asserted that the

1866 act had made the girl legitimate, and that as legal
paternal kin they should receive half the estate.

The cir

cuit court ruled that the act legitimized Ibby Jane, and or
dered that each side of the family receive half the estate.
Plaintiffs appealed.
Judge Fauntleroy thought that the evidence showed the
case to be within the letter and spirit of the statute.

There

was sufficient proof that the parents had cohabited as husband
and wife, and that they, and the community in general, had so
regarded their relationship.

While in the army Scott had ex

pressed concern for mother and child and declared his plans
to marry Leah upon his return.

The facts showed the required

cohabitation, agreement by the couple, and recongition of the
child by the father to qualify Ibby Jane as legitimate.
Smith�- Perry, Adm'r,14 decided in 1885, also determined
the legitimacy of a deceased child.

Allen Smith and Mary Bell

were former slaves who were living as husband and wife at the
passage of the February, 1866, act.

Prior to that time Mary

Bell had given birth to a boy, Edmond, who lived with them
and was recognized as a son by both parents,

After his death

the maternal relatives asserted that Edmond was a bastard,
14

so

Va. 563 (1885).
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the son of Randall Austin, and that they were entitled to his
entire estate.
sole heir.

Allen Smith claimed to be the legal father and

The Circuit Court of Wythe County ruled that

Edmond was a bastard and awarded his estate to the maternal
kin.
On appeal, Smith reasserted that he and Mary Bell had
expressly agreed to live as husband and wife,

They acknow

ledged the boy as their son, and he lived in Smith's house
and called him father.

The appellees argued that the 1866

act was intended to validate de facto black marriages and to
legitimize children born before the act but after the parents
had taken "upon themselves the form of marriage,"

The law

could not legitimize children born before the parents had undergone some type of formal ceremony.

In addition, the act could

not supersede Virginia statutes regarding bastardy, which now
applied to both races.
The interpretation of the 1866 act given by counsel for
the appellees was obviously incorrect.

Nothing in the wording

of the statute required any sort of ceremony.

The only condi

tion explicitly called for was agreement between the parties,
and an informed reading of the text leads to the conclusion
that the legislature consciously avoided more specific re
quirements.

Judge Lacy was not swayed by counsel's argument,

He wrote,
Under the act ,
. children of the colored
persons coming within its provisions are deemed by
law legitimate, whether born before or after the
passage of the act.
. The act is made to apply
to such persons .
. from reasons of public policy
too obvious to need review at this day, the status
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of the slave having been changed to that of citizen
by the law, recognizing the logic of events, the
marriage relation as existing among those people
was respected and brought within the sanction of
. making the issue of such
the law; and the act .
marriage legitimate, in its beneficence, reached
back into the past and legitimatized their children,
born before the passage of the act, and thus before
the marriage was legal.ls
Lacy felt that the act should be construed liberally to extend
its effects,

To require a formal ceremony, or to apply the

law to only some of the children, would rrconvert the law into
a hollow mockery so far as the great body of the colored people
are concerned."
Lacy agreed that the laws concerning bastards applied to
both races, but he found nothing in the case to show that
Edmond was legally a bastard.

The 1866 act validated the

couple'� marriage from the moment of its inception.

Edmond

Smith was born during the marriage of his parents, and Allen
Smith recognized him as a son.

By Virginia law, a bastard was

a child born out of wedlock or born in wedlock when procreation
by the husband was impossible.

There was no assertion that

Allen Smith was incapable of procreation at the relevant time.
The court reversed the lower court decree designating Edmond
Smith a bastard and ordered that Allen Smith receive the estate.
The court's final review of black marriages came in 1892
in Scott v. Raub.16 James Scott, a free black man, hired a
slave named Ann Settles as a domestic servant in 1861. In the
words of the court,

11

soon after cohabitation was had," and 1n

15
Ibid., at 567.
16
88 Va. 721 (1892).
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1862 Ann gave birth to a daughter, Sarah.
two years later.

The mother died

Scott reared the girl in his house and

acknowledged her as his daughter.

Upon Scott's death in 1888,

Sarah (now Sarah Raub) filed for partition of the land that
her father had held jointly with his brother.

Her uncle,

arguing that the girl was illegitimate, denied that she had
any right to the land.

The Albemarle County Circuit Court

ruled for Raub on the ground that the parental relationship
had satisfied the requirements of the 1866 act and that Scott
Robert Scott appealed

had recongized Sarah as his daughter.

on the ground that both his brother and sister-in-law had
less than one-fourth black blood and therefore were not color
ed persons within the meaning of the statute,
The Supreme Court, again speaking through Lacy, rejected
Scott's argument.

The court thought that the facts did place

the parents under the act of 1866, and also under Article
Eleven of the state constitution legitimizing children born
17
Lacy stressed that
during the slavery of their parents.
Ann Settles had been a slave and thus was included under the
constitutional provision regardless of the composition of
her blood.

Lacy also continued to construe the term "colored

persons" in the 1866 act liberally.

The act was intended to

apply to all classes of blacks, and the parents here were
"classed as colored persons, socially speaking."

They asso

ciated with blacks and followed the laws applicable to them,
The statute applied to colored persons
17

See note 9, above,

11

irrespective of the
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degree of their color."
Lacy's liberal construction of the term "colored persons"
was obviously correct.

To have denied Sarah Raub her interest

would have defeated the spirit of the act.

Lacy's finding

that James was a black man also avoided the problem that would
have arisen had he found James to have been legally white.
Because the constitution required only that one of the parents
have been a slave, a master who had cohabited with his slave
might have tried to legitimize his half-black children by
recognizing them after the adoption of the constitution.

The

court probably would have rejected such an interpretation as
caLlsing serious social problems and as being against the intent
of the act.18
These cases indicated the court's willingness, even eager
ness, to extend the constitutional and statutory mandate of
18
This question did arise 1n other states. The Texas
Constitution (1869), art. 12, sec. 27, was more specific than
tne Virginia provision, requiring that "both of [the couple],
by the law of bondage, [have been] precluded from the rights
of matrimony." Despite this, the Texas Supreme Court held in
Honey v. Clark, 37 Texas 686 (1873), that a black-white cohab
itation was validated by the constitution. The court later
specifically overruled the case, however. Clements v. Craw
ford, 42 Texas 601 (1875). Kinard v. State, 57 Miss. 132
(1879), held that an interracial cohabitation was not validated
by the relevant constitutional provision, despite the latter's
wording that, "All persons who have not been married, but are
now living together, cohabiting as husband and wife, shall be
taken and held . . . as married." Mississippi, Constitution
(1869), art. 12, sec. 22. The Mississippi court looked to
the obvious purpose of the provision and ignored the actual
wording. In Florida and Louisiana the validating statutes
included prior black-white marriges. Mangum, Legal Status,
p. 252.
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legitimacy to as many black families as possible,

This eager

ness was due in part to the prevailing attitude about the sex
ual proclivities of blacks.

Many whites believed that blacks

felt no moral restraint on their actions.

A natural "sexual

animal !! no longer hampered by the discipline of slavery, the
black man henceforth would descend into a morass of licentious
ness and illegitimacy.

Children, under no ethical guidance or

control, would perpetuate the problem and respond with crimi.
1 conduct. 19 �" strong fam1. 1y structure
na1 as we11 as 1mrnora
· fl uences. 2 O
could m1t1gate
t,h e effects o f sue h ev1. 1 1n
. .

The Supreme Court judges may have had such considerations
1n mind when deciding the black marriage cases.

Yet they must

have noticed that the facts in many instances refuted the pre
vailing beliefs.

The parties in these cases showed that blacks

did understand the moral and legal responsibilities of marriage.
Parental devotion was common.

Lacy recognized the care given

by Allen Smith to his reputed son and emphasized the importance
of such efforts in determining legal parentage.

Seth Scott,

separated from home by distance and the army, expressed con
cern and tenderness for his absent wife and the daughter he
had never seen.
19An excellent expression of his attitude is the section
on black family life and morality in Philip A. Bruce, The
Plantation Negro as a Freeman (New York: G. P. PutnamTs
Sons, 1889), pp. 1-28.
20Authorities sometimes gave black couples charged with
cohabitation the opportunity to marry legally in lieu of pun
ishment. Richmond Planet, December 13, 1890; Augusta County
Argus, December 22, 1896.
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Blacks not covered by the 1866 act understood the neces
sity of legal marriage,
and black ministers.

They used the services of both white

Richard Mcilwaine, noted Virginia clergy

man, performed numerous marriages among the black population
in Prince Edward County, usually at no charge.

The groom in
one ceremony was James Bland, a black state senator.21 The
law also recongized marriages performed by qualified black
ministers.
Elements within.the black community also exerted strong
moral influence.
in this effort.

The black churches played the leading role
In Francis�- Francis Judge Staples noted,

One circumstance worthy of observation is
that the appellee had been excluded from the Bap
tist church for some time previous to February,
1866, in consequence of her connection with the
appellant. When the act . .
was passed .
legalizing that connection, as was supposed, the
appellee was restored . . . as a regular member
in good standing.22
Similarly, the record in a murder case showed that an unfaith
ful wife and her lover rtwere summoned before the church of
which they were members,

. and upon refusal [to abandon
,, ..,,
their course], were each turned out of the church." "" .)
White charges of black sexual immorality were not
.
21 .
.
Richard Mcilwa1ne, Memories
of Three Score Years and
Ten (New York: Neale Publishing Company, 1908), pp, 232-33.
22
72 Va. (31 Gratt.) 288.
23
Thornton v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 657, 673
(1874). See also Payne v, Tancil, 98 Va. 262 (1900), in which
a prominent black citizen brought an action for defamation
against a minister who publicly had accused him of sleeping
with a married woman. Richmond Dispatch, June 11, 1899;
Richmond Planet, August 26, September 9, 1899.
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completely unfounded.

When W. E. B. DuBois studied the black

community in Farmville in the late 1890's, he set the rate of
24
illegitimate births at fifteen per cent.
DuBois attributed
much of this relatively high figure to a lack of moral instruc
tion during slavery and to poor economic conditions after eman
cipation.

The cases and other material, however, refute the

contemporary belief of some whites that the freedmen were wal
lowing in a slough of depravity.
The Francis case also raised the issue of the termina
tion of black marriages.

Robert Francis deserted his wife

and married another woman, but some doubt existed about the
validity of the first marriage.

The courts ruled that mar

riage legal, but Francis' death before the final appeal mooted
the question of divorce.

Philip A. Bruce contended that di

vorce was uncommon among blacks, asserting, "So leniently are
violations of the marriage oaths regarded by the negroes, that
divorce is a remedy to which they rarely have recourse."

Gov

ernment statistics, however, point to a different finding.
Of 2,635 divorces granted in Virginia between 1867 and 1886,
781 went to black parties.25 Black attorney Giles B. Jackson,
whose practice was almost exclusively black, was considered
24
w. E. Burghardt DuBois, "The Negroes of Farmville,
Virginia: A Social Study,'' Bulletin of the Department of
Labor, III, No. 14 (1898), 11-12.
25
Bruce, Plantation Negro, p. 21; U.S., Commissioner of
Labor, First Special Report: Marriage and Divorce in the
United States, 1867 to 1886 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1897), p. 132.
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the most successful divorce lawyer in Richmond.26
Bruce also claimed that the authorities "almost always
winked at" black bigamy, but during the years 1870-1883 the
state penitentiary received twenty-two blacks convicted of
.
27 Many second marriages evidently were the rethat crime.
sult of ignorance or mistake.

At least six black men and

women received gubernatorial pardons because their guilt was
28
"only technical," and not willful violation of the law.
Others had been married originally under the 1866 marriage
act, and thought that subsequent desertion or separation
negated the need for legal divorce.29

26Richmond Planet, December 14, 1895.
27Bruce, Plantation Negro, p. 22; Virginia Board of
,
Directors of the Virginia Penitentiary, Reports (published
annually). For local prosecutions, see Richmond Daily Dis
patch, January 8, 1873; Roanoke Leader, January 24, 1885;
Augusta County Argus, September 3, 1889.
28
virginia, House of Delegates, Journal, 1876-1877, Com
munication from the Governor . . . Transmit ting . . . List of
Pardons [hereafter cited as Governor's Pardon Report], H. Doc.
5, p. 2 (Moses Massenburg); House of Delegates, Journal, 18771878, Governor's Pardon Report, H. Doc. 3, p. 9 (Jeremiah
Veny); Senate, Journal, 1883-1884, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 15, p. 9 (J. R. Turner); Senate, Journal, 1887-1888,
Governor's Pardon Report, S. Doc. 23, p. 14 (Mary Cooke);
House of Delegates, Journal, 1891-1892, Governor's Pardon
Report, H. Doc. 5, p. 17 (W. Lewis Thornton); Senate, Journal,
1899-1900, Governor's Pardon Report, S. Doc. 5, pp. 19-20
(George W. Moore).
29
virginia, Senate, Journal, 1872-1873, Governor's Pardon
Report, S. Doc. 20, p. 3 (Melvina Harrison); House of Delegates,
Journal, 1875-1876, Governor's Pardon Report, H. Doc. 5, p. 1
(Hannah Jackson); House of Delegates, Journal, 1876-1877, Gov
vernor's Pardon Report, H. Doc. 5, p. 5 (Jordan Payne). After
passage of the 1866 marriage act Freedmen's Bureau agents some
times had to decide which of two prewar relationships took pre
cedence when two persons claimed a third as spouse, U.S.,
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The legal status of black couples was of less concern
to white authorities than was the question of voluntary interracial sexual relations.

In a society that based its

social structure on the alleged inferiority of the black,
miscegenation was a feared and hated act. 30 Not only did it
raise uncomfortable ideas about social equality, but it also
led to a supposed "mongrelization" of the races.

It was

therefore necessary to discourage interracial cohabitation
in every possible way.
Statutory prohibitions against miscegenation began in
early colonial Virginia, and an accretion of laws was suc3
cessful in preventing racial intermarriage in the state. 1
The laws were not so successful against illicit intercourse.
As one observer has written, ""What was on the rise and almost
wholly unchecked,

was sexual intermixture of white men

and Negro women outside marriage with the result of an in
creasing community of mulattoes in the state.11

32

Public

Congress, House, Report of Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, &c.,
Ex. Doc. 1 2 0, 39th Cong., 1st sess., p. 45; Gutman, Black
Family, pp. 418- 2 5.
30
Miscegenaticin may mean either intermarriage or illicit
intercourse between races. See, generally, Stephenson, Race
Distinctions, pp. 78-101; Mangum, Legal Status, pp. 2 36-�
31
Frank F. Arness, "The Evolution of the Virginia Anti
miscegenation Laws" (unpublished M.A. thesis, Old Dominion
College, 1966); Walter Wadlington, "The Loving Case; Virginia's
Anti-Miscegenation Statute in Historical Perspective," Virginia
Law Review, LII, No. 7 (1966), 1189-1 2 2 3.
32 Arness, "Evolution," p. 2 3. On miscegenation during
slavery, see, also, Perdue, Weevils in the Wheat.
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policy implicitly accepted this situation so long as the male
was white and any offspring took the mother's slave status.
Numerous white women sued for divorce on the ground of their
husbands' adultery with slaves.

There were also instances,

contrary to southern mythology, 1n which the husband sued the
wife because of her dalliance with a black man.

In addition,

testimony in antebellum cases of interracial rape showed that
some white victims had encouraged, or consented to, the act.33
After the war the miscegenation section of the Code of
1860 rema1ne
. d 1n
. effect. 34 This section made interracial marriage a misdemeanor punishable by not more than one year in
jail and $100 fine.

Only the white member of the couple was

subject to prosecution. 35

In 1878 intermarriage became a

felony punishable by two to five years in the penitentiary,

and the new provision applied to blacks as well as whites.36
Several related statutes made this antimiscegenation law more
effective.

Any person who performed an interracial marriage

33Jame Hugo Johnston, Race Relations in Virginia and Mis
cegenation in the South, 1776-1860 (Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1970), pp. 183, 237-48, 250-68.
34virginia, Code (1860), ch. 196, sec. 8, p. 804.

35Texas courts upheld a similar statute challenged as un
constitutional because it discriminated against whites. Frasher
v. State, 3 Tex. Ct. App. R. 263 (1877); Francois v. State, 9
Tex. Ct. App. R. 144 (1880). The local federal court at first
held the statute unconstitutional, but later reversed itself.
Both decisions are reported in Ex parte Francois, 9 F. Cas.
699 (No. 5,047) (C.C.W.D. Texasl879). See also Lawrence D.
Rice, The Negro in Texas, 1874-1900 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 1971), pp. 148-50.
36General Assembly, Acts and Joint Resolutions, 18771878, ch. 311, ch. vii, sec. 8, p. 303 .
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was liable to a fine of $200.37 After 1878, state law speci
fically provided that an interracial couple who left the state
to marry and then returned to live as husband and wife were as
guilty as if they had married within Virginia.38 Because in
terracial marriages were void, a black and white couple living
as husband and wife also faced prosecution under the general
statute prohibiting lewd and lascivious cohabitation.

Virginia

law did not, however, differentiate between interracial and
intraracial nonmarital sex offenses.39
The Virginia Supreme Court interpreted and applied these
laws in a group of cases beginning in 1877.

In McPherson v.

Commonwealth 40 the court reversed the convictions of a Man
chester couple, George Stewart and Rowena McPherson.

Stewart,

a white man, and McPherson, alleged to be black, were found
guilty in Manchester Hustings Court of living in 'Tillicit in
tercourse. rt

President Moncure, for the Supreme Court, cited

37virginia, Code (1873), ch. 192, sec. 9, p. 1208; Code
(1887), sec. 3789� 899. Alrutheus Ambus Taylor repor�
the conviction of a black minister for this crime. The Negro
in the Reconstruction of Virginia (Washington, D.C.: Associ
ation for the Study of Negro Life and History, 1926), p. 60.
38General Assembly, Acts and Joint Resolutions, 18771878, ch. 311, ch. vii, sec. 3, p. 302.
39In Alabama two whites or two blacks guilty of adultery
were subject to imprisonment for not more than six months for
a first conviction. If the couple were racially mixed, the
penalty increased to two to seven years. The Alabama Supreme
Court found no discrimination, saying that the color was an
element of the offense, not the punishment. Ellis v. State,
42 Ala. 525 (1868).
40

69 Va. (28 Gratt.) 939 (1877).
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proof that the couple was married and declared that the ques
tion was whether the marriage was illegal due to McPherson's
race.

Moncure ruled that the evidence showed she was not

black.
Appeal did not end so favorably for William H. Scott,
the defendant in Scott v. Commonwealth.41 He was fined $75
for lewdly and lasciviously cohabiting with Retta Jackson.
On appeal, the Supreme Court disagreed with the defense con
tention that the evidence was insufficient to support the
verdict.

.Judge Fauntleroy wrote, "[I] t was proven .

. that

the appellant, Scott, a white man, admitted that Jackson, a
colored woman, was his wife; that they lived together; that
he . .

admitted that Jackson's daughter was his child;

and that he familiarly associated with the woman, Jackson, and

was reported to live with her as man and wife.11 42

Jones�- Commonwealth,43 decided in 188 4, also depended

upon the determination of one partner's race.

Isaac Jones, a

black man, was sentenced to two years in the penitentiary for
marrying Martha Auther (alias Martha A. Gray), a white woman.
Fauntleroy again delivered the Supreme Court's decision, noting
41

77 Va. 344 (1883).

42

Ibid., at 34 6 (Emphasis original). Jones v. Common
wealth,80Va. 18 (1885), also involved a white man convicted
of lewd and lascivious cohabitation with a black woman, but
Judge Fauntleroy's opinion nowhere mentioned the color of the
parties. The court reversed the conviction on the ground of
insufficient evidence. For racial identification of the par
ties, see Jones v. Commonwealth, in Virginia, Supreme Court
of Appeals, Records and Briefs, XXXI, O.S., 2 14.
43
79 Va. 2 13 (1884).
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that the alleged offense transgressed the social, as well as
the criminal, laws of Virginia.

The judge observed, "He

stands thus convicted of a crime, not only against the law of
Virginia, but against the just sensibilities of her civiliza
tion.11 4 4
The evidence showed that Jones and Gray had obtained a
license and married, but some question remained concerning
the race of the parties.

Although the prosecution did show

that Jones was black and the man who had obtained the license,
the identity and race of the woman were "vague and uncertain."
The marriage register described Martha Ann Gray as black and
having been born in Tazewell County.

The commonwealth proved

only that a girl named Martha Gray had been born in Botetourt
of a white mother, but the prosecutor did not call the mother
to testify.

Fauntleroy thought this a fatal flaw.

Perhaps,

he mused, the mother would have testified that Martha was
black (The mother had borne one previous mulatto child.) or
that the woman in question was not her child.

The court re

manded the case for a new trial.
At the second trial Jones was again found guilty, and

.
again appea1ed. 45

His counsel made two arguments--that the

antimiscegenation statute applied only to full-blooded blacks,
and that there was no proof of Jones's race.

The court,

through Judge Lacy, rejected the first argument, but felt
44Ibid., at 216.
45 Jones v. Commonwealth, 80 Va. 538 (1885).
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that the second argument carried more weight.

That the de

fendant be black was an essential element of the crime, and
it was the commonwealth's duty to prove the man's race.
it failed to do.

That

There was evidence that Jones had some

white blood, and presumption of innocence extended to the pre
sumption that he possessed enough white blood to be considered
white.

The prosecution failed to rebut that presumption.

The

court again ordered a new trial.
In a second group of cases the court dealt
racial couples who married outside the state.

with inter
A wealthy Rich

monder named William 0. George fathered two children by his
slave Caroline Jackson and then moved the three to Philadelphia before the war.

In April, 1869, he allegedly married

the woman in Pennsylvania.

In August of that year George

died intestate, and Caroline and the two children claimed the
estate as the deceased's legitimate family.
relatives disputed their claim.

George's other

The relatives charged that

there had been no marriage and that, if there had been, it
conferred no title to Virginia property.

The Richmond Chan

cery Court ordered trial on the issue of whether there had
been a marriage, and a jury found that there had been none.
The Supreme Court set aside the verdict and ordered a
new trial on procedural grounds.46 Unfortunately, Judge
Burks did not discuss in his opinion the contention that such
46George v. Pilcher, 69 Va. (28 Gratt.) 299 (1877).
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a marriage would not confer title to Virginia property.

It

is also notable that the parties to the alleged marriage were
not both Virginia residents who had left the state solely to
marry.

Caroline Jackson had lived in Pennsylvania for fif

teen years before the marriage and remained there afterwards.
In Kinney v. Commonwealth, 47 however, the court dealt
with a case of obvious evasion.

Andrew Kinney was fined $500

in Augusta County Court for lewdly associating and cohabiting
with Mahala Miller.

In fact, Kinney and Miller had legally

married and were living as husband and wife.

The problem was

that Kinney was black and Miller white, and the marriage had
taken place in Washington, D.C.

The couple, both Virginia

residents, had gone to Washington in 1874, married, and re
turned to Virginia.

Kinney asked the court to instruct the

jury that the marriage was a bar to prosecution.

Instead, the

court instructed that the marriage was actually a "vain and
futile attempt to evade the laws of Virginia and override her
well-known public policy.''

The question on appeal was whether

the marriage was a bar to prosecution.
Had the parties been married in Virginia, Judge Christian
remarked, statute law would have rendered the marriage void.
The couple had gone to Washington solely to marry and had not
changed domicile.

Christian agreed with Kinney's counsel that

the authority of local laws was confined to marriages consum
mated within the particular jurisdiction, and that a marriage
4711 Va. (30 Gratt.) 858 (1878).
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valid where celebrated was valid anywhere.

He added, however,

that there were exceptions to this general rule as strong as
the rule itself, such as where the marriage was positively
prohibited by law for reasons of policy.

Christian found

more specific application of this doctrine in the southern
states.

He cited cases holding that interracial marriages

legal in the state of celebration were nevertheless void in
the state of domicile, and that temporarily leaving the domi
cile to marry in evasion of miscegenation laws was no bar to
prosecution.
This doctrine, in fact, was now statutory law in Virginia.
48
Although the statute
had passed after Kinney's marriage,
that marriage was still void as being "contrary to the de
clared public law, founded upon motives of public policy."
This policy, more than a century old, included laws declaring
interracial marriages void and providing severe criminal pen
alties for "such unnatural alliances."

These laws would be

meaningless if a short trip to a neighboring jurisdiction fur
nished a legal opportunity for evasion.

If the couple wished

to live as husband and wife they should change their residence
to a state allowing such marriages.
Having disposed of the legal points, Christian ended with
an exposition of the importance of such laws.

His comments

reflected clearly the thoughts of the men who legislated and
and enforced the miscegenation statutes.
48see above, note 38.
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Every well organized society is essentially
interested in the existence and harmony and decorum
of all its social relations. Marriage, the most
elementary and useful of all, must be regulated and
controlled by the sovereign power of the state.
The purity of public morals, the moral and physical
development of both races, and the highest advance
ment of our cherished southern civilization, under
which two distinct races are to work out and accom
plish the destiny to which the Almighty has assigned
them on this continent--all require that they should
be kept distinct and separate, and that connections
and alliances so unnatural that God and nature seem
to forbid them, should be prohibited by positive
law, and be subject to no evasion.49
The same month that the Supreme Court handed down the de
cision against Andrew Kinney, another Virginia black man named
Edmund Kinney traveled to Washington and there married Mary S.
Hall.

The bride was white.

The newlyweds returned to Hanover

County and lived as husband and wife.

They were convicted for

feloniously leaving the state to marry and cohabiting upon
their return, and sentenced to five years hard labor.

Kinney

petitioned the United States District Court for a writ of
habeas corpus, asserting that the state law was contrary to
the United States Constitution.

The case was heard by Judge
Robert W. Hughes in Richmond in May, 1879.so
Hughes ruled that the Fourteenth Amendment did not sup
port Kinney's assertion.

It prohibited the states from abridg

ing the privileges of citizens of the United States, but it
did not restrain a state from abridging the privileges of its
4971 Va. (30 Gratt.) 869.
S OEx parte Kinney, 14 F . Cas. 6 0 2 (No. 7 , 8 2 5 ) ( C. C.E . D .
Va. 1879). Kinney's counsel was Lunsford L. Lewis, federal
district attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia and
soon to become president of the Virginia Supreme Court of
Appeals.
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own citizens.

Under this theory, citizenship rights were

divided into two classes, state and federal.

State rights

were those that would be held by citizens of the state even
without the presence of the federal government, and this
class included control of domestic relations.
The amendment also prohibited a state from denying to
any person the equal protection of the laws.

This provision,

Hughes continued, did not mean that the privileges must be
equal, only that the protection must be equal.

He stated,

It establishes equality between all persons in
their right to protection, but does not confer
equality in the privileges they are to enjoy.
It provides that whatever privileges the consti
tution and laws of the United States confer upon
a citizen as a citizen of the United States shall
be enjoyed without abridgement; and it provides
that all persons within a state .
. shall be
equally protected by the laws in whatever privi
leges, whether equal or not equal, they may have
from the United States or from the state.SI
In fact, Hughes thought it unnecessary to use his interpreta
tion in this case because the law applied to both races and

therefore was not discriminatory.52

Having dispatched the issue of the constitutionality of
antimiscegenation laws, Hughes turned to the problem of inter
state travel to evade such laws.
51

I, . d
__12_!_·,

at 605.

If a legally married

52compare the more farsighted interpretation of the Civil
Rights Act of 1866 given by Judge B. F. Saffold of the Supreme
Court of Alabama: "The law intended to destroy the distinc
tions of race and color in respect to the rights secured by
it. It did not aim to create merely an equality of the races
in reference to each other." Burns v. State, 48 Ala. 195,
197 (1872). The court ruled that the Alabama antimiscegena
tion statutes were unconstitutional, but the case was later
overruled in Green v. State, 58 Ala. 190 (1877).
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interracial couple came to Virginia in good faith, there
would arise the question of whether they could claim the pro
tection of the privileges and immunities clause of article
IV of the United States Constitution.

Hughes thought that in

such a case the out-of-state citizen would have the right of
transit, but could not transfer a special privilege available
in his former state to enjoy a legal right not otherwise
available in Virginia.

The constitutional section referred

to privileges held in the new state, not in the old one.
Again, Hughes found such theorizing unnecessary because
the defendant stood in an even weaker position.

Kinney and

Hall were Virginia citizens who had gone to Washington to
evade state law.

A positive statute dealing with evasion

determined the validity of the marriage within Virginia.

To

sustain his point that the law of domicile determined the
legality of the contract, Hughes cited Kinney v. Commonwealth,
decided by "our own Court of Appeals."

The judge said that

the "full faith and credit" section of article IV called for
recognition of the validity of an act in some other state,
not automatic validation of that act in the second state.
Hughes concluded that the Virginia law did not violate the
Constitution or laws of the United States, and therefore

that he did not have jurisdiction to grant the habeas corpus.53
53several years later John C. Tinsley, black, and his
white lover also went to Washington to marry and then returned
to Virginia. The Henrico County Court fined them $100, and
the Supreme Court of Appeals refused to grant a writ of error.
The United States Supreme Court granted the writ but affirmed
the conviction. Petersburg Lancet, January 27, 1883; Virginia,
Attorney-General, Annual Report, 1883, p. 3.
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The final major case involving miscegenation raised a
different question.

Greenhaw v. James' Ex'or 54 dealt not

with the crime of the interracial parents but with the legal
rights of their children.

Dade Hooe, the father, was a white

man who, with his brother George, received a legacy from
their aunt Mary James in 1830.

After several intervening

life estates, the remainder ultimately was to go to the child
ren of the surviving brother.

Dade survived and upon his

death in 1881 his children claimed the James estate.

Because

their mother was black, some question existed about their
legitimacy.

Hooe and Hannah Greenhaw had lived together forty

years and produced eleven children.

The couple had traveled

to Washington in 1875, married, and returned to Virginia.
Hooe recognized the children as his, and the purpose of the
marriage obviously was to legitimize them.

The children filed

a bill in Fredericksburg Circuit Court against the executor
of the James estate.

The executor asked for direction by the

court, which ruled against the children.
On appeal the plaintiffs argued that they were legitimate under the provisions of chapter 119 of the Code of 1873.
The sixth section of that chapter stipulated, ''If a man, hav
ing had a child or children by a woman, shall afterwards in
termarry with her, such child or children, or their descendants,
if recognized by him before or after the marriage, shall be
54

80 Va. 636 (1885); Petersburg Lancet, May 23, 1885.
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deemed legitimate."

Section seven read, "The issue of mar-

riages deemed null in law, or dissolved by a court, shall
nevertheless be legitimate."

The children claimed that their

father had subsequently married their mother and recognized
them, thereby legitimizing them.

In addition, they were also

the issue of a marriage deemed null in law, and thus legiti
mate by statute.
Judge Hinton, speaking for a divided court, disagreed.
Under the ordinary meaning of "issue of marriage," he said,
the Greenhaw children did not fall in that class because
they had been born before the marriage.

If the term were

broadened to include the prior born, the question remained
whether the offspring of an interracial couple living in Vir
ginia could be legitimized by a subsequent marriage in another
state.

Hinton thought not.

He reviewed the authorities, by

now familiar, which held that foreign marriages were not
valid if positively prohibited by the law of the state of
domicile.

The home state determined the parties' capacity

to marry, and any incapacity lay in abeyance only so long as
they remained out of state.
city again took effect.

Upon their return, the incapa

Hinton also thought that section

seven did not apply to a marriage rendered absolutely void
by statute.
Judges Lacy and Fauntleroy concurred, but President
Lewis noted a dissent.

Judge Richardson also dissented and

delivered an opinion notable for its compassionate spirit
and humane interpretation of the law.

Richardson thought
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that the plaintiffs' claim was valid.

The purpose of the re

levant sections of chapter 119, he pointed out, was to alle
viate the common law principle that out-of-wedlock children
must remain bastards forever.

The language of section seven

was comprehensive, and he could find no reason to assume that
it did not apply in the present case.

He acknowledged that

originally the statute had not applied to blacks because of
their slave status.

Now, however, they were no longer slaves,

and the statute remained unchanged.

Richardson said,

The law was on the statute book irrespective of
the black man, and many years before the negro
attained to his present status. The law has
stood still� but in the meantime, the negro has
grown into its gracious protection; he has been
clothed with citizenship; he is, in the language
of the statute, a man, and while the idea of amal
gamation is repugnant to the white race, and in
termarriage between the races is prohibited under
heavy penalties by the law, yet the dominant white
race has not yet struck, nor will it likely ever
strike at the natural legal rights of unoffend-_
ing children through the sins of their parents.�5
In the judge's view, Hooe had tried to save his children from
the "curse of bastardy, 11 and had succeeded.
entitled to the James estate.56

The children were

Richardson also discussed the legislature's intent in
passing the antimiscegenation law and decided that deterrence
rather

than punishment was the purpose.

5580 Va. 648.

Noting that bigamy

56Wadlington, "The Loving Case," pp. 1198-99, 1207; and
D. W. Woodbridge, '''The Issue of Marriages Deemed Null in Law
. . Shall Nevertheless Be Legitimate, 111 Virginia Law Review,
XXX, No. 2 (1944), 354-55, support Richardson's interpretation.
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brought a longer prison term than did miscegenation, he said,
This is singular legislative leniency· in favor
of intermarriage between white persons and negroes,
especially in view of the abhorrence in which the
amalgamation of the two races is held. Doubtless
the legislature was guided more by the purpose of
stamping with disapprobation what in its judgment
could, at most, be of but rare occurrence, than by
the importance of fixing a heavy penalty to an of
fence so revolting as to need little, if anything,
other than the restraints of social and moral sen
sibility. 5 7
While Richardson pointed to the leniencey of the penalty
to show that punishment was not the major purpose behind the
legislation, John B. Minor went a step further.

The renowned

professor of law at the University of Virginia declared that
the penalty was too harsh.

He wrote,

It is an axiom in penal legislation that the
measure of punishment is the mischievousness of
the act sought to be prevented, and not its hein
ousness, much less the repugnance and disgust with
which the legislator may regard it.
Are marriages of this sort so frequent; is
the tendency to contract them so strong; are the
mischiefs likely to arise from them so great as to
demand a mode of repression marked by such extra
ordinary severity? They are, no doubt, very ad
verse to the sentiments and tastes prevailing
amongst us, and tending as they do to degrade one
or both of the parties, they are fairly the sub
jects of moderate prohibition; but surely the aver
sion to them, which may possibly have dictated the
law in question, of itself obviates the need of
highly penal measures in order to prevent so fre
quent a recurrence of the act as would be worthy
of legislative consideration. Meanwhile the law
can hardly escape severe animadversions, both at
home and abroad.58
Whether the penalty was lenient, or not lenient enough,
5780 Va. 646.
58John B. Minor, Exposition of the Law of Crimes and
Punishments (Richmond: By the Author, 1894), p. 179.
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Richardson and Minor were correct that the law served more
of a symbolic than penal function.

Most noticeable about

these statutes is the indifference with which they were some
times enforced.

Having the law on the books was a sign of

official disapproval and a relatively successful deterrent.
These purposes having been served, the legal system showed
no great zeal to ferret out and punish all those guilty of
the crime.

From 1878 to 1901 the penitentiary received only
seven persons convicted of miscegenation.59
A lack of guilty parties does not explain the absence

of more convictions.
intermarriage.

Sources provide numerous instances of

In his 1898 study of Farmville, W. E. B.

DuBois wrote, "Curiously enough, there are in the vicinity
of the town two cases of intermarriage of colored men and
white women, which are undistrubed, despite the law·. 1160

A. A. Taylor discovered that in Buckingham County there were
at least four couples in which the wife was white and the
husband black.

R. T. Coleman, a prosperous black farmer in

Cumberland County, had three white wives during his lifetime.
The third marriage took place out of state and upon his re
turn Coleman set his wife up in a separate house nearby.
59virginia, Board of Directors of the Virginia Peniten
tiary, Reports (published annually), show one black and one
white arriving in 1878-1879 and one black in 1879-1880. The
first couple was probably Edmund Kinney and his white wife
Mary S. Hall. Two more prisoners arrived in 1886-1887 and
two in 1889-1890. The last four are not identified by race,
but the 1886-1887 couple were a black man named Evans and
his white wife, �llen, each sentenced to serve three years.
Richmond Dispatch, March 9, 1887.
60nuBois, "Negroes of Farmville," p. 12.
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Taylor suggests that the growing economic status of many black
men sometimes outweighed

the legal and social bans against

intermarriage, leading poor white women to marry wealthy
blacks.61
Despite Taylor's own examples to the contrary, Taylor
and another leading scholar of black life in postwar Virginia,
Charles E. Wynes, perceive less toleration of intermarriage
than the view presented here suggests.62

Certainly, the ex

amples cited do not mean that white Virginians commonly ac
cepted such liaisons. Contemporary commentators and newspaper
articles railed vehemently against miscegenation 1n any form,
and many interracial couples suffered separation or worse at
both private and public hands.

Still, the small number of

convictions, when compared with the number of reported mar
riages, leads to the belief that the officers of the law were
not so zealous as they might have been.
To some extent, authorities prosecuted interracial couples
for lewd and lascivious cohabitation instead of intermarriage.
Cohabitation was probably easier to prove at trial, and con
victions were more frequent.

These convictions indicate that

.
61Tay1or, N egrc in
. Reconstruction of v·1rg1n1a,
. . pp. 54 - 62.
Taylor also gives several examples of miscegenation attempts
that failed due to white opposition, violent and otherwise.
The story of Abram Brown, a black minister, supports Taylor's
economic thesis. Brown's white wife allegedly married him
for his money and was dissatisfied to find that he had none.
The wife and several men assaulted and severely beat Brown.
Augusta County Argus, August 1, 1899.
62Taylor,
Negro in Reconstruction of Virginia, pp. 54-62.
Charles E. Wynes, Race Relations in Virginia, 1870-1902 (Char
lottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1961), pp. 92-94.
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that the authorities may not have been so tolerant of inter
racial sex as the lack of intermarriage convictions suggests.
They do not rebut the argument that the treatment of those
breaking this most sacred southern taboo was relatively len
ient.

Cohabitation was a misdemeanor not calling for impri

sonment.63

The color of the parties was irrelevant.

Had

officials thought of the cohabitation law as a more effective
substitute for the antimiscegenation statute, they probably
would have called for a harsher punishment or made special
provision for interracial cohabitation.

There also remain

the earlier examples of interracial couples who lived together
without being prosecuted under any statute.
Many Virginians were unhappy either with the statutes or
their enforcement.

In 1882, for example, white and black mem

bers of the House of Delegates exchanged bills on the subject.
White delegate Littleton Owens presented a bill "to suppress
miscegenation in the state," while black delegate Armistead
Green presented one to repeal the antimiscegenation statutes
already in force.

Neither was successfu1. 64

Blacks were

bitter at the hypocrisy behind the white antimiscegenation
stance and angry at the often discriminatory enforcement of
the law.

Discussing a black prostitute and her white client,

the Planet argued,
It was a pity that the miscegenation laws of Vir
ginia cannot be made to apply to a case of this
63Inability to pay the fine could lead to a short jail
term. Augusta County Argus, August 3, 1897, May 10, 1898.
64virginia, House of Delegates, Journal, 1881-1882, pp.
137, 333.
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description. In fact, although it was shown that
[the mian] had been gui1ty of adultery and forni
cation, he was not punished. Had he married [the
women], both would have been given a term in the
Virginia penitentiary.65
Once past the duty of enforcing the specific antimisce
genation statutes, the Supreme Court accepted the facts of
southern life without undue condemnation.

In the case of

Newton Smith, a black man accused of killing his alleged
daughter borne by a white woman, Judge Christian's opinion
said nothing to vilify the original liaison.66 Several es
tate cases involving the children of interracial couples,
usually white men and their former slaves, similarly drew

little extraneous comment.67

In Burdine_ v. Burdine's Ex'or,68

the court treated with indifference allegations of sexual
relations between a planter and his former slave.

It also

refused to consider a charge that the true consideration for
a contract was "future illicit association and cohabitation."
The court could not always ignore the miscegenation
65Richmond Planet, June 16, 1900. See, also, ibid.,
January 12, 1895; Petersburg Lancet, May 19, 1883.

66Smith v. Commonwealth, 62 Va. (21 Gratt.) 809 (1871).
O'Boyle v. Commonwealth, 100 Va. 785 (1901), concerned the
murder of a black woman by her white lover. The trial record
made clear the interracial relationship, but President Keith's
opinion did not give the color of the defendant. O'Boyle v.
Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, CXX, O.S., 36.
67 For example, Riddell v. Johnson's Ex'r, 67 Va. (26
Gratt.) 152 (1875); Thomas v. Turner's Adm'r, 87 Va. 1 (1890).
68
98 Va. 515 (1900).
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present in tuch cases.

Their own feelings, or perhaps social

requirements, led the judges to remark on the evil nature of
such relationships.

Yet such condemnation seems to have been

almost stylized, a formula to be enunciated and then set
aside while attending to the actual business at hand.

Thus,

in Davis v. Strange's Ex'or, Judge Fauntleroy wrote, "It is
the fact--the status--of this relation of parent and child,
and the family recognition and association, which obtained
between the appellant and her father and his household, which
it is important to state and remark:
the moral sense and offensive

however revolting to

against public policy.1169

Hav

ing branded the relationship revolting and offensive, Faunt
leroy proceeded to emphasize the love and devotion actually
involved.
Not all members of the court ignored miscegenous rela
tionships.

Judge Richardson, whose dissenting opinion in

Greenhaw was so sympathetic towards innocent mulatto child
ren, could be harsh 1n his judgment of those guilty of misce
genation.

The case of East v. Garrett involved the construc

tion of a will, a condition of which was that the testator's
son die leaving legitimate children.

In fact, the son,

Edward P. East, left only illegitimate mulatto children.
Richardson wrote,
It is true that the testator seems to have
been quite irregular in his life, and was the
father only of children born out of wedlock; but
6986 Va. 793, 795 (1890).
Lewis, 89 Va. 1, 44-45 (1892).

See, also, Thomas' Adm'r v.
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it is also true that his children, though unlaw
fully begotten, were born of women of his own
race. Edward P. East . . . seems to have been
less fastidious in his tastes, and to have pre
ferred illicit life, open shame, and to be the
father of illegitimate children by a negro mis
tress. To say that such a course of life was not
offensive to the testator, his own sins to the
contrary, notwithstanding, is to falsify all ex
perience and to fix upon the white race a stigma
not deserved by the great majority of that race.70
The Supreme Court's attitude toward miscegenation was a
mixture of disgust at the practice but recognition of social
realitites, condemnation of the practitioners but sympathy
for the offspring.

In all these postures the court seems

to have reflected the attitude of society in general.

White

Virginians feared racial amalgamation, but they understood
that the process had been proceeding for more than two and
one-half centuries.

Perhaps, so long as all agreed that mis

cegenation was evil and strong social prohibitions remained
in force, they were willing to tolerate some trespasses of
the law.
7o34 Va.

523,

543-44 (1888).
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V.

DECEDENTS' ESTATES

Upon the death of a property owner his holdings pass to
others.

The law allows him, within certain limitations, to

choose who should receive title to his property.

If he elects

not to choose, or fails to name his choices in proper legal
form, the state will choose for him under the laws of intestate
succession.

The legal problems in such cases sometimes encom

pass broad questions of public policy, and sometimes descend to
the narrowest of technicalities.

Most fascinating about these

cases, however, is the glimpse they provide into the social
life of a period.

No other area of the law so frequently lays

open the intimacies of family relations.
Free blacks in Virginia enjoyed the right to dispose of
and receive property by bequest throughout the

antebellum

period. As early as 1660 a free black received property through
1
The bequeathing of his estate by a property owner to
a will.
spouse and children was a common occurrence among the state's
more prosperous free blacks.2 Property also passed to heirs
3
.
.
th roug h intestate
succession.

In addition, white men sometimes

1John Henderson Russell, The Free Negro in Virginia, 16191865 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1913), p. 89.
2Luther Porter Jackson, Free Negro Labor and Propert
Holding in Virginia, 1830-1860 New York: D. Appleton-Century
Company, Inc., 1942), pp. 118-21, 140-44, 164-66.
3Ibid., p. 151.
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made bequests to free blacks.

Luther P. Jackson found that

the total number of such bequests was relatively small, not
more than forty during the years from 1830 to 1860.

The

estates involved, however, were often larger than the free
blacks could have obtained by other means.4 There was no
restriction on the inheritance rights of free blacks.

In

fact, a series of acts beginning in 1832 that limited the
right of free blacks to acquire slaves explicitly excepted
5
acquisition by inheritance.
Emancipation of the slaves led to only one significant
legal question involving wills.

The issue concerned bequests

to emancipated slaves, and the Supreme Court considered it in
two major cases. The problem first reached the court in
Johns v. Scott, 6 decided in 1873. Joseph Glasgow died in
1856, leaving a widow and child.

He willed his slaves to his

wife for life, and upon her death to the daughter for her
life.

After the death of the daughter, the slaves were to be

set free, "it being my intention . . . that all my slaves,
together with all their future increase, shall be emancipated
and forever discharged from slavery, whenever my wife and
daughter Elizabeth have ceased to live."

Glasgow also ordered

that $3,000 be invested to accumulate interest until the
4Ibid., pp. 121-27. The two common reasons for white
bequests were manumission and concubinage.
5
Ibid., p. 23; Russell, Free Negro, p. 94.
664 Va. (23 Gratt.) 704 (1873).
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slaves were ready for freedom, at which time the money was to
be used to remove the freed slaves from the state.

They were

also to share any excess principal or interest.
The slaves remained with Mrs. Glasgow until the end of
the war, when they left.

She died in 1868, and in 1869 twenty

blacks filed a bill in the Circuit Court of Rockbridge County
against the daughter, Elizabeth Johns.

Some of the blacks had

been slaves of Glasgow, while othere were born after his death.
The blacks asked that the daughter, as administratrix of both
her parents, be required to pay them the legacy of $3,000 plus
interest.

Alternatively, they asked that she be required to

put the money into the hands of a receiver until her death.
The defendant answered that the plaintiffs had been emanci
pated by the war, not by the will, and therefore did not meet
the description of the legatees.

The circuit court directed

the defendant to pay $5,716.84 from Mrs. Glasgow's estate to
a receiver, and the defendant appealed.
Judge Bouldin, for the Supreme Court, declared that only
one question was important:

Did the plaintiffs answer the

description and character of the legatees as set down by the
testator?

Because none of the appellees had been named in the

will, they had to prove that they were "plainly described"
therein.

Bouldin analyzed the description in Glasgow's will:

Who were the persons, or rather class of per
sons intended to be provided for by the testator in
this case? . . . [They were] his slaves remaining
such down to the death of the survivor of his wife
and daughter, and in their service; and then, and
not until then, to be emancipated by anduncfer his
last will . . . . They were to be his freedmen,
made such at that remote period in the future,�
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his will, and claiming their rights to freedom
thereunder.?
Bouldin pointed out that the appellees could not claim
the legacy on the ground that they had served as slaves until
the death of the surviving wife or daughter, and then been
emancipated by the will.

Not only was the daughter still

alive, but the former slaves claimed their freedom not under
the will but under "another and higher power."

These facts

were contrary to the terms of the will.
The appellees contended that they were still within the
spirit of the bequest.

They asserted that Glasgow's inten

tion had been to provide support for them when they became
free, and that the method of emancipation was irrelevant.
Bouldin again disagreed.

He did not believe that Glasgow had

intended the bequest to be interpreted in favor of the slaves
and against "the prime objects of his affection and bounty."
He reiterated that the inducement for the bequest had been
Glasgow's desire to free his slaves by his own will.

Had

Glasgow foreseen that they would be emancipated by some other
power, he would not have provided for them.

The court re

versed the lower decree.
In Johns the judges faced the formidable task of extra
polating the general intentions of the testator from a short,
formal document.

They applied those intentions to circum

stances unforeseen at the time of the making of the will.
Allowing for these factors, it is nevertheless difficult to
7Ibid., at 712-13 (Emphasis original).
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accept fully Bouldin's reasoning.

The defendants' strongest

point was that the claimants had never fulfilled the require
ment that they serve as slaves until both the wife and daugh
ter died.

Bouldin put as much, or more, emphasis on his con

tention that the testator's desire was to free his slaves
solely by the will.

This interpretation followed closely the

letter of the will, but whether it accommodated the spirit is
questionable.
Four years later, in deciding a similar case,
found it necessary to distinguish Johns.
died in 1853.

8

the judges

John A. Simmerman

His will gave his wife Margaret a life estate

in eight of his slaves, identified by name.

Among the slaves

were Martha and her children Mary, Charles, and Adam.

Upon

Margaret's death Martha, and her children, were to receive
their freedom.

The will also ordered the executor to pay

$1,000 each to Martha and her three children.

As Simmerman

stated in the will, "My intention is that the amount devised
to my slaves above mentioned shall be paid to them at the
death of my wife, at which time they are to be free."
The slaves stayed with Margaret through the war and for
two years afterward.
more formal.
contract.

At that time the relationship became

The former slaves rented parts of the land under

When Margaret died in 1875, Martha, Mary, Adam,

and Charles, the two sons now holding the surname Songer,
brought suit in equity in the Circuit Court of Wythe County
8simmerman v. Songer, 70 Va. (29 Gratt.) 9 (1877).
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against Sirnmerman's executor, and against his daughter Mary
Ann, to recover their legacies.

Adding some spice to the

proceedings, they stated that Martha was the daughter of
Sirnmerman's brother Samuel, and that the children were the
offspring of Martha and John Simmerman and had always been
recognized as such.
The defendants replied that the bequest contained the
implied condition that the legatees serve the widow as slaves
until her death.

The war had emancipated the slaves ten

years earlier than the will intended.

Even if the claimants

were entitled to the bequest, they had already taken more
than their share out of the estate.

In the old woman's later

years, Margaret's daughter contended,
[she had] lost .
. her mind for all purposes of business, becoming . . . an unresisting
prey for the plundering schemes and practices of
those around her, and especially of her late do
mestics and servants, and most especially of the
plaintiff, Martha, and her children and son-in
law. These latter . . . fairly rioted in the
spoil; pretending to remain in her service and
take care of her during her life as contemplated
in said will, they in fact took possession of her
property and of herself and appropriated both to
their own use . . . as if both had in fact be
longed to them, except only that they allowed the
poor old woman food, clothes and lodging--all of
the very plainest.9
The lower court held for the plaintiffs, and the defense
appealed.
Judge Staples delivered the opinion of the Supreme Court.
Having decided that "it is apparent it was the purpose of the
testator that . . . these, his favorite slaves, shall have
9Ibid., at 13-14.
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their freedom, and the legacies bequeathed them," Staples set
to work distinguishing the case from Johns v. Scott so that
Simmerman's purpose could be fulfilled.

The Johns decision,

said Staples, had been based on the ground that the legatees
were not named in the will, leading to the presumption that
the testator had intended to provide only for a class, not
for any individual's benefit.

The claimants had to match, as

a class, a certaitl character and description.

Staples noted

that Bouldin had stressed the peculiar language of Glasgow's
will, quoting the phrase that the legatees were to be his
slaves "emancipated by him under his own will."

The claimants

had won their freedom through another power, and the event
upon which the legacy depended (the death of the daughter)
had not occurred.

In the present case, the will named the

legatees, and they corresponded fully with the description
therein.
Referring again to the "peculiar circumstances" of Johns,
Staples asserted that the character of the legatees was the
essence of the bequest.

The testator intended that the slaves

be freed after his daughter's death.

He wanted their service

to compensate the daughter for the money that he had set aside
for them out of his estate.

It seemed reasonable to Staples,

as it had to Bouldin, to believe that if Glasgow had known
the legatees would cease serving his daughter and assert their
freedom without the will, he would not have provided for them.
Staples recalled that the money was to be used to remove the
freed slaves from the state, and that they were to receive
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only the remainder left after the costs of removal.

The un-

foreseen emancipation and the freedmen's decision to stay in
Virginia thus defeated the intent of the testator.

Staples

here overlooked the fact that the law had required manumitted
slaves to leave the state.

The removal provision may just as

well have been the result, not the purpose, of emancipation.
The facts in Simmerman were quite different, in Staples'
view.

The legatees were specifically named as individuals,

not as a class.

That Simmerman had not emancipated all his

slaves, only the four named, was also notable.

Staples wrote,

"It is apparent that personal affection, or some other equally
potent consideration, influenced the testator in making these
bequests.

This feeling of the testator was fully shared in

by his widow; for she is proved to have entertained a strong
affection for them.

The role played by personal

affection put the case in a different category from Johns, a

category in which an error in description or change of situa
tion would not have altered the testator's plans.
Staples found another distinction between the two cases.

At his death Simmerman was quite wealthy, and he left the
majority of his estate to his daughter.
a considerable bequest.

His wife also received

The loss of the slaves' services for

a few years was not so detrimental to the widow's position

that he would have withheld "a bounty he obviously considered
necessary to the comfort and security of the legatees."

fact, Staples noted, the freedmen has remained until Mrs.
l

Oibid., at 21.

In
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Simmerman's death, "one of them certainly active precisely
in the same capacity as before emancipation."

The services

of the entire group had been satisfactory to her.
Finally, Staples dealt with defendants' argument that
the plaintiffs had exercised an evil influence over Mrs.
Simmerman and appropriated the property to their own use.
He pointed out that the widow had received absolute title to
the property.

The issue was whether she had retained her

capacity to act without undue influence by the plaintiffs.
Staples found no evidence that she had been of unsound mind
or subject to undue influence or coercion:
There is no doubt that Mrs. Simmerman often
permitted her affections to control her judgment
in bestowment of gifts upon others, and that she
was for many years before and after the war sur
rounded by a crowd of worthless and improvident
people, who profited greatly by her kindness and
ill-judged liberality. But the appellees were not
the only persons in her employ. There were others
living upon her land, both white and black; all,
no doubt, partaking of her bounty.11
The distinctions between these two cases assigned by
Staples were valid.

Simmerman's will specified the legatees by

name, while Glasgow's did not.

More important, the Simmerman

slaves remained with the widow until her death.

But were the

cases truly so different that the distinctions explained the
contrary results?

In each case the court construed the test

ator's intent, and speculated how the testator would have
acted under changed circumstances.

Bouldin's interpretation

of Glasgow's will seems more to have followed his conclusion
11Ibid., at 25.

than led to it.
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Glasgow probably intended to free his slaves

and provide them with support to start their new lives.

Anx

ious not to deprive his immediate family of a valuable portion
of his estate, he postponed emancipation until his wife and
daughter had received the full benefit of their service.

But

the freedom and money were not payment for that service.

Had

Glasgow desired only that the slaves serve his wife and daugh
ter, he need not have emancipated them at all.
Judge Staples took a more realistic view of Simmerman's
intentions.

The facts surrounding the will strongly suggest

that Simmerman, like Glasgow, wanted to free some of his slaves
and provide a financial start for them.

Staples realized

this and used the principle of personal affection to bring
about the testator's desire.

He referred to the facts in

Johns to distinguish that case and let the court decide for
Martha and her children.

Despite his repeated references to

the "peculiar circumstances" of the earlier case, however, an
enlightened interpretation of Glasgow's intent might have
produced a different result had the Simmerman court decided
Johns also.
Ten years later the court decided Allen v. Patton,

12

which also involved emancipated slaves who had failed to serve
the time specified in a legacy.

Julius Allen's will, written

in 1862, left to William S. Patton fifteen named slaves for
seven years.

After that period the slaves and their increase

were to be freed.

Upon emancipation the slaves were to receive

12s3 Va. 255 (1887).
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$3,000 from the estate and an agent was to take them to a
free state and purchase land for them.

The will cleared pro

bate in March, 1865, with Patton as executor.

In 1884 Robert

Allen and other survivors and heirs of the slaves filed a bill
in Danville Circuit Court to recover the $3,000.

Patton an

swered that there had been no surplus in the estate and that
he had used more than $3,000 of his own money to pay off Allen's
debts.

The circuit court dismissed the bill and the plaintiffs

appealed.
Speaking for the Supreme Court, Judge Richardson declared
that the claim was contrary to the clear terms of the will.
There had been no surplus in the estate after debts.

The only

question was whether the $3,000 could be charged to the land
devised to Patton.

The court could not order such a charge

unless the will clearly showed such an intent by the testator.
The will specified that Patton pay the money out of the estate's
surplus.

It said nothing about taking the funds out of the

estate as a whole or out of the property left to Patton him
self.

There having been no surplus, the legacy failed.13

13
Hume's Ex'ors v. Taliaferro, 3 Va. L. J. 309 (1879),
decided in the Special Court of Appeals, also involved a pre
war will complicated by later changes in both the status of
the black legatees and the value of the estate. Emancipation
and bad investments intervened. The court ruled that the sur
viving legatee was entitled to his house and firewood, also
left to him by the will, but that emancipation had relieved
the executors of the duty to provide him general support. See,
also, the narrative of Hannah Bailey, daughter of a slave freed
before the war, whose family was unable to obtain money and
land supposedly willed to them by the old master. The master's
descendants, refusing to let the blacks see the will, asserted
that emancipation had destroyed the legacy. Charles L. Perdue,
Jr., Thomas E. Barden, and Robert K. Phillips, eds., Weevils in
the Wheat: Interviews with Virginia Ex-Slaves (Charlottesville:
University Press of Virginia, 1976), p. 18.
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Another attempt to secure a legacy from an antebellum

will came in Jones's Administrator �· Jones's Administrator,14
decided forty years after the death of the testator.

The will

of Philip H. Jones, admitted to probate in 1856, contained
two codicils dealing with his slave Bob.

The first made him

a free man and gave him an annuity of $50, and the second re
iterated these provisions in different language.
language that became the crux of the case.

It was the

In the first co-

dicil Jones wrote,
I intended to give my negro man Bob his free
dom, but in writing the foregoing will it escaped
me.
I wish my brother to make suitable provision for him. If he should not be willing to
. to disaccept his freedom, I wish my brother .
pose of him at my death in such a way as to secure
to him a good and humane master, and to be paid an
nually a part of his earnings. He shall have the
privilege of accepting his freedom at any period of
his life.15
By the time of the second codicil Bob had become disabled,
and Jones left him the annuity for life and, in addition, "I
have given him his freedom, whether he accepts it or not."
Evidently, neither Jones 1 s brother nor his executor recog
nized the codicil, because Bob remained in slavery until the
end of the war.
his annuity.

In 1878 Bob Jones filed a petition claiming

Upon Bob's death in 1890, his administrator

renewed the claim, but the circuit court dismissed the peti
tion.
Because a slave could not take a legacy, Bob's right to
the money depended upon whether the will had emancipated him.
14
92 Va. 590 (1896).
15Ibid., at 593.
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The appellees contended that the wording had only given Bob
the right to choose freedom.
and invalidated the will.

This, they asserted, was illegal

Judge Buchanan not only construed

the will at hand but also questioned the antebellum precedents
upon which the appellees based their arguments.
Buchanan noted that Jones had possessed the power to free
Bob or to keep him in slavery, but not to assign him some in
termediate status.16 If the will freed him, any limiting con
ditions were void.

That Jones .had intended to emancipate Bob

was obvious to Buchanan.

The slave was to have his freedom,

and, if he chose not to take it, he was to be "disposed of"
to a good master and to be paid his earnings.

The codicil

also allowed Bob to accept freedom at any time.

Buchanan

stressed the codicil's language that Bob was to "labor as a
slave," not that he was to be one.

Neither the brother nor

the executor acquired any property rights in Bob.

Because the

first codicil declared Jones's intention to free Bob, and be
cause the second codicil declared that the testator had made
good his intent, there could be no doubt that this was a valid
1611Wills also frequently contained legacies for emanci
pated slaves, but a will which attempted to provide for care,
tuition, and wages for a slave and issue, intending to create
a condition midway between slavery and freedom, would not be
sustained." James Curtis Ballagh, A History of Slavery in
Virginia (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1902), p. 122.
Note that under the antebellum rule, limitations invalidated
emancipation, but Buchanan sought an emancipation clause and
then invalidated the limitations. On the changing attitude
of antebellum Virginia judges toward emancipation, see Helen
Tunnicliff Catterall, ed., Judicial Cases Concerning American
Slavery and the Negro (S vols.; Washington, D.C.: Carnegie
Institution of Washington, 1926), I, 71-75; and Robert M.
Cover, Justice Accused: Antislavery and the Judicial Process
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975), pp. 67-75, 80-81,
203-206.
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manumission.
Buchanan did not think that this case fit under the line
of precedent cited by the appellees.

He decided to look at

those cases anyway, however, and did not like what he saw.
Appellees relied specifically on Bailey�- Poindexter's ex'or
17
and Williamson�- Coalter's ex'ors,
both decided in 1858.
In those cases a divided court held that a slave was not le
gally competent to choose between slavery and freedom, and
that a will allowing such a choice was invalid.

Judge Moncure

dissented both times, arguing that no reason existed to deny
a slave this ability because the master, not the slave, exe
cuted the manumission.

Buchanan, after distinguishing the

1858 cases, remarked, "We would not consider those decisions
as precluding us from a re-examination of that question."

In

Bailey and Williamson, he noted, a bare majority had decided
the cases, and the decisions were in conflict with still
earlier cases.

In addition, he said that the cited opinions

were "so contrary to reason and to justice that we would hes
itate long before we would hold that a slave could not elect
to be free when that right was given him by his owner.1118
Why did Buchanan challenge Bailey and Williamson?

He

had already distinguished the present case, so that they
constituted no obstacle to whatever he wished to decide.

Nor

was it likely that the question ever would arise again, because
17
55 Va. (14 Gratt.) 132 (1858); 55 Va. (14 Gratt.) 394
(1858), respectively.
1892 Va. 594.
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slavery had been dead for more than thirty years.

Perhaps a

rule "so contrary to reason and to justice" offended the
court.

Perhaps, as the Planet noted, the opinion "show[ed]

conclusively that times have changed and people with it
[sic] .1119 The court decreed that Jones's administrator should
receive the legacy.
The four previous cases dealt

with emancipative wills
containing provisions that came to fruition after the war.20
Occasional white generosity to former slaves continued after
the war as well.

Most of the cases that reached the Supreme

Court concerned former slaves with special relationships to
their masters.

The cases throw light on an often neglected

aspect of postwar southern society, and the opinions reflect
the personal and professional reactions of the judges.
In several cases the blacks were not parties to the
action.

Their bequests stood safe as the testator's rela

tives and friends

wrangled over other provisions.

In Riddell

19Richmond Planet, February 22, 1896.
20Three other cases involved prewar wills with former
slaves among the legatees, but in none did the freedmen take
part in the litigation. In Sharpe's Ex'r v. Rockwood, 78 Va.
24 (1883), the black legatee received her sizable inheritance
($10,000) before the war. In Crouch v. Davis' Ex'r, 64 Va.
(23 Gratt.) 62 (1873), an 1859 will freed a slave and her
four children. They were to receive $20,000 in various incre
ments, but the war complicated payment. Debts and bad invest
ments caused the executor further problems, although the for
mer slaves did receive some money after the war. In Wine v.
Markwood, 72 Va. (31 Gratt.) 43 (1878), the will emancipated
three named slaves and created a trust for them. The opinion
gives no more information about their legacy.
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y. Johnson's ex'or, 21 for example, the controversy was between
the testator's next of kin and his lawyer.

John H. Johnson,

by an 1867 will, left part of his land to various persons,
"and the remainder of the tract .

. .'

his executor was to

hold for the benefit of those to whom he had given the lots of
land; all of whom were persons of colour, and most of them
were reputed to be his children.11 22

By a codicil four months

later Johnson gave them additional property, and also gave his
lawyer Thomas Bocock the rights to all debts owed Johnson.
When one of the blacks, reputed to be his natural son, ques
tioned Johnson about this, the old man said,
Before you were free it was nothing but free
dom; then the state set you free, then you want
money; now, you must work for money as I did. My
estate is going to be sued; they are going to sue
you. . . . I leave [the money] to [Bocock] to
defend you.23
Johnson thought his former slaves too acquisitive, but he was
also determined to protect them in their inheritance.

He

provided for Bocock so that the lawyer would defend the will.
In fact, it was the bequest to Bocock that drew the challenge
of Johnson's next of kin.

The Circuit Court of Appomattox

County upheld the codicil.
Judge Anderson's Supreme Court opinion noted the testa
tor's relationships with his varous legitimate and illegiti
mate relatives.
21

The evidence showed Johnson's deep hostility

67 Va. ( 26 Gratt.) 152 (1875).

22
23

Ibid., at 170.
Ibid., at 169-70.

17 4
toward his lawful kin, and his desire that they receive noth
ing.

His feelings toward his illegitimate children were more

friendly, and those offspring received portions of the estate.
He thought, however, that he had provided sufficiently for
them.

Who, then,was left, but the lawyer?

keep his intentions secret.

Johnson did not

Anderson wrote, "The woman who

waited on him and nursed him, his reputed wife, as well as
his natural children, had every opportunity to [influence him
against Bocock] ." 24
will.

Some tried, but he refused to alter his

The court affirmed the lawyer's right to his legacy.

Evidently, there was never any doubt that Johnson's former
slaves, and possible relations, could also take their inheri
tance.

His legal white relations, whom the testator had not
cared for, took nothing.�5
26
In East v. Garrett,
Dr. Southey S. Satchell willed to

his former slave, Isaac Satchell, a life estate in farm land
worth $2,500, plus livestock, tools, and a stack of grain.
Lucy Ewell received $100, and Caleb Satchell received a dairy,
a cow and calf, and $500.

The record noted, "[T]he Isaac

Satchell, Lucy Ewell, and Caleb Satchell mentioned .

are

colored people, who were formerly favorite slaves of the
testator, who remained with the testator after their emancipation
24

�-,
at 18 2 .
.d

2 5Thomas

v. Turner's Adm'r, 87 Va. 1 (1890), also con
cerned a former slave who received an estate by will. The
litigation concerned payment to her attorney.
26
84 Va. 5 2 3 (1888).
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up to the date of his death, and that for those servants, and
particularly the first named, the testator had great regard
and affection.1127
Dr. Satchell 1 s other bequests, however, did not descend
so smoothly.

A bachelor, he had two illegitimate white child

ren, and each received a part of the estate.

The land given

to the son, Edward P. East, was to revert to the daughter if
East died leaving no legitimate child.

East lived with a

black woman and fathered at least two children by her, but he
had no legitimate offspring.

When East died, Satchell 's daugh

ter and East's half-brother went to court to determine who
would get his land.
The Supreme Court stressed East 1 s relationship with his
mistress in its attempt to determine Satchell 1 s intent.

If

the Court's interpretation was correct, the case provides an
example of a testator's using his will to force a change in
his heir's lifestyle.

Satchell disapproved of East's rela

tionship with a black woman and wanted him to enter a more
respectable and legal marriage.

To encourage this he speci

fied that East's children should share in the estate only if
they were legitimate.

This attempted coercion, however,

proved fruitless.
The question of legitimacy was especially important in
cases of intestacy.

According to Virginia law, a bastard

could inherit only from the mother.
27
Ibid., at 527.

He or she did not exist
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so far as the distribution of the father's estate was con
cerned.28 Because most property was in the hands of males,
this prohibition had enormous effect.

A bastard inherited

nothing unless his father specifically provided for him by
In the absence of a will the children's only alterna-

will.

tive was to prove that they were legitimate.

In two cases

that reached the Supreme Court the claimants asserted that
they were the offspring of interracial marriages performed
out of the state.

In three other cases the problem concerned

the validity of black marriages.
In George �· Pilcher,29 William 0. George of Richmond
fathered two children by his former slave and then moved the
woman and children to Philadelphia before the war.

When he

died intestate in 1869 the three asserted that George and the
woman had married in Philadelphia four months before his
death.

George's other relatives denied that there had been a

marriage, or, if there had been, that it conferred valid
title to Virginia property.

The Chancery Court of Richmond

held a trial to determine whether there had been a marriage,
and the jury found for the white relatives.

The Supreme

Court set aside the verdict in 1877 and ordered a new trial.
Unfortunately, the decision turned on a procedural point of
evidence, and the court did not discuss the question of le
gitimacy.
28

virginia, Code (1873), ch. 119, pp. 916-19.
2959 Va. (28 Gratt.) 299 (1877).
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Greenhaw v. James' Ex'or 30 presented the more complicated
problem of an interracial couple living in Virginia who went
to the District of Columbia to marry and then returned to the
state.

The estate involved dated back to 18 3 0, when Mary

James willed a legacy to her two nephews for life, ultimately
to the children of the survivor.

At Dade Hooe's death in 1881

he was the survivor, and his children were in line to receive
the remainder of the estate.

In 1865 he and his mate of more

than thirty years, a black woman named Hannah Greenhaw, had
traveled to Washington to marry legally in the District of
Columbia.

According to the court, the purpose of the marriage

was to legitimize their eleven children.

The court, with two

dissents, ruled that the marriage was invalid and that the
children could not take the James estate. 31

Sarah E. Raub, the plaintiff in Scott�· Raub,32 was the

daughter of a free black man and a slave woman.

She claimed

her father's estate, one-half of the land which he had held
jointly with his brother.

The brother contended that Sarah

was illegitimate and that he was the sole surviving heir.
Sarah's father had hired her mother as a domestic, and Sarah
was born in 1862.

Although her mother died soon afterward,

Sarah remained with her father and was recognized as his daugh
ter by him.

Citing the state constitution and a state statute

concerning the legitimacy of black children, Judge Lacy affirmed
30 80 Va. 636 (1885); Petersburg Lancet, May 2 3, 1885.
31
For a full discussion of this case, see chapter IV.
32

ss

Va. 721 (1892).
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a lower court ruling that Sarah was the legitimate daughter
of her father and entitled to his estate. 33
Under litigation in Fitcirett v. Smith's Adm 1 r34 was the
estate of a sixteen year old girl who had died without child
ren.

Her maternal relatives declared that she was a bastard

and that they were therefore entitled to her entire estate.
Her paternal kin asserted that she was the legitmate offspring
of a marriage validated by the relevant act, and that they
should share in the money.

The court ruled that her parents'

relationship met the requirements of the letter and spirit of
the statute, and that the girl was legitimate.

A similar question arose in Smith v. Perry,Adm'r. 35

Allen Smith declared that he was the legal father of the de
ceased Edmond Smith, but Edmond's maternal relatives argu�d
that Edmond was a bastard.

The elder Smith lived with Edmond's

mother Mary Bell and raised the child as his own, both as re
quired by the legitimacy act.

The defendants asserted, how

ever, that Edmond was the son of Randall Austin and therefore
was illegitimate despite the statute.

At trial they presented

a number of witnesses who testified that Austin was the father.
Although the trial judge found against Allen Smith, the Supreme
Court reversed the decision.
The statute, Judge Lacy said, legitimized children born
33

virginia, Constitution (1869), art. 11, sec. 9; General
Assembly, Acts , 1865-1866, ch. 18, pp. 85-86.
34

73 Va. 524 (1884 ).

3580 Va. 56 3 (1885).
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to black couples cohabitating at the time of the act and
children acknowledged by the father if the parents were no
longer living together.

Lacy admitted that the laws of bas

tardy applied in such cases, but he said that bastardy must
be proved positively.

According to Virginia law, a bastard

was a child who either was born out of wedlock to parents who
did not subsequently marry or who was born in wedlock when
procreation by the father was impossible.

Edmond Smith was

born in wedlock and there was no proof that Allen Smith could
not have been the father.
Lacy noted that numerous witnesses had testified about
Randall Austin's paternity.

He also noted,

It is abundandy proved .
. that Allen Smith
and Mary Bell were colored persons, living together
as husband and wife when the act of February, 1866
was passed; that Edmond Smith was the child of the
woman, at least, born before that time, and living
with the parties as their child, claimed to be their
child by both parents, taking the father's name, and
growing up in the household as their child, .
recognized as such, living and dying as such, being
called son by the father, and calling the husband of
his mother father.36
Austin, on the other hand, had done nothing for the boy.

Such

statements by Lacy laid the foundation for a policy decision
based on the justice of the situation.

Concluded Lacy, "In

giving full force and effect to this law, so wise and humane,
and so beneficent, it

lS

the duty of the court to so construe

the law as to advance the remedy and extend the relief, rather
than to curtail either. 11 37 Lacy declared that Allen Smith was
36Ibid., at 570-71.

37Ibid., at 571-72.
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his son's heir at law, entitled to the estate.
38 .
.
One final case, Thomas' Adm'r !· Lewis,
included many

factors already encountered in this chapter--illegitimacy,
interracial cohabitation, family affection, social customs,
and judicial interpretation.

William Thomas died intestate

in January, 1889, leaving an estate worth more than $200,000.
Thomas felt a strong dislike for his legal relatives and tried
to avoid the intestate succession laws in the days before his
death.

His reasons for doing so, and the Supreme Court's in

terpretation of his motives, make the case one of the most in
teresting of the postwar period.
Thomas never married but lived for some time with a half
black woman, his former slave.

The couple had two daughters,

of whom Bettie Thomas Lewis was the survivor.

Thomas treated

the girl as his daughter, showed great affection for her, and
received in return her love and respect.

They lived together

on a farm near Richmond for twenty years, and she nursed him
tenderly in his last illness.

After his death, Bettie claimed

that he had made her a gift causa mortis, in expectation of
imminent death, of much of his personal property shortly be
fore he died.

Her sole witness to the act was another young

woman of mixed blood, Fannie Coles, who had been her friend
and companion for several years.

Thomas's legal relatives

asserted that Bettie's claim was fraudulent and that they
were entitled to the property.
3889 Va. 1 (1892).

The Richmond Chancery Court
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found for Bettie, and the defendants appealed.
The appellants based their argument 39 on two grounds-
that the facts alleged by Bettie were not ture, and that,
even if true, they did not support a valid gift causa mortis.
To refute the facts, they tried to prove that Thomas had not
intended to make such a gift.

At trial, the defendants ad

duced testimony that Thomas had planned to leave several
parcels of land in trust for Bettie so that she would be com
fortable but would not have control over the property.

Dr.

McGuire, Thomas's friend and physician and a witness for
Bettie, admitted on cross-examination that Thomas had wanted
Bettie to have a trustee.

He recalled Thomas's belief that

''her color, her education, her social condition--all would

make it unwise for him to leave her a large sum of money.1140
In fact, Thomas had planned to make a will and arranged to
meet the lawyer.

Unfortunately, death intervened.

The appellants also tried to impeach the character and
veracity of Fannie Coles.

They argued,

In this case the allegations relied on are
testified to by only one witness (Fannie Coles),
whose testimony is certainly not beyond suspicion
of bias and falsehood. Her origin, her rearing,
her condition in life, and her relations to the
complainant, are surely not such as entitle her
to full credit as a witness. Herself a pariah of
mixed blood, reared under the ban of social ostracism,
. . a dependent parasite and hanger-on
39

Appellant's argument appears on pp. 3 - 3 5 of the report.
The complete briefs and record are at Thomas's Adm'r v. Lewis,
in Supreme Court of Appeals, Records and Briefs, LIX, O.S.,
140.
4089 Va. 3.
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41

of Bettie Lewis.

Surely such a person should not be believed as the sole wit
ness to such an important transaction!
Judge Fauntleroy delivered the majority opinion for the
divided court, and his emphasis as he recited the facts left
little doubt where he stood.

After the death of his older

daughter, Thomas had directed all his affection toward Bettie.
She presided over his house as "a devoted and dutiful daugh
ter," while he cared for her with "lavish parental love."
When ill, he demanded that she alone nurse him.
her with a companion.

He provided

Thomas had even, Fauntleroy thought it

worthy of mention, often taken the two girls to Saratoga
Springs where all had eaten at the same table.

The judge be

lieved, "There is, in the record, very much more testimony
. . . attesting the life-long, avowed, and unwavering solicitude and purpose of this isolated old man .

. to provide

for amply at his death, his devoted and faithful daughter
Bettie--the only light of his long life."42

On the other

hand, Thomas's legal relatives never visited him and communi
cated only through letters asking for money.

Fauntleroy could

not believe that Thomas wanted his estate to go to such rela
tives instead of to Bettie, "to whom he owed the undivided
obligation of a father," and whose own life had been "an un
varying demonstration of dutiful devotion and filial confidence
and affection."
41

Ibid., at 10-11.

42Ibid., at 43.
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Having used such language to describe Bettie's relation
ship with her father, Fauntleroy would hardly accept the idea
that Bettie and Fannie Coles were guilty of collusion and
fraud.

The latter, in fact, had withstood a lenthy cross

examination by skillful attorneys without being impeached.
"Why should this witness not be believed?" he asked.

"Why

should a court of justice, in the teeth of her clear, con
sistent, convincing, and uncontradicted testimony, gratuitous

l.z.

brand her as a perjured conspirator with Bettie Thomas

Lewis, without a particle of evidence? 1143

The trial showed

no blot on her moral character or veracity, and the evidence
of other witnesses corroborated much of her testimony.
To determine Thomas's actions and motives in his final
days was difficult.

He had seen the lawyer and allegedly

arranged an appointment to draw up a will.

On the night be

fore his death he told Dr. McGuire, who had often urged him
to provide for Bettie by will, that everything was fine and
that the doctor would be satisfied with what he had done.
But what had he done?

He had not completed conveyance of the

land to trustees for Bettie.

He had not yet made the will.

To Fauntleroy the meaning was clear:

"He meant--and could

only mean--that he 'had done' that ample provision for his
daughter that he always assured Dr. McGuire he intended to
make--not by will, but by giving and delivering to her, on
his deathbed, the bulk of his personal property, which was
43

Ibid., at 51 (Emphasis original).
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just as effectual and just as legal as a will. 11 44
In a dissenting opinion, Judge Lacy interpreted the facts
differently.

In his view the case concerned an alleged gift

by Thomas "in disregard of all of his heirs and distributees,
his next of kin, a few minutes before his death, to a colored
woman living in his house, who claims to be the result of

illicit intercourse with a colored slave woman.11

45

This in

terpretation of the evidence completely disregarded large por
tions of the testimony of Dr. McGuire and others about Thomas's
feelings toward Bettie and toward his legal relatives.

Lacy

believed instead that the circumstances rendered suspicious
the testimony of Fannie Coles.
Lacy was on more convincing ground when he discussed the
legal point involved.

He declared that, even if Bettie Lewis

were telling the truth, the gift would have been invalid under
Virginia law.

Gifts without a deed or will failed if they did

not meet certain technical requirements.

The facts in this

case showed that the alleged transfer had not met one of the
requirements, delivery of the personalty.

Lacy was correct

that the evidence failed to satisfy the provisions of the gift
statute.

Fauntleroy, and President Lewis in a concurring

opinion, declared that the gift section did not apply to gifts
causa mortis.

The two sides disagreed even about the meaning

of one of their recent decisions, which had interpreted the
44Ibid.,
at 55 (Emphasis original).
45Ibid., at 71.
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relevant statute.

Lacy's reading of the Code appears to have

been more accurate, although the issue was uncertain enough
that the majority position was also tenable.
Fauntleroy emphasized the facts of this case, decided
which decision would be more just, and only then related the
facts to the law.

Lacy first declared that the law did not

support Bettie Lewis, and then challenged the credibility of
her evidence.

It is difficult to know whether Fauntleroy let

the equities of the case help him interpret the law, or whether
he purposely stressed the facts to bolster what he knew was a
weak legal position.

In either case, he obviously felt that

Bettie Lewis was entitled to the gift as a matter of justice.
Lacy presented his contrary view of the facts much more strong
ly than necessary if he believed that his reading of the law
was correct.

Perhapb he wanted to reinforce that reading by

a slight rearrangement of the evidence.
tile.

His attempt was fu
46
Bettie Thomas Lewis received her sizable gift.

During the years 1870-1902 the Virginia Supreme Court
of Appeals heard a number of cases involving blacks and dece
dents' estates.

Some cases had originated in the days of

slavery and presented unique problems caused by the end of
the peculiar institution.

Most postwar cases, however, were

routine estate controversies that happened to include black
parties.

They involved no great legal questions, but they

46The decision made Lewis the wealthiest black person in
Virginia. Augusta County Argus, January 13, 1891.
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did allow the judges to interpret and discuss family and
social relations.
In no case did a black fail to receive a legacy to
which he was obviously entitled.

Some question remains about

the justness of the outcome of Johns v. Scott, but the deci
sion was neither illogical nor contrary to law.

In other

instances, such as Jones's Administrator and Thomas, the court
stressed the equitableness of the situation as much as the
law.

In cases involving a black legacy only indirectly, the

court did not comment unduly on that fact.

Generally, the

court disposed of estate cases involving blacks without special
mention or treatment.
The appellate opinions also provide

some clue to the

treatment of such cases in the lower courts.

Blacks were

neither too ignorant nor too intimidated to assert their rights
in court.
plaintiffs.

In some of these cases the blacks were originally
In a number of cases the blacks appeared before

the Supreme Court as appellees, showing that black parties
won at least some disputes in the lower courts.

Sometimes

the estate in controversy was that of a black man, and both
parties were black.

In the area of decedents' estates the

black citizen received his due in the legal system of Virginia.
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VI.

COt™ERCIAL RELATIONS

One function of a legal system is to serve as a forum
for the settlement of disputes between citizens.

This arbi

trative function of the courts plays a major role in deter
mining the economic well-being of the citizens under their
jurisdiction.

In their newly freed status after the Civil

War black Virginians entered the commercial life of the
state, and one result of this participation was business dis
putes between blacks and whites and among blacks themselves.
A number of these disputes reached the Supreme Court of Ap
peals.

These cases demonstrate the nature of black business

dealings and indicate how blacks were treated in the state's
courts.
The right to own property was not new to all Virginia
blacks.

Before the war free blacks enjoyed the right to ob

tain, hold, and transfer property in much the same manner as
whites.

There were some limitations--notably prohibitions

against black ownership of firearms, liquor, dogs, and the
like--but for the most part free black rights were unencum1
bered.
The slaves, however, possessed no rights to property.
1Luther Porter Jackson, Free Nearo Labor and Pro ert
Holding in Virginia, 1830-1860 New York: D. Appleton-Century
Company, Inc., 1942); John Henderson Russell, The Free Negro
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Emancipation thrust a large number of new participants into
the business marketplace.

Because land was the most impor

tant commodity in a predominantly agricultural society, black
Virginians were most concerned with real estate.
Immediately after the war land values throughout the
state dropped to a fraction of their antebellum level.

The

freedmen could not take advantage of this deflation, though,
due to a lack of capital.

As the blacks acquired cash through

labor, agriculture became more profitable and the price of
land increased.

The return of stable economic conditions

after 1880 hastened the growth of black land ownership, and
by 1890 there were more than 13,000 black farm owners in the
state.2 In 1894 Orra Langhorne could separate Virginia's
blacks into two classes, one of which was "ignorant and de
graded," the other characterized by excellent citizens of
in Virginia, 1619-1865 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press,
1913), especially pp. 94-98.
2 w. H. Brown, The Education and Economic Development of
the Negro in Virginia, Phelps-Stokes Fellowship Papers, No. 6
(Charlottesville: Publications of the University of Virginia,
[1923]), pp. 82-91; Samuel T. Bitting, Rural Land Ownership
Amona the Ne roes of Viroinia, Phelps-Stokes Fellowship Papers Charlottesville: Publications of the University of
Virginia, n.d.), pp. 7-30. Although lack of capital prevent
ed many blacks from taking advantage of depressed land prices
during Reconstruction, in the first flush of freedom more
blacks bought land during the years 1865-1868 than during any
succeeding three year period. John Preston 0kConnell, Negroes
and Their Treatment in Virginia from 1865 to 1867 (Pulaski,
Virginia: B. D. Smith & Brothers, 1910), pp. 40-41; Alruth
eus Ambush Taylor, The Negro in the Reconstruction of Virgin
ia (Washington, D. C.: Association for the Study of Negro
Life and History, 1926), pp. 130-35.
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" substantial property." 3
Most white Virginians favored black ownership of land.
Even Philip A. Bruce, who had little good to say about the
freedmen in any respect, approved of black land ownership.
He wrote, "Many of the negroes who have acquired land of
their own in fee simple appear to more advantage than those
who simply rent it from white proprietors."

These black

owners possessed steadiness, prudence, ambition, and self
control.4 In addition, owning land gave blacks a stake in
the peace and order of society.

Thus, it was in the self

interest of the white community to encourage black ownership.
D. Hiden Ramsey best expressed this idea:
The Southern people realize very clearly that the
h-0pe of the negro race lies largely in the incen
tive to the accumulation of property. To destroy
or weaken this incentive would be suicidal. Such
discrimination would confirm the negro in his no
madic habits and would militate against those
stable influences which the white leaders have
striven to introduce. The law must assist in the
effort to make the negro a propertied class.5
In a series of cases after 1870 the Virginia Supreme
3orra Langhorne, Southern Sketches from Virginia, 18811901, ed. by Charles E. Wynes (Charlottesville: University
Press of Virginia, 1964), pp. 1- 2 3 - 24.
4
Philip A. Bruce, The Plantation Negro as a Freeman
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1889), pp. 215-16.

5n. Hiden Ramsey, "Negro Criminality," in Lectures and
_A....d__d_r e
_ s
� h
� , Phe1 ps - Stokes Fe11ow
= e_N_e.,..g_r_o _ in
_ _th_
_ e _S=o_ut
-: =-s_e_s _o_n�th_
ship Papers (Charlottesville: Publications of the University
of Virginia, n.d.), p. 107.
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Court had the opportunity to oversee the right of blacks to
hold and transfer property.
dealt

Talley�- Robinson 1 s assignee 6

with a white-black contract made during the war.

In

September, 1864, John Robinson, a free black, sold a tract
of land in Cumberland County to William Talley.

Talley paid

Robinson the entire purchase price of $4,000, but did not re
ceive the land because Robinson was unable to obtain the deed
from the previous owner.

After the war Robinson refused to

make over the deed and, in 1867, Talley brought suit against
him for specific execution of the contract.

In August, 186 9,

while the case was in the courts, Robinson went bankrupt and
his assignee became a party.
Robinson asserted that the contract was invalid because
it had been extorted from him by threats and violence.

He

also contended that the original price was inequitable be
cause $4,000 in Confederate money had carried a true value
of less than $200.

Robinson stated that he had been whipped

and driven from the county.

Forbidden to be seen in the

area, he was unable to manage his land.

Had it not been for

those reasons, he said, he would not have sold.

In addition,

he was so flustered at the time that he did not understand
the terms of the contract.
Talley emphasized that he had not been a member of the
mob.

He said that Robinson had initiated the deal by send

ing for him and offering to sell the land.
6 6 3 Va. (22 Gratt.) 888 (1872).

As for Robinson 1 s
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alleged inability to understand the terms of the contract,
Talley argued that a white man chosen by Robinson had drafted
the agreement.

He admitted on cross-examination that he had

known of Robinson's being driven from the county.
In March, 1870, the Circuit Court of Cumberland County
ruled that,
it appearing from the evidence . . . that the defend
ant . . . was induced to [dispose of the land] be
cause of lawless violence, which, after inflicting
great bodily injury on him, kept him in fear and jeo
pardy of his life; of all which the plaintiff was informed when he entered into the contract .
. ; and
it appearing that the price agreed to be paid for the
said land is inadequate; and it also appearing that
the said contract was made for treasury notes of the
., and that the $4,000
Southern Confederate States .
was, on the day the contract was made, only worth
$166, and that the said land was .
. worth $500 at
the least,7
Talley was to pay the remainder of the $500 to the assignee or
surrender the land to him, in which case Talley would get a
$166 refund.
On appeal, the Supreme Court disagreed.

President Mon

cure felt that the defense had not proved a case of inadequate
consideration.

No proof existed of the true value of the land

in Confederate dollars.

More important, simple inadequacy of

consideration was not sufficient to set aside a contract.
Needed were additional circumstances making the transaction
inequitable or unconscionable.

Concerning the defendant's

claim of duress, Moncure wrote, ''Undoubtedly, a great outrage
7Ibid., at 893.
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And

was perpetrated by certain persons upon Robinson.
if any person concerned in
. . . made the contract .

. .'

. that outrage, had thereafter
the contract might have been

considered as made by him under duress; and certainly a court
of equity would not have afforded its aid to such person to
compel the specific execution of the contract.11 8
did not take part in the coercion.
offer and named the price.

But Talley

Robinson made the first

Moncure found no attempt by Tal

ley to take advantage of Robinson's position.

The facts show

ed the transaction to have been fair and proper.
A different type of duress was involved in Davis v.

Strange's Executor,9 decided 1n 1890.

Alice Lee Davis was

the daughter of a white man, Thomas V. Strange, and a black
woman.

Strange and his legal wife recognized her as his

child, treated her as a member of the family, and showered
her with love and privileges equal to those given their own
legitimate daughter.

In 1881 Strange conveyed to Alice a

house in Washington worth $3,500.

The deed stated that the

conveyance was made,
in consideration of the obligations growing out of
the peculiar' and near relations existing between
him and the said Alice Lee Strange [Davis], which
relations, under a sense of duty, not only to her,
but to his God, he feels bound to acknowledge, and
takes pleasure in heeding; and also in considera
tion of personal kindnesses and attention shown and
services rendered him by the said Alice Lee Strange,
8Ibid., at 895.
986 Va. 793 (1890).
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as well as in consideration of the earnest request
made of him by his wife before and in her last ill
ness.10
He also conveyed to her by deed some property in Lynchburg,
reserving for himself a life estate.
Nannie, the legitimate daughter, and her husband held
her parents' treatment of Alice in strong disfavor and op
posed Strange's gifts to her.

The husband, L. E. Litchford,

told Strange that he would rather see the Lynchburg property
burned than let Alice take it.

In 1887 the Litchfords con-

sulted an attorney about the deed, but he advised that they
had no legal remedy.

Nannie raged to such an extent, how

ever, that Strange, now living with her, finally offered to
get the property back.
The next day, with a new deed already made out, Strange
and lawyer William Branch traveled to Chatham to see Alice.
At first Strange did not tell Alice the purpose of his visit,
but finally did so under strong prodding by Branch.

Despite

Branch's mention of the threat of arson and assertions by her
father that she would lose nothing in the transaction, Alice
refused to reconvey the property.

Branch reminded her that

the land would be useless to her since ''the people near there
said no colored person should live there."

Strange explained

that he wanted the property back because the rest of the fam
ily was disturbed by her holding it.
l

Oibid., at 799.

Both father and daughter

1 94

cried, and Strange wandered about greatly distressed.
asked Branch whether Strange had made a will.

Alice

The lawyer

replied that he had, but failed to mention that the will con
tained no provision for her.
Finally, Alice sobbed that she wanted to cause her sick
father no more distress and would come to Lynchburg to settle
the transfer.

Branch produced the previously drawn deed and

urged her to sign it immediately.

He then hurried back to

Lynchburg and recorded it the same day.

Within a week Strange

was dead, and soon afterward Alice and her husband brought
suit to set aside the deed on the ground of undue influence.
In January,

1889,

the Circuit Court of Lynchburg dismissed

their bill.
In April, 1890, the Supreme Court reversed the decision
by a 3-2 vote.

Judge Fauntleroy, delivering the majority

opinion, began with a consideration of the relationship be
tween Strange and Alice.

He asserted, "It is the fact--the

status--of this relation of parent and child, and the family
recognition and association, which obtained between the ap
pellant and her father and his household, which it is impor
tant to state and remark:

however revolting to the moral

sense and offensive against public policy.11

11

Having made

this ritualistic statement of displeasure at miscegenation,
Fauntleroy then detailed the tender love and affection in
11

Ibid., at 795.
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the "revolting" relationship.

He quoted extensively from

correspondence between Strange and Alice which showed deep
affection between the two.
The letters also referred to the attitude of Nannie and
her husband.

Strange had written to Alice in 1878, "It is

a fact, that we have kept secret from you, that you are hated
by one in the family with unequaled hatred, and simply be
cause ?vlinnie and myself love and provide for you, and intend
to do."

No doubt existed in Strange's mind that Alice's

color was the cause of the Litchfords' dislike for her.

The

correspondence in fact proved that Strange had indeed felt
greater affection for Alice than for Nannie.

Although he

wished both daughters well, one letter said, he particularly
wanted Alice to be successful.
Having discussed the family relationships, Fauntleroy
next considered the details of the various transactions.

He

emphasized that Strange had continually made efforts over
the years to provide for Alice, at first by will and later
by deed.

The object was to protect "his best loved child

from the contingencies of fortune, and the dreaded avarice
and hate of his selfish son-in-law."

In his last days, how

ever, the old man, "in a condition of senile imbecility,"
was unable to withstand the pressure from Nannie and her hus
band.

Fauntleroy became indignant discussing Strange's final

trip:

"This poor, old, dying man, who, in a week afterwards,

was at rest from his sorrow, was taken down, to be made the
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unwilling instrument--a puppet 1n the hands of the managers-
to sacrifice the rights of his dear child Alice, that his few
remaining days might be passed in peace."12
Fauntleroy was outraged by Branch's actions.

It was the

lawyer,
who was employed, by those who were to receive the
benefit, to induce this young and unadvised girl,
in a moment of sudden and irresistible importunity,
and of sympathetic sorrow at the sight of the halt
ing gait, the trembling frame and quivering voice
of the poor old father whom she tenderly loved and
on whom she had implicitly relied and trusted as
the devoted and faithful protector and author and
guide of her life, without reflection, and without
the advice of friends, or the counsel of a lawyer,
to give away property which was valued at $8,000.00
or SlO Q00.00, and which she had held for over six
years.i .)
It was the lawyer who urged Alice to grant her father's re
quest, and who assured her that her father had made a will,
but failed to mention that there was nothing in it for her.
It was the lawyer whose persuasion overcame "the tender
hearted girl."

Afterwards, to preclude Alice's reconsider

ing the deed or seeking legal advice, Branch hurriedly re
turned to Lynchburg and recorded the deed the same day.
Branch's own deposition, the judge thought, proved the case
to be one of "unconscionable cunning and cruel wrong."
The court should be especially concerned, Fauntleroy
said, about any conveyance between parent and child where no
12Ibid., at 802.

13Ibid., at 803.
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consideration was involved.

Also suspicious was any trans

action where the gift seemed disproportionate to the donor's
means.

He cited Justice Story on such situations and con

cluded, "If Judge Story had been commenting upon the facts
of this case . . . he could not have more exactly described
every feature, circumstance and character of this revolting
transaction."

The judge ordered that the deed conveying the

the property from Alice to Strange be set aside.
A year after the Davis decision Fauntleroy delivered
the majority opinion in Reynolds�· Reynolds' Ex'or,14 the
second time the case had appeared before the court.

The

plaintiff was an elderly black man named Harvey Reynolds.
On the basis of newly discovered evidence the court reversed
its earlier decision and granted the relief sought by Rey
nolds.

Some question remains, though, whether the new evi

dence was truly sufficient to cause the court's reversal.
The suspicion arises that the judges used that rationale to
support a change of opinion.
In 1869 Charles B. Reynolds sold to his former slave
Harvey Reynolds two tracts of land in Floyd County for $5,000,
to be paid "upon long and easy terms."

The larger parcel,

later in controversy, was one half of the so-called "Guerrant"
tract, the half estimated to be 400 acres.
definite boundaries divided the two halves.
1488 Va. 149 (1891).

At that time no
In 1872 Charles
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Reynolds hired surveyor Stephen Guerrant to survey the land
and mark off one-half for Harvey Reynolds.

The surveyor

drew up a deed designating boundaries that, he informed
Charles, equally divided the tract.

Charles Reynolds execut

ed and delivered the deed to Harvey Reynolds, both men assum
ing that the boundaries were accurate.
When Charles Reynolds several years later decided to
sell his half of the tract, Stephen Guerrant offered to guar
antee that the section contained 400 acres, on condition that
he (Guerrant) receive all additional acreage above 400.

After

Reynolds agreed, Guerrant conducted a new survey and "dis
covered" that his original effort had been in error.

The en

tire tract contained more than 900 acres and the boundary set
in the first deed had left Harvey Reynolds 102 acres short
of owning half.

Charles Reynolds was greatly upset and bitter

towards Guerrant, but he paid the surveyor $300 to settle the
claim for the excess land.
Charles died in 1876, and six years later his executor
and assignee, Stephen Watts, filed a bill in Floyd County
Circuit Court to enforce a lien against Harvey Reynolds for
$1,600 unpaid on the 1869 purchase.

Reynolds answered that

both parties to the original transaction had been misled by
Guerrant to the extent that his land was 102 acres short, and
he asked for an equitable abatement of the purchase money.
The court ruled that the agreement between the two men had
been a contract of hazard according to the boundaries set in
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the deed and refused Reynolds' plea for abatement.
The Supreme Court affirmed in June, 1885, with Judge

Lacy delivering the majority opinion.15

He agreed with the

circuit court that the sale had been determined by the tract
and not by the number of acres.

The dissent charged that

the majority decision overlooked the intention of the par
ties and was unfair to Harvey Reynolds.

Both parties had

wanted Harvey to have one-half of the Guerrant land, and the
courts in equity could easily correct the subsequent mutual
mistake.
In November, 1886, Harvey Reynolds filed a bill of re
view in circuit court on the basis of after-discovered evi
dence.

The court heard the new evidence, basically testi

mony by four of Charles Reynolds' white friends concerning
his intentions, and dismissed the bill.

Reynolds again ap

pealed to the Supreme Court, this time successfully.
Fauntleroy's description of the parties offered a strong
clue to his feelings in the case.

This was especially true

of his characterization of Harvey Reynolds.

Harvey, he

noted, "who had been [Charles'] former slave and, up to his
death in 1875, his trusted friend and business manager, was
an illiterate but industrious, thrifty, and worthy colored
man, between whom and C. B. Reynolds there existed kindness,
15The decision of the Supreme Court, June 25, 1885, is
not reported. In his dissent in the second hearing, however,
Lacy quotes extensively from his original majority opinion
on pp. 158-62, and from the anonymous dissent on pp. 162-67.
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affection, and perfect confidence.1116
To support the bill of review, the new evidence had to
meet three criteria--that the evidence have been unknown at
the time of the original decree, that it have been unknow
able by reasonable diligence at the time, and that it be
sufficient to reverse that decree.

The new evidence con

sisted of the testimony of four former friends of Charles
Reynolds, "all highl y respectable white men of Franklin
County."

William Thompson recalled that Charles had told

him of the sale to Harvey.

Thompson asked whether one-half

of the tract would not be too large a contract.

Charles re

plied that he thought Harvey industrious and energetic, and
that he had set the payments to ease Harvey's burden.

After

Charles' difficulties with Stephen Guerrant, Thompson continu
ed, Charles had been very bitter towards the surveyor for up
setting the plan to give Harvey one-half the land.
The other new witnesses testified similarly, and all
noted Charles' desire to give Harvey credit for the short
acreage to alleviate the injustice.

The witnesses also testi

fied that their evidence was not known to Harvey Reynol ds
during the first hearings.

Fauntleroy found that the new

evidence was strong enough to have produced a different re
sult in the original cause and ordered the circuit court to
grant the relief asked in the bill of review.
16 88 Va. 154.
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Lacy disagreed with his colleagues.

He pointed out

that Harvey Reynolds had never claimed the acreage to be de
ficient until after Charles' death.

In addition, Watts pro

duced fifteen letters from Harvey to Charles, and later to
In none of the

Watts, discussing payment on the contract.

letters did Harvey assert that he had not received the full
value of the agreement.
These facts led Lacy to believe that Harvey's defense
was an after-thought subsequent to Charles' death.

In addi

tion, the new evidence was insufficient to support a bill of
review because it was merely cumulative.

Because other wit

nesses had already testified that Charles intended to sell
one-half the tract to Harvey, the additional testimony pre
sented no new facts.

Lacy thought that both the original

Supreme Court decision and the more recent circuit court dis
missal were correct.
It appears that Lacy was half right.

Assuming the first

decision to have been correct, Lacy's assessment of the new
evidence was more accurate than Fauntleroy's.

Although the

new testimony reinforced Harvey Reynolds' assertions about
Charles' intent, it presented no new points.

The appearance

by Thompson and his fellow "highly respectable white men" on
the stand may have been more impressive than that of Harvey's
former witnesses, but it added nothing materially to the
facts of the case.

Fauntleroy stated that, had the new evi

dence been known earlier, it would have led to a different
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result.

But similar evidence was in the record at the first

Supreme Court hearing.
It is obvious that the court here was not reacting to
new evidence, but rather was reversing a previous inequitable
decision.

The fiction that there was important new evidence

in the case afforded the majority an opportunity to change
that decision.

Whether the court would have reversed solely

on the earlier evidence if given the oppotunity, or whether
the strength of the new testimony provided personal (though
not legal) reason for the change, is not known.

In either

case, the second decision was more just than the first.
Charles had wanted Harvey to have one-half the tract, not
only the area limited by Guerrant's survey boundaries.

The

decision gave Harvey credit for his full acreage.
The facts in Reynolds also provide valuable information
about blacks and landholding during the postwar period.
Charles Reynolds was willing to sell to his former slave, in
1869, more than 400 acres of land.
$5,000 was a considerable sum.

The purchase price of

The transaction involved lib

eral credit terms, demonstrating that Charles had confidence
in Harvey's industry and ambition.

Harvey also acted as

business manager for his former master, a man of great wealth
and property.

These facts challenge the assertions by con

temporary observers and later historians that the blacks of
the time were ignorant of contractual responsibilities and
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practices.
business
.
.

The contract in dispute in Burdine v. Burdine's Ex'or 18
represented a relationship more social than commercial.

Roena

Burdine and her daughter Nancy remained in the service of
their former master, N. E. Burdine, until
black women decided to move away.

18 83,

when the two

Reena did leave, but Nancy

stayed to care for the gravely ill Mrs. Burdine.

To retain

the services of Nancy and to lure Roena back, Burdine wrote
the following agreement:
Know all men by these presents, that I, N. E. Bur
dine, . . . am held and firmly bound in the sum of
ten thousand dollars to Roena and Nancy Burdine,
colored,.
The conditions of the above bond
[Here Burdine described the land,
are as follows:
stocks and cash each was to receive.] All this
property and cash to pass to the other parties by
will at my death; provided, they live and remain
with myself and wife during our natural lives .
.'
and provided, further, that [Reena] return to my
home at once and remain as above stated. I further
bind myself to treat both parties with kindness and
respectabilitr, they treating me and my wife in
like manner.1::i
Roena returned, and mother and daughter served until
Roena's death in

1 885.

Nancy remained until Mrs. Burdine,

and finally her husband, died (the latter in 1897).

Because

Burdine died without leaving her the property by will, as
provided in the

18 83

agreement, Nancy brought a suit in chan

cery against his representative to make good the promise.
17see, for example, Bruce, Plantation Negro, pp.
1 8 1; Bitting, Rural Land Ownership, p. 30.
1 8 93 Va. 515 ( 1900).
19

rbid., at 5 16- 17.

160-61,
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The Circuit Court of Russell County decreed against Nancy,
and she appealed to the Supreme Court.
That court's decision noted that Nancy Burdine's case
rested completely on principles of equity.

Judge Buchanan

acknowledged that an agreement to dispose of property by will
was not technically enforceable.

In equity, however, a court

could order the equivalent of specific performance on the
ground that a trust had been created and that the representa
tive of the deceased was charged with that trust.

The judge

then set to work to uphold the contract, disposing of claims
by the executor that it was unenforceable due to indefinite
ness, lack of mutuality, and nonperformance.
Another of the executor's contentions attacked Nancy for
her actions under the agreement.

She had not performed her

duties, charged the executor, but instead had refused to
serve the Burdines and become "unruly, vicious, aggravating,
disobedient, and lewd."

Her "notorious" conduct produced

five illegitimate children.

Buchanan agreed that some of the

allegations of misconduct appeared to be true, and that such
actions were grounds for discharge.
charge her.

But Burdine did not dis

She lived in his house until his remarriage, at

which time she moved to another building on his farm.

She

managed much of the estate, and in his last illness kept him
at her house and cared for him.

Obviously, said Buchanan,

neither of the parties thought the contract had ended due to
Nancy's immorality.
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Buchanan ended with a discussion of the executor's con
tention that the contract was unenforceable because it was
based on immoral consideration.

What N. E. Burdine actually

was contracting for, according to this theory, was illicit
cohabitation between Roena and himself.

The judge met this

claim squarely, as he had the allegations of Nancy's immor
ality.

He wrote,

There is evidence showing that improper relations
had existed between Mr. Burdine and the mother,
and that he had admitted that he was the father of
the daughter,.
. There is also evidence tending
to show that one reason why the mother left his
house . . . was that she might lead a different
life. It does not appear, however, either from
the agreement, or otherwise, that the considera
tion for the agreement was the future illicit co
habitation of the parties. It purports to be for
services on her part which were lawful, and which
were rendered.20
Buchanan's treatment of this issue was notable.

Had the court

sought to deny Nancy's claim, the contention of immoral consideration would have furnished possible grounds.

Instead,

the judges demurred to the charges of previous immorality and
looked only to the express terms of the contract.
Indeed, the court's decision as a whole was an attempt
to deal justly with Nancy and Roena under the peculiar circum
stances of this case.

Although a master's desiring the con

tinued companionship of his former slaves was not rare, the
Burdine relationship included an unorthodox attempt to put
the parties on a contractual basis.
20Ibid., at 523.

The court overlooked
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certain technical weaknesses of the document and instead em·
21
. d the intent
.
of the parties.
phasize
Even evidence of immorality did not deter the judges from finding that the black
women had fulfilled the roles desired of them by Burdine.
They therefore were entitled to recovery.
Although the controversy in each of the previous cases
involved at least one white party, legal disagreements also
occurred with blacks on opposite sides.

7?

In Miller v. Miller-�

not only were the contesting parties both black, they were
brothers as well.

Reuben and Hubbard Miller bought jointly,

in 1879, 137-1/2 acres of land in Buckingham County.

Reuben

paid a smaller amount and was to receive a proportional in
terest in the land, while the deed to the entire plot was
made out to Hubbard.

In the years following the sale the

brothers lived on and improved the land, Reuben Miller oc
cupying approximately 13 acres as his one-tenth share.

They

lived compatibly until 1897 when, to preclude later difficul
ties, they agreed to let three arbitrators settle the boundary.
21Four
years earlier the court rejected allegations of a
similar contract. Mary Woodson claimed that she had returned
in 1867 to the service of her former master and alleged nat
ural father, William Utz, in return for an oral promise of
$10,000, a house, and twenty-five acres. Utz died in 1890
without fulfilling his part of the agreement. The lower court
found for Woodson against Utz's administrator, but the Supreme
Court reversed. Judge Cardwell declared that Woodson's evi
dence was not sufficient to prove that Utz had made the alleg
ed promise, and hinted that he believed the claim to be fraud
ulent. Hannah v. Woodson, 2 Va. Dec. 442 (1896).
22 99 Va. 125 (1901).
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The arbitrators decided that Reuben was entitled to thirteen
acres and determined such boundaries as were necessary.

At

that point Hubbard Miller announced his refusal to be bound
by the arbitration and, in addition, denied his brother the
rights to any part of the land.
Reuben Miller filed a bill 1n circuit court asking that
Hubbard be ordered to convey a deed for the contested portion
of the tract.

Hubbard Miller answered that, although Reuben

had paid some money originally, he had since cut and sold tim
ber from the land of value in excess of that amount.

He also

contended that the arbitration had not been completed and
that therefore he was not bound by it.

The circuit court

held that the contract was too vague for enforcement and dis
missed the bill.
On appeal, the Supreme Court disagreed.

Judge Cardwell

believed that there had been a clear agreement between the
Millers about buying the land and dividing it proportionally.
The problem arose because the two men were illiterate and in
experienced in business.

Cardwell emphasized the role of the

arbitrators, writing, "[The Millers] mutually agreed that
three persons of their own race and color, selected by them,
and who were also unlettered, should go upon the land, and
ascertain and determine all matters in dispute

., and

that their decision should be accepted as final by both
parties.11 23
23

The judge conceded that the proceedings had not

Ibid., at 1 2 8.
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been conducted exactly in accord with statutory provisions
for arbitration, but he thought nevertheless that Hubbard
Miller was bound by the arbitrators' decision.

The court or

dered that Hubbard execute a deed for the land to Reuben.
It is notable that Cardwell, for the most part, ignored
the color of the parties. At no time did he interrupt his
discussion to mention specifically that the contestants were

black. 24

Nothing in the circumstances of the case struck

the court as unusual.
consequence.

That the parties were black was of no

Cardwell mentioned that the men were illiter

ate and lacked business experience, but he did so only to ex
plain the situation.

No ridicule or condescension was in-

volved.
In addition to holding property individually, blacks
also formed groups to obtain and use property collectively.
One common type of group effort was the church.

Sermons on

love and brotherhood, however, did not always keep the good
parishioners from public squabbling over church land and
buildings.

In 1898, for example, a controversy among mem-

hers of the Court Street Baptist Church in Lynchburg became
so involved that the keys to the building wound up in the
hands of the city sergeant.

The pastor obtained a court

24
The appellant's brief did note the race of the par
ties. Miller v. Miller, in Virginia, Supreme Court of-Ap
peals, Records and Briefs, CVI, O.S., 89.
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injunction against his foes, but a court-supervised election
25
resulted in the pastor's expulsion.
The first such church case to reach the Supreme Court
26
in 1874. The Union Street Methodist
was Allen v. Paui,
Church in Petersburg originally received its land by deed
conveyed to the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
From 1844 to 1865 use of the property was delegated to the
black members of the church.

In 1865 the black members af-

filiated themselves with the African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Church.

The Methodist Episcopal trustees agreed with the of

ficials of the Union Street group, under the new affiliation,
that the congregation could continue to use the property for
worship until it was needed by the Methodist Episcopal Church.
In 1871 a controversy at Union Street led to the elec
tion of new trustees.

Afterwards James Allen and his fellow

Union Street trustees claimed title in fee simple to the
church property.

Paul and the other trustees of the Metho

dist Episcopal Church, however, claimed to be the successors
in office of the original landholders and brought suit to re
cover possession.

They argued that the Union Street trustees

had held possession only with their consent.

The defendants

argued that the building belonged to the local congregation
and not to the church at large, and that a change in name did
25
Richmond Planet, March 26, June 4, 1898.
26
65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 332 (1874).
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not affect the title.

The jury found for the plaintiff, and

the Union Street Trustees appealed.
Speaking for the Supreme Court, Judge Anderson found
little merit to the appeal.

The appellants contended that

the major error came in the instructions to the Jury, where
the trial judge had delivered those proposed by plaintiff
and denied those asked by the defense.
the judge's decision was right.

Anderson thought that

Plaintiff's instructions

were correct or, at worst, non-prejudicial.

The defense in

structions, on the other hand, were either incorrect or im
material.

The judge then placed the controversy in context:

It seems that there is a division in the colored
congregation. A part of them adhere to the church
to which the congregation belonged when the char
ity was bestowed. But the majority of the congre
gation have withdrawn from that church, and formed
a connection with another ecclesiastical body, and
have put themselves under its government, have set
the owners of the property at defiance, and assert
it to be theirs, and have refused to allow the min
isters of the old church to occupy the pulpit.27
Which faction of the congregation should have the church?

The

answer was to allow the property owners, the trustees of the
28
Methodist Episcopal Church, to decide.
27Ibid., at 345.
23
Allen and his colleagues were not long without a build
ing. In 1880 the General Assembly passed an act authorizing
Allen and others, as trustees of the African Methodist Zion
Church of Petersburg, to execute a deed of trust on the church
property to raise money to complete the building of the church.
Virginia, General Assembly, Acts and Joint Resolutions, 18791880, ch. 195, p. 184. Such acts of authorization for both
white and black churches were frequent during this period.
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.
29
came
A second church property case, Clark�· Oliver,
before the court in 1895.

In 1865 a group of blacks pur-

chased a lot and buildings in Richmond and conveyed them to
John Oliver and others, trustees of the Moore Street Baptist
Church.

At about the same time another group of blacks began

a fund to establish an industrial school for black youth in
Richmond, to be called the Moore Street Industrial Society.
The chief fund raiser for this group was John Oliver.
1880 a controversy arose over title to the property.

In
The

church held posession and legal title, but the school offi
cials claimed the property because most of the purchase money
had come from contributions solicited for the school.

The

trustees of the school and church compromised and executed a
deed conveying the greater part of the property to the school.
The remainder went to the church, with a covenant that it
would revert to the school if the church should cease to use
it for religious purposes.
The compromise was not satisfactory to all concerned.
In 1886 the plaintiffs filed a bill on behalf of contributors
to the school fund, asserting that they had given money speci
fically for the school, not to support a church.
that Oliver had diverted the funds.

They charged

The Circuit Court of Hen

rico County sustained the defendants' demurrer, and plaintiffs
appealed.

President Keith delivered the Supreme Court's

29
91 Va. 421 (1895); Richmond Planet, May 4, 1895; The
Virginia Law Register, I, No. 3 (1895), 195.
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decision.

The contributors, he declared, lost control over

their money once they had paid it into the fund,

He acknow

ledged that an equity court could compel specific execution
of a trust, but ruled that the contributors were not eligible
to call for such action.

The court affirmed the lower court

decision.
These two church cases again demonstrated the lack of
special notice taken by the court in regard to black parties,
That the congregation in Allen was black drew no unnecessary
mention from Judge Anderson.
thing unusual in Clark.

Neither did the court see any

The opinion in that case was notable

because it contained no adverse observations about the ethi
cality of Oliver's diversion of the school funds.

Although

the diversion was done in good faith, some question remains
about the ethics of the arrangement.

Had Anderson wished to

pass a few disparaging remarks on the business integrity of
blacks, Clark afforded him the perfect opportunity.
In both Allen and Clark the issues were straightforward.
When the African Methodist Episcopal Church of Berkeley need
ed money in 1893 to pay off a contractor, however, matters
became somewhat complicated.

In debt to John W. Jones for

$4,525, the church wanted a loan from the Chesapeake Classi
fied Building Association.

Unfortunately, the charter and

by-laws of the association allowed loans only to whites who
were members of the association.
tacle.

This proved to be no obs

The church trustees, Jones, and George T, Tilley,
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secretary of the association, arranged for Tilley to sub
scribe to the amount of association stock necessary to ob
tain a $4, 000 loan, which the trustees secured by a trust
deed on the church property.

The plan appeared to work

rather well.
Problems arose with a controversy among the association,
Jones, and a subcontractor's assignee over certain payments.
By the time the case reached the Supreme Court, 30 the church
trustees had little to do but sit on the sidelines and watch
the other parties battle.

Judge Cardwell took time out from

sorting through the complicated series of loans and payments
to say just that.
the trustees.

Cardwell did not say anything else about

He did not comment on the fact that the trans

actions had sprung from a plan to circumvent a racially ex
clusive provision of the association's charter.

Perhaps

Cardwell saw nothing wrong with the situation because the
association's officers themselves had been in on the plot.
NeithBr the businessmen involved nor the judges who reviewed
3
the loan were upset by this commercial subterfuge. 1
30 Chesapeake Classified Bldg. Assn'n. v. Coleman, 94 Va.
433 (1897).
31
Blacks founded their own building associations in sev
eral cities, and some associations in the state had both white
and black shareholders. Work Projects Administration, Writers'
Program, The Negro in Virginia (New York: Sponsored by The
Hampton Institute, Hastings House, Publishers, 1940), p. 300;
Taylor, Negro in Reconstruction of Virginia, p. 131; W. E.
Burghardt DuBois, "The Negroes of Farmville, Virginia: A
Social Study,'' Bulletin of the Department of Labor, III, No.
14 (1898), 29; Augusta County Argus, June 6, 1893,
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In addition to forming churches, Virginia blacks also
banded together in benevolent and fraternal societies.

Due

to the refusal of white institutions to deal with blacks,
these societies served commercial purposes as well, provid-

ing insurance and banking services. 32

The most successful

of the societies was the Grand Fountain of the United Order
of True Reformers.

The True Reformers were headquartered in

Richmond and composed of an integrated group of enterprises-
health and life insurance, a newspaper, hotel, old folks
home, building and loan association, and savings bank.33

It

was because of the insurance business that the True Reformers
usually appeared in the state courts.

In 1896 the benefici

aries of Mary E. Ross brought suit in Lynchburg against the
society for nonpayment of death benefits.

R. P. Armistead

and N. T. Goldsberry, a black law firm, represented the plain
tiffs, while the society retained two white attorneys.

The

defense claimed that Ross had been delinquent in her premiums.
At issue was whether the society had given good notice to
Ross about her delinquency and the pending loss of benefits.
The judge gave the jury the instructions submitted by plaintiffs,
32on the benevolent societies in banking and insurance,
see WPA, Negro in Virginia, pp. 295-96; Brown, Education and
Economic Development, pp. 120-23; DuBois, "Negroes of Farm
ville," pp. 35-36.

33The official history is W. P. Burrell and D. E. John
son, Sr., Twent -Five Years Histor of the Grand Fountain of
the United Order of True Reformers, 1881-1905 Richmond:
Grand Fountain, U.0.T.R., 1909).
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and the jury found for the beneficiaries.34
In 1899 a True Reformers case from Lynchburg reached
the Supreme Court.35 The society had insured the life of
Cealia Wilson for $500, with her two children as beneficiar
ies.

On the certificate was an endorsement by Wilson naming

Sarah C. Watkins her executrix and receiver for the children
of any money paid on the policy.

Upon Wilson's death Watkins

presented the policies for payment.

At first the society

refused her request, but finally made payment after Wilson's
husband Samuel appeared with his counsel.

Samuel stated that

the parties agreed the money should go to Watkins.

After

wards, William Wilson, the surviving child, brought an action
against the insurer to recover on the policies.

At trial in

Lynchburg Corporation Court the verdict was for Wilson, and
the True Reformers appealed.
The supreme court, speaking through President Keith,
upheld the trial judge's actions in every instance.

The

basic fact, Keith concluded, was that the endorsement was
invalid.

That finding settled all points.

It was irrelevant

that Watkins had used the money to help support William Wil
son and to pay Cealia Wilson's medical bills.

The True Re

formers had erred in paying her, and still owed on the policy
34Richmond Planet, December 19, 1896.

35Grand Fountain
594 (1899).

U. 0. T. R. v. Wilson, 96 Va.
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to William Wilson. 3

6

The unique case of Thomas v. Turner's Adm'r,J" 7 which
involved a black woman and her white attorney, reached the
Supreme Court in 1890.

Lemuel Turner, a wealthy Nelson

County resident, died in 1878, leaving most of his estate
in trust for the use of his natural daughter and former
slave Emily R. Thomas.
defendant in a lawsuit.

At the time of his death Turner was
Acting as both administrator of the

estate and attorney for Emily Thomas, Thomas P. Fitzpatrick
defended the case.

The lower court found against Turner's

estate in the amount of $18,000, but the Supreme Court re
versed that decision.

Afterwards, Thomas and Fitzpatrick

disagreed over the fee the lawyer should receive.
In December, 1886, Emily Thomas and Fitzpatrick executed
a written contract.

The paper praised the lawyer for his

services and credited him with having saved the woman's es
tate.

She then assigned to the lawyer the interest on all

money belonging to "the residuum of the estate," i.e., Emily's
share, from the death of Lemuel Turner until January, 1890,
plus $5,000 of the principal.

Emily signed the contract with

an "X," and the document included a certificate from Justice
36Another case arising from a True Reformer policy was
in litigation in Lynchburg during this period, but the Supreme
Court did not render its decision until 1903. Leftwich v.
Wells, 101 Va. 255.
3787 Va. 1 (1890).
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of the Peace J. J. Camp that the contract had been read and
explained to Emily in his presence.
Shortly thereafter Fitzpatrick filed a bill in equity
against Emily Thomas and her children to settle the account.
Thomas answered that she had signed the contract in ignorance
of its true meaning.

She had thought that she was agreeing

only to a payment of $5,000 out of the estate.

Her answer

also noted that the interest in dispute came to more than
$4,000.

If that amount were added to the $5,000 principal,

plus the usual administrator's fee, Fitzpatrick would re
ceive approximately $10-12,000 in payment.

That would be

quite a reward, considering that he had originally saved the
estate only $18,000.
At trial, Fitzpatrick testified that at one time Emily
had been willing to give him all the estate except for her
farm, but he had refused.

When she insisted on paying him

well, he suggested the current contract and produced a docu
ment previously prepared with those terms.

Afterwards, he

continued, he read the document slowly and explained it to
her.

Camp also tried to explain it and advised her that the

terms were fair.

After signing, Emily mentioned that she

had expected him to charge a larger fee and that she was
well satisfied.
When Emily Thomas testified about the meeting she remem
bered it differently.

He had told her, she said, that the

$5,000 was the complete fee, and she had replied that she
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thought that amount to be sufficient.

The lawyer assured

her that after the. $5,000 payment the balance of the personal
estate would be hers.

She told Fitzpatrick at the time that

she did not understand the contract, even after he had read
She emphasized that the only part of the contract

it twice.

she had understood was the $5,000 payment, and that she had
stated to the lawyer her resolution that that amount was all
she was willing to pay.
Two other witnesses who had been present at the meeting
testified.

Fitzpatrick's son remembered that Emily had said

that she understood and was willing to sign the contract.
Camp also recalled her listening to and seeming to be satis
fied with the agreement.

On cross-examination, however, he

admitted that his own interpretation of the contract had been
that the lawyer was to receive only the $5,000 fee.

Sheriff

M. K. Estes, Emily Thomas' trustee, testified that, when
Emily had come to him sometime later to discuss the estate,
she appeared to have no knowledge of the assignment of in
terest.

When he explained it to her, she replied that she

had wanted Fitzpatrick to have only the $5,000 principal.
After weighing the testimony, the circuit court held the con
tract to be valid, and Thomas appealed.
Delivering the majority opinion for the Supreme Court,
President Lewis found the lower court decree erroneous.
Courts must watch closely, he declared, any attorney-client
dealings that were for the benefit of the attorney.

As a
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matter of public policy such transactions were ''presumptively invalid," the presumption to be overcome only by clear
evidence.

The purpose of such a policy was to protect clients.

It was the lawyer's responsibility to prove that the contract
was fair and that the client had entered into it freely and
with full understanding of its terms.
In the present case the attorney-client relationship had
even greater effect because Fitzpatrick was also administra
tor of the estate.

Thomas, on the other hand, was an illit

erate woman unaccustomed to legal business.

It was only nat

ural that she should feel gratitude to the lawyer, but that
very gratitude was the problem.

Her gratitude to and depen

dence on Fitzpatrick may easily have led her to an unwise
decision.

Lewis stated, "[The evidence] shows very clearly

that the contract, instead of being an act of rational con
sideration, an act of pure volition uninfluenced, was rather
the impulsive, hasty, and unadvised act of one who, to use
the,surprisingly apt language of the appellee's own counsel,
was under a 'generous thraldom of gratitude' to the attorney
whom she regarded as her 'deliverer. 11138 Although Emily had
a right to be generous, Fitzpatrick had a special duty to
guard her against too much generosity.

At the least, he

should have summoned a disinterested adviser.

Camp thought

that he had been called only to certify her acknowledgement,
38Ibid., at 18.
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not to act as Thomas' adviser.

In addition, Camp testified

that he himself had interpreted the contract in the same way
as had Emily.
For Lewis, the issue was whether Thomas had understood
the effects of the contract when she signed it.

He found no

evidence that she had, and therefore assumed that she had
not.

He emphasized that he was not impugning Fitzpatrick's

integrity, only suggesting that the attorney had been care
less.

Fitzpatrick should still receive, as compensation for

his services, $5,000 from the estate.

Concerning the con

tract, Lewis remarked, "We . . . are of opinion that a deci
sion could hardly be rendered more repugnant to public policy .

than would be a decision upholding this co�tract

under the circumstances disclosed by the record." 39
Judge Lacy, however, dissented from his colleagues.

He

denied that any rule existed in Virginia requiring special
watchfulness over a lawyer-client transaction.

An attorney

had no greater burden than any other party when entering in
to a contract.

Emily Thomas had at one time offered Fitz

patrick all of the estate except her farm, so that in the
end he took less than the original settlement.

Also, she

"readily and cheerfully" agreed to the final contract.

Lacy

thought that Thomas was simply trying to avoid her responsi
bilities under the contract.
3 9 Ibid., at 21.
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The persistent hints at attempted fraud contained in
Lacy's dissents in Thomas and Reynolds seem to have been more
the products of his own suspicions than of the evidence. In
the 1887 case of Waller y. Johnson,40 however, his colleagues
shared his skepticism about a contested claim.

In 1882 a

black woman named Ellen Waller brought suit in equity against
Crawford H. Johnson and his wife Elizabeth to set aside an
1874 deed conveying real estate in Norfolk from Johnson to
his wife.

Waller asserted that Johnson owed her $1,175 on

two loans dating from 1873, proved by his notes and a prom
issory letter dated 1881.

The Corporation Court of Norfolk

decreed for the defendants, and the circuit court dismissed
an appeal.

The Supreme Court accepted the case, but its de

cision gave Waller no more relief than she had received below.
Judge Hinton not only rejected her claim but also chal
lenged her motive.

He said, ''We are forced to the conclusion

that no such indebtedness ever existed; that the whole claim
is but a fraudulent scheme devised between the said Crawford
H. Johnson and his paramour, Ellen Waller, to deprive his

wife of [her property]."41

The evidence, Hinton continued,

showed that Waller was a former slave who in 1873 was living
on the Eastern Shore and working for forty cents a day.

This

contradicted her claim that at that time she was living in
40
82 Va. 966 (1887).

41Ibid., at 967.
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Baltimore and had made a loan of more than $1,000.

Hinton

also viewed with suspicion the fact that prior to the suit
Crawford Johnson had deserted his wife and r'taken up n with
Waller.

If Hinton's interpretation of the evidence was cor

rect, Waller did indeed have a poor case.
Problems of land fraud dated to the early Reconstruc
tion period when illiterate and inexperienced freedmen were
easy prey for unscrupulous sellers.

False deeds were common,

and even sellers who legitimately owned their land sometimes
refused to transfer title.42 As the years passed, abuses
became less flagrant but still occurred in a variety of forms.
In 1876 a white man was sentenced to the chain gang for charg
ing black residents of Norfolk a fee for assessing the value
of their houses, supposedly as a step toward reducing their
rent. 43 B. F. Turner, a black real estate agent, cheated a
black Richmond cook on a land transaction in 1897.44 One
major fraud involved a number of black Richmond residents who
45
had invested in Virginia Beach land.
42
WPA, Negro in Virginia, pp. 219-20; DuBois, "Negroes
of Farmville, n p. 29.
43R·ichmond Daily Dispatch, January 25, 1876.

44
Richmond Planet, March 6, 1897. The article does not
give Turner's race, but Chataigne's Gazetteer and Classified
Business Directory, 1888-'9 (Richmond: J. H. Chataigne & Co.
Publishers, 1887), p. 446, lists a black real estate agent
named B. T. Turner.
45Richmond Planet, September 9, 1899.
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In� v. Commonwealth 46 the Supreme Court considered
the case of William Fay, sentenced to three years in the pen
itentiary for obtaining money under false pretenses.
sold Nelson Randolph, a black man, a lot for $200.
lem was that Fay did not own the lot.

Fay
The prob

Having received a

down payment from Randolph, Fay used the money as his own
down payment to purchase the lot from its true owner.

Fay

followed the same procedure with a second portion of the
owner's land.

His plan was to sell the two sections for $200,

while paying $300 for the entire plot.

Unfortunately, Fay

went bankrupt before he could finish his payments to the owner.
Randolph, in the meantime, had paid off his debt to Fay and
demanded title to the land.
was not the true owner.

Only then did he learn that Fay

Randolph finally obtained his deed

by paying the owner the amount still

owed by Fay.

Fay prom

ised to repay Randolph, but never did.
The Supreme Court reversed the conviction on two grounds.
First, said Judge Anderson, the Commonwealth failed to prove
that Fay's pretense of ownership had led Randolph to make a
purchase he would not otherwise have made.

The best that can

be said for Anderson's interpretation of the evidence on this
46
69

Va. (28 Gratt.) 912 (1877). The opinion does not
identify Fay by race, but since Randolph is described as a
"colored man," the assumption is that Fay would also be so
described if he were black. The only William Fay listed in
Chataigne's Richmond City Directory, 1879-80 (Richmond: Com
piled and Published by J. H. Chataigne, 1879), p. 125, is
white. On this case see, also, Richmond Daily Dispatch, Sept
ember 21, October 2, 1876.
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point is that it was somewhat strained.

More understandable

was the court's ruling that the defendant had not acted with
fraudulent intent.

Indeed, Fay intended that Randolph should

get his land at the price agreed upon.

Had Fay not gone into

bankruptcy all parties would have been satisfied.

After ar

ranging the deal with the two black men, Fay had explained
his plan to the owner, who made no objection until Fay later
defaulted on his payments.

Fay was out to cheat no one, only

to turn an easy profit as middleman.

His conduct was, in

Anderson's word, "censurable," but not criminal under the
statute involved.
Although they did not concern business affairs, one
final group of civil cases, those concerned with torts, should
be noted.

Although the Supreme Court decided a large number

of tort cases during this period, in only two were the parties
specifically identified as black.

Despite this fact, the very

nature of such cases guarantees that many other plaintiffs
were also black.

A substantial proportion of the cases con

cerned railroad accidents--death or injury of passengers,
crewmen, track workers, or pedestrians caught on the right of
47
way.
These categories included large numbers of blacks, as
did another common class of victims, manual laborers in
47
rn his memoirs, railroad attorney Beverley B. Munford
recalled several cases in which the plaintiffs were black.
Random Recollections (n.p.: Privately Printed, 1905), pp.
106-23. Richmond State, June 11, 1883, reports a successful
action by the estate of David Frazier, black, against a rail
road.
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dangerous occupations.

The lack of mention of blacks in the

reported opinions thus signifies only that such parties were
not described by race.
One man who was so identified was George Moon, killed
while serving as a rear brakeman on the Richmond
Railroad.

&

Allegheny

The derailment that caused his death was a result

of a foreman's failure to signal the engineer that part of
the roadbed was under repair.

Moon's administrator brought

an action against the railroad for wrongful death, claiming
negligence.

The railroad contended that any negligence had

been on the part of the deceased's fellow servants, for which
the company was not liable.

The instructions given to the

jury supported the defense contentions, leading the jury to
find for the company.

The Supreme Court reversed, holding

that the foreman was not a fellow servant but an agent of the
company for whose negligence the railroad was liable.
court ordered a new tria
. l.48

The

The second tort case in which a party was specifi
cally described as black was Piedmont Electric Illuminating
Co. v. Patteson's Adm'x,49 decided in 1888. Miles Patteson
48
Moon's Adm'r v. Richmond & A.R.R., 78 Va. 745 (1884).
Torian's Adm'r v. Richmond & A.R.R., 84 Va. 192 (1887), arose
from the same accident, had a similar judicial history, and
reached a similar conclusion in the Supreme Court. Robert
Torian is not identified by race, but he was serving in the
same capacity as Moon. The assumption is that he was black.
4984 Va. 747 (1888).
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was an employee of the electric company, dispatched to repair
an open circuit.

He was later found at the top of a lamp

pole, dead from electrocution.

Circumstances pointed to de

fective equipment as the cause of the fatal accident.

Patte

son's administratrix brought an action in Lynchburg Corpora
tion Court, where a jury found the company guilty of negli
gence and awarded her $3,000.

The defense appealed, stress

ing assumption of risk and contributory negligence on the
part of the deceased.

The Supreme Court, believing the evi

dence for contributory negligence conclusive, reversed the
decision.
Judge Cardwell's opinion in Richmond Passenger & Power
Co� v. Robinson did not identify the plaintiff as black, al
50
though that fact was known to the court.
Robinson, the
driver of a delivery wagon in Richmond, received serious in
juries when his horse was shocked while crossing a defective
track of the defendant's electric street railway line.

The

shock threw Robinson from his vehicle and onto the tracks.
At trial he asked for $1,500 damages and received $550.

The

company appealed, citing erroneous instructions to the jury.
The Supreme Court affirmed, holding that the instructions
were correct.

In addition, wrote Cardwell, the damages

awarded were hardly excessive.

When medical expenses and

50
100 Va. 394 (1902). Robinson's race is
several times in the testimony included in the
record, as well as in his own brief. Richmond
Robinson, in Supreme Court of Appeals, Records
CXXI, 0. S. , 1, 4 2.

mentioned
lower court
Passenger v.
and Briefs,
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loss of wages had been deducted, the remaining amount was
reasonable compensation for the plaintiff's physical pain,
mental suffering, inconvenience, and disability.
· Sl .
is noteworthy
0 ne f.ina1 tort case, Payne v. Tanci1,
more for the parties involved than for the legal issues in
dispute.

Tancil brought an action for defamation against

Payne, alleging that the latter had publicly stated that
Tancil was guilty of fornication and adultery.

A jury in

Richmond Law and Equity Court awarded the plaintiff damages
of $1,500.

Defendant appealed on the ground that the word

ing of the plaintiff's complaint was erroneous.

The Supreme

Court affirmed, with Judge Buchanan's opinion hewing to the
procedural question.

The untold story was that Payne was

pastor of the black Fourth Baptist Church and Tancil a re
52
spected black physician and banker.
The cases in this chapter indicate that the Virginia
Supreme Court of Appeals attempted to protect the legal and
equitable rights of blacks during this period.

The fact that

one or both of the parties to a suit were black appears to
have made little difference.

Blacks did not hesitate to ap

peal to the courts to release them from contractual obligations,
51
98 Va. 262 (1900); Richmond Dispatch, June 11, 1899;
Richmond Planet, March 31, 1900.
52The trial verdict caused additional problems for Payne,
with several deacons bringing charges against him at a church
meeting. The ensuing uproar ended in police court with the
pastor's critics and supporters trading charges of assault.
Richmond Planet, August 26, September 9, 1899.
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and the Supreme Court used its equity powers to insure Jus
tice for all concerned.

Only Judge Lacy sometimes was re

luctant to believe black parties and voiced dark suspicions
about their motives.
Most cases which reached the Supreme Court involved sub
stantial amounts of land or money.

These cases tell little

about the fate of blacks embroiled in controversies where
smaller amounts were at stake.

Perhaps those blacks received

poorer justice at the hands of lower state courts, or were
not able to use the courts at all.

Blacks whose cases reach

ed the Supreme Court at least had reason to believe that their
pleas would be examined fairly.
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VII.

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL CASES
AND THE CRIME OF RAPE

In the years following Emancipation a principal topic
of concern in the South was the supposed criminal nature of
the black man.

Released from the moral guidance and physical

restraint of slavery, the freedman's low intelligence and
lack of moral sensitivity would surely lead him to an orgy
of crime, or so many believed.

For the next forty years

southern whites pointed to general statistics and specific
instances to prove that their fears were well-founded.

They

demanded that the legal system protect them from the thiev
ing, violent horde.

The blacks, on the other hand, challeng

ed the statistics and charged that illegal actions carried
out in the name of the law were turning the white fear into
self-fulfilling prophecy.
That black crime increased after the Civil War is hard
ly surprising.

How much effect the moral instruction and ex

ample provided by masters actually had is open to question,
but the physical limitations imposed by slavery were effec
tive in holding down slave crime.

Restrictions on travel,

ownership of property, and possession of weapons, combined
with constant supervision and the threat of summary punish
ment, precluded criminal desires and opportunities.

The re

moval of these obstacles allowed blacks of a criminal nature
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to pursue their calling, but no proof exists that this class
included the majority or even a substantial number of the
freedmen.
The causes of black criminality were many and varied,
arising from both the enslaved past and the oppressed pre
sent.

Apologists' claims to the contrary, the "school" of

slavery did little to prepare black people for freedom.

The

new freedmen possessed little moral training, loose ideas
about the nature of personal property, and a lack of self
respect.

Some reacted to their unaccustomed freedom by laps

ing into idleness.

Having been shielded from, or deprived

of, the normal workings of the law by their masters, the
former slaves were unfamiliar with many aspects of the legal
system.
After time and experience had erased the vestigial ef
fects of slavery, the circumstances of black life retained
many aspects conducive to crime.

Most blacks suffered from

poverty, frequent unemployment, and poor economic conditions
in general.

Low social status resulted in a lack of dignity

and self-respect, and mistreatment by whites evoked feelings
of hatred and a desire for revenge.

The discriminatory ad

ministration of justice did little to encourage black respect
for the law.

The common knowledge that black defendants often

were accused and convicted unjustly led the black community
to treat them as martyrs rather than criminals.

That whites

guilty of crimes against blacks often escaped punishment, and
that crimes within the black community were often ignored,
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further lessened black belief in the fairness and efficacy

of the law.1

Given these factors, it is not surprising that the rate
of black criminality was somewhat high.
determine how high is impossible.

Unfortunately, to

White southerners used

various statistics, usually conviction and prison records, to
prove the black man 1 s excessive predilection toward crime.
The nature of the system from which those statistics were
gathered, however, made such usage invalid.

The racial dis

crimination inherent throughout the southern criminal justice
system distorted the meaning of all such statistics.

Although

accurate in themselves, they were not meaningful enough to
carry much significance beyond the data specifically computed.
Even so, a cautious and. informed approach can extract valu
able quantitative information from such records.

Thus, the

fact that during the years 1870-1901, 78 percent of the pri
soners received at the Virginia state penitentiary were black
does

not mean that blacks were so much more criminally in

clined than whites.

It does indicate that blacks were convicted

1The causes of black crime have been a common topic among
scholars. Helpful discussions include: Guy B. Jo.hfrson, "The
Negro and Crime," The Annals of the American Academy of Poli
tical and Social Science, CCXVII (September, 1941), 93-104;
Monroe N. Work, ' Negro Criminality in the South," ibid., XLIX
(September_, 1913), 74-80; Gunnar Myrdal, An AmericanDilemma:
The Nearo Problem and Modern Democrac (2 vols.; New York:
Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1944 , II, 974-79; W. E. Burg
hardt DuBois, ed., "Some Notes on Negro Crime, Particularly
in Georgia," Report on a Social Study . . ., Atlanta Univer
sity Publications No. 9 (Atlanta: Atlanta University Press,
1904).
1
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of felonies substantially more often than were whites.2
Even before the war blacks had committed crimes and ap
peared before the Virginia bar of justice.

Until 1832 free

blacks were entitled to the same procedural rights as white
men, but in that year the General Assembly decided that free
blacks should receive jury trials only in cases of homicide
or when in jeopardy of capital punishment.

For all other

felonies they were to be tried "in the same manner as slaves,"
by courts of oyer and terminer consisting of at least five
county or corporation court justices.

Conviction required a

unanimous bench, and there was no appeal of the verdict.

For

a misdemeanor punishable by stripes a free black was tried
before a justice of the county or corporation court.

For

other misdemeanors charged against a free black the justice
had the option either to try him as a slave or to commit him
for the next session of the regular court, where he would
"be tried as other free persons.11 3
2compiled from Virginia, Board of Directors of the Vir
ginia Penitentiary, Reports (published annually). The peni
tentiary received 9,692 blacks and 2,671 whites. On the fac
tors causing distortion in such statistics, see Thorsten Sellin,
"The Negro Criminal: A Statistical Note," The Annals, CXL
(November, 1928), 52-64; Nathaniel Cantor, "Crime and the
Negro," The Journal of Negro History, XVI, No. 1 (1931), 62-65;
Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, Race Relations:
Adjustment of Whites and Negroes in the United States (Boston:
D. C. Heath and Company, 1934), pp. 431-32.
3virginia, General Assembly, Acts, 1831-1832, ch. 22, sec.
11, reprinted in Supplement to the Revised Code (1833), ch. 187,
sec. 11, p. 248; Revised Code (1819), I, ch. 111, secs. 32-3;,
pp. 428-30; Code (1849), ch. 212, sec. 14, p. 788; John Hender
son Russell,°The Free Negro in Virginia, 1619-1865 (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins Press, 1913), pp. 103-104.
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For most felonies free blacks were liable to the same
punishment as whites, but there were some important differ
ences.

An 1823 law provided that free blacks convicted of

any crime previously punishable by imprisonment for more than
two years were henceforth to be sold as slaves and transport
4
ed beyond the United States.
Public disapproval forced re
peal of the law in 1828, but by then thirty-five free blacks
had been sold into slavery.

In the Code of 1849 the criminal

prohibitions referred to "free persons," thus putting togeth
er whites and free blacks for all offenses except such ob
viously sensitive crimes as rape, attempted rape of a white
woman, and attempted murder of a white person.

In 1860 the

General Assembly reinstituted the possibility of sale into

slavery.5

Laws concerning the criminal acts of slaves were more
consistent throughout the antebellum period.

A 1692 act re

quired that any slave charged with a capital offense be tried
without jury by a court of oyer and terminer appointed by the
governor.
4

Slight changes of detail were made at various times

General Assembly, Acts, 1822-1823, chs. 32, 33, reprinted in Supplement (1833), ch. 176, p. 234. In Aldridge v.
Commonwealth, 2 Va. Cas. 447 (1824), the General Court of Vir
ginia held the statute constitutional on the ground that the
sections of the state constitution calling for equal rights
did not extend to free blacks.
5General Assembly, Acts, 1827-1828, ch. 37, reprinted in
Supplement (1833), ch. 183, secs. 1, 4, p. 242; Code (1849),
chs. 190-200, pp. 722-754; General Assembly, Acts-:--r859-1860,
ch. 54, sec. 1, p. 163; Russell, Free Negro in Virginia, pp.
104-106; [Kenneth M. Murchison and Arthur J. Schwab,] Note,
"Capital Punishment in Virginia," Virginia Law Review, LVIII,
No. 1 (1972), 102-105.
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during the eighteenth century, and by 1819 the procedure for
trying slaves for felony was well-set.

The justices of the

county or corporation court served as justices of oyer and
terminer, a minimum of five of whom were required for trial.
The justices assigned counsel to the slave, to be paid by the
owner, and a unanimous verdict was necessary for conviction.
On a misdemeanor charge a slave was tried by one justice with
the possibility of appeal by the owner to the county or cor.
poration
court. 6
Because the threat of loss of freedom was no deterrent
to the slave, the sanctions against his criminal activity
consisted of physical punishment.

Most noticeable is the

large number of offenses which called for capital punishment.
By the Code of 1849 a slave was subject to death if he com
mitted any crime that, if committed by a free black, was pun
ishable by death or imprisonment for a minimum of three years.
The only mitigating circumstance was a slim one.

If the of

fense was not one for which a white person would also be liable
for death, the court could order the slave's sale and trans
portation beyond the United States.
7
. hment was stripes.
.
punis

For lesser crimes the

As important as the statutes themselves was the manner
6William W. Hening, The Statutes at Large: Being a Col
lection of All the Laws of Virginia (13 vols.; Richmond:
Printed for the Editor, 1809), III, 102-103; Revised Code
(1819), I, ch. 111, sec. 32, pp. 428-29; Code (1849), ch.
212, secs. 13, 15, p. 788; James Curtis Ballagh, A History of
Slavery in Virginia (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1902),
PP. 82-85.
7Virginia, Code (1849) ch. 200, secs. 4, 5, 7, pp. 75354; Ballagh, Slavery in Virginia, pp. 85-89.

in which they were applied.
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Unfortunately, scholarly research

on the subject has been meager.

Few substantive appeals ap

pear in the printed reports because the verdicts of the trial
courts of oyer and terminer could not be revised by any other
court.8 In the cases that did reach the General Court, the
judges showed no trend toward either severity or leniencr
interpreting the statutes.

in

In Aldridge v. Commonwealth 9 the

court upheld the constitutionality of the 1823 Act calling for
the sale and transportation of free blacks convicted of offenses
previously calling for more than two years' imprisonment.

The

court also interpreted the act to mean that the two-year limit
referred to the maximum possible sentence, thus extending the
act's dire effects.

It did so despite a dissent by Judge R. E.

Parker that the opposite reading would, "in a great measure,
free the Act from the charge of gross inhumanity; . . . and we
shall be doing this in favour of the prisoner; in favour of
liberty, and not against it.1110 In Commonwealth�· Weldon,11
however, the court ruled that the 1832 act transferring juris
diction over free black crimes to the slave courts of ayer and
terminer referred only to the procedural aspects of trial,
and that free blacks were not liable to the harsher punishments
decreed for slaves.
8Peter v. Commonwealth, 2 Va. Cas. 330 (1823); Anderson
v. Commonwealth, 32 Va. (5 Leigh) 740 (1835).
92 Va. Cas. 447 (1824).
10
Ibid., at 456.
1131 Va. (4 Leigh) 652 (1833).
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Although there was no judicial appeal from courts of
oyer and terminer, the governor received trial records of
major crimes for executive review.

James H. Johnston's anal

ysis of these records provides some clue to the nature of
slave trials.

Johnston wrote:

The study of slave crime and the administration of
justice . . . impresses the student with the fact
that the slaveholders were, in most cases, sincere
in their efforts to give full justice to the slave
according to the letter of the law. It appears
that the slave under arrest received full measure
of "due process of law" according to pre-Civil War
standards. This belief is attested by voluminous
testimony of witnesses at slave trials, both white
and Negro. . . . [T]he student is led to believe
that the Negro slave in Virginia may have received,
according to slave law and legal procedure, a more
full measure of "due process of law" than is pos
sible in many of ;he courts of certain states in
the present day.1There were other reasons why the courts may have treated
blacks with fairness, but some measure of humanitarian feel
ing was involved in such trials.

Having sentenced a slave

to death, the justices of one court protested to the gover
nor that, "as members of the Court from the whole train of
evidence we thought him guilty . . . , but as the law under
12James Hugo Johnston, Race Relations in Vir inia and
Miscegenation in the South, 1776-1860 Amherst: University
of Massachusetts Press, 1970), p. 86. For a similar finding
for the South generally, see A. E. Keir Nash, "Fairness and
Formalism in the Trials of Blacks in the State Supreme Courts
of the Old South," Virginia Law Review, LVI, No. 1 (1970), 64100. A more recent study charges that the procedural weak
nesses of the Virginia system, especially the lack of judicial
review, made the state compare llllfavorably with her southern
sisters: "Virginia, considered by contemporaries and histor
ians alike as the most humane of slave states in day-to-day
practice, maintained the most repressive system of criminal
law regarding slaves." Daniel J. Flanigan, "Criminal Proce
dure in Slave Trials in the Antebellum South," The Journal of
Southern History, XL, No. 4 (1974), 540-46, quote on p. 546.
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which he stood condemned appeared to be a very harsh one and
inasmuch as it made that offense a capital one in a black
man or a slave, which only inflicted a moderate corporal
punishment on a free person, we could not help feeling con
siderable concern, that we were called upon to take part in
the execution of a law which operated so unequally.1113 Johns
ton found that appeals to the governor for mercy were often
successful, and that courts sometimes pronounced guilty ver
dicts only because they felt a recommendation of mercy would
be granted.
The amount of black crime during the slavery period
posed a problem for postwar southern whites.

A high incidence

would have justified the severity and discriminatory aspects
of the old criminal code.

On the other hand, a low antebel

lum incidence of crime would have proved that the peculiar
institution provided a necessary rein on the black man's in
herent criminality.

As James C. Ballagh wrote in 1902, ''Law

and customary treatment together served to a remarkable de
gree the purpose of preventing that large growth of indivi
dual crime that has come with this class of population in its
free condition, relieved of the extraordinary restraints of
slavery and of discrimination.11

14

According to Ballagh, the

harshness of the statutes was meant as a deterrent and was

successful in keeping down the amount of serious slave crime.15
13Quoted in Johnston, Race Relations, p. 82.
14 Ballagh, Slavery in Virginia, p. 89.
15
Ibid., pp. 88-89.
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James H. Johnston, however, found eighty-eight slaves con
demned for murder or attempted murder of white men in the
years 1800-1833, excluding those involved in insurrection.
In addition, he discovered twenty-seven cases of attempted

poisoning and fifteen of arson.16

These totals are not ex

traordinarily high, but they indicate that serious slave
crime was more extensive than Ballagh and other supporters
of old regime discipline would have us believe.
Concerning the free black, Ballagh perceived what he
interpreted to be the first stirrings of the race's future
rampant criminality.

Free blacks not only committed serious

crimes but were far over-represented in the state peniten
tiary.17

John H. Russell, however, disagreed with Ballagh 1 s

conclusion.

Russell noted that as early as the 1820's Gov

ernor William Giles had challenged the relevance of prison
statistics.

Russell agreed with Giles that unequal adminis

tration of justice distorted the figures, while the free
black's precarious economic situation often was the cause of
the crime that did exist.

Russell wrote, "The criminal capa

cities and tendencies of the antebellum free negro were not
so great as they were quite generally belived to be.1118
With the end of slavery the need for a separate judicial
system do deal with the crimes of blacks also disappeared.
16Johnston, Race Relations, pp. 20-29, 76, 317-21.
17
Ballagh, Slavery in Virginia, pp. 89, 146-47.
18
Russell, Free Negro in Virginia, pp. 164-67.
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In February, 1866, the General Assembly repealed those chap
ters of the state code dealing with offenses by and criminal
proceedings against blc1.cks, and instead provided that, "All
laws in respect to crimes and punishments, and in respect to
criminal proceedings, applicable to white persons, shall ap
ply in like manner to colored persons and to Indians, unless
when it is otherwise specifically provided.1119

This act

meant that crimes formerly punishable by death if committed
by blacks, especially slaves, no longer carried such a deter
r�nce.

To remedy this problem the General Assembly enacted

new laws extending capital punishment to the offenses of
rape, burglary, horse stealing, and armed robbery.20 As two
recent commentators note,
The effect of the 1866 legislation was once again
to authorize the death penalty for these crimes.
But since the legislature apparently felt it im
politic to distinguish penalties by race, they
made the death penalty discretionary for these
crimes, and placed their trust in the judgment of
white judges and white juries.21
In April, 1867, the General Assembly passed a lengthy
act amending the entire structure of criminal procedure in
22
the state courts.
Some changes were made necessary by the
19General Assembly, Acts, 1865-1866, ch. 17, secs. 2, 3,
pp. 84-85.
ZOibid., ch. 14, p. 82; ch. 22, pp. 88-89; chs. 25-26,
p. 90. -21 [Murchison and Schwab,] "Capital Punishment in Virginia,"
p. 106. "It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the
aim of this statute was to threaten the former slaves with
death if they attempted to take by force the property of their
former masters." Ibid., p. 116.
22General Assembly, Acts, 1866-1867, ch. 118, pp. 915-46.
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disappearance of the old slave court system.

Although the

act contained no specific mention of blacks, "it doubtless
grew, in a great measure, out of the emancipation of negroes,
and the policy of obliterating the pre-existing differences
in the mode of prosecuting criminal offences when committed
by white or free persons on the one hand, and slaves on the
other.11 2 3 The major problem caused by the end of the old
oyer and terminer system had been the swamping of the circuit
courts by felony trials of both whites and blacks.

The new

act enabled the county courts to share jurisdiction over

such trials. 2 4

Little information concerning black crime in the post
war period is available.

Newspaper accounts were scattered,

incomplete, and usually biased.

Contemporary commentators

were similarly prejudiced and often ill-informed.

The nature

of these two sources led them to note the extraordinary crime
and trial rather than the representative.

The legal docu

ments themselves provide the most complete and accurate view
of black crimes and trials.

The basic source is the trial

record--the history of the crime and legal proceedings.

Al

though these records are scattered in court houses through
out Virginia, many were reprinted for the benefit of the
Supreme Court when hearing appeals.

Much of the material

3Philips v. Commonwealth, 60 Va. (19 Gratt.) 485, 51920 (1868).
2

24Ibid.; General Assembly, Acts, 1866-1867, ch. 118;
Wright �ommonwealth, 60 Va. (19 Gratt.) 626 (1870).
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contained in the briefs and records was, 1n turn, reprinted
in the opinions of the judges.
In criminal cases the Supreme Court served as a final
check against wrongful conviction.

In general, the court

reversed convictions for either or both of two reasons--lack
of sufficient evidence to warrant a guilty verdict, and fail
ure to enforce procedural safeguards intended to guarantee
fair trial.

A reversal did not mean that the court thought

the defendant innocent, only that the requirements of law
had not been met at the trial.

A finding of insufficient

evidence did not imply that such evidence did not exist, only
that it had not been presented legally at the trial.
reversal did not mean freedom for the defendant.

And

He was

still liable to, and usually could expect, retrial.

In short,

the judges' immediate duty was to guarantee not the accuracy
of a verdict but the integrity of the process by which that
verdict had been reached.
This role proved especially important for the Virginia
Supreme Court in the case of black defendants in the years
following Reconstruction.

Racial hostility, fear of black

crime, social inequality, and a tradition of summary punish
ment of slaves all made suspect the ability of a black man
or woman to receive a fair trial.

Jurors and lower court

judges too easily could be moved by prejudice and emotion.
The judges of the Supreme Court, although perhaps holding
some racial prejudice of their own, were yet a step removed
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from the emotions of a case.ZS

They studied the evidence in

the quiet of their chambers rather than the heated atmosphere
of a trial courtroom.

Also, they realized the importance of

their high position and the integrity, wisdom, and fairness
it demanded.
The most visible form of injustice was the conviction
of a defendant on the basis of insufficient evidence.

Iron-

ically, it was in such cases that the Supreme Court felt the
most restraint on its power to reverse.26 It believed that
the jury box was the proper place to weigh the evidence.

To

infringe on the prerogatives of the jury was a dangerous and
distasteful step.

It rebuked not only the jurors but the

trial judge who had allowed such a verdict to stand.

The

court sometimes affirmed a conviction but implied that its
own verdict on the evidence would have been different.

The

judges reversed only those cases in which the evidence plainly
did not warrant the verdict.
II
After the Civil War, one observer has noted, t'the myth
of the faithful slave was replaced by the legend of the Negro
25counsel for one black appellant emphasized the impor
tant position of a judge who 11 calmly considers the law . . .
removed from the influence of public sentiment.t' Hairston v.
Commonwealth, in Virginia, Supreme Court of Appeals, Records
and Briefs, XC, O.S., 42, 45.
26see the discussion in Cash v. Commonwealth, 2 Va. Dec.
1, 4-5 (1895).
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as a rapist.1127

No legend had more widespread acceptance

among whites, and none had more important effect on the theory
and practice of race relations.

Black rape was the most

feared result of the ex-slaves' new freedom.

The punishment

of rape was a function of the law, but in no other area were
legal institutions under such extreme pressure from extra
legal considerations.

As one attorney argued before the Vir

ginia Supreme Court, "[I]n the eyes of the white man gener
ally, the charge is sufficient to make them [a white jury]
think the accused is guilty without evidence to prove it, and,
in such cases it has been the experience of men that so re
volting is the offence in the eyes of a southern white man
that negroes are ofttimes hung by the lynchers .

. on mere

suspicion, and doubtless many innocent men have given up their
1� 1. ves

. . . simply on a charge of having been guilty of this

detestable crime.1128

The uncontrollable lust of the black man for white women
was more than an article of faith among southern whites.
was accepted as scientific fact.

It

"There is something strange

ly alluring and seductive to them in the appearance of a white
woman," wrote Philip A. Bruce, "and it moves them to gratify
their lust at any cost and in spite of every obstacle.11 2 9
27Rayford W. Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro: From
Rutherford B. Hayes to Woodrow Wilson (New York: Collier
Books, 1965), p. 115.

28Hairston v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XC,
o.s., 45.
29
Philip A. Bruce, The Plantation Negro as a Freeman,
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1889), p. 83.
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Men with impeccable scientific credentials shared Bruce's
views.

Dr. Hunter McGuire, the most respected Virginia phys

ician of his day, commented publicly on "the sexual perver
sion in the negro of the present day," referring to the
"common" occurrence of interracial rape by black men. 30
No evidence existed then, as none exists now, to support
the legend of the black rapist.

Emancipation did not unleash

an unnatural black lust previously held in check by slavery.
The restrictive nature of slave society had lessened the op
portunities for black interracial rape, but such rape was not
unknown.

Edward Reuter noted that 105 slaves were convicted

in Virginia of rape or attempted rape between 1780 and 1864,
and James H. Johnson lists sixty cases of slaves condemned

to ieath for the rape of white women between 1789 and 1833.31
Reuter also found that more recent figures do not support the
-7

idea of a predilection among blacks toward sex crimes.��

The

tendency of white newspapers to emphasize and dramatize rapes
30
usexual Crimes Among the Southern Negroes Scientific
ally Considered--An Open Correspondence between Hunter McGuire,
M.D., LL.D., of Richmond, Va., and G. Frank Lydston, M.D., of
Chicago, Ill.," Virginia Medical Monthly, XX, No. 2 (1893),
124-125. Lydston disagreed with McGuire about the "perverse"
nature of black sexuality, but he did accept the fact of pre
valent black rape in the South: "This furor sexualis has been
especially frequent among the negroes in States cursed by car
pet-bag statesmanship, in which frequent changes in the social
and commercial status of the negro race have occurred." Ibid.,
p. 118. McGuire served as president of the Medical Society of
Virginia, the American Medical Association, and the American
Surgical Association.
31Edward Byron Reuter, The American Race Problem, rev. by
Jitsuichi Masuoka (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1970),
p. 315; Johnston, Race Relations, pp. 257-63.
32
Reuter, American Race Problem, pp. 324-26.
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by blacks, however, helped to convince Virginians that a
severe threat existed.
fright was real.

If the threat was exaggerated, the

As W. J. Cash noted,

There was real fear, and in some districts even
terror, on the part of the white women themselves.
And there were neurotic old maids and wives, hys
terical young girls, to react to all this in a
fashion well enough understood now, but understood
by almost nobody then.
Hence, if the actual danger was small, it was
nevertheless the most natural thing in the world
for the South to see it as very great, to believe
in it, fully and in all honesty as a menace requir
ing the most desperate measures if it was to be
held off.33
Adding to the problem of black rape was the fact that,
where a black man and white woman were concerned, the definition of rape was often strained.

In part, this stretching

resulted from the belief that any untoward act in the pre
sence of a white woman was the prelude to physical attack.
To a greater degree, the stretching came about because such
an act was considered in itself an attack.

Again, Cash best

explains the southern mind and its "rape complex":
What Southerners felt . . . was that any
assertion of any kind on the part of the Negro
constituted in a perfectly real manner an attack
on the Southern woman. What they saw . . . in
the conditions of Reconstruction was a passage
toward a condition for her as degrading, in their
view, as rape itself. And a condition, moreover,
which, logic or no logic, they infallibly thought
of as being as absolutely forced upon her as rape,
and hence a condition for which the term "rape"
stood as truly as for the de facto deed. 34
Such an attitude would explain, for example, the 1897
33w. J. Cash, The Mind of the South (New York:
A. Knopf, 1941), p. 115.
34Ibid., p. 116.

Alfred
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conviction of Wesley Mayo on a charge of assault with intent
to rape a white woman.

The jury found Mayo guilty even though

the alleged assault had taken place in daylight in an area
open to public view.

Though there was conflicting testimony

whether he had chased the woman or not, all agreed that he
had not come within 30 yards of her.

Trial judge J. H. Ingram,

demonstrating a stricter adherence to the letter of the law
than to social attitudes, set aside the verdict as contrary
to the evidence.

Ingram believed that Mayo probably had made

indecent motions to the woman, but he emphasized that such
actions were not sufficient to convict the defendant of the
35
crime charged.
A similar "rape complex" case reached the Supreme Court
in 1899, and again the judges adhered to the law rather than
extra-legal beliefs.

In his appeal, defense attorney William

M. Peyton emphasized the prevailing attitude at the trial of
George Hairston for attempted rape:
And there is no doubt in this world that your
petitioner was convicted and had this harsh verdict entered against him
. on account of a
dreadfully inflamed public sentiment against his
race. For he is assured that had a white man
been before the same jury who charged him on
trial for the same offence with the same evidence,
he would have gone from the court house a free
man, or he would have had a reasonable fine
35Richmond Planet May 8, 15, 1897. The judge who tried
,
Washington Williams in Amelia County in 1874 was not so scru
pulous. Williams served more than thirteen years for attempt
ed rape until pardoned by the governor "upon satisfactory evi
dence that the boy (a mere youth) made no attempt at rape-
was only guilty of indecent exposure of person." Virginia,
Senate, Journal, 1887-1888, A Communication from the Governor
. . . Transmitting a List of Pardons [hereafter cited as Gov
ernor's Pardon Report], S. Doc. 23, p. 17.
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assessed against him for an assault.36

The court, speaking through Judge Riely, agreed.37
According to the testimony of the alleged victim, Hairs
ton had come to the house of Mary E. Thomasson to speak with
her about some previous business.

He made an "indecent pro

posal," jumped off his mule, and advanced toward her.

He

made a motion as if to grab her dress but did not touch her.
She screamed, jumped away, and threw a stone at him.

When he

failed to stop, she threw some more stones until he finally
left.

The court did not find this evidence convincing.

The

alleged attack, Riely remarked, had taken place at noon, only
SO yards from a house containing Thomasson's parents, and
within sight and hearing of another house.
the attack or heard the screams.

Yet no one saw

The circumstances, in Riely's

words, "invest the charge with very great improbability."
In addition, the court ruled that the state had not proved
attempted rape.

Conviction for that crime required evidence of

force or intent to use force.
the threat thereof.
to use violence.

Hairston did not use force, or

There was no evidence that he had intended

The court had little liking for Hairston's

actions, which it interpreted as solicitation, but the issue
under consideration was attempted rape.

Riely wrote, "However

reprehensible is the conduct of the accused, the evidence is
consistent with a desire [on] his part to have sexual intercourse
45.

36
Hairston v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XC, 0.S.,
37Hairston v. Commonwealth, 97 Va. 754 (1899).
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with the prosecutrix, but, without evidence of an intention
to use force, if necessary, to gratify his desire--only
persuasion. 1138

Riely's opinion is notable for his flouting of two sac
rosanct southern customs.
rape complex.

First, he did not accommodate the

He acknowledged that a black man had made

sexual advances toward a white woman, but he refused to con
sider the episode an attempted rape.

In addition, he demon

strated a lack of total belief in Thomasson's story.

He did

not openly dispute her, but his comment about the charge's
"very great improbability" indicated a refusal to accept the
word of a white Koman regarding her sexual confrontation with
a black man.

To appreciate the significance of his position,

note the discretion with which attorney Peyton had approached
the woman's credibility:

"We can very wel 1 appreciate that a

white woman would have been very indignant at such a propo
sition having been made to her by a negro, and in her deter
mination to convict him we can well understand how she would
have very strong temptation to make the case as strong as

possible. 1139

Stretching the concept of rape also occurred in another
relationship seldom mentioned by southerners of the period.
As Kelly Miller has delicately put it, "We must not overlook
the fact that where a colored man and white woman are concerned,
38

Ibid., at 757.

39
Hairston v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XC,
o.s., 43.
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rape has a larger definition than 1s set down in the diction
aries.

Relations are often punished under this head, which,

if sustained among members of the same race, would receive

a less abominable, though perhaps an equally unhallowed name.1140
Despite the social taboos to the contrary, instances did occur in which white women voluntarily had sexual relations with

black men.

In some cases, peryerseness or social pressure

then led the woman to charge criminal rape, but in other cases
she refused to bend and stood by her lover.

In such cases

society often brought the charge for her.
One method of doing so was illustrated by the Henrico
case of Paul Davis and Cora Twitchell.

Their sexual relations

enraged her father, but Cora not only denied that Davis had
used force but also admitted that she had been the pursuer in
their romance.

Undaunted by evidence to the contrary, includ

ing the woman's own assertion, Twitchell's father contended
that she was under the age of consent and therefore the vic
tim of statutory rape.

Despite the evidence, a jury convicted

Davis of assault and statutory rape and sentenced him to nine
years in the penitentiary.

Because records proved that Cora

was of age, however, Davis' motion for a new trial was granted,
41
and_a nol pros entered ..
4

°Kelly Miller, Race Adjustment: Essays on the Negro in
America (2d ed.; New York: Neale Publishing Company, 1909),
p. 78.
41Twitchell heightened the drama of the case by shooting
Davis as the latter was led to trial. Twitchell was tried and
acquitted, but no doubt felt himself sufficiently punished when
Cora was delivered of a mulatto baby. Richmond Planet, January
16, 23, July 24, October 30, November 13, 1897.
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Although not the only one of its type, the Davis-Twitchell
relationship was far from common.

Most rape cases either were

similar to that of Wesley Mayo, or were true rapes where the
sole question was the perpetrator's identity.

It is difficult

to determine how many such interracial cases reached the Supreme
Court, because the judges often failed to note the race of the
parties involved.

Despite the fact that attorney Peyton had

based much of his Hairston appeal on the nature of black-white
relations in Virginia, for example, Riely nowhere mentioned
race in his opinion.42

In another case, Cunningham�· Comrnonwealth,43 Judge Lacy

did acknowledge, if briefly, a similar claim of racial preju
dice.

Mance Cunningham, black, and Martha Hartsock, white,

worked together as assistant cooks.

Cunningham suggested that

they live together, but Hartsock replied that "she had not got
low enough yet to live that way with white men, let alone with
negroes. 11

Several nights later Hartsock awoke in bed to find

a man touching her leg.

When she yelled for her roommate, the

man grabbed her by the shoulders and threatened to choke her.
Hartsock screamed, and the man hurriedly left the room.

A

Bristol Hustings Court jury convicted Cunningham of attempted
42
The incomplete nature of the sources, and the mistakes
often found therein, make racial identification difficult even
for the student who searches beyond the opinions . . Those who
cannot go beyond the Reports face an impossible task. Note the
errors in Table I, Rape Cases in the Supreme Court of Appeals
of Virginia, 1820-1964, in Donald H. Partington, "The Incidence
of the Death Penalty for Rape in Virginia," Washington and Lee
Law Review, XXII, No. 1 (1965), 64-67. Partington identifies
Hairston as white, among several other mistakes.
43
88 Va. 37 (1891).
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rape and sentenced him to three years 1n the penitentiary,
the statutory minimum.
The Supreme Court affirmed the conviction.

Lacy con

ceded that conflicts existed in the testimony and that de
fense witnesses had provided the defendant with an alibi.

He

ruled, though, that it was the province of the jury to resolve
the conflicts and judge the evidence.

Lacy treated the de

fendant's claim of race prejudice summarily:
And, under the law, the term of confinement fixed
for this crime is not less than three nor more
than eighteen years. In accordance with the law
the term is fixed, and it is tempered with mercy,
as the lowest time allowed by the law is fixed for
the period of the punishment. This answers, also,
the complaint of the counsel for the prisoner, who
claims that the jury was actuated by prejudice
against the negro because he assaulted a white
woman.44
In an earlier case, in which the court overturned the
conviction of a black man for the rape of a white woman, the
opinion again omitted the color of the parties involved.45
Wilson Boxley was sentenced to ten years in prison almost
entirely on the testimony of the alleged victim, Martha
Spencer.

She claimed to have been sitting on the ground when

a man pulled her down backwards, held her bonnet over her
face, and raped her.

She had caught a glipse of the man's

face but refused to swear that it was Boxley, whom she knew
44Ibid., at 44.
45
Boxley v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 649 (1874).
The reporter's introduction lists the defendant as black.
There is no specific reference to the victim's race, but Judge
Bouldin refers to "Miss Martha Spencer" and "Miss Spencer,"
using a title almost never applied to young black women by
whites.
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She said only that she believed him to have been the

well.
man.

Two physicians attested that she had had sexual rela

tions, but that they found no bruises or other signs of vio
lence on her face or body.

The only other evidence was the

testimony of a neighbor who had seen a man he thought to be
Boxley walking quickly away from the scene of the alleged
attack.
The Supreme Court felt that this evidence was insuffi
cient to support a verdict of guilty.

Judge Bouldin noted

that Boxley was of medium build, while Spencer was a large
woman.

"It would require a large degree of charity and

credulity," he wrote, "to believe that at noonday,

[close to

her own house and that of a neighbor,] a rape was perpetrated
on this large and stout woman, with both her arms perfectly
free, by a medium-sized man, who neither threatened her with
violence nor did anything to disable her, and who .

had

the use of but one arm, [the other holding the bonnet over
her face] .1146 The court's incredulity was further heightened
because those nearby had heard no noise, the ground showed no
sings of a scuffle, and there were no scratches or bruises on
the woman's body.

As for the neighbor's testimony, Bouldin

noted that the witness had been 100 yards away and not posi
tive of the identification.

Spencer herself refused to swear

that the defendant was her attacker, and her testimony con
flicted with the neighbor's concerning the color of the hat
worn by the man each had seen.
4665 Va. (24 Gratt.) 652.
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Other facts not directly concerned with the attack it
self also troubled Bouldin.
"had previously .

The record showed that Boxley

. attempted to take improper liberties

with Miss Spencer, which she does not appear to have dis47
closed or resented."
After the alleged attack Boxley had
continued to work on the place as usual, until the woman's
brothers charged him with the rape and beat him.

It was not

until he had got out a warrant against them that this case
was begun.

There was also a variation between Spencer's

trial testimony and what she had originally told the magis
trate.

Given all these facts, Bouldin was uncertain that a

rape had been committed, and, if it had, was even less cer
tain that Boxley was the guilty party.

The court remanded

the case for a new trial.
Not all of the victims of black rapists were white.

The

literature of the period made so much of the black man's over
whelming lust for white women, however, that intraracial black
rape was disregarded.
positively denied.

In some instances its existence was

Philip A. Bruce, for example, wrote, "The

rape of a negress by a male of her own color is almost unheard
of." 48

Bruce believed that black women were so wanton in their

sexual habits that the men did not need physical force.

The

assumption also existed that, due to their loose morality,
black people did not regard any sexual activity with horror,
47
Ibid.

48 Bruce, Plantation Negro as Freeman p.
,

8 5.
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even relations involving an unwilling party.

The absurdity

of Bruce's statement stems from the fact that, even in his
own time, ample proof of its falsity existed.

Bruce need

only have opened any Virginia newspaper of the period to find
numerous examples of black men arrested, tried, and convicted
for raping black women.
Although whites did not consider the rape of a black
woman to be as horrendous a crime as the rape of a white,
neither did authorities ignore such crimes.

White officials

prosecuted black-black rapes as serious offenses deserving
the law's notice.

That the victim was black was not an auto

matic signal to treat the case lightly.

The major obvious

differences between cases with white and black victims was
less reluctance on the part of a blact defendant to attack
the virtue of a black woman, and the fact that the rape of a
white probably brought a heavier sentence.

Given the nature

of racial prejudice in Virginia, a black defendant probably
had a better chance to receive a fair trial when the prosecu
trix was also black, but this must remain supposition without
an extensive case-by-case study at the trial level.
The Supreme Court judges treated black-black cases no
differently than they did black-white ones, so far as can be
seen.

In one case the court did discuss the woman's color at

some length, but not to lessen the seriousness of the crime
or justify different treatment by the law.

In discussing

the nature of rape and the sufficiency of the evidence in
specific cases, the judges made no distinction between black
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and white victims.

They did make a distinction between women

of respectable and those of easy virtue, but did not imply
that they assumed blacks to be in the latter category.

When

they did attack a woman's character, they emphasized her
specific improbity and not her race.
Such a woman was Martha Mallory, the prosecutrix in the
1873 case of Christian v. Commonwealth.49 Mallory and Henry
Christian were returning from a night out when he made a sex
ual proposition, which she refused.

He then pushed her to

the ground, choked her, and tried to pull off her clothes.
She resisted, and he could not overcome her.
attempt and they resumed the walk.

He stopped his

He continued to proposi

tion her but made no more threats of force.

The evidence

also showed that, though never married, she was the mother
of two children.

A Richmond Hustings Court jury found Chris

tian guilty of attempted rape.
The Supreme Court disagreed, ruling that the record did
not present sufficient evidence showing his intent to ravish
her against her consent.

Given the fact that Christian

knocked the woman down and tried to disrobe her, such a posi
tion by the court seems ludicrous.

Judge Francis T. Anderson

explained, however, that the character of the parties could
be the determining factor in such a situation:

"Acts of the

accused, which would be ample to show and to produce convic
tion on the mind, that it was the wicked attempt and purpose
49

64 Va. (23 Gratt.) 954 (1873).
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to commit this infamous crime, if done in reference to a fe
male of good and virtuous character, would be wholly insuf
ficient to establish guilt, if they were acts done to a fe

male of dissolute character, or easy virtue.1150

Because

Mallory was the mother of two bastard children, she obviously
belonged in the latter category.
Anderson reviewed the evidence from this viewpoint.

He

admitted that the defendant "had wooed her pretty roughly 1n
a way that would have been horrible and a shocking outrage
toward a woman of virtuous sensibilities," but because Mal
lory was not such a woman the true nature of the incident was
less certain.

The court placed great emphasis on the fact

that Christian had not continued his attack when she resisted,
thus showing that he was merely making "an attempt to work
upon her passions, and overcome her virtue, which had yielded
to others before."

Anderson agreed that the defendant's ac

tions were "extremely reprehensible," and probably criminal,
but he ruled that they did not constitute attempted rape.
Anderson's opinion was hardly complimentary to Mallory,
and certainly was questionable in its statement of the rela
tionship between rape and the sexual history of the alleged
victim.

But while the decision may have been sexist, it was

not racist.

Mallory's character came into question not be

cause she was a black woman, but because she was a black woman with two illegitimate children.
50Ibid., at 958.

(The question remains

2 57
whether the court would have been so understanding of Christian's actions had the victim been a white woman.)
Anderson's opinion in another case eight years later
confirms the impression that his treatment of Martha Mallory
sprang more from her unchastity than her color, and shows
that he could be solicitous of a victim if he thought her de
serving.

The evidence in Lewis v. Commonwealth 51 also con

tains a direct refutation of the belief that blacks did not
accept the moral imperative against indulging in indiscrim
inate sex.
The case involved the appeal of a black man sentenced to
ten years in prison for the rape of a thirteen year old black
girl named Lucy Thompson.

Thompson testified that the rape

had occurred in the kitchen of her employer, where Lewis
pulled her down, placed his hand over her mouth, pulled up
her clothing, and raped her.

She said nothing to her employer

about the incident, went home after work, and again failed to
report the attack to her grandparents.

The reason for this,

she testified, was that her grandmother had threatened to
drive her from the house if she ever had intercourse with a
man.

Her charade was foiled by the physician called to treat

her injuries, which she claimed to have suffered in a fall.
At the trial the doctor described her as having had a ruptured
hymen, swelling and inflammation, bruises on her body, cuts
on her lips and gums, and eyes swollen from crying.
51

6 Virginia Law Journal 272 ( 1 881).

The
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principle evidence for the defense was the testimony by
Thompson's employer that he had been in the dining room at
the time of the incident and would have heard any unusual
noise, which he had not.
Anderson dismissed the employer's testimony as proving
nothing, because there might have been confusion about the
exact time of the attack.

In addition, the girl testified

that Lewis had kept his hand over her mouth.

Indeed, thought

the judge, the extensive nature of her injuries made it prob
able that she would have cried out whether indulging volun
tarily or not.

That her employer heard nothing meant that

someone had prevented her from doing so.

The bruises and

cuts on her body also indicated a hard struggle.

In sum,

thought Anderson, not only was the evidence sufficient to
support the verdict, but, if the jury believed the prosecu�
tion witnesses, it was the only verdict possible.
Anderson's most difficult task was to explain the girl's
failure to report the rape immediately.

He wrote, "It is not

remarkable that she did not make immediate complaint to Dr.
Bradford or to his family, as in the present status of the
race they are not generally disposed to look to white people

for protection, or for redress against one of their own color.1152
The judge thought that Lucy had not told her grandmother be
cause she was trying to hide not the rape itself but that she
had had sex with a man.
at 275.

He said, "It is, doubtless, the
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natural impulse of woman of a chaste and pure nature, what
ever may be her station in life, to shrink from publicity
to such a fact, which in general, however, will be surmounted
by a higher principle to vindicate the right and avenge the
wrong, by visiting the offender with just retribution
and to absolve herself from all complicity with it.1153

Lucy

had followed the first impulse but was perhaps too ignorant
and fearful of her grandmother's warning to adhere to the
second.
Anderson's desire to justify the girl's delay caused a
blind spot in his reasoning.

He insisted that her actions

strengthened the presumption that she had been attacked.

Had

she wanted to protect herself by falsely accusing Lewis of
rape, he thought, she would have done so from the first.

In

fact, an equally logical interpretation of the events supports
the opposing possibility, that Thompson had consented.

By

this theory, the girl feared her grandmother's reaction so
much that she attempted to conceal the fact of her dalliance.
Once the doctor had discovered the truth it became necessary
for her to protect herself by the next best alternative, a
claim of rape.

Anderson probably was correct, especially

considering the injuries suffered by the girl, but is notable
that his belief in her version led him to see only one inter
pretation of a very ambiguous piece of evidence.
In other cases the court did not enter into theoretical
53Ibid., at 276.
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discussions of chastity and the feminine nature.

In Coleman

v. Commonwealth54 the question of chastity arose in the con
text of admissibility of evidence at trial.

The Supreme

Court merely mentioned that the evidence at issue was an
attempt to prove the prosecutrix's reputation for chastity,
and ruled that it was admissible.

In his opinion President

Lewis did not discuss the specific evidence, confining him
self to the comment that the court had studied the evidence
and was satisfied that the defendant was guilty.

Seven years

later, however, Governor Charles T. O'Ferrall pardoned Cole
man with the notation that, "There have always been doubts as
to his guilt. " 55

Among those petitioning for his pardon was

the alleged victim.

The 1889 case of Mings v. Commonwealth56 concerned the

conviction of James Mings for attempted rape.

The victim

testified that she and the defendant had been working together
in the field when he pulled her into a thicket, threw her
down, and raped her.

She charged further that she had yelled

for her parents throughout the attack and gone home immediately
afterwards.

Another witness testified that he had heard the

cries from one-half mile away, and that upon approaching he
had seen a man lying on something.

He did not see the girl

54

84 Va. 1 (1887).

55

senate, Journal, 1895-1896, Governor's Pardon Report,
4 , p. 5.

S. Doc.

5635

Va. 638 (1889). Partington's identification of the
defendant as white is incorrect. Minge [sic] v. Commonwealth,
Records and Briefs, XLIV, O.S., 1041, 104-;r:-
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until he was very close to the couple, at which point he re
cognized the defendant, who ran away.
Mings was sentenced to twelve years in prison for at
tempted rape.

The Supreme Court affirmed the decision with

little comment beyond a recapitulation of the evidence.

One

fact included in the certificate of evidence but not mentioned
in President Lewis's opinion was Mings's claim that the girl
had consented to have intercourse and had begun yelling only
57 This claim, taken together
.
upon the approach of th e witness.
with the victim's testimony that Mings had effected penetra
tion, makes the verdict of attempted rape senseless.

Both

parties admitted that there had been intercourse, so the ver
dict should have been rape or not, as determined by the pre
sence of absence of consent.

Lewis noted the girl's claim of

penetration but supposed that the verdict of attempted rape
had been influenced by the lack of bruises found on her body.
The court ruled that the verdict was not contrary to the
evidence.
That same year the court reviewed the conviction of
William Glover for the attempted rape of Bertha Wright, a
young girl under twelve years of age.58 Glover, seventeen
years old, took the girl to a stable, laid her down, pulled
57rhe certificate is part of the Record, Records and
Rriefs, XLIV, O.S., 1041.
58Glover v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 382 (1889). Partington
identifies both parties as white, but Glover was black. Glover
v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XLVII, O.S. 821, 827.
The girl's race remains uncertain.
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up her clothes, exposed himself, and got on top of her.

She

testified that he had offered her an apple to go with him,
and other children who had been with them supported her
version.

One of the children testified that he had seen

Glover lying on top of Wright while both were exposed.

In

defense, Glover claimed that he had taken the girl to the
stable to give her an apple, had got down on his knees to get
it, and had fallen asleep after giving it to her.

An Appo

mattox County Court jury found him guilty of attempted rape
and sentenced him to three years in the penitentiary.
President Lewis, writing for the Supreme Court, found
no error in the verdict.

The actions of the defendant in

taking the girl to the stable, and thereafter, constituted
an attempt to commit rape.

The jury believed that his in

tent in taking the girl to the stable was rape, and the evi
dence supported this belief.

That Glover at no time attempted

penetration, and that he voluntarily abandoned his attempt
when the other children approached, did not lessen his guilt
so far as the attempt was concerned.

No doubt the court's

finding was influenced by the feeling that, as Lewis put it,
much of Glover's explanation was "altogether improbable."
In a third 1889 decision the court affirmed the convic
tion of William Smith for the rape of twelve year old
Josephine Hairston.59 The defendant based much of his appeal
59
Smith v. Commonwealth, 85 Va. 924 (1889). The opinion
includes no racial identification. The trial record makes no
positive statement, but it does provide clues that lead to the
belief that both parties were black. Hairston described Smith
as "brownish," and a local physician referred to him as "the
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on the girl's having been too young at the trial to under
stand the oath.

The court ruled that it was the duty of the

jurors to judge her credibility, and that they obviously had
been satisfied with her story enough to find Smith guilty.
Concerning the evidence itself, Judge Fauntleroy refused to
go into the "painful and shocking details."

The judge did

note, however, that, "He [Smith] was not only . . . identi
fied by the child-victim as the perpetrator of the brutal
outrage which was inflicted upon her; but he was proved to
have been polluted with the foul disease which was imparted
to the child by her ravisher; and he was proved by sundry
witnesses to have been at the place and time, where .
the atrocious deed was done.1160
In some cases the Supreme Court disagreed with the jury's
verdict, but it did not lightly transgress the restrictions
in this area.

Thus, in discussing the evidence in Lawrence

v. Commonwealth, President Moncure wrote, "But without re
viewing . . . the facts certified in the record as having
boy." Other testimony was in a similar vein. The county mar
riage register identifies Hairston's parents as black. The
trial record and marriage register are in the Henry County
courthouse, Martinsville. See also, Senate, Journal, 18951896, Governor's Pardon Report, S. Doc. 4, p. 13, listing a
pardon for a black man named William Smith. Smith's convic
tion in December, 1888, Henry CQunty Court, was for attempted
rape. The details of the two cases do not match exactly, but
the similarities make it probable that the pardoned Smith was
the defendant in the case discussed here. Errors and misprints,
common in public records of the time, may explain the discre
pancies.
6085 Va. 927 (Emphasis original).
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been proved on the trial, we are of opinion that while we
would probably have given a verdict of not guilty if we had
been upon the jury, or set aside the verdict which was given
and granted a new trial, if we had presided at the trial, yet
it is not a case in which this court can properly reverse

the judgment for any supposed error therein in that respect.1161
Moncure did not detail the evidence, but the controversy
evidently concerned the question of consent by the prosecu
trix, Serena Coleman.

The girl was one month short of being

12 years old, the age of consent.

The court's sympathy for

the defendant leads to the assumption that Lawrence was un
aware of the girl's age and confident that he had her consent.
The court felt obligated to affirm the conviction, but ob
viously believed that its decision was not in the true in
terests of justice.

Moncure added, "[W]e are unanimously of

opinion that the case is a proper one for the exercise of
executive clemency, and we therefore recommend that a pardon
be granted by the governor of this Commonwealth to the ac
cused for the offence of which he has been convicted as afore
said.1162

The governor pardoned Lawrence nine days later.63

6111 Va. (30 Gratt.) 845, 856 (1878).
62Ibid.

63The pardon report identifies Lawrence as black, some
thing not noted by Moncure. Serena Coleman's race is unknown,
but the circumstances point to her having been black. The
trial jury also recommended a pardon. House of Delegates,
Journal, 1878-1879, Governor's Pardon Report, H. Doc. 2,
p.

3.
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In Brown v. Commonwealth 64 the court did not depend on
the governor to prevent a miscarriage of justice.

The ver

dict convicting Fleming Brown of rape was, according to Judge
Fauntleroy, "wholly unwarranted."

Lettie Lipscomb, the pro

secutrix, was a young teenager who testified that Brown had
come to her home while her parents were away and raped her.
She said that she did not yell. or try to push him away be
cause she was ill.

She also claimed not to have known that

men and women had intercourse with each other.
showed that the girl outweighed

The evidence

Brown by 35 pounds.

The court denied that the evidence was sufficient to
warrant conviction.

Fauntleroy emphasized the girl's own

testimony that Brown had not used any force or threat of
force.

Not only did the judge say that the verdict was un

warranted, but he also complained that it represented an un
welcome predisposition characteristic of such cases.

He

wrote, "The chief and, indeed, the only material witness for
the Commonwealth is the prosecutrix herself--Lettie Lipscomb-
and her statement bears the impress of absurdity and false
hood upon its face; [proof that in rape cases the judge and
jury] are often overhastily carried to the conviction of the
64

s2 Va. 6 53 (188 6 ). Partington lists both parties as
white, but the 1880 census of Cumberland County shows that
Fleming Brown was black. U.S., Census, 1880, Virginia, Cum
berland County, Vol. 10, E.D. 7 6 , p. 7, line 11. If it is
assumed Brown was black, circumstances lead to a similar as
sumption concerning Lettie. The census lists a Letitia Lips
comb, black, whose age matches that of the prosecutrix, but
there is a discrepancy in the name of the two fathers, Fran
cisco in the census and Pius in the case. U.S., Census, 1880,
Virginia, Cumberland County, Vol. 10, E.D. 76, p. 20, line 4 5.
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person accused of this particular offence by the testimony
of false and interested or malicious witnesses.1165
More than one man went to prison because of the over
hasty acceptance of false testimony.

For the luckier ones

the truth ultimately emerged and led to a gubernatorial par
don.

In the case of William Booker the alleged victim re

canted her story a year after the trial, while in that of
Benjamin Williams the governor merely cited ''after-discovered

evidence.1166

William Watson won his pardon because of post

trial doubts about his guilt, "owing to the dissolute conduct
of the girl alleged to have been assaulted.1167

Judgment dis

torted by emotions is the only explanation for the 1885 rape
conviction of Robert Campbell, because a year later the judge,
commonwealth's attorney, and jury all certified that the evi
dence had shown only attempted rape.68

Most notably missing from the Virginia Reports are cases

involving the rape of black women by white men.69

This is

6582 Va. 654.
66
Senate, Journal, 1887-1888, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 23, p. 10; Senate, Journal, 1893-1894, Governor's
Pardon Report, S. Doc. 4, p. 17.

67senate, Journal, 1895-1896, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 4, p. 16.
68
Senate, Journal, 1887-1888, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 23, p. 16.
69Schwartz v. Commonwealth, 68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 1025
(1876), touched indirectly on the subject. Schwartz was con
victed of perjury for testimony given during the trial of
James Turner for the rape of a black girl. The Schwartz
opinion does not identify any of the parties by race, but see
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also a subject about which commentators such as Bruce maintained a conspicuous silence.

In fact, some juries did con-

vict white men for sexual attacks on black women.

In 1898

two white men stood trial in Augusta County for the attempted
rape of a black woman.

As one newspaper put it,

The Brock woman whom these young men went to 'call'
upon is a mulatto. She is not exactly a 'miss' and
is yet not a married 'woman,' is not bad looking
and has a child. No matter what her character she
is a woman and the law protects her the same as it
does the chief lady of the land.70
The men were sentenced to three and five years in prison.
Although the law may have protected "the Brock woman11 in
theory, the officers of the law usually did little to protect
her sisters in fact.

or serve a warrant. 71

Sometimes authorities refused to issue
Even when officials tried to carry out

their duty honestly they were unsuccessful.

In an 1895 Dan-

ville case the commonwealth's attorney made a sincere effort
to prosecute a white man charged with criminal assault on a
ten-year-old black girl, but the wealthy defendant either
bought off or frightened potential witnesses and the girl's
family.72

Such cases rarely progressed beyond the grand

jury, and the occasional conviction meant little.

White

James Cannon paid ten dollars and costs upon conviction for
Richmond Daily Dispatch, June 14, 21, 1876.
70
Augusta County Argus, April 5, 1898.
71
Richmond Planet, April 4, 1896; March 27, 1897.
72
Ibid., February 23, 1895.
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attempted rape of a black girl.73

The hypocrisy in the dif

ferent treatment of black and white interracial rapists was
not lost on the black community and did little to encourage
black respect for the law. 74

Perhaps in no other aspect of the law did blacks have
a slimmer chance for justice than in cases of rape.

The

white view of black sexual mores resulted in the assumption
that any black man accused of rape was probably guilty.

The

"rape complex 1 ' among whites led to the even more iniquitous
attitude that the specific guilt or innocence of the accused
was immaterial.

The Supreme Court was an honorable exception

to this attitude, and a hearing before that bench usually in
sured an objective study of the facts.

Few defendants, how

ever, were fortunate enough to have their cases reach that
level.

Considering the possibility of unreported decisions,

few more than twenty rape cases received full hearing before
the court during the years 1870-1902.

In contrast, during

only the first decade of that period the state penitentiary

received 118 prisoners convicted of rape or attempted rape. 75
Others were hanged at the county level.

Aside from the few

cases it chose to hear, the Supreme Court's actions had too
73rbid., August 26, 1899.
74see the frequent comments in the Richmond Planet, for
example, April 4, October 31, 1896; July 16, 1898.

75compiled from Board of Directors of the Virginia Peni
tentiary, Reports (published annually). There were 12 whites
and 106 blacks.
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little effect on the chronic injustice suffered by black men
accused of sexual crimes in the remainder of the Virginia
legal system.
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VIII.

THE CRIME OF MURDER

Murder, that most terrible of crimes, evokes strong
emotions and threatens harsh penalties.

The manner in which

the Virginia legal system dealt with blacks accused of mur
der was an excellent indication of that system's commitment
to the protection of black legal rights.

Of the many homi

cide cases reported in the Virginia Reports during the years
1870-1902, in only seven did the opinion specifically iden
tify the appellant as black.

From reading the briefs or

other sources, or from interpreting the circumstances of the
crimes, the Supreme Court judges were aware of other such
appellants.

That the judges completely ignored the color of

the defendants while deciding these cases is unlikely, yet
the absence of racial identification in the opinions lent at
least the semblance of color-blind justice.
When a black man named Straud Fosque was sentenced to
hang for the murder of another black in 1901, the local whites
favored a pardon for him. The blacks, however, wanted him to
hang.1 The incident illustrates the dilemma faced by blacks
concerning murders within their community.

Whites were more

willing to be lenient in such cases than in interracial
1Richmond Planet, August 3, 1901.
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murders, and blacks appreciated any lessening in racially
inspired harshness.

The blacks realized, however, that such

an approach not only showed condescension toward the worth of
black lives, but also increased the dangers of violence with
in their community.2
In most murders committed by blacks against those of
their own race the murderer and victim knew each other, and
often were members of the same family.
crimes was infanticide.

The saddest of such

In 1871 the Supreme Court considered

the case of Newton Smith, convicted in Alexandria for the mur
3
der of his infant child.
Smith, a mulatto, fathered a daugh
ter by a white woman named Harriet Ferguson.

He took the
One

child and promised to put her in the care of his mother.

week later the body of a mulatto baby girl was found drowned
in a pond.

The mayor of Alexandria summoned Smith and asked

about his new daughter.

Smith responded that she was with

his mother, but he was unable to produce the child when or
dered to do so.

The mayor then charged that the body was that

of Smith's infant and asked what had led him to do it.

"He

replied he did not know why he did it; that he hardly knew
2Many writers have commented on the deleterious psycho
logical and practical effects of leniency shown to black mur
derers solely because their victims were also black. Guy B.
Johnson cites one quantitative study showing the relative
leniency allotted black defendants in such cases. "The Negro
and Crime," The Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science, CCXVII (September, 1941), 99.
3Smith v . Commonwea1th , 6 2 Va. (21 Gratt. ) 80 9 (18 71 ) .

what he was doing�"4
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On this evidence an Alexandria Corpora-

tion Court jury found the prisoner guilty of first degree mur
der and sentenced him to hang.
The circumstantial evidence did point to Smith, and his
admitted actions as the sexual partner of a white woman hard
ly gained him sympathy.
ed the conviction.

But a unanimous Supreme Court revers

In order to sustain a charge of murder,

wrote Judge Christian, the prosecution had to prove both the
death of the victim and the criminal agency of the defendant.
Before using circumstantial evidence to establish the latter,
it was imperative to prove the former.

Christian saw no

proof that the body was that of Smith's baby, and in fact he
thought that it was not. He had come to this conclusion be
cause Smith's child was the offspring of a mulatto man and a
white woman, and therefore must have been almost white at
birth.

It had been described as a bright mulatto.

The de-

scription of the dead child, however, was not that of a bright
mulatto but "simply a mulatto."
Christian noted other weaknesses in the prosecution's
case.

A discrepancy existed between the descriptions of the

clothes on the Smith child when last seen alive, and those
found on the body.

Why did the state not introduce a witness

to identify the clothing?

The evidence showed the age of the

victim at the time of her death, but not how long the body
had been dead before discovery.
4Ibid., at 817.

Why did the state not prove
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when the child had been killed?
The most damaging evidence against Smith was his confes
sion to the mayor.

Conceding that Smith's statement aroused

suspicion, Christian refused to accept it as a definite ad
mission of guilt.

Although Smith's response that he "did not

know why he did it" may well have referred to his drowning
the child, it may also have concerned his criminal sexual
activities with a white woman, or the fact that he took his
baby and left it in the custody of another woman.

The con

fession was not specific enough to make out the corpus delicti
without corroborating evidence.
Without independent proof of the crime's having been com
mitted, Smith's failure to produce his daughter alive, an
otherwise "overwhelming" point against him, became another
inconclusive circumstance.

The state proved neither the iden

tity of the body nor that Smith's daughter was dead.

Chris

tian emphasized the importance of proving the fact of death
before a defendant could be convicted of murder:

"It 1s a

rule adopted in the interest and for the protection of human
life and liberty, and a principle that lies deep in the foun
dations of the criminal jurisprudence of every civilized

country.11 5

A more common cause of murder within the family was the
desire to eliminate an unwanted spouse.

William and Susan

Thornton, for example, enjoyed less than an ideal marriage.
5Ibid., at 821.
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She was engaged in an

11

improper intimacy and intercourse"

with a neighbor named Ed Robinson, often staying the night
at his house.

William Thornton was disagreeably aware of

the situation but continued to treat Susan as his wife.

She,

however, complained to others that he was too old for her and
"she meant to get rid of him. 11

One day Susan bought some ar

senic and the next night William suddenly became ill with
symptoms of severe poisoning.

After his death she left the

area but was found and returned.

Authorities disinterred

William's body and found arsenic in his stomach.

A Charlotte

County Circuit Court jury sentenced Susan to hang for first
degree murder, a decision affirmed by the Supreme Court. 6
Just as the actions of Robinson and Susan Thornton did
little to divert suspicion when her husband died under myster
ious circimstances, the behavior of James Lyles and Margaret
Lashley pointed a circumstantial finger at them when George
Lashley was shot to death.

George was unhappy that whenever

he was absent from home Lyles would visit his house and be
intimate with Margaret.

On several occasions Lyles threat

ened to kill George, a threat repeated on the night of the
murder.

According to one witness, Margaret led her husband

to the door of the house, where Lyles shot him.

Another

6Thornton v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 657 (1874).
Thornton's death sentence was commuted to eighteen years in
the penitentiary. According to the governor, "Evidence, not
developed before the court and jury, strongly tends to lessen
her connection with the crime, and to moderate the degree of
her guilt." Virginia, House of Delegates, Journal, 1874-1875,
Stating All Pardons Granted .
Message of the Governor .
. , with the Reasons Therefor, [hereinafter cited as Governor I s
Pardon Report], H. Doc. 8, p. 5.

2 75
witness confirmed Lashley's complicity by testifying that
Margaret had said that Lyles shot George at her urging.

When

asked whether George was dead, Margaret had replied, "Yes,
and gone to hell."

The Supreme Court held that there was

sufficient evidence to warrant first degree murder convic
7
tions of both defendants.
In Reed v. Commonwealth8 the evidence against the defendant was again overwhelming.

In January, 1899, Grant Reed

came to Madison County to visit his estranged wife Minnie,
but due to his drunken condition the family sent him away.
Returning the next morning, he spoke in friendly terms with
his wife and took a walk with her and their child, and then
joined his father-in-law for a drink.
the benign mood changed suddenly.

A short time later

Reed asked Minnie for pos

session of the child, she refused, and he shot her.

When the

father tried to come to her rescue there was a struggle and
Reed shot him dead.

The wounded Minnie ran from the house

seeking help, but Reed pursued and caught her.

Two neighbors

tried to save her, but Reed threatened to shoot them also and
finally killed his wife.
The Madison County Court convicted Reed of first degree
murder, but the circuit court reversed the decision and awarded
7Lyles v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 396 (1891); Lashley v.
Commonwealth, 88 Va. 400 (1891). The opinions do not mention
race, but the petitions and briefs identify the parties as
black. Lashley v. Commonwealth, in Supreme Court of Appeals,
Records and Briefs, LIV, O.S., 379; Lyles v. Commonweath,
Records and Briefs, LIV, O.S., 411.
89 8 Va. 817 (1900).
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him a new trial.

He fared no better the second time and was

again sentenced to hang.

The Supreme Court ruled that a Jury

could have found no other verdict.

Wrote Judge Cardwell,

''This was a fiendish murder, perhaps not surpassed in atro
city by any to be found in the annals of the Commonwealth. .
. . His conduct when the horrible deed was committed was that
of a cool, self-contained man, and when asked the cause of

his murderous act, simply replied that the woman was his wife.119
The 1880 murder of Moses Young and the subsequent convic
tion of Littleton and Oliver Hatchett presented the court with
a situation in which the issue of sufficiency of evidence was
more than formalistic.
substantial.

The evidence against the Hatchetts was

On the night in question Littleton gave his son

Oliver a bottle of whiskey with instructions to take it to
Young and induce Young to drink it.
felt severe pain.

Young did so and soon

Before dying three hours later, he alleged

ly made a dying declaration that the stranger had given him
poison whiskey.

He supposedly made the declaration in the

presence of his wife Sallie and neighbors Osborne and Char
lotte Northington.

The state claimed that Littleton had acted

at the instigation of Henry Carroll, Sallie Young's lover.
Carroll and the Hatchetts were jointly indicted for
Young's murder, Oliver Hatchett as principal and the others
as accessories.

Separate juries acquitted Carroll and sen

tenced Littleton to hang.

The evidence against Hatchett

9Ibid., at 831-32. For racial identification, see Rich
mond Planet, August 11, 1900.
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included his confession to the coroner that Carroll had given
him the whiskey bottle, saying it contained strychnine, and
The Su

promised him payment if he would send it to Young.
preme Court reversed the lower court's decision.

To convict

Littleton Hatchett as an accessory, ruled Judge Anderson, it
was first necessary to present evidence sufficient to connect
the alleged principal with the crime.

The court thought the

evidence insufficient to convict Oliver Hatchett as principal
in the murder.10

Within a year the court had the opportunity to decide
first hand the question of Oliver's guilt, because he also
was convicted and sentenced to hang.

Much of the evidence

was the same, although some question existed whether Oliver
had known that the bottle contained poison.

The ev�dence

also showed that several weeks before Moses Young's death Car
roll had given Sallie Young, in the presence of the Northing
tons, a bottle of strychnine with instructions to put it in
her husband's food.

The court also noted several glaring

omissions in the state's case.

The doctors conducted no post

mortem examination of the body, determining the cause of death
solely on the basis of the symptoms described by witnesses.
Given the character of those witnessess--an unfaithful wife
pa.rt:y ta.a conspiracy to kill the deceased, and two neighbors
aware of the fact--their testimony was somewhat suspect.
addition, even though the prosecution had recovered the
10Hatchett v. Commonwealth, 75 Va. 925 (1882).

In
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whiskey bottle, it made no analysis of the contents.
The court found the case against Hatchett insufficient
in almost all respects.
died of poisoning.

No proof existed that Young had

No proof existed that the whiskey bottle

had contained poison.

No evidence showed that Hatchett had

known or should have known of the alleged presence of strych
nine in the whiskey.

Wrote Judge L. L. Lewis, "It is true

that the facts proved are sufficient to raise grave suspi
cions against the prisoner; but they fall far short of estab
lishing his guilt clearly and satisfactorily, as required by
the humane rules of the law.1111

Not all killings within the black community involved
domestic entanglements.

Sometimes the parties were merely

acquaintances, the violence sparking from spontaneous anger
or long-simmering grievance.

An example of the former was

the 1883 murder of Randall Jackson by Joseph Barbour.

Jack

son and others were walking along a road when they met Bar
bour, who asked one of them to return to town with him for a
drink.

Jackson answered that he could not due to the late

ness of the hour.

Barbour turned to Jackson, asked what he

had to do with it, and stabbed him in the throat.

Barbour

escaped but was soon caught, still covered with blood and
holding the knife.

The Supreme Court affirmed a verdict of

murder in the first degree, ruling that the evidence showed
11Hatchett v. Commonwealth, 76 Va. 1026, 1031 (1882).
The opinions do not identify the defendants by race. The
Hatchetts were acquitted at the second trials, but rearrested
and confined to jail until finally released in August, 1883.
Richmond State, August 24, 1883.
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a willful, deliberate, and premeditated act.12
In Lewis�· Commonwealth

13

an absence of eye-witnesses

placed the emphasis on circumstantial evidence.

In December,

1884, Daniel Lewis, Jim Reed, Joe Rose, and three women, all
black, took the train from Alleghany Station to Callahan's
Depot, where they started on foot for a party.

During the

walk, Reed, who was quite drunk, decided to return to Calla
han's.

Lewis proclaimed his friendship for Reed and went

back, ostensibly to take care of him.

One of the women heard

Lewis say, "If you don't quit cursing me, I'll kill you."
She then heard a noise which might have been a shot, after
which Lewis rejoined the group.

Returning to Callahan's the

next day, they found Reed's body in the road.

Lewis examined

the body and announced that Reed had frozen to death, and
that he would inform the depot master and doctor.
In fact, Reed had died not from the cold but from a pis
tol shot in the chest, and Lewis did not inform anyone of the
discovery of the body.

At Lewis' trial for murder, one wit

ness testified that before the group had left Alleghany Sta
tion he heard Lewis say that he intended to kill Reed at the
first opportunity.

The depot agent testified that he had

sold Lewis a return ticket on the morning in question, and
that Lewis had made no mention of a body in the road.

The

12 Barbour v. Commonwealth, 80 Va. 287 (1885). Newspaper
reports confirm that Barbour and Jackson were black. Peters
burg Lancet, July 4, 1885; Richmond Daily Dispatch, May 16,
1884.
1 3 s1 Va. 416 (1886).
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Alleghany County Court sentenced Lewis to fifteen years 1n
the penitentiary for murder in the second degree.
14
Court affirmed.

The Supreme

Although only circumstantial evidence pointed to Daniel
Lewis' guilt, Randall Watson murdered Joe Robinson in front
of witnesses.

The two men had been bitter enemies for more

than a month before their final, fatal encounter.

During a

previous fight Robinson had made remarks abusive of Watson's
wife, in addition to charging Watson himself with having com
mitted murder in North Carolina.

Robinson had then retreated

into a house and refused to come out.

Threatening to kill

Robinson unless he retracted his statements about Watson's
wife, Watson remained outside all night until leaving the next
morning.

On another occasion he hid outside Robinson's house

with a gun.
son outside.

On the third attempt Watson finally found Robin
Rushing from the darkness, he yelled,

1

1

You G-d

d-d son of a bitch, crack your lips, and I will blow your
brains out!"

Not waiting to see whether Robinson would accept

the challenge, Watson immediately shot and killed him.
A Greensville County Court jury convicted Watson of mur
der and sentenced him to hang.

After the Supreme Court over-

14Lewis served his term until 1893, when he received a
pardon on the ground of poor health. Senate, Journal, 18931894, Governor's Pardon Report, S. Doc. 4, p. 12. In another
homicide case based on circumstantial evidence, the court af
firmed the manslaughter conviction of Edgar Cash, who was seen
at the scene of the crime holding a weapon that matched the
description of the murder instrument and who later remarked
that he had "fixed 11 the victim. Cash v. Commonwealth, 2 Va.
Dec. 1 (1895). For racial identification, see Cash v. Common
wealth, Records and Briefs, CXXVII, O.S., 530, 542.
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turned that conviction on procedural grounds, a second trial
ended in a similar verdict.

Watson contended that he had

shot in self-defense, but the Supreme Court rejected that contention.

It was Watson, noted Judge Lacy, who had made re-

peated threats against the deceased.

It was Watson who had

several times waited for Robinson with a gun.
who had possessed a motive for murder.
defendant's claim to the contrary,

It was Watson

Finally, despite the

it was Watson who, accord

ing to witnesses, had rushed from ambush and shot the victim.
The Supreme Court found this evidence sufficient to sustain
the verdict of first degree murder. 15
A murder in which the victim was white introduced a new
factor into the appellate situation.

White society consider

ed the killing of a white man by a black to have implications
beyond the actual murder.

That blacks keep their place, that

they be obedient and humble in all dealings with whites, was
a southern imperative.

Many whites therefore considered the

murder of a white by a black to be a challenge to the entire
16
structure of race re1ations.
.
Such a situation encouraged
15Watson v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 608 (1891). Govenor P.
W. McKinney took a different view of the evidence when he com
muted Watson's sentence to six years in the penitentiary. He
saw Robinson as a troublemaker and Watson as a preserver of
the peace who shot when Robinson approached him with a drawn
pistol. House of Delegates, Journal, 1891-1892, Governor's
Pardon Report, H. Doc. 5, p. 19. For racial identification,
see Watson v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XLV, 905.
1611counsel for prisoner here humbly permits there are
people in this world who believe a negro is not justified in
killing at any time nor under any circumstances.'' Muscoe v.
Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LII, O.S., 33, 36.
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the conviction of black defendants on less than overwhelming
evidence.

Even more dangerous, many whites desired only that

some black be punished for the crime, regardless of the guilt
or innocence of the specific defendant.17 The duty of the
Supreme Court was to insure that all such feelings were elim
inated from the determination of guilt.
The case of Reynolds�- Commonwealth 18 demonstrated the
court's willingness to overturn an obviously wrong verdict.
Reynolds was a young black man who, with his brother Burwell
Reynolds, had several heated arguments with a white man named
Aaron Shelton.

The trouble began with a childish rumpus be

tween younger members of the families and escalated into ser
ious threats of violence among the adults.

The fatal encoun

ter occurred when the Reynoldses came upon a log,
been cut by Shelton's uncle, blocking a road.

which had

They moved the

log despite a previous warning from Shelton not to do so.
Shortly after removing the log, they met Shelton approaching
in a wagon, and a fight ensued.
carrying a stick and a gun.

At the time Lee Reynolds was

Shelton took the stick from him,

and Lee retreated with Shelton in pursuit.

Lee backed up fif

teen feet while he and Shelton fought over the gun, until fi
nally the white man took the stick and knocked him over a log.
At that point Burwell Reynolds stabbed Shelton in the back.
1711These prejudiced men go upon the theory that where a
crime has been committed by a colored person, some member of
that race, be they innocent or guilty must suffer." Richmond
Planet, January 26, 1895.
1874 Va. (33 Gratt.) 834 (1880).
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The circuit Court of Patrick County convicted Lee Rey
nolds of second degree murder and sentenced him to fifteen
years in the penitentiary.

The Supreme Court reversed the
conviction and ordered a new trial.19 The prosecution pre
sented essentially the same evidence as it had at the first
trial, and this time upon conviction the jury set the punish
ment at eighteen years.

Again, the Supreme Court reversed.

President Moncure's opinion betrayed his disgust at the
proceedings of the second trial.

The unanimous court, he re

minded his audience, had declared the evidence presented at
the first trial insufficient to sustain the first verdict.
At the second trial the state presented no additional evi
dence, yet not only did the jury find the defendant guilty,
it added three years to his sentence.

If the action of the

jury was hard to understand, that of the trial judge in re
fusing to grant a motion to set aside the verdict was inex
cusable.

The judge was aware of the Supreme Court's decision

in the first case, and was aware that the evidence in the
second trial was the same as that in the first.
ed the verdict to stand.

Yet he allow

To emphasize the insufficiency of

the evidence, Moncure reviewed the facts proved, stressing
that Lee Reynolds had been on the defensive throughout the
encounter.
The jury realized full well that Lee had not committed
the murder.

They knew, though, that he had been in a fight

with a white man and that his companion had stabbed the white
19This first hearing is not reported.
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man to death.
ive guilt.
ing.

The jury no doubt believed this to be collect

The Supreme Court refused to tolerate such think

As Moncure asked with more than a hint of impatience,

"Now how can Lee Reynolds be made liable for this act which
he did not commit, to which he did not consent, and of which
20
he had no knowledge nor information until it was done [?] 11

The evidence was so insufficient that once the proceedings
had left Patrick County even the official charged with repre
senting the state entertained no doubt where justice lay.
Wrote Moncure, "When this case was placed in the hands of this
court the learned attorney-general was so well satisfied that
the judgment ought to be reversed that he said so to the court;

which was very proper under the circumstances.11 2 1

The attorney-general felt no such compunction in Mitchell
22
v. Commonwealth,
and Moncure 's opinion agreed that the prosecution had presented a strong case.

The crime involved was

the robbery-murder of Charles Walton, a Louisa
keeper.

County store

Much of the evidence against Mitchell was circumst&n

tial--his possession of a five-dollar bill known to have been
taken in by Walton and of a gun exactly like Walton's.

Mitchell,

2074 Va. (33 Gratt.) 843.
21
rbid. Lee Reynolds received a change of venue to Dan
ville for his third trial, where the prosecutor declined to
proceed further. His brother, originally convicted of first
degree murder, was sentenced to five years in prison for man
slaughter. Samuel N. Pincus, "Negroes on Juries in Post-Recon
struction Virginia: The Rives Cases'' (unpublished M.A. thesis,
University of Virginia, 1970), pp. 64-65.
2274 Va. (33 Gratt.) 845 (1880).
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arguments, and often the question concerned amount of provo
cation.

The court's treatment of these cases, and the facts

themselves, illustrate relations between the races and the
conduct which white society expected of blacks during this
period.
The evidence in Wright�· Commonwealth

24

showed that

Peter Wright had a fight with his landlord, Carr Maupin, over
Maupin's charges that Wright was withholding money due Maupin.
When Maupin's son Robert asked Wright why he was beating his
father, Wright picked up a piece of timber and hit both of
them, killing Robert.

Reviewing Wright's conviction for mur

der in the first degree, the Supreme Court found the killing
willful and premeditated.

President Moncure wrote that the

evidence warranted the verdict.
Another Wright, Dock, earned a similar verdict when he
too took a piece of timber to some white men.

In a crowd

which had gathered to watch a fight between a drunk old black
man and a drunk old white, Wright took a stick and "ran around
the crowd, striking at white men right and left."
whites died of a fractured skull.

One of the

The defendant argued that

the killing was not premeditated or deliberate murder.

Judge

Christian emphasized that Wright had continued to swing his
stick even after being told to stop by a white man.

When a

man, with no provocation, kills a peaceful bystander, said
Christian, he is guilty of first degree murder.

"In his con

duct thus exhibited, he represented the character of a malicious
24

7 4 Va. (33 Gratt.) 880 (1880).
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however, made a pretrial statement connecting himself with
the crime.

He said that two others had told him to come with

them when they went to Walton's store, that they had told him
to wait outside while they entered, and that they had returned
with the stolen money and word of the murder.
trial separately.

The three stood

The other two were acquitted, but Mitchell

was sentenced to hang for murder in the first degree.
Once the Supreme Court had ruled that the confession was
admissible, the question of sufficiency of evidence swung
heavily against Mitchell.

In fact, the statement showed that

,'v!itchell, described as "not very intelligent," might have been
the unwitting lookout for a crime about which he knew nothing
until its commission.
otherwise.

The jury and the Supreme Court felt

Concerning the acquittal of Mitchell's alleged

accomplices, Moncure wrote,
The case of the prisoner before this court, cannot
be affected by the result which has taken place in
regard to the case of the said Talley and Jackson.
They, probably, made no confession, and the confes
sion of the prisoner was not legal evidence against
them. While there was, doubtless, insufficient evi
dence to convict them, there was sufficient to con
vict the prisoner.23
Many defendants whose= cases were; considered by the Supreme
Court committed the homicides for which they were convicted.
The issue of sufficiency in these cases dealt

with whether

the facts justified conviction for a specific degree of mur
der.

Most of the killings were the outcome of interracial

23Ibid., at 870 (Emphasis original). Curtis v. Common
wealth, 87 Va. 589 (1891), also involved the robbery-murder
burning of a storekeeper. Augusta County Argus, November 17,
1891.
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murderer, who is described by a distinguished law writer as
one who has 'a heart regardless of social duty, and deliber
25
ately bent on mischief. 111

The issues of premeditation and provocation arose again
26
in Honestv v. Commonwealth.
The facts linked Wesley Hon
esty's downfall to Grover Cleveland's rise.

One November

night in 1884 the Democrats of Winchester were celebrating
Cleveland's recent re-election, with both the election and
the celebration arousing bitterness in Honesty.

He announced

his intention "to kill some damned Democratic son of a bitch
before morning."

Witnesses at his subsequent trial described

how he had done just that.

When a white man named Joseph

McFaul reprimanded Honesty and his friend Tabby Banks for be
ing boisterous, they cursed him and tried to provoke him into
a fight.

After Honesty picked up a stone Mcfaul warned them

to stay away or he would hit them with his walking stick.
tried to leave, but Honesty grabbed his collar.

He

After another

warning Mcfaul struck Honesty a "slight blow" on the arm, which
Honesty followed with a "severe blow."

Mcfaul died and Honesty

was sentenced to hang for first degree murder.
On appeal, the Supreme Court rejected Honesty's conten
tion that his action had been provoked by Mcfaul.

Judge Rich

ardson noted that the armed defendant had twice approached the
deceased, followed when the deceased gave way, and ignored
25wright v. Commonwealth, 75 Va. 914, 921 (1882).
26s1 Va. 283 (1886).
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deceased's warnings.

McFaul's use of his stick, slight as

it was, was a reaction to Honesty's actions.

Richardson be

lieved that the evidence showed Honesty had committed the mur
der deliberately, and that the facts warranted the jury's
verdict.

Mitchell v. Commonwealth,27 decided in 1880, most clear

ly put the legal issue of provocation within a social context.
Nelson Mitchell and John C. Gillespie held a heated argument
concerning the money which Gillespie had paid for work done
by Mitchell's sister-in-law.
is d---- little pay."

Mitchell declared, "Ithink it

When Gillespie replied,

11

[Y]ou must not

talk to me in that way," Mitchell answered, "Iwill talk as
Id---- please.n

Gillespie picked up a four foot long oak

stick and hit Mitchell with severe blows to the back and neck.
Mitchell took a pole ax and hit Gillespie on the head, caus
ing him to drop his stick and retreat ten feet.

With Gilles

pie's back to him, Mitchell struck again and delivered a fatal
blow.
At trial in Amherst County Court the evidence showed that
all three blows had come in rapid succession, with the fatal
stroke coming as soon as physically possible after Mitchell's
first.

Between those two swings of the ax the deceased had

retreated ten feet and turned with his back to Mitchell.

Other

testimony indicated that the two men had been friendly before
the fight, although the previous spring Mitchell had threaten
ed to bust the deceased if "he fooled with him."
2774 Va. (33 Gratt.) 872 (1880).

The jury
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found the defendant guilty of murder in the first degree and
sentenced him to hang, a judgment upheld by the circuit court.
President Moncure, writing for the Supreme Court, thought
that the certified facts justified the verdict.

They showed

that Gillespie's language had been "mild and peaceful," while
.Mitchell's had been "harsh in the extreme."

Moncure continued,

The [defendant] must have intended to kill the
deceased. He must have known that the violent
blows inflicted by him with such a deadly weap
on upon the deceased would produce his death.
The provocation for inflicting this was wantonly
brought on by the conduct of the prisoner which
was wholly unwarranted. He provoked the blows
which were given him by the deceased, but which
did him no harm so far as the record shows; and
he may have provoked them for the purpose of ob
taining a pretext for the deadly violence he
afterwards used to the dec 1 �sed while the latter
was running away from him.
The evidence was not nearly so strong on the point of
motivation as Moncure suggested.

Especially arguable was his

description of Mitchell's statements as having been "harsh in
the extreme," while the victim's were "mild and peaceful."
Is a warning such as, "You must not talk to me in that way,"
especially when followed by blows with an oak stick, truly
"mild and peaceful"?

Were the defendant's use of "damn," and

his assertion that he would talk as he pleased, provocation
enough to justify Gillespie's attack?

They may well have

been in a society that expected blacks to be obedient and
respectful.

Any black assertion of personal rights, much

less a display of definite impertinence, seemed to whites
28Ibid., at 878-79 (Emphasis original).

provocation in the extreme.
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That the law said nothing about

such an interpretation meant little to the jury and judges
who decided Nelson Mitchell's fate.

The opinion nowhere

identified the color of the participants, but the judges no
doubt guessed from the facts in the record.29
Three years later the Supreme Court considered a similar
case, also from Amherst County.
familiar.

The facts seem depressingly

Frederick McDaniel, a black

man, got into an argu

ment with his landlord, J. C. Carter, over a borrowed horse.
That both men had been drinking aggravated the situation.

The

words used were loud and violent, McDaniel calling Carter a
liar, and the landlord using profane language.

McDaniel walk

ed off to tend to his business, but twenty minutes later saw
Carter approaching with a walki.ng stick.
a stick of his own.

McDaniel picked up

Carter, who had told his wife that "he

would ::1ot stand what the prisoner had said," asked McDaniel
why he was holding the stick.
here I will show you."

The reply was, "If you come

Carter raised the stick to McDaniel,

who responded with two blows to Carter's head.
Speaking for the three man majority in the Supreme Court,
Judge Hinton was almost apologetic in reversing the lower
court's decision convicting McDaniel of first degree murder.
The court, he said, disliked setting aside a jury verdict
where the only ground for doing so was that the verdict was
29The governor commuted Mitchell's sentence to life in
prison, and he served seventeen years before being pardoned.
Virginia, Board of Directors of the Virginia Penitentiary,
Annual Report, 1897, p. 43. The prison report confirms that
Mitchell was black. See, also, House of Delegates, Journal,
1897-1898, Governor's Pardon Report, H. Doc. 3, p. 13.
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contrary to the evidence. But in this case, Hinton believed,
the record did not contain enough evidence for a jury to find
deliberation and premeditation. McDaniel not only showed no
desire to strike Carter during their argument, he even left
to carry on his business.

Carter continued the quarrel and

first appeared with a weapon. Hinton remarked that the stick
McDaniel had chosen for his defense was comparatively light.
As for the threat,

11

If you come here I will show you," Hinton

thought that,
in light of what subsequently happened, [it] can
only be interpreted to mean something like this,
namely, whilst I shall not seek you, yet if you
shall attack me with that cane, I shall repel your
attack with this stick. This language, instead of
revealing a deliberate and preconceived purpose to
kill, would imply ... i! was not his purpose to
bring about a difficulty. O
In Brown v. Commonwealth 31 the

Supreme Court did not

consider directly the facts of the case, but in reversing a
conviction on the ground of erroneous instructions it affirm
ed the right of a man to kill if acting in reasonable fear of
his life or in self-defense. The principles enunciated by
the court were well-accepted legal doctrine, but the defendant
30McDaniel v. Commonwealth, 77 Va. 281, 287 (188 3). Pres
ident Lewis and Judge Lacy dissented. McDaniel was retried
and convicted of murder in the second degree. He received an
eighteen year sentence, the maximum allowed by law, and served
fifteen years before being pardoned. House of Delegates,
Journal, 1897-1898, Governor's Pardon Report, H. Doc. 3, p.
2 3. The briefs and record contain no racial identification,
but the judges could have guessed from the circumstances of
the crime. McDaniel v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XXV,
O.S.
, 76. Richmond Dispatch, March 1 6, 1 883, confirms that
McDaniel was black and Carter white.
31
86 Va. 466 (1890).
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in the case was a black man accused of the murder of a white.
The report of the case contains no facts, but the record of
the trial submitted to the judges32 showed that the killing
was the outcome of a fight between blacks and whites, with
the whites the instigators.

At trial the two races gave con

flicting testimony, and the evidence given by the whites
showed discrepancies between their trial testimony and their
earlier testimony to a coroner's jury.

Unfortunately for

Brown, it was the prerogative of the jury to decide whom to
believe.

Circuit Court Judge W. S. Barton, who affirmed the

county court judgment sentencing Brown to fifteen years im
prisonment for second degree murder, said that he himself
would have preferred a finding of manslaughter, but that
there was enough evidence to sustain a verdict of murder.33
Because the Supreme Court reversed on the ground of erroneous
instructions, it is doubtful that a second trial for Brown
produced an appreciably different result.
.
.
.
ThLe witnesses in G aines v. C ommonwea1th3 LI.· a1so gave conflicting testimony, with race again the determining factor.
What set the case apart from other interracial murders of the
period was the alleged motive.

Percy Carlton was a white

storekeeper whose written note, "Dear Miss:

Come out to-night

to see me after I close the store," found its way to a black
woman named Mary Gaines.
23 5.

32

33

She angrily charged Carlton with

Brown v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XLVI, O.S.,

Ibid., p. 238.

34
88 Va. 682 (1892).
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having insulted her.

Carlton replied that it was not meant

for her but had been delivered by accident.

Gaines refused

to accept this explanation, a position she shared with her
husband George.

He spent the next several days uttering

threats and hunting for Carlton, finding him at last at the
store.
Because of conflicting testimony, the details of what
occurred are unclear, but the basic facts are known.

The two

men argued about the letter, with Gaines abusing Carlton and
calling him "a low-life white man."
leave and threw a weight at him.

Carlton ordered him to

At this point, according

to the prosecution witnesses, Gaines drew a pistol and ad
vanced on Carlton, who ducked behind the counter.
reached over and shot him in the back.

Gaines

The defense witnesses

contended that Carlton had hit Gaines with the weight and
that the latter had staggered and fired.

The jury believed

the prosecution witnesses and returned a verdict of murder
in the first degree, with which the Supreme Court majority
agreed.

Judge Fauntleroy wrote, "We are of opinion that the

evidence plainly and fully proves a case of deliberate mur
der--if not, indeed, a systematic assassfnation--of young
Percy Carlton, in his own castle, by the prisoner, George
Gaines, who

provoked and necessitated a conflict, by

refusing to be satisfied with a full and ample explanation

and apology for a supposed wrong.1135

35Ibid.,

at 690.

Judge Richardson and Hinton dissented.
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If white society considered the killing of a white man
a symbolic act against its authority, how much worse must it
have seemed when a black killed a policeman, the official
representative of that authority!

Three such cases came be

fore the Supreme Court, two complicated by the question
whether the officers involved had the authority to make the
arrest that each was attempting at the time he was shot.

The

question of resisting illegal arrest is a close legal prob
lem.

Given the racial structure of nineteenth century Vir

ginia, especially the mania to keep blacks in their place,
such cases contained considerations of means and ends entire
ly distinct from those which the letter and spirit
law allowed.

of the

The demands of perceived social necessity hov

ered over the shoulders of the judges as they made their de
cisions.
William Briggs was, 1n the words of his attorney, ''an
humble colored boy from Albemarle."

In September, 1895, as

he and some companions were walking along the streets of Cul
peper, M. B. Nalls, a county constable, tried to arrest him.
Nalls did not display his badge, nor did he have a warrant
for Briggs's arrest.

Nalls grabbed Briggs by the arm and

started to pull him across the street, while Briggs denied
that Nalls had the right to make the arrest.

Briggs freed

himself, but then shot the constable 1n the back of the head
before fleeing.

A first conviction for murder in the second

degree was set aside by the circuit court level, but retrial
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resulted in a similar verdict and a sentence of eighteen years
in the penitentiary.
In his opinion for a divided Supreme Court,

36

Judge Lacy

conceded that Nalls had no authority to arrest Briggs.

The

officer lacked a warrant, and Briggs had committed no offense.
Even the crime of carrying a concealed weapon, which Nalls had
shouted at the time, was unlikely.

If the weapon had truly

been concealed, asked Lacy, how could Nalls have seen it on a
man casually walking by in the dark?

Nalls, therefore, lacked

authority to make the arrest, and Briggs was not bound to sub
mit to it.

The amount of force the law allowed Briggs to use

in resisting the illegal arrest was the issue.

It did not

permit him to be as forceful in such a situation as he could
be in defending his life from a general attack, because the
law was available to restore any wrongfully deprived liberty.
Murder constituted unlawfully excessive resistance.
The key to determining the degree of homicide, said Lacy,
was

state of Briggs's mind at the time he shot Nalls.

the

If he acted under sudden passion, the killing would be only
manslaughter.

If, however, he acted with malice, the killing

would be murder.

Although Lacy was willing to begin with a

presumption of passion, he felt that murder not justified by
the nature of the original assault should lead to an inference
of malice.

Here, the constable did not act with brutality or

violence.

The defendant did not shoot while in actual duress.

36Briggs v. Commonwealth, 82 Va. 554 (1886). The descrip
tion of Briggs is from Briggs v. Commonwealth, Records and
Briefs, XXXIV, O.S., 745, 752.
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Having freed himself, the defendant no longer had reason to
act against the deceased.

To Lacy this indicated that the

killing had been cool and deliberate, with no evidence of
passion.
The court split three to two in the case.

President Lewis

concurred in Lacy's opinion and Judge Hinton concurred in the

result, while Judges Fauntleroy and Richardson dissented.37

The most telling fact against the defendant was that he had
already freed himself before the shooting.
fort to justify Nalls's action.

Lacy made no ef

He readily admitted that the

officer had possessed no authority to make the arrest.

Con

ceivably, under only slightly different circumstances, the
court would have supported the forceful efforts of a black
man to resist unlawful detention by a white policeman.

The

possibility is intriguing, but it never materialized.
What did materialize was Muscoe v. Commonwealth,38 a case
similar in many details to Briggs.

The court never specifi

cally discussed the evidence in Muscoe, but in the first of
two decisions it demonstrated its intention to uphold the
principles enunciated in Briggs.

Ironically, Lacy,

who had

written the latter opinion, was the lone dissenter when the
court reversed the conviction of William Muscoe.

President

.
37 Lacy 1
s opinion
•
•
a1so covered severa1 assigne
.
d errors in
procedure, and the report did not indicate on which points
Fauntleroy and Richardson dissented. Briggs spent very little
time in prison. For reasons of ill health he received a par
don in August, 1887. Senate, Journal, 1887-1888, Governor's
Pardon Report, S. Doc. 23, p. 10.
3886 Va. 443 (1890).
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Lewis based reversal on procedural grounds, but he relied on
the points treated when Lacy had discussed the evidence
against Briggs in the earlier case.
William Muscoe was a transient "suspicious character"
hanging around Charlottesville in December, 1888.

He had the

reputation of being a vagrant, gambler, carrier of concealed
weapons, and possible thief.

The mayor verbally ordered the

police to arrest him, though no written warrant was issued.
Policeman G. T. Seal had no warrant when he stopped Muscoe
one night to ask

about the theft of some jewelry.

denying any involvement, Muscoe began to walk away.

After
Seal or

dered him to stop and accompany him, and grabbed Muscoe's
coat to enforce his desire.

When Seal took out his handcuffs,

Muscoe drew a pistol and fatally shot the officer.

A corpor

ation court jury found the assailant guilty of first degree
murder and sentenced him to hang.
The Supreme Court limited its review to deciding whether
the trial judge's instructions to the jury had been correct.
The instructions concerned the validity of the attempted ar
rest and the jury's role in deciding the issue.

The court

ruled that the two relevant instructions were incorrect and
tended to mislead and confuse the jury.

Lewis considered the

various possible ordinances and laws and concluded that the
policeman had been acting beyond his authority when he at
tempted to arrest Muscoe.

Seal possessed no proper warrant,

and "[a]rrest without warrant where a warrant is required, is
not due process of law, and arbitrary or despotic power no
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man possesses under our system of government.1139
So, for the second time, the court affirmed that an un
lawful arrest could be legally opposed.

It appeared willing

to uphold this principle even when the resister was black.
In Muscoe the majority proved that it would reverse the con
viction of a black man accused of killing a white officer
under certain conditions.

But, while upholding the theory,

the court in Muscoe still did not sustain the actions of a
defendant based on the specific facts of a case.

When the

court again considered the case after retrial and a second
conviction, it found that the evidence did support a verdict
40
of first degree murder.
The third case involving the killing of a policeman of
fered no such legal and social dilemmas.

The shooting spree

of William Davis, a black man known in Tazewell County as
11

Horsehead Bill,

11

provided policeman Charles Jones with more

than enough cause to attempt an arrest.

Davis one day met

his estranged wife and suddenly went beserk with rage.

Some

controversy emerged at trial later about his sobriety at the
time, but no doubt existed about his actions.

He pulled his

pistol and chased his wife through a nearby house, shooting
at her as they ran.

He shot at a woman in the house, and at

another occupant as she fled through the front door.

After

39
Ibid., at 449.
40Muscoe v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 460 (1891). See, also,
Augusta County Argus, January 29, 1889, February 18, 1890;
Charlottesville Chronicle, February 14, 1890; Richmond Planet,
February 22, 1890.
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pushing aside a man who tried to disarm him, Davis saw two
One of the

policemen approaching and ran down an alley.

officers, Charles Jones, finally grabbed Davis by the collar
and informed him that he was under arrest.

Davis pointed the

gun over his shoulder and fatally shot Jones.
The county court sentenced Davis to hang, and the Supreme
Court affirmed.41 Judge Lacy wrote that no doubt existed con
cerning Davis' guilt, and no excuse for his actions.

Jones

was wearing his uniform, and Davis knew him to be a policeman.
Lacy dismissed the attempted defense of drunkenness, and
agreed with the jury's belief that Davis had been conscious
of and responsible for his actions.

The decision sealed

Davis' appointment with the hangman, but before he died his
fate drew one unexpected comment from the local newspaper.
"Perhaps he ought to be hung," editorialized the Tazewell
Republican, "but we don't like to begin the hanging business
on a poor ignorant negro when so many good subjects, deserv
ing to be hanged have escaped the gallows in Tazewell County
because they had the money.1142

When representing black defendants accused of murdering
whites, defense attorneys found it important to stress, where
41
navis v. Commonwealth, 89 Va. 132 (1892). The opinion
does not identify the defendant by race.
42Reprinted in Bickley Mills Post, March 10, 1892. See,
also, John Newton Harman, Sr., ed.:-xnnals of Tazewell County,
Virginia (2 vols.; Richmond: W. C. Hill Printing Company,
1925), II, 104.
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possible, the good reputation of their clients in race rela
tions.

The use of character witnesses in criminal trials was

not unusual, but in these cases they were used specifically
to alleviate any suspicions among the jurors that the defen
dant was a troublemaker.

The attorneys wanted to remove the

symbolic aspects of interracial murder so that the jury would
try the case solely on the specific facts and parties involved.
For example, the record in Brown noted, "It was further proved
that the prisoner had borne a good character; that he was al
ways polite and respectful to white people.11 4 3 An Albemarle
deputy sheriff touched the real point in his testimony for
William Briggs, assuring the jury that Briggs had "always been
obedient and polite and biddible.11 44
This survey of Supreme Court opinions does not give a com
plete picture of the treatment of black murderers.

It does

not show the cases in which trial judges or juries refused to
convict blacks whom they thought innocent.

Even more honor

able were jurors who put aside racial feelings and recognized
the human passions and motives of black murderers.

James Smith,

in the midst of a quarrel with a white man named Baker, fired
a return shot which accidently struck and killed Mrs. Baker.
Smith stood trial for murder, but the outcome was unexpected.
43
Brown v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XLVI, O.S.,
235, 243.
44
Briggs v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XXXIV,
O.S., 745, 752 (Emphasis original).
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Feeling that the deceased had been an accessory to her hus
band's attempt to kill Smith, the jury found the defendant
guilty only of involuntary manslaughter, and sentenced him
to serve one day in
Jai
.
. · 1 . 45

Similarly, the jury trying Miles

Riddick in 1876 thought him guilty of first degree murder,
but only technically so.

"Several of the jurors refused to

agree to the verdict except upon the condition that all should
46
unite in recommending the case to executive clemency."
Often, though, juries were willing to convict black de
fendants on questionable evidence.

Many such cases either

did not reach the Supreme Court or stood affirmed because of
the nature of appellate decisions.

In Dock�· Commonwealth,47

for example, the court dismissed appellant's claim that his
conviction for murder in the second degree was contrary to
the evidence.

President Moncure ruled that the record quoted

all the evidence presented, not the facts proved.

The ques

tion was for the jurors, and they had not believed Dock's
testimony.

The court did reverse the decision on a point of

procedure, though Dock was retried and again convicted within
two months.

Four years later Governor James Kemper, in par

doning Dock, was less certain about the facts.

He wrote, "The

conflicting evidence in this case makes it difficult to deter
mine whether the homicide was wilful or by misadventure."
45Richmond Planet, October 27, 1900.
46House of Delegates, Journal, 1877-1878, Governor's
Pardon Report, H. Doc. 3 , pp. 3-4.
4762 Va. (21 Gratt.) 909 (1872).
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that time many others evidently felt the same way, because
Kemper 1 s action was urged by "a large number of petitioners,
including [House of Delegates member] John Letcher and other
leading citizens of Rockbridge.1148
Dock's fate also illustrated the important position oc
cupied by the governor in the criminal justice system.

His

powers of pardon and commutation constituted the final oppor
tunity to redress unjust convictions.

Political caution and

an awareness of the separation of powers prevented the pardon
of prisoners solely on the ground that the governor thought
them innocent.

Governors attributed pardons, therefore, to
newly-discovered evidence or excessive punishment.49 Trial
judges, jurors, and even prosecutors sometimes requested the

pardons, in addition to the usual petitions from family and
friends.
In the case of Sally Jackson, a black woman convicted of
infanticide in 1877, the commonwealth 1 s attorney found new
evidence after the trial that convinced him of her innocence,
and he appealed successfully to the governor for her pardon.50
48
House of Delegates, Journal, 1876-1877, Governor's
Pardon Report, H. Doc. 5, pp. 7-8. Letcher had served as
Dock's counsel before the Supreme Court.

49For example, see Governor Kemper's statement about John
Randolph that, "Although the prisoner was convicted on circum
stantial evidence, which leading citizens deemed inconclusive,
and although a large number of respectable petitioners believ
ed him innocent . . ., I have hitherto refused to pardon him."
The governor finally granted a pardon because of Randolph's
good behavior in prison. Ibid., p. 3.
50senate, Journal, 1879-1880, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 1, p. 4.
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The commonwealth's attorney who had prosecuted Amos Tyler
in 1880, and most of the jury who had convicted Tyler, re
quested his release when the man who had served as chief wit
ness at the trial made a deathbed confession that he himself
was the true murderer. 51 New evidence of false testimony
earned Morris Hopkins a respite from the gallows until his
attorney could investigate the matter. 5 2
The efforts of trial participants to secure relief for
prisoners were certainly welcome, but some pardons raised
strong questions about the original convictions.

For example,

the prosecutor and jury who had sentenced Christopher Craft
to hang for first degree murder petitioned the governor to
commute his death sentence.

According to the governor, "The

killing occurred in a sudden quarrel and encounter, and under
exasperating provocation.

The facts are not deemed such as

have been held to be necessary to establish a wilful, delib.
erate, and premed.1tated purpose to commit murder. " 53 If not,
how had the jury found him guilty of murder in the first de
gree at the trial?

Similarly, in granting a_pardon to Cornel

lus Collins, Governor Charles T. O'Ferrall reported, "Grave
doubts were entertained at the time as to the correctness of
the verdict, and now his pardon is asked for by the judge,
51

Senate, Journal, 1887-1888, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 23, p. 23.
52

senate, Journal, 189 5 -1896, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 4, p. 29.
p. 1.

53

House of Delegates, Journal, 1874-187 5, H. Doc. 8,
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commonwealth's attorney, city attorney, clerk of the court,
· ·
, 54
eig
an d many citizens.'
. h t o f the Jurors,
.
Who had entertained those grave doubts?

Certainly not the judge, common

wealth's attorney, or eight jurors, or Collins would not have
spent ten years in prison.
In fact, it may have been those very people who were un
certain about his guilt.

Consciously or subconsciously, they

may have set aside an objective evaluation of the case while
caught up in the excitement of trying a black man for murder.
Every black defendant faced that danger.

The letter of the

law called for impartial treatment, and the institutions of
the law provided the framework for justice.

The ultimate

decision in each case, however, rested on the honesty of the
men involved as judges, jurors, and officers pf the court.
Many tried to be fair, and some succeeded, but the very na
ture of a race-conscious society added a dangerous uncertain
ty to the already subjective determination of guilt or innocence.
If the murder of a white man by a black had social con
notations beyond the specific crime, so too did the murder
of a black man by a white.

It was not the killing itself

that concerned whites so much as the disagreeable idea that
a fellow white might be punished for actions taken against a
black man.

l\Thites carefully avoided explicit statements that

54 Senate, Journal, 1895-1896, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 4, p. 5.
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a black life was not worth as much as a white.

They showed

little inclination, though, toward guaranteeing the integrity
of black men's lives by scrupulous application of the law.
They saw instead a need to maintain at all costs the racial
structure of their society--a structure based on the idea
that in any confrontation the white man must remain supreme.
Kelly Miller noted an important result of the failure of
courts to punish whites guilty of murdering blacks:
Where the Negro sees the white man made amenable to
the requirements of the law he is apt to regard it
with reverence and respect. On the contrary, in the
South a white man is rarely punished for offense
against his black brother. Of the thousands of cases
of murder of blacks by whites since emancipation
there has been scarcely a legal execution, and com
paratively few prison sentences. .
. To say that
these flagrant discrepancies have not their influ
ence upon the black man's attitude toward the law,
would be to denv that he is controlled by ordinary
human motives.5:3
The inequity of the situation was not lost on the people in
volved.

Throughout the 1890's editor John Mitchell of the

Planet decried the contrast between the treatment of white
and black interracial murderers, finally urging his fellow
blacks to defend themselves by force.

Wrote Mitchell, "Better

hang from the gibbet for a manly defence of one's self than
56
to be shot down like a cur."
55Kelly Miller, Race Ad·ustment: Essays on the Negro in
America (New York: Neale Publishing Company, 1909 , p. 82.
56Richmond Planet, December 26, 1896. Similarly, "Far
better to hang for the killing of one of these worthless crea
tures [lower class whites] than to be ourselves ushered to our
Maker unprepared." Ibid., February 26, 1898.
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Mitchell had good reason for his bitterness.

The P lanet

contained frequent reports of white murderers who received no
or little punishment�

In Lexington, Ira Dixon was convicted

of killing a black man and ordered to pay a $50 fine.

He suf

fered more than Edward Conway, convicted of a similar crime
in Fredericksburg and fined $10.

Both Dixon and Conway had

less luck than a white man named Keyser who deliberately killed a black man and saw the case against him dismissed.57
Young Crawford of Hanover was indicted for the murder of a
black man, but only because a local magistrate took up the
case after the original coroner 1 s jury had ruled the shooting
accidentai.58 At times, the black community itself applied
pressure to force the liw to act.

In Norfolk the blacks em

ployed counsel to prosecute Osiason Cook, a white man charged
59
.
.
.
with interracial murder.
In such an atmosphere a policeman claiming to have acted
in the line of duty had little to fear after killing a black
man.

Policemen

did

have to answer to the bar of justice,

but the outcome of such cases was seldom in doubt.

Thomas L.

Moyers, the police chief of Wytheville, shot and killed a
black man named Thomas Johnson, allegedly for resisting arrest.
Surprisingly, Moyers was tried and convicted, but his punishment
57Ibid., August 28, 1897 (Dixon); September 16, 1899
(Conway);February 26, 1898 (Keyser).
58
Ibid., January 22, 1898.
59
Ibid., September 4, 1897. Cook already had served
twelve months in jail and paid a $250 fine for the murder of
another black man. Ibid., February 26, 1898.
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was only thirty days in jail and a $100 fine.60
he was convicted is notable.

Still, that

In Petersburg, railroad detec

tives Baldwin and Feltz were indicted for the killing of
Henry Hawkes, but Baldwin won acquittal and Feltz escaped
prosecution.61

Similarly, Henrico constable A. C. Green shot

and killed Mortie Wharton, whom he supposed to be an escaped
convict.

The supposition was erroneous, but a coroner's jury
exonerated Green.62
The 1889 murder trial of Jessie H. Stubbs in Spottsyl
vania provided an excellent example of several aspects of the
treatment of white murderers--the difficulties facing even a
conscientious prosecutor, the extra-legal appeal to race con
sciousness by the defense, and the ambivalence of many whites
toward such an appeal.

Stubbs was on trial for killing a

black employee, Thomas Comfort.

The prosecutor's able speech

to the jury included his apprehension that the defense would
rely heavily on a racial argument, and expressed his hope
that the jurors would consider only the facts of the case it
self.

The prosecutor's fears were well-founded.

Defense

attorney Saint George R. Fitzhugh proclaimed the superiority
of the white man and referred to Comfort as "an insolent
60rbid., January 30, February 13, June 5, 1897.
61
Ibid., October 29, December 3, 1898; Richmond Weekly
Times, September 19, 1898. While free on $5,000 bail, Feltz
had a scuffle with another black man and shot him, also.
67

. h

,

�Ric monct Planet, November 14, 1896. For further examples, see ibid., November 13, 1897; Augusta County Argus,
November 11, 1890.
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trespasser upon the rights of the prisoner."

He assur�d the

jurors, according to the press report,
[t]hat that was an occasion in which the verdict
of the jury should teach the surviviors of the
dead negro what they may expect to become of them
in such an altercation. . . . He went so far as to
say that if the jury convicted Mr. Stubbs, that
the negroes would put an interpretation upon it
that would have to be wiped out with blood. 6 3
The jury found Stubbs guilty of involuntary manslaughter
and fined him one hundred dollars.

That sum hardly would make

Comfort's shade rest easy, but, given the fire-eating summa
tion by Fitzhugh, any conviction at all was surprising.

At

the least, the verdict acknowledged that Stubbs was to blame
for Comfort's wrongful death.
little else.

Unfortunately, it acknowledged

Also of interest is the reporter's statement,

"It was thought by many present that the argument made by Mr.
Fitzhugh was unpolitic as it might have been from a standpoint
of public policy, especially coming from him, a man who stands

at the head of the bar of the State.1164

Whether the public

dissatisfaction came because Fitzhugh used such tactics at all,
or only because he used them so crudely, is unclear.
Despite such efforts as Fitzhugh's, some jurors did dis
charge their responsibility honestly.

Not all white murderers

escaped with fines and token imprisonment.

In Hite �· Common

wealth 65 the Supreme Court considered the Mecklenburg killing
63

Fredericksburg Free-Lance, July 9, 1889.

64Ibid.

6596 Va. 489 (1893).
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of William Bowers by George Hite.

According to one report,

"Hite is a white man and a wheelwright by trade.

Bowers was

a colored man with good property, and stood well in his com
munity as a deserving and peaceable citizen.66 Hite was
also a violent drunk.

The two men were usually on friendly

terms, but one day after a mild disagreement Hite shot Bowers
dead.
Despite the races of the killer and victim, the commun
ity evidently felt great anger at the murder.

Hite's attor

ney swore that he had heard threats of lynching, and asserted
the existence of great prejudice against the defendant.

Even

the whites of the county must have been somewhat exercised,
because the jury returned a verdict of first degree murder
and sentenced Hite to hang.

On appeal, the petitioner plead

ed poverty and ignorance, while the attorney general charged
that the act was a "most foul murder . . . committed without
one alleviating or extenuating circumstance.1167 The Supreme
Court affirmed the decision.

Judge John Buchanan wrote,

The evidence showed that the defendant shot and
killed the deceased, without the slightest provo
cation. When asked why he had killed the deceased
he replied that the deceased said �that he was not
afraid of his shooting him, and I be damned if any
negro shall say that to me.r' No one would claim
that the negro's statement was any provocation at
all, much less an excuse for taking his life.68
66
Richmond Dispatch, April 28, 1898.
67
Hite v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LXXXV, O.S.,
559, 574. The defense's contention about prejudice is at p.
560.
6896 Va. 496.
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The verdict of the jury, Buchanan thought, was "manifestly
right.1169

Three years later the court reviewed the case of William
O'Boyle, a white man convicted of killing his pregnant mulatto
mistress.

O'Boyle was a violent bully, and his lover Alma

Hamilton had a predilection for alcohol.

This mismatched

couple lived as man and wife, and O'Boyle claimed to be the
father of Hamilton's baby, but the relationship was a stormy
one.

Testimony at the trial showed that he had beaten her

previously, and that she may have precipitated the final, fa
tal assault by drinking heavily against doctor's orders.

In

her dying declaration she charged that they had had a fight,
during which he hit her, knocked her down, kicked her, and
stomped on her.
Relying mainly on the dying declaration, a Newport News
Corporation Court jury found O'Boyle guilty of first degree
murder and sentenced him to hang.

This outcome led John

Mitchell to marvel, "Another wonder has appeared in Virginia,
another miracle has taken place upon the soil of the old com
monwealth.1170 The scope of Mitchell's wonder soon extended
to the Supreme Court, which affirmed the conviction.71
69The governor having refused to commute the sentence,
Hite was hanged in January, 1899. Richmond Dispatch, January 21, 23, 1899.

70Richmond Planet, November 3, 1900. Mitchell expressed
similar disbelief one year later when white John Hitchcock
was sentenced to eighteen years in the penitentiary for the
murder of a black man. Ibid., August 3, 1901.
710 1 Boyle v. Commonwealth, 100 Va. 785 (1901).
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O'Boyle, however, never hanged.

Responding to the petition

of ten of the jurors and other citizens and officials, Gov
ernor A. J. Montague commuted the sentence to life in prison.
He explained his action by noting conflicts in the prosecu
tion's testimony and the existence of doubt whether the crime
was indeed first degree murder.

He also pointed out, "All of

the witnesses to the homicide were intoxicated at the time,
and are negro women of the most abandoned class.11

72

The convictions of Hite and O'Boyle for first degree mur
der were aberrations from the usual treatment of white inter
racial murderers.

O'Boyle was a lower class white guilty of

lascivious cohabitation with a black woman and the father of
her unborn child.

His crime itself was not one to evoke sym

pathy no matter what the races involved.

The Hite conviction

similarly involved a lower class white man, an ex-convict and
perpetual drunk.

Still, there was sincere anger that a "de

serving and peaceable citizen," even though black, had been
killed.

The death sentence and subsequent affirmation on ap

peal demonstrated that at least some white men acknowledged
the integrity of a black life and demanded due penalty for
the taking thereof.

Unfortunately, the treatment accorded

Jessie Stubbs was the more common.

That such men were brought

to the bar indicates that the institutions of the law were
functioning properly.

It was the citizens upon whom those

institutions depended to maintain their probity who corrupted
the process of justice.
72

senate, Journal, 1902 -1904, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 6, pp. 21-22 . For other murders growing out of inter
racial love affairs, see Richmond Planet, July 14, 21, 1900.
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IX.

MISCELLANEOUS CRIMES

In addition to reviewing convictions for the emotionally
charged crimes of murder and rape, the Virginia Supreme Court
also reviewed the cases of blacks charged with a variety of
other offenses.

These crimes, ranging from arson to petit

larceny, entailed a slighter degree of moral transgression
and carried a smaller burden of symbolic importance.

Yet,

the manner in which the Supreme Court treated these cases
disclosed as much of its attitude toward the rights of black
defendants a� did its treatment of convicted murderers and
rapists.
Among these miscellaneous offenses the most serious was
arson, because under certain conditions the penalty for its
commission was death.

During the years 1870-1883 alone, the

Virginia penitentiary received more than 100 blacks convicted

of various forms of arson,1 but relatively few such cases
reached the Supreme Court.

Of eleven cases in which the re

port or other sources identify the defendant as being black,
six arose from one incident.

One man appeared before the

court on three separate occasions, while another appeared
twice.

In only four of the cases did the court consider the

1compiled from Virginia, Board of Directors of the Vir
ginia Penitentiary, Reports (published annually).
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question of sufficiency of evidence.
The court twice reviewed the case of Hillary Page, the
most notorious arsonist of the time.

A young black boy who

set at least twelve fires in Chesterfield County in the 1870's,
Page could explain his actions only by saying, "I had the
devil in me."

The Supreme Court based both its decisions, the

first a reversal and the second an affirmation, on procedural
questions.-7
.

Similarly, the court decided the arson cases of

Howard v. Commonwealth and Bond v. Commonwealth
cussing the evidence involved.
In Pryor v. Commonwealth,

4

3

without dis-

on the other hand, the sole

question under review was whether the evidence was sufficient
to support the verdict.

In October, 1874, James Pryor was

living on the Thomas Farrar farm in Nelson County.

Farrar

interceded in a domestic quarrel between Pryor and his wife
and ordered the man away.

Threatening revenge, Pryor moved

to another farm in the neighborhood.

Two months later a fire

destroyed Farrar's barn and its contents.

The next morning

Farrar found tracks to and from his barn which led one-half
mile in the direction of Pryor's house.

The tracks were

caused by shoes similar to some known to have been worn pre
viously by Pryor.

At trial a witness testified that Pryor had

2Page v. Commonwealth, 67 Va. (26 Gratt.) 943 (1875);
Page v. Commonwealth, 68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 954 (1876). A de
tailing of Page's crimes, trials, and execution appears in
Richmond Daily Dispatch, September 2, 1876.
3

81 Va. 488 (1886); 8 3 Va. 581 (1887), respectively.

4 68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 1009 (1876).
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been wearing those shoes on the night of the fire.

Pryor was

convicted and sentenced to nine years in the penitentiary.
Speaking for the Supreme Court, Judge Christian found
only two circumstances leading to even a strong suspicion of
Pryor's guilt.

He dismissed the first, Pryor's previous threat

of revenge, as too ambiguous to be considered strong evidence.
As for the tracks, the record contained no proof that they had
been produced by Pryor's shoes.

No measurements were made or

accurate comparisons carried out.

Although the tracks led one

half mile toward Pryor's house, they stopped one and one-half
miles short.
cient.

The court felt that such evidence was insuffi

Christian quoted with approval the assertion by Pryor's

attorney, "If the liberty of the citizen, however humble, is
to be taken away upon such evidence as this, and an infamous
offence fastened upon him, the tenure by which the citizen
holds his liberty and good name is slender indeed." 5
Just how slender was that tenure, not only of liberty but
of life itself, was shown in a series of cases arising from
the burning of a Rocky Mount warehouse in 1889.

The six cases,

dealing with four defendants, provide a diverse and often con
flicting picture of the alleged crime.

Despite the numerous

5 rbid., at 1016. On retrial Pryor was again found guilty.
After a second reversal, the commonwealth's attorney declined
further prosecution. Minute Book 1874-1878, pp. 25 5 , 2 5 7, 295,
in Nelson County courthouse, Lovingston. The only racial iden
tification is a note on the indictment, found in the Pryor
trial records, file drawer "Law Causes 1876-1877," Nelson County
courthouse. Perhaps Pryor's convictions reflected the common
white belief that arson was the weapon of vengeful blacks. Phil
ip A. Bruce, The Plantation Negro as a Freeman (New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1889), pp. 85-86, 89-90.
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opportunities to relate the facts, the Supreme Court glossed
over one important circumstance and omitted another crucial
fact entirely.

As a group the cases raise serious doubts

about the nature and consistency of Virginia justice.

They

also prove that most tragic of legal truths--belated justice
may come too late, indeed.
The first four opinions, delivered by President Lewis in
June, 1890, give little notice about the questionable nature
of the convictions and the cloud surrounding them.

Early v.

Commonwealth 6 discussed alleged procedural errors and affirm
ed George Early's conviction without bringing up sufficiency
of evidence. In Woods [Bird] v. Commonwealth
only two pages to declare that any

7

Lewis needed

questions involved had al

ready been answered in the Early opinion.

The facts began to
emerge, however, in Woods [Nannie]�· Commonwealth.8 All of
the defendants were sentenced to hang for setting fire to a
warehouse, from which conflagration adjacent houses also had
caught fire.
George Early.

The principal witness against Nannie Woods was
He testified that on the night of the fire

William Brown, another defendant, had told him that he (Brown)
and Bird Woods had some business to conduct.

Early later saw

Brown, Nannie Woods, and Bird Woods set fire to the warehouse.
Upon his first confession Early named Brown and Bird Woods,
6
7

86 Va. 921 (1890).
86 Va. 933 (1890).
86 Va. 929 (1890).
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only later adding Nannie Woods.

Despite evidence proving an

alibi for the defendant, the court ruled that Early's uncor
roborated testimony was sufficient to warrant the verdict.
William Brown fared better than his comrades.

The court

reversed his conviction on the ground that the trial judge had
allowed inadmissible evidence to go to the jury.

That evidence,

included in the opinion, added the element of alleged motive
to the case.

On the day of the fire a Rocky Mount officer had

arrested a black man for disorderly conduct, and Early and
Brown were among a group of blacks protesting the arrest.

Two

witnesses at the trial testified "that they heard Early say,
in the presence of the prisoner, who was also cursing and swear
ing . . . , that the negro had no show in that town, and had
had none since it was incorporated .

., that he had offered

to pay Smith's fine, but nothing would do but they must put
him in jail; and that he added:

'I will have him out of there

or burn the d--d town before morning. 111 9

The first three affirmations and the Brown reversal raise
several questions, in addition to doubts about the guilt of
the defendants.

Was there a conspiracy to set the fire?

so, who was involved?

Was the arrest of the black man Smith

the motive for the crime?

What part did racial tension in the

town play in the convictions?
ed by George Early.
Nannie Woods?

If

Most troubling is the role play

Why did he change his story concerning

Why did he testify against his friends at all?

9Brown v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 935, 936 (1890).
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How much of his testimony was to be believed?
An article in the Planet two months later resolves some
of the questions, especially concerning Early's actions.

The

newspaper reported,
George Early was taken from jail by a crowd of men
and dragged behind a horse and buggy with shots
flying around his head, and was told if he did not
acknowledge that the other prisoners did the burn
ing he he [sic] would be killed. The men then
built a fir"earound him and told him that if he did
not admit that he did the burning he would be con
sumed.10
Before his execution in August Early recanted his confession
and admitted that he had lied about the guilt of the other
defendants.

His action came too late to save either himself

or Bird Woods.
The Planet article contained another charge that reveals
further the nature of the· trials which took place in Rocky
Mount.

It charged that politics was the motive behind the

prosecution of the blacks, something not even hinted at by
President Lewis in his opinions.

The Planet asserted that

the two men were hanged because they were Republicans, and
that the Democrats had hired a black detective to work up the
case.
Early and Bird Woods were executed in August, 1890.

Nan

nie W oods received a respite until September, at which time
Governor P. W. McKinney commuted her sentence to life impri

sonment.11

Brown returned to the courtroom for a second

lORichmond Planet, August 30, 1890.
11
virginia, House of Delegates, Journal, 1891-1892, Com
munication from the Governor . . . Transmitting List of Par
dons, [hereafter cited as Governor's Pardon Report], H. Doc. 5,
p. 18.
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trial, which ended in July with another death sentence.

For

his second appeal Brown had a new attorney who stressed the
effect of political atmosphere and racial tension on the con
duct of the trial.12 Judge Fauntleroy, writing for the major
ity, omitted any mention of the political background of the
case 1n his opinion.

He did, however, find the evidence

against Brown so insufficient that he declared the verdict
handed down by the jury "plainly wrong.1113

Fauntleroy's opinion provides the first complete descrip
tion of the fire.

Prior to the fire the warehouse had been

the site of a large political gathering.

The excitement of

the crowd and the extent of cigar smoking led to a fear of
fire.

The man who checked the warehouse after the meeting

found no hint of danger, but he later testified that he had
not searched thoroughly.

Another witness testified that he

had looked through a hole in the wall and seen a pile of
trash gathered in the center of the floor and a line of oil
leading to it.

He also saw a small fire but left the scene

to visit a sick relative.

His observations convinced him that

arson was involved, and the jury agreed.
His observations did not convince the Supreme Court.
Fauntleroy expressed wonder at a man who could make such a
careful observation of the scene and yet leave without trying
to put out the fire.

That such a man interpreted the evidence

12

. v·1rg1n1a,
. .
Supreme Court of
Brown v. Commonwea1th, 1n
Appeals, Records and Briefs, LVI, 0.S., 51-66.
13

Brown v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 215 (1890).
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to mean arson carried little weight with the court.

The pro

secution, according to Fauntleroy, had failed to prove that
The evidence was not sufficient

a crime had been committed.

to exclude the possibility of accident and thus did not prove
arson beyond a reasonable doubt.

Even if the evidence proved

arson, Fauntleroy continued, it did not show that Brown was
criminally involved.
The strong reversal led the Planet to remark, "This is a
terrible arraignment of the jury who passed upon these cases.
It tells in no uncertain tones the prejudiced conditions ex.
.
.
.
isting in th at community."14 The Planet described Fauntleroy
as "impartial and fearless.

So strong was Fauntleroy's

11

opinion that the Planet predicted, "The far-reaching decision
. . makes it impossible to convict William Brown.

With the

evidence now adduced, no jury will be allowed to convict him."
The Planet underestimated the perseverance of the citi
zens of Rocky Mount.
Brown of arson.

In August, 1891, they again convicted

For the third time the Supreme Court reviewed

the case, and this time Fauntleroy could not conceal his im
patience with the proceedings.

Quoting the discussion of the

evidence in his previous opinion, he wrote, "There is nothing
in the record of this third trial

. to alter the case, or

to make inapposite the foregoing commentary of this court in
reviewing the second trial. 11

15

The only new evidence was the

14Richmond Planet, December 20, 1890.
15
Brown v. Commonwealth, 89 Va. 379, 381 (1892) (Emphasis original).
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testimony of two black detectives hired to gather evidence
against Brown, and these men drew down upon themselves a
scathing denunciation of their methods and their veracity.
Henry Edwards had been a witness in at least some of the
earlier trials.

In Early he had testified about the authen

ticity of Early's confession.

At no time, however, had he

mentioned any confession by Brown.

Suddenly, after the sec

ond reversal, he remembered that shortly after the fire Brown
had admitted to him his part in the affair.

Edwards produced

a memorandum supposedly written at the time of Brown's admis
sion but then lost and forgotten over the intervening years.
Fauntleroy was hardly convinced.

He wrote, "And the so-called

memorandum, which Edwards says he made, at the time, and
never spoke of or referred to upon either of the two former
trials, but conveniently found just before the third and last
trial of his victim, is, obviously, upon its face, a fabri
cation.1116

The second detective, Robert Clay, aroused even greater
indignation.

He had shared Brown's cell prior to the trial,

posing as a fellow-prisoner, and then testified about alleged
admissions made by the defendant.

Fauntleroy not only chal

lenged Clay's credibility but delivered some pointed comments
concerning the prosecution's tactics.

He declared angrily,

This hired and subservient agent and creature,
Robert Clay, was put into the cell of the prison
er (by whose authority, or with whose permission
or collusion does not appear), and was kept there
16rbid., at 382 (Emphasis original).
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for three days and four nights, ostensibly as a
murderer;.
. Without dilating upon the modern
iniquity and illegal inquisition of forcing pri
soners (innocent in the eyes of the law, helpless
in their cells, suffering the loss of liberty, and
separated from their families and friends) to un
dergo attempts made upon their lives by reptile
spies, whose paid and professional undertaking is
to furnish ready-made and requisite admissions of
guilt, it is enough to say that the new evidence
is totally insufficient to warrant the conviction
of the prisoner.17
For a third time the court reversed Brown's conviction,
but his good fortune put into deeper perspective the fate of
his friends.

Though the prosecution was having severe trouble

proving even that a crime had been committed, the state al
ready had executed two men and consigned a woman to prison for
life.

At least the authorities could remedy the latter in

justice.

Two years after the third Brown reversal, Governor

Charles T. O'Ferrall, on the recommendation of the trial judge,
mayor, and other citizens, pardoned Nannie Woods.

He explain

ed, "This woman is pardoned because she was innocent of the
charge."

According to the Planet, O'Ferrall also remarked,

"I have never read of a case in which, in my opinion, greater
18
wrong was done."
17

Ibid., at 381-82. Lacy again dissented. The use of
private detectives was a common practice in Virginia, despite
Fauntleroy's reference to their "detestable calling." Blacks
were sometimes employed in cases where other blacks were sus
pected, but they were distrusted by both races. See, for ex
ample, the pardon of Amos Joyner, a black man convicted "on
very questionable testimony--that of a negro detective whose
remuneration depended upon a conviction of some one." Virgin
ia, Senate, Journal, 1887-1888, Governor's Pardon Report, S.
Doc. 23, p. 11.
18 Senate, Journal, 1895-1896, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 4, p. 15; Richmond Planet, February 9, 1895.
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Given the rough-and-tumble nature of late nineteenth
century society, it is notable that very few cases of assault
and other crimes against the person committed by blacks reach
ed the Supreme Court.

Of course, where the victim was white,

any armed force by a black man was likely to be considered
attempted murder.

Within the black community cuttings and

shootings were common occurrences, if newspaper accounts are
to be believed.

Most of the culprits ultimately appeared be

fore the bar of justice, but the courts no doubt considered

their crimes less serious than if the victims had been white.19
Field v. Commonwealth

20

presented the unusual situation

of a black man convicted of a crime less severe than that of
which the court thought him guilty.

A Culpeper County Court

jury in 189 2 found Henry Field guilty of the unlawful shoot
ing of Andrew Gordon and sentenced him to two years in prison.
The verdict rested solely on which of the antagonists the jury
believed.

President Lewis' opinion did not identify the par

ticipants by color, although the judges possessed that infor

mation from material in the record. 21

In fact, Field had

19The only assault case before the Supreme Court in which
I have been able to determine definitely that both parties
were black is Hill v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 633 (1892), affirm
ing the conviction of a black man for shooting a young black
girl. For racial identification, see Hill v. Commonwealth,
Records and Briefs, LIII, O.S., 996.
20

2 3,

21

32.

89 Va. 690 (1893).
Field v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LVII, O.S.,
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produced several character witnesses who testified that he
was an honest black man and Gordon mi untrustworthy white
22
one.
Gordon's testimony was that he and Field had been hunt
ing together.

When he bent over to take a drink, Field hit

him with a stone and aimed his gun at Gordon's head.

The

white man got up and ran, but Field followed and discharged
the gun, knocking Gordon to the ground.

Field approached and

fired again, this time just behind Gordon's ear.

Gordon also

testified that he thought that robbery was Field's motive.
The defendant told a different story.
a fight over a turkey.
with a knife.

He hit Gordon and 1n turn was cut

When he finally let Gordon up the white man

cocked and raised his gun.
fired.

He and Gordon had had

In response he did the same and

As Gordon turned to run, Field's second barrel dis

charged accidently, after which the two men ran off in dif
ferent directions.
The jury and the Supreme Court rejected Field's claim of
self-defense.

In fact, wrote President Lewis, the evidence

proved a case of malicious shooting.

The jury's finding of

unlawful shooting constituted a less serious offense.

Per

haps, thought Lewis, this finding reflected some uncertainty
due to the conflicts in the testimony.

He also supposed that

the jury had been moved by "the previous good standing of the
23
prisoner as compared with that of Gordon.11
22

23

Ibid.
89 Va. 695.
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Although the Supreme Court thought that Field's jury had
been unnecessarily lenient, it had a different impression of
the treatment accorded Daniel Montgomery

•v

Three times Mont

gomery was convicted in Rockbridge County Court, and three
times the Supreme Court reversed the conviction.

The rever

sals rested on the ground of prejudicial instructions, but
the judges' opinions revealed their sentiments about the ade
quacy of the evidence.

Montgomery's first conviction for

feloniously cutting William E. Davidson, white, came in Novem
ber, 1899, when he was sentenced to four years in the peniten
tiary.

So swiftly did the wheels of Virginia justice grind

that the three trials and three reversals took place within
barely more than one year, concluding in February, 1901.
No conflict existed concerning the facts.

Montgomery

entered Davidson's land to sell a gun to one of Davidson's
hands.

While Montgomery was talking with the purchaser and

John Randolph, a Davidson tenant, on Randolph's premises,
Davidson rode up.

Randolph told his landlord that Montgomery

intended to hunt on Davidson's land, evoking a warning against
doing so from Davison.

Montgomery replied that he was not

hunting but had seen no posted signs and would have shot at
game had he seen any.

Davidson ordered Montgomery to leave

his land after completing the sale of the gun.
answered that he would leave when ready.

Montgomery

Davison dismounted

and approached Montgomery, saying, "I will see about that."
The black man retreated with his gun, warning, "If you hurt
me I'll shoot you."

Davison picked up a corn-cutter and ran
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to Montgomery.

The two scuffled, and Davidson received a cut

on the head.
The trial judge instructed the jury that Davidson had
the right to order Montgomery off the premises and to use the
necessary force to eject him if he refused to leave.

On ap

peal, Judge Harrison agreed that the judge had correctly
stated the general rule that a man may defend his property,
but he also felt that the instruction had omitted an impor
tant modification of that rule--that the owner cannot endanger
life or do great bodily harm except in extreme cases.

Consid

ering the facts in this case, the instruction was misleading
and prejudicial.

Montgomery was a trespasser and should have

left, but his refusal to do so did not justify Davidson's
assault with a deadly weapon.

The defendant had the right to

defend himself, and the judge should have made that clear to
the jury.

The court reversed the conviction and remanded the

case for a new triai.24

Within a month Montgomery was retried and again found
guilty.

This time Judge Cardwell delivered the Supreme Court's

decision, and he was no more satisfied with the instructions
upon the second trial than Harrison had been with those at the
first. 25 The new instruction was that Davidson had the right
to eject the trespasser with necessary force, but not to en
danger life or do great bodily harm.

Cardwell noted that this

instruction was similar to the earlier one, with the addition
24Montgomery v. Commonwealth, 98 Va. 840 (1900).
25Montgomery v. Commonwealth, 98 Va. 852 (1900).
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of the final proviso, and was the result of an incorrect in
terpretation of Harrison 1 s opinion.

The court had intended

to emphasize that a simple trespass of land did not justify
assault with a deadly weapon.
Cardwell was also dissatisfied with two instructions
given at the request of the commonwealth.

The first stated

that the need for self-defense must not arise from the de
fendant's own misconduct, and that Montgomery could not claim
self-defense if the jury believed that it was his assault on
Davidson that brought about the necessity for cutting his an
tagonist.

The second instruction stated

that if the jury be

lieved that Montgomery had refused Davidson's legitimate or
der to leave and instead had cocked his gun, Davidson would
have been justified in thinking that Montgomery was about to
shoot and could use reasonable and necessary means to protect
himself.

Cardwell wrote that these instructions, taken to

gether with the court 1 s own, misled the jury into thinking
that the defendant was at fault merely for refusing to leave
and was wrong in resisting the force that Davidson attempted
to use.
The real problem with the prosecution's instructions,
Cardwell felt, was that they bore little relation to the evi
dence.

They implied that Montgomery had assaulted Davidson

before the cutting, but ignored the evidence that Montgomery
had retreated until set upon with a deadly weapon.

In the

court 1 s view the judge should have given two instructions
requested by the defense, which set out a correct summation
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of the law and the evidence.

One stated that if Davidson

approached in a threatening manner sufficient to raise the
presumption of danger, Montgomery was justified in defending
himself.

The other instruction asserted that if the jury be

lieved that the defendant had been approached by Davidson
with his cutter, and had retreated and threatened to shoot
if hurt, Davidson had been the aggressor from the start, and
the defendant was not guilty because his actions had been in
self-defense.
Considering the nature of the evidence, the court's ap
proval of the rejected defense instructions left little doubt
what the judges thought the outcome of the case should be.
Without saying so explicitly, they were strongly hintint that
Montgomery was guilty of nothing more serious than trespass�
and that his actions against Davidson had been in justifiable
self-defense.
hint.

Rockbridge County officials did not take the

Once again they tried Montgomery, and once again con

victed him.
peal.26

And once again the Supreme Court reversed on ap

This time Judge Phlegar took a turn at writing the

opinion, wearily pointing out that the case was certainly no
stranger to the court.
Again, the court ruled that the trial judge had erred in
rejecting an instruction submitted by the defense.

The theory

of the instruction was that Davidson had made an assault which
justified Montgomery's having presented his weapon with a fair
warning that he would use it if Davidson continued the attack.
26Montgomery v. Commonwealth, 99 Va. 833 (1901).
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A man could lay hold of a trespasser in the proper manner to
make him leave, but he could not commit assault and battery.
"No reasonable conclusion could be drawn from Davidson's acts
and demand," Phlegar believed, "than that he intended to make
an attack."
By the end of Phlegar's opinion it was obvious that he
and his colleagues had lost patience with the continuing ser
ies of convictions.

Abandoning all subtlety, he finally

stated explicitly the court's position on the case, and in
cluded a veiled rebuke to the trial judge and the prosecutor.
He wrote,
It is useless to consume further time on the facts
of this case. In neither of the records which have
been in this court, nor in all combined, is there
sufficient evidence to warrant the conviction of the
prisoner. The judgment must be reversed, the ver
dict set aside, and the case remanded to the County
Court of Rockbridge for a new trial, if the court
and prosecuting attorney consider that a better case
can be made out.27
The most surprising assault case before the Supreme Court
during the postwar period was undoubtedly Mesmer v. Common
wealth.28

The incident involved was hardly unique.

Amos

Jackson was among a group of black men ordered by a Winchester
saloon-keeper to move away from his door.

All complied except

27Ibid., at 836-37. Davidson was never able to gain sat
isfaction from the law's harassment of Montgomery. After the
attack he became insane, supposedly from the head wound, and
shortly after the first trial committed suicide. Augusta
County Argus, January 30, October 16, 1900. The Argus also
provides definite racial identity for Montgomery, something
omitted in all three opinions.

2 8 67 Va. (26 Gratt.) 976 1875 .
C
)
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Jackson, who began to dispute with the white man.

John R.

Mesmer, the town's chief of police, appeared and ordered Jack
son away.
away.

He grabbed the black man's coat, but Jackson broke

Mesmer then hit Jackson on the head twice with a billy

club, after which Jackson knocked the stick from his hands.
After a lengthy chase, Mesmer and another officer arrested
Jackson.
Jackson appeared before a justice of the peace on the
charge of resisting an officer, admitted he had done wrong,
and asked the justice to be lenient.

After Mesmer spoke in

his behalf, Jackson received a fine of one dollar and costs.
Subsequently, Jackson secured the chief's indictment and
hired an attorney to further the prosecution.

A Winchester

Corporation Court jury found Mesmer guilty and assessed one
cent damages, to which the trial judge added ten days in jail.
The Supreme Court, with Judge Staples dissenting, reversed
the decision on the ground that Mesmer had been doing his of
ficial duty and had employed only enough force as was neces
sary to arrest a violent and resisting offender.
That Mesmer was convicted in the first place is surpris
ing because most such cases either resulted in dismissal be
fore trial or ended in acquittal.

For example, in 1892 a

black man named Ed Jones brought assault charges against two
policemen who had used clubs while arresting him. The case
29
was dismissed.
Several years later in Staunton special
29
Augusta County Argus, January 5, 1892.
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policeman Lushbaugh struck Bill Johnson, black, with his fist
and caused him to lose an eye.

The officer was indicted for

assault, but the trial jury could not agree on a verdict, two
jurors voting for conviction and the rest for acquittai.30

Still, it is notable that during this period some blacks had
the knowledge, courage, and hopefulness to bring charges against
policemen for alleged mistreatment.
well for them.

That they did so speaks

That their efforts were usually futile speaks

less well for the legal system on which they depended.
Unlike such offenses as murder, rape, and assault, the
various types of theft carried few social implications.

Oper

ating quietly and avoiding personal confrontation, the black
thief.posed no threat to the structure of race relations.

If

whites did not accept black thievery, they at least expected
it.

They thought that lack of respect for property rights,

a holdover from the days of slavery, combined with the black
man's supposed immorality to produce an entire class of thieves.
Philip A. Bruce wrote that, despite certain obstacles, few
·
b1acks could resist
the temptation to stea1 . 31 wvv h en, in
·
· 1876,
30 Ibi. d ., October 23, November 13, 1894; January 15, 1895.

31
Bruce, Plantation Negro as Freeman, pp. 86-87. Two ob
stacles suggested by Bruce, inherent fear of whites and the
black man's lack of ingenuity, existed more in Bruce's mind
than in those of the blacks themselves. The third, difficulty
in disposing of stolen goods, did present some problems, but
see Hey v. Commonwealth, 73 Va. (32 Gratt.) 946 (1879), appeal
of conviction of a white junk dealer for receiving stolen goods
from black thieves. The Supreme Court also reversed, in an un
reported decision, the conviction of a black man named William
son on a similar charge. Richmond Dispatch, December 6, 1895.
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a constitutional amendment made petit larceny a cause for dis
franchisement, the general belief was that "[t]his was the
first time that discrimination had been made against the ne
groes through legislation striking at their peculiar charac-

.
•
32
teristics.
fl

Despite this "understanding" of the black man's supposed
compulsion to steal, and a tendency to take a light-hearted
view of "the larcenous negro, 11 the authorities prosecuted
such cases seriously, and the resulting sentences were no
laughing matter to the defendants involved.

In September,

1882, for example, the 149 blacks confined in the state peni
tentiary for

housebreaking were serving an average sentence

of 5.6 years, with 26 sentenced to 10 years or longer.

For

the 51 convicted of burglary, the average sentence was 9
years, with 19 serving 10 years or longer.
were 5 years for

The mean sentences

housebreaking and 7 years for burglary.33

The figures do not include repeat

offenders, whose sentences

were considerably longer.
32
Richard L. Morton, The Negro in Virginia Politics,
1865-1902 (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press,
1919), p. 92. See also Charles E. Wynes, Race Relations in
Virginia, 1870-1902 (Charlottesville: University of Virginia
Press, 1961), pp. 135-36. Robert R. Jones challenges this
traditional interpretation, charging lack of proof that the
action was a deliberate attempt to disqualify blacks. "James
L. Kemper and the Virginia Redeemers Face the Race Question:
A Reconsideration," The Journal of Southern History, XXXVIII,
No. 3 (1972), 407-408.

33Board of Directors of the Virginia Penitentiary, Annual
Report, 1881-1882, pp. 27-28. The 28 white housebreakers were
serving an average term of 4.7 years, while the lone white burg
lar was guest of the commonwealth for five years.
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Individual cases make the point even more sharply.

In.

1876 C. Banks was sentenced to fifteen years in prison for

theft, ten years of which were for stealing a bag of guano.34
In 1880 the Powhatan Circuit Court sentenced Bartlett Fisher
to a twenty-six year term for burglary and robbery, even though
"[h] is thefts were all small.11 35 Also notable is the case of
six black youths convicted in Wythe County Court of the burg
lary of a hotel dining room.

As later reported by the gover

nor, the defendants
took therefrom sundry edibles, which they consumed
on the spot. With every opportunity to do worse,
they did nothing more. Their offence was in the
nature of an impulsive and frolicsome freak of boy
hood, wanting in some of the essential elements of
burglary. . . . After serving at hard labor for
three months in the penitentiary, they are pardoned
on condition that, before being discharged, they
receive each nine and thirty stripes well laid on
accordi.ng to law.36
If three months at hard labor and thirty-nine stripes seems
harsh punishment for a "frolicsome freak of boyhood," consid
er that the original sentence had called for five years in
prison for each boy.
In private the Supreme Court judges may have joined their
friends in laughing at the latest joke about black chicken
thieves, but they treated actual cases with due seriousness.
34

Senate, Journal, 188 3 -1884, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 15, p. 6.
35
Senate, Journal, 1895-1896, Governor's Pardon Report,
S. Doc. 4, p. 25.
36

House of Delegates, Journal, 1876-1877, Governor's
Pardon Report, H. Doc. 5, p. 7.

Their opinions betray no belief in any inherent larcenous in
stinct on the part of black citizens.

On questions regarding

sufficiency of evidence, the court was as demanding in cases
of larceny as it was in cases of rape and murder.

Specific

statements within the opinions indicate that the judges were
awareof the need to safeguard the rights of all defendants.
Nelly Taliaferro, for example, was found guilty in Lynch
burg Corporation Court of housebreaking with intent to commit
larceny and sentenced to two years in prison.

The evidence

showed that on the day after the theft of two quilts and a
bolster a witness saw the stolen goods in a room occupied by
Taliaferro and another woman.

On the succeeding day Talia

ferro sold the goods, with conflicting stories about how she
had obtained them.
The Supreme Court thought the evidence insufficient for
37
conviction.
President Lewis noted that possession of re
cently stolen goods was not prima facie evidence of guilt in
burglary and housebreaking.

In addition, the defendant did

not have exclusive possession of the goods when they were
first seen.

Her sale of the goods on the succeeding day,

coupled with the conflicting statements about how she had ob
tained them, did raise "strong suspicion," but this was not
enough.

As Lewis wrote, "The humane rule of the law is to

presume every man innocent until his guilt of the offence
charged is established clearly and to the exclusion of a
37
Taliaferro v. Commonwealth, 77 Va. 411 (1883).
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reasonable doubt.

Such has not been done in this case.11 38

Possession of stolen goods was again the central issue
in Gravely y_. Commonwealth, 39 decided in 1889. The Henry
County Circuit Court sentenced John Gravely to prison for
breaking and entering the kitchen of Abner Richardson and
stealing 100 pounds of flour,
dozen eggs.

30

pounds of cornmeal, and two

On the day following the crime Richardson had

followed tracks from his kitchen to Gravely's yard.

He later

found that Gravely's boots matched the tracks in size and
distinctive features.

Searchers found forty pounds of flour

and a peck of cornmeal in Gravely's house.

Gravely said that

he had had the flour ground for himself, but the miller later
testified that the flour ground for Gravely was of poorer
quality than that found in the house.

The discovered flour

was similar, however, to that of Richardson.
Although the commonwealth had built its case on circum
stantial evidence, the floundering attempts of defense wit
nesses to explain the circumstances did little to alleviate
doubts about Gravely's innocence.

The defendant admitted

that the tracks were made by his boots but claimed that he
had not been wearing them at the time.

His witness Ada Eggle

ton testified that she had spent the night with Gravely and
his family and that another man had borrowed and returned the
boots, leaving the flour in payment.
38

She also testified that

Ibid., at 41 3.
39
86 Va. 3 96 (1889). The opinion includes no racial
identification, but see Board of Directors of the Virginia
Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1889-1890, p. 26.
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Gravely had not left the house.

The defendant's father test

ified that he had given his son a peck of meal that night,
though Eggleton claimed to have brought the meal with her.
President Lewis, writing for the Supreme Court, returned
to the question of possession of stolen goods.

While reiter

ating his Taliaferro ruling that such possession was not prima
facie evidence of guilt, he noted that it was a material cir
cumstance justifying conviction if reinforced by other circum
stances.

Among such other circumstances, Lewis noted pointed

ly, was a false explanation of how the defendant had obtained
the goods.

Identifying the flour as Richardson's also pre

sented a problem.

Again, the circumstances were to determine

the degree of identification required.

Discovery of property,

similar to that recently stolen, in the possession of a sus
pect who had probably been present at the larceny would suf
fice as identification.

Lewis added as a possible incriminat

ing situation the vague and legally meaningless factor, "where
all the circumstances are such as to render it morally certain
that he came by the goods feloniously."
In the court's opinion the circumstances warranted the
jury's belief that the flour found in the defendant's house
had been stolen from Richardson.

Added to Gravely's false

explanation of how he had obtained the flour, the probability
of his presence at the scene of the crime, and his conduct
during the search, such possession raised a strong presump
tion of guilt.

Lewis stopped short, however, of declaring

the court's belief in Gravely's guilt.

He emphasized instead
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the duty of the court to reverse in such a case only where
the verdict was plainly wrong.

No such "plain deviation"

from the evidence existed here.
The 1890 burglary of B. J. Taylor's property in Bruns
wick County also produced footprints and a question of pos
session, as well as a gaggle of suspects and refutation of
40
the maxim concerning honor among thieves.
The burglary
netted clothing, cheese, hog meat, and $80 cash.

Taylor's

son and another man, suspicious of a black family named
Michael, went to the latter's house at 2 a.m.

They heard the

voices of Hannah and Charlotte Michael, the grown daughters
of the family, and of John Boden, Charlotte's lover.
also smelled fried hog meat.

They

The next morning a search by

"four intelligent and respectable white men" disclosed tracks
in a nearby field.

Further search led to similar tracks with

some of the stolen property abandoned nearby.
tracks matched Boden's feet perfectly.

One set of

This and other evi

dence sent Boden to the penitentiary for five years.
That left the second set of tracks.

One searcher said

that they were similar to those made by Frank Hite, his for
mer employee and a Michael son-in-law.

The tracks were the

only physical evidence against Hite, but his family was
strangely willing to bolster the commonwealth's case with
their testimony.

Julia Michael, his mother-in-law, testified

that both sets of tracks had been made by Hite.
40

Hite v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 882 (1892).

Hannah and
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Charlotte Michael stated that Hite had left at 10 p.m. with
the avowed intention of stealing Taylor's money,
other goods.

meat, and

They also said that Hite had taken Baden's hat

as a disguise.

The family's testimony was the vital element

in the prosecution's case.

The jury sentenced Hite to ten

years in the state penitentiary.
The Supreme Court disagreed.

Judge Lacy discredited al

most every assertion made by Hannah Michael and the others.
They testified that all had gone to sleep after Hite left,
but the two white men had heard voices and smelled the frying meat early in the morning.

They testified that Boden

had been with them all night, yet the physical evidence es
tablished that the burglar's tracks were his.

Most damaging

of all to their credibility was their testimony that upon
leaving the house Hite had stated his intention to burgle
Taylor's goods.

At Baden's trial, however, they had testified

that he declared only a desire to have some meat before going
to bed.
ing.

Neither did the court consider the footprints convinc

No one measured the prints.

they looked like Hite's ..

One man simply said that

Even less convincing was the claim

by Julia Michael that Hite had made both sets of prints.

Lacy

hinted at another possibility, remarking that Charlotte Mich
ael's shoes also appeared to match the tracks.
The judges saw the matter quite clearly.
mitted the crime.

Boden com

By their testimony at the two trials, the

Michael Family tried to obtain his acquittal by placing the
guilt upon Hite.

Some possibility existed that Charlotte
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Michael had been an accomplice.

Concerning Hite's conviction,

Lacy said, "[I]t must be admitted that this verdict is not
only plainly contrary to the evidence, but it is without evi
dence, and, in justice, it ought not to stand." 41

Lacy's

opinion thus affirmed the necessity for the state to offer
substantial evidence before depriving even a black citizen of
his liberty.
One fact that emerged during the Hite trial was that
Julia rvlichael was a former employee of Taylor.

Whites be-

1 ieved that the theft of goods by black employees, especially
house servants, was a corrunon affair.

Bruce thought petit
42
larceny an accepted concomitant of having servants.
Gunnar
Myrdal reported one-half century later,
It has always been expected of Negro servants in
the South that they should pilfer small things-
usually food but sometimes also clothing and money.
In fact, their money wages are extremely low part
ly because the white employers
pect them to take
part of their earnings in kind. � 3
The idea that all black servants were petty thieves is absurd,
but the quoted attitude on the part of many whites no doubt

became a self-fulfilling belief.
Catherine Bundick was a former employee of John Tankard
of Northampton County.

When thieves stole bonds and more than

$300 cash from Tankard's house, suspicion centered on Catherine
41

Ibid., at 890.

42 Bruce, Plantation Negro as Freeman, pp. 38-39, 89-90.
43
Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem
and Modern Democracy (2 vols.; New York: Harper & Brothers
Publishers, 1944), II, 975.
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and her husband, Robert.

Trial in the county court resulted

in a fifteen year sentence for burglary for Robert and a five
year sentence for housebreaking for Catherine.

The evidence

against Robert consisted only of footprints at the scene of
the crime and a knife lost during the burglary which allegedly
belonged to him.

Catherine faced the additional problem of

her possession of the stolen goods.

The accumulation of such

circumstantial evidence brought about conviction.
The Supreme Court did not consider the circumstances so
44 I n fact, the JU
. d ges
.
. d ge and Jury.
. 1 JU
strong as had the tria
felt, some of the circumstances cited were evidence of nothing
at all.

The footprints, for example, were found at the burg

lars' point of entry, but no evidence existed that they be
longed to either of the Bundicks.
toward their house.

The tracks did not lead

The only information provided by the

prints was that more than one person had walked on the ground
below the window, and that one of them possibly had been a
woman.
The only other evidence against Robert was the knife.

A

commonwealth witness identified the knife, apparently dropped
by the burglar, as being one previously owned by Bundick.
The witness was certain that it was Bundick's knife, although
he could not distinguish it from a similar one and could not
describe all of its features accurately.

A second witness

44
Robert Bundick v. Commonwealth, 97 Va. 783 (1899);
Catherine Bundick v. Commonwealth, 97 Va. 787 (1899). The
opinions do not identify any of the parties by color, but the
Bundicks were black. Bundick v. Commonwealth, Records and
Briefs, L XXX IX, 0 . S . , 2 4 6 , 2 6 7 , 2 7 2 .
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testified that on the day following the crime Bundick told
him that he had lost his knife.
fy the court.

This evidence did not satis

In still another strong statement affirming

the basic rights of defendants, Judge Cardwell wrote,
To warrant the conviction of a person accused of a
crime, every fact necessary to establish his guilt
must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt; and es
pecially is this so where, as here, a conviction
is sought upon circumstantial evidence alone, which
is always to be acted on with the utmost caution.
It is not sufficient, therefore, that the evidence
creates a suspicion of guilt. The accused is en
titled to an acquittal, unless the fact of guilt
is proven to the actual exclusion of every reason
able hypothesis of his innocence.45
The evidence against Catherine Bundick, in addition to
her status as a former employee, was her possession of a two
dollar note and a handkerchief.

In addition, searchers dis

covered near her house other articles p�eviously having be
longed to Tankard.

A two dollar note had been among the items

stolen, and the defendant had trouble explaining where she
had obtained hers, but no evidence showed that her note was
the one taken in the burglary.

The other goods were definite

ly Tankard's, but the court noted the absence of any evidence
that they had been taken in the burglary.

Cardwell dismissed

Catherine's former employment by citing Tankard's testimony
that all of his employees knew where he kept his money.

The

court found the evidence "plainly insufficient" to sustain
the verdict against Catherine Bundick.

45 97 Va. 785.
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In another case,46 no doubt existed that the defendant
had committed the act charged.
hind the act.

At issue was the intent be

Robert Hall, a black man sentenced in Danville

to three years in prison for horsestealing, possessed an es
timable character but for one common weakness--alcohol.

One

evening he appeared at Acree's tobacco warehouse, obviously
drunk, mounted the horse of a man named Gravely, and rode
off.

Gravely, Acree, and others watched as Hall rode toward

the rear of the warehouse, turned, and came back.

When stop

ped by Gravely, Hall claimed that the horse was his and that
he was going home.

When Gravely threatened to knock him off

the horse, he dismounted.
Perhaps influenced by testimony that the defendant's
character was good except for his drinking habits, the Supreme
Court looked benignly on the incident.

The court was prepared

to reverse the conviction on the procedural ground of undue
delay in indictment, but thought that better reason for re
versal existed.
as disclosed by

Judge Fauntleroy wrote, "[U]pon the merits
. the record, the verdict of the jury was

plainly wrong, and against the evidence, which plainly and un
deniably shows that the horse had been gotten on a drunken
spree, and without felonious intent, in the presence of the

owner of the horse [and others] .1147

The court ordered Hall

discharged from custody.
46
Hall v. Commonwealth, 78 Va. 678 (1884). For racial
identification, see Hall v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs,
XXX, 0 • S • , 6 7 7 •
47 78 Va. 681-82.
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The court took a similarly sympathetic view of the troubles
of Peter Perrin, sentenced to two years in prison for steal
ing the pocketbook of R. C. Tinsley.

Tinsley lost his pocket

book, containing $10 0 cash and a check for $10.79, while walk
ing on a public road.

Perrin, described by his attorney as

"a negro, and an entirely ignorant man, and unable to read or
write,
of paper 1y1ng
on the
. ked up two pieces
.
.
·
,,4s 1ater pie
road.

He did not know what they were, and he put them in his

purse.

Several weeks later a man to whom Perrin owed money

noticed the check and demanded it in payment of the debt.
After several expressions of reluctance at using the check,
Perrin finally did so, with a false story about how he had
come to possess the paper.
On this evidence the jury found the defendant guilty of
stealing the pocketbook.

Again the Supreme Court reversed,
with Fauntleroy delivering the opinion. 49 He noted the ab

sence of any evidence that Perrin had ever
book, much less taken it.

seen the pocket

Possibly someone else had found

the pocketbook, taken the cash, and thrown away the check.
Fauntleroy conceded that Perrin's delayed and reluctant pass
ing of the check might have been a crime, but that would have
been only for the value of the check and therefore petit lar
ceny.

The evidence was wholly insufficient to warrant con

viction on the felony charged in the indictment.
48Perrin v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LII, 0.S.,
212, 213.
49
Perrin v. Commonwealth, 87 V.a. 554 (1891).
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The same was not true concerning the conviction of Percy
Whalen for larceny from the person in Staunton Hustings Court
in 1893.

Whalen was a member of an interracial gang charged

with picking the pocket of a man in a hotel bar.

A racially

mixed crowd of men was drinking in the bar when two witnesses
saw a white man lift the coattail of an inebriated patron
while Whalen extracted the victim's wallet.

On trial Whalen

received eight years in prison, but his colleagues received
directed verdicts of not guilty due to error in the indict
ments.50 Whalen himself won a new trial and this time received
a five year sentence.

His appeal of this second conviction

reached the Supreme Court, which ruled that the evidence sus
tained the verdict.51
Cases involving the conviction of black Virginians for
arson, assault, and various types of theft followed a famil
iar pattern.

Juries often returned guilty verdicts and lower

court judges often upheld them, even though the evidence was
insufficient or questionable.

The few blacks whose cases re

ceived full hearings before the Supreme Court had a much bet
ter chance for justice.

The court did not hesitate to reverse

50
Augusta County Argus, May 23, 30, 1893. Blacks usually
did not receive equal treatment in Virginia bars and restau
rants, but there were exceptions. Wynes, Race Relations in
Virginia, pp. 68, 76. The bar in this case appears to have
been an exception. The more common approach was that of R. W.
Lawrence, discharged in Richmond Police Court after being ac
cused of hitting with a beer mug a black man who had tried to
obtain a drink in Lawrence's bar. Staunton Post, July 20, 1895.
51
whalen v. Commonwealth, 90 Va. 544 (1894).
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judgment in cases of obvious innocence.

It also was willing

to reverse in cases of possible or even probably guilt where
evidence, though incriminating, was not sufficient to meet
legal standards of proof.

As the second and third convictions

of Daniel Montgomery demonstrated, however, the court's spirit
did not always infect the criminal justice system as a whole.
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X.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Speaking before the Virginia State Bar Association in
1895, R. Walton Moore of Fairfax warned of a widespread dis
satisfaction with criminal procedure in the United States.
An "undue exhaltation of the individual charged with crime"
was allowing the "escape of many who should be punished."
The problem, according to Moore, was that appellate judges
1
too often reversed convictions on technicalities.
Moore
was not alone in his belief.
James Keith

Several years later President

dissented from his brothers on the Virginia

Supreme Court when they reversed a conviction on the ground
of what he termed "a mere dry, barren technical error."
"Such judgments," he warned,

11

impair and undermine confidence

in the law as a rational rule of conduct.112

The Supreme Court's treatment of procedural questions
provided excellent evidence of the judges' attitude toward
black defendants.

Consistently categorizing all errors in

such cases as inconsequential might have indicated unwilling
ness to extend full safeguards to blacks.

On the other hand,

a judge desiring just treatment for blacks, or believing in
1R. Walton Moore, "Criminal Trials," Virginia State Bar
Association, Report of the Seventh Annual Meeting (Richmond,
1895), pp. 251-67, especially pp. 258, 263-66.
2Jones v. Commonwealth, 100 Va. 842, 859 (1902).
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strict adherence to technicality in all cases, would have
been more willing to call for new trials.

Reversals in such

cases would have signified to lower courts that they should
apply trial safeguards to black as well as to white defen
dants.3

Because of the complex technical nature of procedural
safeguards, the assistance of competent counsel is not only
a right but a necessity.

Despite the right to counsel de

creed by the Constitution, the attempts of defendants to
avail themselves of that privilege have not always been suecessful.

In the years after Reconstruction most black defen-

dants in Virginia, but not all, were able to obtain counsel.
Not every defendant wanted professional assistance.
John Miles, a black man on trial in Henrico County Court for
breaking and entering, asked to conduct his own defense.

Ob

servers remarked that, although illiterate, he knew court
procedure and "showed some shrewdness."

Given a five year

sentence, he moved for a new trial, but the motion was over
ruled. 4 Another black defendant refused counsel for a dif
ferent reason.

The prosecutor was John W. Riely, later a

member of the state Supreme Court.

When the trial judge

3cases reversed on procedural grounds were usually re
tried, but note the case of David Anderson, a black man whose
conviction for burglary was overturned because the judge had
refused to entertain a motion for continuance before arraign
ment. On retrial he was found not guilty. Anderson v. Com
monwealth, 84 Va. 77 (1887); Richmond Dispatch, January 26,
1889.
4Richmond Daily Dispatch, June 21, 1879.
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asked if he would like counsel assigned, the defendant "re
plied in the negative, saying that as long as Major Riely
was on the other side he knew he would be treated with fair
ness and justice, and that it would be unnecessary to employ
any counsel to defend him.";)
Most defendants, however, let attorneys handle their
defense.

Lawyers in general practice, by far the majority

in Virginia, were always happy to accept employment.

Given

the disproportionate number of black defendants, it was good
business to accept such cases.
in the sources.

Some names appear repeatedly

Samuel M. Page of Richmond had an extensive

criminal practice among blacks. 6

George D. Wise, one time

commonwealth's attorney of Richmond, also often appeared as
counsel for black defendants.7
Although other attorneys may not have defended blacks as
often as did Page and Wise, the list of defense counsel for
black defendants included some of the most respected members
of the bar.

William B. Talliaferro, a leader of the Gloucester

5
Memorial to Judge John W. Riely, VSBA, Report of the
Thirteenth Annual Meeting (Richmond, 1901), p. 77.

6Richmond Daily Dispatch, March 30, 1876; Richmond State,
May 10, 1876; Christian v. Commonwealth, 64 Va. (23 Gratt.)
954 (1873); Randall v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 644
(1874); Page v. Commonwealth, 67 Va. (26 Gratt.) 943 (1875);
Page v. Commonwealth, 68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 954 (1876); Robinson
v. Commonwealth, 73 Va. (32 Gratt.) 866 (1879); Muscoe v. Com
monwealth, 87 Va. 460 :(1891).

7Lyon G. Tyler, ed., EncycloEedia of Virginia Biography
(3 vols.; New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Company, .
1915) III, 133; Richmond Daily Dispatch, January 29, 1876;
ibid., July 1, 1876; Richmond Planet, May 8, 1897.
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bar for fifty years, was as willing to take a local case of
chicken-stealing as to argue before the Supreme Court.8

H.

D. Flood, A. D. Payne, J. M. Quarles, and Thomas Whitehead,
all prominent enough to earn mention in the Encyclopedia of
Virginia Biography, served as counsel for black defendants
before the Supreme Court.9

E. C. Cabell, sometime common

wealth's attorney for Richmond, served as cocounsel with
Samuel Page in three cases involving black defendants before
10
the high court.
Similarly, Meade F. White was at various
times commonwealth's attorney for Augusta County and counsel
for black defendants.11 Rather than being all-inclusive,
this list furnishes only some examples of the quality of
attorneys often retained by blacks.
The true test of Virginia's commitment to the right to
counsel came when defendants were unable to employ attorneys,
due either to lack of funds or to the notoriety of the crime.
In 1895 Supreme Court Judge John Buchanan urged upon the bar
8John H. Gwathmey, Legends of Virginia Courthouses (Rich
mond: Dietz Printing Company, 1933), pp. 19, 21; Perrin v.
Commonwealth, 87 Va. 554 (1891).
9Tyler, EVB, III, 117 and Glover v. Commonwealth, 86 Va.
382 (1889); EVB, III, 331-32 and Hill v. Commonwealth, 88 Va.
633 (1892); EVB, III, 125-26 and Kinney v. Commonwealth, 71
Va. 858 (1878); EVB, III, 133 and Talliaferro v. Commonwealth,
77 Va. 411 (1883f:-Wright v. Commonwealth, 73 Va. 941 (1879).

lORichmond Daily Dispatch, January 14, 1876; Christian v.
Commonwealth, 64 Va. (23 Gratt.) 954 (1873); Page v. Common
wealth, 67 Va. (26 Gratt.) 943 (1875); Page v. Commonwealth,
68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 954 (1876).
11chataigne's Virginia Gazetteer and Classified Business
Directory, 1888-89 (Richmond: J. H. Chataigne & Co., Publish
ers, 1887), p. 144; Augusta County Argus, July 17, October 23,
1894.
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its obligation to cooperate:

"If a prisoner is unable to

employ counsel the court may appoint some one to defend him,
and it is a duty which counsel owes to his profession, to
the court engaged in the trial, to the administration of jus
tice, and to humanity, not to withhold his aid, nor spare his
best efforts in the defence of one 'who has the double mis

fortune to be stricken with poverty and accused of crime. 11 12
State judges tried to fulfill their responsibility, but
their practice of seeking volunteers rather than ma k ing com
pulsory appointments left defendants at the mercy of some
times unwilling bars.

Many attorneys responded well.

In

1897 M. L. Spottswood could not avert a guilty verdict against
a black man charged with the assault of a white woman, but
his efforts elicited from black editor John Mitchell the
praise, "It was a striking proof of the make-up of Virginia
white men, and explains why there is such a strong friendship
existing between white and colored men.11 13

In an

188 1

murder

trial in Chesterfield County, Stephen Coleman was found not
guilty thanks to an attorney working without fee, but several
years later in Augusta County Lawrence Spiller was not so
fortunate.

The jury took only five minutes to convict him of

murder, perhaps because his court-appointed attorneys had
presented no evidence or argument.14

Judges often chose

12Barnes v. Commonwealth, 92 Va. 794, 803 ( 1895).
13Richmond Planet, July 2 4, 1897.
14

Richmond State, December 15,
Argus, May 8, 1894.

188 1 ;

Augusta County
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experienced and prominent members of the bar.

R. S. Turk,

one of Spiller's attorneys, had extensive experience as a
crimina
. . l prosecutor.15 J. H. Ingram, successful in gaining
dismissal of arson charges against Mary Banks in 1886, was a
prominent Richmond area attorney and sometime judge in the
Chesterfield courts.16 Despite Judge Buchanan's exhortation
to professional responsibility, some defendants experienced
difficulty obtaining counsel.

In a 1900 Martinsville case,

the judge called upon the bar for someone to defend Charles
Hairston, charged with assaulting a white girl.

All the

attorneys refused and Hairston, tried without counsel, was
17
condemned to hang.
Frank Benjamin, charged with a similar
crime in Newport. News, had better luck.

Again, no attorney

responded �o the judge's request, despite a fee of $300
raised by Benjamin's family.

Finally, two black attorneys

reluctantly accepted the case.18

The Supreme Court discussed competent counsel in only

two opinions.19

In Early v. Commonwealth 20 the two attorneys

15 Tyler, EVB, III, pp. 324- 2 5. Turk argued the case of
another black defendant to the Supreme Court. Whalen v. Com
monwealth, 90 Va. 544 (1894).
16Richmond State, April 2 7, 1886; Richmond Planet, May
15, 1897; Chataigne's Directory, 1888-89, p. 248.

17Richmond Planet, May 19, 1900.
18Ibid.,
March 17, 1900.
19In Reed v. Commonwealth, 98 Va. 817 (1900), the high
court knew but did not mention in its opinion that counsel had
been assigned by the trial court. Reed v. Commonwealth, in
Virginia, Supreme Court of Appeals, Records and Briefs, LXXXV,
o.s., 361, 372.
20

86 Va. 9 21 (1890).
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assigned to the defendant upon arraignment had lost property
in the fire allegedly started by him.

The two men at first

refused the appointment, but then accepted and counseled the
defendant to seek a continuance.
error.

The Supreme Court found no

President Lewis pointed out that the defendant had

accepted one of the two as counsel again at the next term,
and that another defendant in the case had employed the sec
ond attorney.

The two lawyers appear to have acted with in

tegrity, but it is difficult to imagine a more obvious con
flict of interest.

21
In Barnes v. Commonwealth
the court considered the

case of a woman who had no counsel when she was condemned to
hang.

On appeal, her attorneys charged that the trial judge

should have appointed counsel and insisted that the designat
ed attorney carry out his responsibility.

They argued, "It

is believed that in the present case the mere fact alone of
her being without the aid of proper counsel to advise her,
in a proceeding involving her life and liberty, will cause
this honorable court to set aside the verdict .
. and grant
her a new trial.1122 Judge Buchanan responded with his ring
ing call to duty, but found no error in the case at hand be
cause the record did not show whether Barnes had been denied
her right to an attorney.
Pokey Barnes's lack of trial counsel created another
2192 Va. 794.

22Barnes v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LXVIII,
o.s., 117, 154.
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problem.

Unadvised by anyone trained in the law, the defen

dant did not make necessary motions or take bills of excep
tion. Never before had such a case gone to the Supreme Court,
and some lawyers believed that in the absence of exceptions
entered on the record an appellate court could not grant a
writ of error.23 The attorneys belatedly acquired by Barnes
answered this contention with scorn:

''What a farce it would

be to say that she, in her helplessness and her ignorance,
lost her rights by her failure to object to 'unauthorized
methods' when on trial? 1124

They noted that the trial judge,

on his own initiative, had entered a motion for new trial on
behalf of the defendant, but had immediately overruled the
motion.

Why, they wondered, had he not also taken the ini

tiative to grant her a bill of exceptions to that ruling?
The Supreme Court granted a writ of error.
The issue again arose during oral argument.

Asked

whether the defendant had noted an exception on some point,
attorney H. W. Flournoy protested, ''It seems like a mockery
to require or determine to take notice of such an error when
it is known that these ignorant women were protected by no
counsel.11 25

The court nevertheless dismissed several possible

errors because no objections had been made at the time. Iron
ically, the incompleteness of the record ultimately earned
23Richmond Planet, December 1 4, 1895; November 14 , 1896.

o.s.,

24

Barnes v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LXVIII,
117.

25

Richmond Planet, December 7, 1895.
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the defendant a reversal, because the clerk had not included
certain formalized statements.
Black prisoners seeking benefit of another constitutional safeguard, release on bail, had mixed success.

Wilson

Boxley, a black man indicted for rape in Halifax County in
1874, "was allowed to give bail for his appearance at the
Circuit court.1126

In 1895 two black men charged with assault

ing a Charlottesville policeman were allowed bail of $250 each.27
The bail set for Bob Crawford, charged with larceny, was $800.28

Barney Johnson, charged in Richmond with receiving stolen goods,

was released on bail and quietly left town.29

Despite these

reports, racial discrimination regarding bail did exist.

In

188 3 a black defendant in Brunswick County charged that he had
been refused bail because of his color.30

When bail was set

at $500 for a white man accused of murdering a black, the
Planet complained, "If Davis had been colored, every lawyer
in Virginia would have had to advocate his cause before the
question of bail would have been even considered.11 3 1

26Boxley v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 649 (1874).
27
Augusta County Argus, October 15, 1895.
28Ibid., December 8, 1896.

29Richmond Daily Dispatch, January 29, 1876.
30 Petersburg Lancet, December 15, 188 3 .
31

Richmond Planet, October 14, 1899.
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In only one case did a black defendant challenge the
constitutionality of a state law dealing with trial procedure.
Woody Ruffin, a state penitentiary convict hired out to the
railroad, killed a guard while trying to escape in Bath County.
According to state law, the Circuit Court of Richmond had
jurisdiction over crimes committed by convicts in the peniten
tiary.

That court tried Ruffin and sentenced him to hang for

first degree murder.

Ruffin appealed on the ground that the

state constitution guaranteed him the right to trial by a
"jury of his vicinage,1132 and that the law giving the Richmond
court jurisdiction over him was unconstitutional.

Because the

alleged crime had occurred in Bath, either he should have
stood trial there or the jury should have been summoned from
there.
The Supreme Court affirmed the conviction.

Judge Chris

tian emphasized that the state's bill of rights was an affirm
ation of general principles to be given a "reasonable rather
than a literal" construction.

Ruffin was a convict in the

penitentiary even though not confined within the walls of that
institution, and he was subject to its rules.

Christian also

proposed a broader reason for denying Ruffin's appeal.
bill of rights, he said, did not apply to convicts.

The

He wrote,

A convicted felon, whom the law in its humanity
punishes by confinement in the penitentiary in
stead of with death, is subject .
. to all the
laws which the Legislature in its wisdom may en
act for the government of that institution and
32virginia, Constitution (1869), art. 1, sec. 10; Juris
diction was determined by Code (1860), ch. 215, sec. 1, p. 859.
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the control of its inmates. For the time being,
during his term of service in the penitentiary,
he is in a state of penal servitude to the State.
He has, as a consequence of his crime, not only
forfeited his liberty, but all his personal rights
except those which the law in its humanity ·accords·: to
him.33
The Ruffin case illustrates well the question raised by
appeals alleging lack of due process.

At what point does the

failure to follow prescribed procedure truly jeopardize a de
fendant's right to fair trial?

The courts have traditionally

ruled that any doubt on this issue redounds to the benefit of
the defendant.

To require strict adherence to the rules, even

in cases of doubtful prejudice, best guarantees that all de
fendants receive procedural justice.

But such an approach is

not absolute, and some errors will be deemed too minor for
retrial.

Appellate rulings represent a continuing attempt to

define and classify these errors.
In some cases the problem was one of interpretation.
Virginia law, for example, provided that a person jailed on a
criminal charge was to be released if not indicted 1 'before
the end of the second term of the court at which he is held
to answer. 1'

The question arose whether a court in session at

the time of arrest counted in the enumeration of terms.

In

33
Ruffin v. Commonwealth, 62 Va. (21 Gratt.) 790, .795
(1871). Governor Gilbert Walker commuted Ruffin's sentenee
to life in prison and, in 1885, Governor William Cameron par
doned him on the ground of sufficient punishment. Virginia,
Senate, Journal, 1872-1873. Communication from the Governor
Transmitting a Statement of . . . Pardon Granted [hereafter
cited as Governor's Pardon Report], S. Doc. 20, p. l; Senate,
Journal, 1885-1886, Governor's Pardon Report, S. Doc. 13, p.
10.

35 6

Hall v. Commonwealth 34 the court decided that the defendant,
a black man convicted of horsestealing, had not been indicted
quickly enough, thus including the court in session at the
time he had been remanded for trial by a magistrate.

Five

years later the same court specifically overruled Hall, with
President Lewis writing that the earlier case had been de

cided "without mature consideration.1135

The indictment was a common cause of appeal.

Counsel

often challenged the wording of indictments, traditionally
the location of damaging technical errors.

The Supreme Court

generally dismissed challenges based on minor flaws.

The

state constitution, for example, provided that indictments
were to end with the words "against the peace and dignity of
the Conunonwealth."

The court upheld the indictment against

Henry Brown for murder even though the document ended "of
the commonwealth of Virginia." 36

The court did require strict

adherence to formula on more relevant points.

The judges

found defective the indictment against Henry Randall for
34

78 Va. 678,

680-81

(1884).

35Glover v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 382 (1889), affirming
conviction of a black man for attempted rape. This inter
pretation did not invalidate the general requirement. In
1895 a black man named James Johnson was discharged from
custody after two grand jury terms had passed without an in
dictment against him. Augusta County Argus, November 12, 1895.
36

Brown v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 466, 467- 68 (1890). The
court also approved the indictment even though the victim was
identified only by his initials. In addition, the common
wealth's attorney had not signed the document.
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unlawful shooting because it omitted the word "feloniously,11 37
and the indictment against Henry Christian for attempted rape
because, although it included such terms as

by force" and
"carnally know," it omitted the necessary word 11 ravish.1138
11

Some indictments contained more substantive errors.
Page v. Commonwealth39 illustrated the court's willingness to
reverse the conviction even of an infamous criminal because
of a deficient indictment.

Hillary Page, the most notorious

arsonist in Virginia in the 1870's, was convicted on the third
count of a three count indictment and sentenced to death.
Page's attorney argued before the Supreme Court, and the at
torney general agreed, that the third count was based on a
section of the state code that did not create any offense but
was merely descriptive of earlier sections.

Even though the

wording of the indictment would have supported a different
charge, the court reversed because the count on which the
verdict had been found was deficient.40
37Randall v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 644 (1874).
For racial identification of the defendant, omitted in the
opinion, see Richmond Whig, November 14, 1873.
38
christian v. Commonwealth, 64 Va. (23 Gratt.) 956-57.

39
67 Va. (26 Gratt.) 943 (1874).
40
some trial judges found indictments defective before
appeal to the high court was necessary. Richmond Dis1atch,
March 10, 11, 1887; Thornton v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. 24
Gratt.) 657, 659 (1874). For unsuccessful challenges to in
dictments before the Supreme Court, see Smith v. Commonwealth,
62 Va. (21 Gratt.) 809, 811-12 (1871); Early v. Commonwealth,
86 Va. 922-23 (1890); Cunningham v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 37,
38-40 (18 91); Mitchell v. Commonwealth, 8 9 Va. 826, 828 (18 93);
Whalen v. Commonwealth, 90 Va. 544, 545 (1894). In Robinson
v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 900 (18 92), the court ruled sufficient
an indictment that failed to specify it had been found by a
special grand jury. For racial identification of Robinson, a
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Page was again tried and convicted on two other indict
ments.

The wording of both was similar to that of one count

of the original indictment.

Because the Supreme Court had

ruled that Page was acquitted of that count at the first
trial, his counsel pleaded that the first verdict also served
as an acquittal on the second indictment.

The Supreme Court

ruled that, despite the similarity in wording, the indictments

referred to different fires.41

Samuel Page, Hillary Page's attorney, raised a similar
claim of double jeopardy in his defense of Charlotte

Robin

son, a black woman convicted of larceny in Manchester Hust
ings Court.42

Her first trial produced a variance between

the indictment and the evidence presented, and the trial
judge sustained a defense motion to exclude all the common
wealth's evidence.

The judge then discharged the jury over

the objection of the defendant, who asked that the jury re
turn a verdict.

Arraigned on a new indictment, the defen

dant pleaded that she already had been tried on an identical
charge for the same offense by a jury discharged without her
consent.

The Supreme Court ruled that the discharge of the

jury had caused Robinson no harm.

Acquittal on the basis of

variance was not a bar to retrial for the same offense, and
therefore a verdict for the defendant would not have altered
black man sentenced to hang for the murder of his lover, see
Augusta County Argus, September 29, 1891.
41

�Page v. Commonwealth, 68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 963-74.
42Robinson v. Commonwealth, 73 Va. (32 Gratt.) 866 (1879).
For racial identification, see Richmond State, July 15, 1878.
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subsequent trial and conviction.43
Yet another variation of the double jeopardy plea arose

in Briggs v. Commonwealth.44

In 1885 a Culpeper County Court

jury convicted William Briggs of second degree murder.
circuit court ordered a new trial.

The

Briggs argued that his

previous conviction for second degree murder constituted
acquittal on the charge of murder in the first degree and
barred retrial on that charge.

The Supreme Court ruled that,

by seeking a reversal, the defendant had waived his right not
to be retried.

The original verdict was "guilty of murder,"

and the new trial must again be on that charge.

The new jury

would determine the degree of homicide.
Beyond the stage of indictment and pleading, the oppor
tunity for procedural errors expanded.
of the trial could cause problems.

Even the scheduling

Two defendants raised

the issue of timely trial, both unsuccessfully.45

Hillary

43rn Jones v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 740, 741-42 (1890),
the defendant unsuccessfully argued double jeopardy because
a first jury had been discharged, without his consent, when
unable to reach a verdict. Jones was convicted of robbery
and sentenced to ten years in prison. For racial identifica
tion, see Jones v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XCVIII,
o.s., 150, 158.

44s2 Va. 554, 556-62 (1886).
45Smith v. Commonwealth, 85 Va. 924, 925-26 (1889); Davis
v. Commonwealth, 89 Va. 132, 133 (1892). But Robert Cabell, a
black man convicted of rape, successfully moved in Richmond
Hustings Court for arrest of judgment because he had been held
longer than the statutory limit before trial. Richmond Dis
patch, May 23, 1886. Henry Curtis, on the other hand, argued
unsuccessfully that the C1rcuit Court of Norfolk County had
scheduled his trial too quickly. Curtis v. Commonwealth, 87
Va. 589, 594-95 (1891).
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Page, the arsonist, contended that he had been remanded to
the wrong term of court by the examining magistrate. He also
was unsuccessfu1. 46 George Early appealed because the trial
court had refused a continuance requested on the ground of
absent witnesses.

The Supreme Court ruled that the trial

judge's decision could not be reversed except in the case of

obvious error.47

Mitchell v. Commonwealth 48 demonstrated the importance
of careless errors.

A black man convicted of raping a white

girl, Mitchell gained a new trial for reasons the layman
would believe inconsequential.

Yet the court reversed the

conviction of a defendant accused of the most heinous crime
known to southern society.

In Amelia County Court, where he

was indicted and arraigned, Mitchell asked for trial in the
circuit court, as was his prerogative.

The clerk of the

county court, however, failed to certify the record of the
county court proceedings to the circuit court, and without
such certificate the circuit court lacked jurisdiction.

The

Supreme Court ruled that the clerk's oversight invalidated
46
47

68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 959-60.

Early v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 92 4-25. At least two
other black defendants had better luck at trial. The case of
Tom Adams, charged with shooting a black woman, was continued
in Augusta County Court due to the absence of a defense wit
ness. Augusta County Argus, March 12, 18 95. The trial judge
in Jackson v. Commonwealth, 6 4 Va. (23 Gratt.) 919, 922 (18 73),
also allowed a continuance due to the absence of a witness "on
account . . . of its being a case in which the 1 ife of the
accused was involved, and the court being willing to afford
him every facility of defence."
48 39

Va.

8 26

(1893).
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Mitchell's triai.49

The physical presence of the defendant during trial was
another contested issue.

The law required that the defendant

be personally present at every stage of the proceedings that
might affect him.

The record in Coleman v. Commonwealth 50

said only, "And at another day, .
1893, .

. the 3d day of March,

the trial of this case is ordered to be continued."

A unanimous court ruled that the record was "fatally deficient"
because it did not state that the defendant had been personally
present at the time.
Although the court required a positive averment of the
defendant's presence, it allowed clerks some leeway in meeting that requirement.

The record in Lawrence v. Commonwealth 51

noted that at the end of the day's proceedings "the said Charles
Lawrence is thereupon remanded to jail." In Williams v. Common
52 the record omitted the closing note that the defendant
wealth
had been remanded to jail but included the usual opening that
"Charles Williams .
Tl

. was this day again led to the bar. .

The court ruled that the wording in both cases was
49

The court also held as reversible error the failure of
the deputy who had served the writ of venire facias to add the
name of the sheriff as well as his own to the return of service.
50

90 Va. 63 5 (1894). The opinion does not identify either
Coleman, sentenced to hang for murder, or his victim by color.
Both were black. Coleman v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs,
LX, 0.S., 382, 387.
51 71 Va. (30 Gratt.) 84 5 , 8 50 - 53 (1878).
52

93 Va. 769, 77 0 -71 (1896). For racial identification
of Williams, a black man sentenced to hang for murder, see Sen
ate, Journal, 1897-1898, Governor's Pardon Report, S. Doc. 4,
p. 41.
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sufficient to show presence.

Ironically, in the only case in

which the defendant was absent in fact as well as on the rec
ord, the appeal failed.

On two occasions George Bond was ab

sent when his attorney made motions for new trial.

The trial

court overruled both motions but afterward realized its mis
takes and rescinded the rulings, offering to entertain new
motions in the defendant's presence.

The Supreme Court ruled

that the judge had thereby corrected the irregularity and re.
.
53
fused to reverse th e convictions.
Juries were a consistent source of problems.

Defendants

appealed because juries had not been sworn properly54 and be
cause the clerk had charged them erroneously. 55

In Barnes v.

Commonwealth56 the record failed to show that during trial
adjournments the jury had been in the custody of the sheriff
and that the officer had been instructed not to speak to them,
nor allow others to do so, about the case.

The record said

only that the jury had adjourned, without mentioning the
sheriff or instructions to him.
failure merited a reversal.

The court ruled that this

Several years later the court

53

Bond v. Commonwealth, 83 Va. 581 (1887). The opinion
does not note Bond's race, but he was a black man convicted
of arson. For racial identification, see Virginia, Board of
Directors of the Virginia Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1898,
p. 2 3.
54
Lawrence v. Commonwealth, 71 Va. (30 Gratt.), 84 8- 50;
Brown v. Commonwealth, 8 6 Va. 468. Both appeals were unsuccessful on this point.
55

Thornton v. Commonwealth,

56

92 Va. 803-808.

65

Va. (2 4 Gratt.) 2 61- 6 3.
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ruled that where the record showed the necessary instructions
to have been given the sheriff at the start of the trial, the
failure of the record to note daily instructions was not
fatal. 5 7
Among the most common, yet unsuccessful, appeals was a
challenge to the venire facias summoning the jury.

Appealing

the writ that had called the grand jurors was usually in vain
because such questions were supposed to have been raised be
fore the defendant pleaded to the merits of the case.

Thus,

even though two grand jurors in Reed v. Commonwealth belonged
to a class specifically excluded from such service by statute,
the Supreme Court held that the challenge to them had come
too late. 58 In Lyles v. Cornrnonwealth 59 the court admitted
that the venire facias was irregular but again ruled that the
objection was untimely ..

Other appeals, all unsuccessful, in

cluded challenges to the jurisdiction of the court issuing

the writ,60 the number and qualifications of the veniremen

summoned,61 the manner of choosing the jury,62 the specificity
57

Reed v. Commonwealth, 9 8 Va. 830. For an unsuccessful
appeal grounded on actions of the jury outside the courtroom,
see Wright v. Commonwealth, 75 Va. 9 14, 9 16 (1882).
58
9 8 Va. 819 -20.
The men were overseers of the road.

59 88 Va. 39 6, 39 8 (189 1).
60Wilson v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 666 (189 0). The opinion
does not give Thomas Wilson's race. He was a black man sen
tenced to hang for muraer. Augusta County Argus, June 18, 1889 .
61Lawrence,v. Commonwealth, 71 Va. (30 Gratt.) 847-48;
Mitchell v. Commonwealth, 74 Va. (33 Gratt.) 84 5, 848- 51 (1880);
Lawrence v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 484, 48 5 (1886); Brown v. Com
monwealth, 87 Va. 215, 216 (189 0); Curtis v. Commonwealth, 87
Va. 5 9 5; Barnes v. Commonwealth, 9 2 Va. 801-802.
62Honesty v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 283, 285-88 (1886),
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required of the record,63 and even a date mistakenly inscrib

ed on the writ.64

Technicalities of summoning aside, the important substan
tive question was whether the jurors finally impaneled gave
the defendant a fair trial.

Considering the antipathy of

whites toward accused black criminals, relatively few appeals
concerning fairness of the jury reached the Supreme Court.
Two cases discussed possible change of venue, and five others
challenged the competence of individual jurors.
The Supreme Court was markedly unreceptive to requests
for change of venue.

Wright v. Commonwealth 65 demonstrated

both the court's reluctance to acknowledge the necessity for
such a change and the difficulties faced by defendants in
overcoming that reluctance.

In 1879 the Bedford County Court

sentenced Peter Wright to hang for the murder of a white man.
The Supreme Court reversed the conviction because of an incom
petent juror, but on retrial Wright was again sentenced to
hang.

At the second trial he moved for a change of venue on

the ground that local prejudice against him was so great that
he could not receive a fair hearing.

Everyone in the county,

he argued, had already expressed an opinion about his guilt.
Wright submitted three affidavits to support his motion,
631awrence v. Commonwealth, 71 Va. (30 Gratt.) 847-48;
Watson v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 608, 6 10-13 (1891)� Robinson
v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 900.
64Davis v. Commonwealth, 89 Va. 133.
6574 Va. (33 Gratt.) 880, 882-88 (1880).

3 65

but all three reflected only his or his attorney's beliefs.
He explained his failure to submit affidavits from other cit
izens on the ground that,
he is a poor colored man that has been unable, on
account of extreme prejudice, to obtain such affi
davits; that his counsel have made oft and repeat
ed efforts to obtain from citizens of this county
their affidavits to the truth of these statements;
that in nearly every case these citizens have open
ly expressed the opinion that a fair and impartial
trial cannot be had within the county by a jury of
the county, but on account of public opinion they
decline to allow their affidavits to be used in
this case, so great is their prejudice against
this affiant.66
Wright's counsel similarly swore that he had been unable to
convince anyone in Bedford to say on the record that public
prejudice made a fair trial impossible.
The Supreme Court upheld the judge's denial of a change
of venue.

Had it truly been impossible to summon an impar

tial jury locally, wrote President Moncure, the defense might
have moved to call the jurors from some other county.
never did so.

It

The court also believed that Wright had failed

to prove his contention that an objective Bedfore jury could
not be found.

In fact, a county jury was impaneled without

objection to any of the twelve jurors.
The question of change of venue also arose in the second
trial of William Muscoe, convicted of the murder of a Char
lottesville policeman.

To support his motion, the defendant

pointed out inflammatory newspaper articles, including a
notice by the mayor at the time of Muscoe's arrest assuring
66

Ibid., at 884-85.
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the town that Muscoe was the murderer and would hang within
thirty days of sentencing.

Despite the mayor's pledge, it

had become necessary to call out the militia to protect the
prisoner.

Muscoe thought these facts proved the impossibil

ity of his receiving a fair trial in Charlottesville.

Some

of the commonwealth's own witnesses, called to rebut Muscoe's
contentions, could swear only that he would get as fair a
trial as any other murderer.67

The Supreme Court, however, felt that the circumstances
did not require a change of venue.

Judge Hinton wrote that

the defendant must prove that "the community has been so
warped by passion or prejudice that there is danger of the
jury being influenced by the opinion of the public, and not
entirely and exclusively by the evidence, in reaching a verd.lC t . 1168 Hinton conceded that some public expression in
Charlottesville had been "both ill-judged and ill-timed,"
but ruled that Muscoe had failed to support his motion ade
quately.69
Challenges to individual jurors called for even more
subjective judgments by trial judges than did motions for
change of venue.

A series of Supreme Court decisions demon

strated that the guidelines by which the judges were to make
67Muscoe v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LII, O.S.,
33, 34.
68
Muscoe v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 460, 462 (1891).

69rn fact, it had proved impossible to obtain an impar
tial jury in Charlottesville, and the judge had summoned a
venire from Staunton. Charlottesville Chronicle, February
14, 1890.
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their rulings provided little help.
did not explain its decisions.

In two cases the court

In Page v. Commonwealth 7 0

eight jurors trying the case on the merits had also been on
a panel that had tried a special issue in the same case.
Although they had already heard testimony about the defen
dant's alleged confession, they asserted that they held no
impressions about his guilt. The Supreme Court ruled the
jurors competent. 71 More understandable was the ruling in
Lyles v. Commonwealth;2 wherein

the court found acceptable

a juror who had heard news of the crime but held no opinion
concerning the defendant's guilt.
The most complete discussion of juror competence came

in Jackson v. Cornrnonwealth.73

Venireman Graham had heard

about some of the evidence presented at the coroner's inquest.
He believed the people who had told him about the evidence,
and had expressed an opinion about Jackson's guilt.

He nev

ertheless felt no prejudice toward the defendant and thought
that he could listen to the evidence and render a verdict
"uninfluenced by his preconceived opinion."

The defense

challenged him, but the judge held him to be a competent
70

68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 977.

71
But Harvey Bell, a black man convicted of murder in
Charlottesville, received a new trial because one juror also
had been on the grand jury and had expressed an opinion about
Bell's guilt. Augusta County Argus, March 2, 1897.
72
88 Va. 397.

7364 Va. (23 Gratt.) 919, 922-23, 927-33 (1873). Jack
son was a black man sentenced to hang for the murder of his
wife. The opinion contains no racial identification, but see
Jackson v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, I, O.S., 54, 55.
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juror.
The Supreme Court affirmed that decision.

President

Moncure wrote that a venireman was incompetent if he had
formed "a decided or substantial opinion" about the defen
dant's guilt.

A "merely hypothetical II opinion did not dis

qualify a juror.

A man who had heard only rumors would be

considered to have a hypothetical opinion, "even though he
speak of it as a decided or substantial opinion."

The deter

mining factor would be whether the venireman thought he could
give the defendant a fair hearing.

Here, Graham evidently

had not formed a decided or substantial opinion but a hypo
thetical one.

Moncure thought that the trial judge, who had

heard Graham testify in person, was the best interpreter of
Graham's fitness.
Six years later the court thought differently about the
interpretation made by the trial judge in Wright v. Cornrnon

wealth.74

Venireman Charles W. Hardy testified that "he had

made up and expressed an opinion in the case; that the opinion .

. was still upon his mind; that he did not think he

could do the prisoner justice.1175

This position was plain

enough, but Hardy immediately qualified it.

He stated that

new evidence could change his mind and that he could render
a fair verdict.

The defense challenged him for cause, but

the trial judge overruled the objection.
7473 Va. (32 Gratt.) 941 (1879).

75Ibid., at 942 (Emphasis original).
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For the Supreme Court, Judge Staples emphasize d that the de
termining factor was the strength of the venireman's opinion.
A "decided opinion" rendered a venireman incapable of hearing
a case impartially.

Staples declared, "If there oe a reason

able doubt whether the juror possesses these qualifications,
that doubt is sufficient to insure his exclusion.

For, as

has been well said, it is not only important that justice
should be impartially adm1nistered, but it should also flow
through channels as free from suspicion as possible.1176

Hardy himself did not know where his true feelings lay.
He said that he did not think he could do the prisoner jus
tice, but also that he could serve with an unprejudiced mind.
Such uncertainty was a sign of danger to the court.

Staples

wrote, "A man who could assert in one breath that he had pre
judiced the accused, and could not do him justice, and in
the next assert that his mind was free from all prejudice, is
not to be trusted with the grave and responsible duty of pass
ing upon the guilt or innocence of a fellow being.1177

Such a

man might consider himself a competent juror, but the law did
not.

In Washington v. Commonwealth, 78 decided in 1889, a new

high court found that two incompetent jurors had served on
76
77

Ibid., at 943.

Ibid., at 944.
7886 Va. 405 (1889). Jordan Washington was a black man
sentenced to eighteen years in prison for second degree mur
der. For racial identification, see Fredericksburg Free-Lance,
July 9, 23, 1889.
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the same panel.

Juror Scott said that his opinion of the de

fendant's guilt was "right positive," but that he could give
an impartial hearing to new evidence.

Juror Adams testified,

"I have formed an opinion thus far, that the prisoner should
be punished."

He said that he would require evidence to

change his opinion.

The court ruled that the trial judge

should not have accepted the two jurors.

By entering the

trial with a belief that the defendant was guilty and requir
ing him to prove otherwise, they were in conflict with that
most important of legal tenets--the presumption of innocence.
The judges erected a fine model assigning competency or
incompetency according to the words expressed by potential
Jurors.

But the model depended upon those words having pre

cise meaning, a dependence that was not merited.

Short of

disqualifying those with any opinion, however, no other way
existed to solve the problem.
out many prejudiced jurors.

The system did manage to weed
The judge in Brown v. Common

wealth,79 for example, issued a second venire facias because
he found only two qualified jurors on the first venire.

Sim

ilarly, the judge in Curtis v. Commonwealth 80 summoned a sec
ond venire when only six of sixteen in the first group were
acceptable.

79 87 Va. 216.
S037 Va. 595.
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The substance of a trial began with the introduction of
evidence.

Both prosecution and defense were wary lest the

other side place inadmissible evidence before the jury and
on the record.

Sometimes counsel challenged the entire tes

timony of a witness.

The importance of a judge's rulings in

such situations is obvious.

The law required juries to base

their verdicts not on what was known but on what was offi
cially on the record.

An otherwise incriminating piece of

evidence not admissible by law could carry no legal influence.
The most incriminating evidence possible was the confes
sion of the defendant.

Nineteenth century Virginia jurists

laid down strict requirements for the acceptance of confes

sions.81

A confession was inadmissible if extracted by a

threat or profilised benefit offered by a person in authority.
Confessions were to be truly voluntary, not the result of
fear or expectation.

Although the requirements were exemp

lary 1n theory, the extent to which authorities followed
them in practice is not known.
tenuous for black suspects.

The situation was especially

Often ignorant about the law

and conditioned to fear and accept the authority of white
officials, they were vulnerable to police threats and promises.
It was also difficult for a black to challenge successfully
a white official's version of events if any conflict arose
81see the general discussion in Virginia Reports,
Jefferson--33 Grattan, 1730-1880. Annotated under the super
vision of Thomas Johnson Michie (Charlottesville: Michie
Company, 1901), pp. 775-77.
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at trial.82
The appellants in a group of cases before the Supreme
Court failed to win any reversals on the ground of improperly
admitted confession, but the cases show that some officials
did observe defendants' rights 1n this area.

Horace Venable,

accused of murdering his lover in Richmond in 1873, confessed
to anyone who would listen to him.

He first admitted his

guilt to a policeman, who advised him to get an attorney.

At

a hearing before the police justice, both the justice and his
new attorney cautioned him not to make any further statements.
Upon reaching jail, however, Venable told his story to the
cook and a fellow inmate.

Both testified against him at trial.

On appeal, Venable's counsel challenged the testimony of
the two witnesses from the jail.

He contended that his client,

"an ignorant colored man," was alarmed and upset at the time
of the confessions.83

The Supreme Court affirmed the convic

tion, holding that such fright did not disqualify a confes
sion.84

Despite Venable's misfortune, the facts indicate

that the officials did their best to afford him the law's
82Although the Virginia courts did not acknowledge these
factors, other jurisdictions have held that a black defendant's
race in itself should be considered when determining the vol
untariness of a confession. Jack Greenberg, Race Relations
and American Law (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959),
pp. 314-15, and cases cited therein.
443.

83venable v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, VI, O.S.,

84
Venable v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 639 (1873);
House of Delegates, Journal, 1874-1875, Governor's Pardon
Report, H. Doc. 8, p. 3.
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Both his attorney and the police justice warned
.
h.im against
mak"ing any statements.85 It is also notable that
protection.

the trial judge excluded the confession to the policeman be
cause it had been obtained illegally.
Hillary Page, the arsonist, also possessed a loose ton
gue.

He twice admitted his crimes, once as the result of

fraud.

John Wren, a private detective, tricked Page into re

vealing his criminal history by pretending to be in the mar
ket for an experienced arsonist.

During his first trial Page

also discussed details of his crimes with the sheriff, who
duly joined the commonwealth's witnesses at Page's second
trial.

The Supreme Court held that both conversations were

valid evidence.

The sheriff, although a law officer, had

offered no inducement for the admission.

The court accepted

Wren's fraud because he was a private detective who held no
official position.8 6
Wren seems to have been involved whenever a contested
confession was at hand.

In Mitchell v. Cornrnonwealth 87 the

defendant argued that the prosecution had failed to prove
that Mitchell's two confessions were voluntary.

Wren, who

had induced the first confession, testified that the defen
dant had received no promises and had been told that his
85

rn Hatchett v. Commonwealth, 75 Va. 925, 930 (1882),
the coroner warned the defendant that any confession made
should be voluntary.
86Page

v. Commonwealth, 68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 978 -81.

877 4 Va. (33 Gratt.)

851-59.

confession must be voluntary.

The defense elicited testimony

that threw suspicion on Wren's credibility, but other wit
nesses supported the detective's story.

Mitchell's two co

horts, who had actually planned and executed the crime with
Mitchell as a minor accomplice, won acquittals because of in
sufficient evidence.

Mitchell's confession was not admissi

ble against them.

In Early�· Commonwealth,88 decided in 1890, the defen

dant testified that Wren had promised to use his influence
with the authorities for Early's benefit if he confessed.
Wren did not take the stand, but two other witnesses refuted
Early's story.

The testimony of these men was suspect, be

cause one was a victim of the crime and the other was Wren's
employee, but the Supreme Court ruled the confession admissi
ble.

Even if Early's story were true, President Lewis wrote,

Wren had no official standing and therefore there had been no
inducement by a.-riyone in authority. 89

Much important information did not appear in Lewis's
Early opinion.

There is no reference to the treatment alleg

edly suffered by Early:
8886 Va. 927-28.

89wren's colleague, black detective Henry Edwards, sur
faced again in Brown v. Commonwealth, 89 Va. 379, 381-82 (1892).
He testified that Brown had admitted his part in the crime to
him. The Supreme Court accepted the alleged confession as ad
missible, but accorded it no credibility. Similarly, in Smith
v. Commonwealth, 62 Va. (21 Gratt.) 816-19, the court acknow
ledged that authorities had obtained an admission legally, but
ruled that its weight as evidence was not so strong as claimed
by the prosecution.
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George Early was taken from jail by a crowd of men
and dragged behind a horse and buggy with shots
flying around his head, and was told if he did not
acknowledge that the other prisoners did the burn
ing he he [sic] would be killed. The men then built
a fire arouncr-him and told him that if he did not
admit that he did the burning he would be consumed.90
If the allegation was true, such an experience certainly would
cast doubt upon the voluntariness of any admissions made by
Earlv,

.

91

Defendants appealed the presence, or absence, of witnesses
on a variety of grounds.

In the rape case of Smith v. Common

wealth92 the defendant charged that the prosecutrix was too

young to understand the oath, but the Supreme Court ruled that
the trial judge had specifically examined the twelve year old
girl's capacity and found her competent.

In Barbour v. Common

wealth the court decided that a conviction for petit larceny

did not disqualify a witness, 93 and in Reed�· Commonwealth94

it accepted the testimony of the deputy sheriff in charge of
90

Richmond Planet, August 30, 1890.
91
Willis Thompson, a black man accused of the rape and
murder of a black woman, confessed under fear of lynching by
a black mob. Afterwards, he was "under the impression that
if he retracted his confession he would be taken out of the
jail by the negroes and hung." Thompson v. Commonwealth,
Records and Briefs, II, O.S., 386, 387.
92
93

s5 Va.

924,

926-27.

so Va. 287, 288- 90 (1885). Allegations of bad charac
ter were not sufficient to make a witness incompetent. Legal
conviction for an infamous offense was necessary. Briggs v.
Commonwealth, 82 Va. 562-63.
94

98

Va. 830.
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the jury concerning previous events.

Charles Lawrence, con-

victed of rape, challenged the introduction of two prosecu
tion witnesses of whose testimony the defense had no prior
notice.

The court found no error.95

Two defendants appealed

on the ground that the commonwealth had not called as wit
nesses all parties present at the alleged crimes.

Both times

the court ruled that the prosecution could call whomever it
wanted.

If the defense desired other witnesses, it could sum

man them.96

Appeals involving specific points of evidence were usu
ally unsuccessful.

Enough exceptions and ambiguities existed

in the rules of evidence to give trial judges considerable
latitude in making their decisions.

The Supreme Court re

versed only in cases where the evidence was specifically inadmissible or obviously prejudicial.

Responding to one appeal

concerning admission of evidence, the court stated that the
decision was within the trial judge's discretion unless there
was manifest abuse of that power.97
In the murder case of Dock v. Commonwealth the court
ruled that the prosecution's introduction of evidence showing
the peaceable character of the deceased was irrelevant because
the defense had not first attacked that character. 98 More
951awrence v. Commonwealth, 71 Va. (30 Gratt.) 853.

96Hill v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 633 (1892); Gaines v.
Commonwealth, 88 Va. 682, 691 (1892).
97Reed v. Commonwealth, 98 Va. 824.

9862 Va. (21 Gratt.) 909, 910-12 (1872). But in Coleman
v. Commonwealth, 84 Va. 1, 4-7 (1887), the court allowed
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obviously prejudicial was a witness's testimony that immedi
atel y after the crime the victim told him that the defendant
had knocked him down and robbed him.
clared, "It woul d be dangerous

Judge Fauntleroy de-

. to permit a party mak-

ing a criminal charge . . . to support his own evidence by
proof of declarations made by him, subsequent to the all eged
crime.

The adjudication of the rights, and the protection

of the liberties, of the citizen, require that mere hearsay
evidence should be excl uded."99

William Brown earned a re

versal because the trial judge had allowed testimony con

cerning statements made by Brown's alleged coconspirator.100
By interpreting certain acts or statements to have been
part of the res gestae, i.e., the circumstances of the crime
itself, the court allowed much evidence otherwise inadmissibl e.
In Reed v. CommonwealthlOl the defendant was charged with
murdering his wife and his father-in-law during the same argu
ment.

During trial for the murder of the wife, Reed objected

to a reference to the other killing.

The court held that the

father-in-law's murder was part of the res gestae of the crime
at issue.

The court ruled simil arly concerning testimony that

a murder victim had decl ared prior to the crime his intention
evidence showing a rape victim's reputation for chastity be
cause the defense had indirectly attacked her character.
99Jones v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 742-44.
l O

O Brown v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 935, 936 (1890). The
testimony was inadmissible because the record contained in
sufficient proof of a conspiracy between the two defendants.
l Ol93 Va. 823.

to visit the defendant.102
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The court also held admissible

the testimony of a witness that after a shooting he had heard

one man say to another, "Will, you have killed him.11103

Judges decided questions of relevance quite broadly.

In

Reed the court accepted evidence that the defendant had been
drunk two days before the crime, saying that it was relevant
104
to rebut Reed's claim that he had reformed.
Threats made
by George Bond against William Franklin were admissible be
cause Franklin's house was close to a barn allegedly set on
fire by Bond.105

But James Mings, on trial for rape, was

not allowed to introduce the reason for the victim's father's
. 106
declared hatred of him.
In the second William Brown arson
case the court ruled admissible testimony that formed a

link

in the chain of circumstantial evidence connecting the defen
dant to the crime.107

Randall Watson, having testified that

he murdered Joe Robinson partly in response to insults about
his wife, had to answer on cross-examination whether he and
the woman were legally married. 108
Efforts to confirm or impeach testimony brought about
102nock v. Commonwealth, 62 Va. (21 Gratt.) 913-14.

l03Briggs v. Commonwealth, 82 Va. 562.
l0493 Va. 823.
105Bond v. Commonwealth, 83 Va. 588.

106Mings v. Commonwealth, 85 Va. 638, 639 (1889).
107
Brown v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 216-17. The court then
reversed the conviction on the ground that the circumstantial
evidence was insufficient to warrant the verdict.
108watson v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 613-14.

other appeals.
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In Jackson v. Commonwealthl09 the Supreme

Court upheld the trial judge's refusal to allow defense
counsel, during final argument, to point out discrepancies
between the testimony of certain witnesses at the trial and
their previous testimony at the coroner's inquest.

Presi

dent Moncure wrote that the defense should have submitted
the inquest testimony during the questioning of the witnesses,
giving them the opportunity to explain any discrepancies.

In

Barbour v. CommonwealthllO the defense objected to the admis
sion of evidence that the defendant's hand and knife had been
stained with blood, because there had been no chemical anal 
ysis of the substance.

Judge Lacy declared that there was

no need for analysis "to ascertain the obvious and indubit
able fact that it was blood."

When Beverly Howard challeng

ed the veracity of a witness because events subsequent to the
crime had made it opportune for him to

lie,

the judge al lowed

otherwise inadmissible testimony to show that the witness's
story had not changed.

The Supreme Court affirmed.111

The Supreme Court often ruled upon requests for new trial
because of newly discovered evidence, hut was exceedingly re
luctant

to grant such requests.

The court required that the

new evidence be so substantial that, had it been presented at
l

0964 Va. (23 Gratt.) 933-34.

ll03

0 Va. 290-91.

111Howard v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 488 (1886). For racial
identification of Howard, a black man convicted of arson, see
Board of Directors of the Virginia Penitentiary, Annual Report,
1887, p. 24, and Senate, Journal, 1887-1888, Governor's Pardon
Report. S. Doc. 23, p. 8.
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trial, it might have produced a different verdict.

That the

scene of the crime had been examined by lamplight, as well as
the originally stated moonlight, obviously did not meet this
requirement.11 2

Neither did the discovery that stains in the

snow originally thought to be blood were not, because the

stains had played little part in the prosecution's case.113
Similarly, that a hat had been moved between the time of its
loss during the crime and its discovery by a witness was in

consequential.11 4

The court did order a new trial when the new evidence
was obviously important.

Boxley�- Commonwealth115 was a

prosecution for rape in which the commonwealth's most impor
tant witness was prosecutrix Martha Spencer.

After convic

tion, Boxley's counsel moved for a new trial to introduce an
affidavit from the committing magistrate that Spencer's tes
timony at trial differed materially from the testimony she
had given before him.

Because the evidence against the de

fendant was questionable, the court ruled that Boxley should
lL:\r1ieeler v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 658, 65 9 ( 1 890). For
racial identification, see Wheeler v. Commonwealth, Records
and Briefs, XLIX, O.S., 903.
11 3

1ewis v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 41 6, 420-21 (1886).

1 14

Field v. Commonwealth, 89 Va. 690, 692-94 (1893). Al
though the court was probably correct in this instance, Presi
dent Lewis also argued that, "even were it made distinctly to
appear [by the new evidence] that Gordon was not pursued by
the prisoner at all," that fact would not have caused a new
verdict. But such fact would have proved that the victim had
perjured himself when he claimed to have been chased, an im
portant point when the jury's decision rested mainly on decid
ing wh.ich of the parties to believe.
11 5

55 Va. (24 Gratt.) 654-56.
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have been granted a new trial.
The murder case of Williams�· Commonwealth116 presented
a unique situation.

During the trial the defendant, common

wealth's attorney, and jury traveled to the scene of the crime,
while defense counsel and the judge remained behind.

In an

swer to a question from a juror, a trial witness who was also
present

stated a number of facts, including one not previous-

ly in evidence.

When the party returned to court the prosecu

tor told the judge and defense counsel what had occurred and
allowed the defense to question the witness.

The defense at

torneys neither questioned the witness nor objected to the pro
ceedings.

After the verdict, however, they asked that the

fact of the trip and its incidents be put on the record, some
thing not previously done.

Their purpose was t� lay the ground

work for a motion for new trial.
The Supreme Court declared that the witness's testimony
was not improper, only given irregularly.

In addition, the

defense should have noted its exception before the verdict
and not waited until afterward.
particularly irked the judges.

Defense counsel's tactics
The court believed that counsel

knew, or could have known, enough to have acted earlier than
they did.

As President Keith warned, the defendant could not

"sit mute in the presence of th.e court, with the knowledge
that some mere irregularity has taken place during the trial,
ready to take advantage of it in case of an adverse verdict .
. Neither a party to a civil case, nor the prisoner in a
11 6

93 Va. 771 -74.
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criminal case, will be permitted to play fast and loose with

the court."117

The trial judge's duty to instruct the jury before send
ing them to consider their verdict was a frequent source of
appeals.

Such instructions were to clarify for the jurors

the issues for their consideration--to define the elements
of an offense or explain the level of proof required by law.
The intricacies of the criminal law made this one of the most
vexing tasks that judges faced.

Prosecution and defense

could submit possible instructions, each wording its sugges
tions to its own advantage.118

From these the judge chose

any, all, or none, or he could compose his own.
The wording of an instruction could point the jury in a
certain direction, or even force a specific verdict.

In the

�ontgomery assault cases, for example, the instructions sub
mitted by the defense in each case would have made a guilty
verdict virtually impossible.

The Supreme Court ruled in

each case that the trial judge should have given the instruc
tions.119

More often, however, a defense attorney suggested

instructions that put his case in the best possible light and
117Ibid., at 774.
118see, for example, Honesty v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 288302, where the court gave ten instructions requested by the
defense and thirteen requested by the commonwealth.
119
Montgomery v. Commonwealth, 98 Va. 840 (1900); Montgomery v. Commonwealth, 98 Va. 852 (1900); Montgomery v. Com
monwealth, 99 Va. 833 (1901).
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hoped that the jury would interpret the evidence accordingly. 120
Montgomery was an exception even among cases in which the
Supreme Court ordered new trials because of erroneous instruc
tions.

Most reversals were the result of misstatements of

law and did not imply innocence.

In Watson v. Commonwealth121

the court ruled the trial judge's instructions improper be
cause they did not state accurately the prosecution's respon
sibility to prove degree of homicide.

The instructions in

Brown v. Commonwealth122 contained several errors, including
the statement that a killing done in fear of bodily harm was
.
d.12 3 Also unnot excusable un1ess an actua1 danger existe
acceptable was an instruction, given at the commonwealth's
request, that a killing done with malice aforethought, but in
sudden passion, was murder in the second degree.

The Supreme

Court noted that malice and passion were inconsistent motives,
and that to suggest that one act could result from both con
fused "elementary principles of criminal law.11 12 4
1 20

rn Mitchell v. Commonwealth, 74 Va. (33 Gratt.) 87374, the court gave an instruction submitted by the defendant
that attempted to steer the jury toward a verdict of manslaugh
ter, but the jury returned one of first degree murder never
theless.
121

ss

Va. 867 ( 1889).

122

86 Va. 468-74.
12 3
Ibid., at 468-69. The fear need only have been rea
sonable.--rii" Field v. Commonwealth, 89 Va. 691, defense coun
sel erred in the opposite direction by submitting an instruc
tion that the fear need only have been sincere. The Supreme
Court upheld the judge's refusal to give the instruction.
12 4

86 Va. 473-74.
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Muscoe v. Commonwealth, 125 decided in

189 0,

showed the

importance that the Supreme Court placed on erroneous instruc
tions.

Muscoe was guilty of the murder of a white policeman,

yet the Supreme Court refused even to discuss the evidence.
It reversed solely on the ground of misdirection by the judge,
who had stated that a policeman could make an arrest, without
a warrant, "in pursuance of legal ordinances of the city."
Because no such legal ordinance had supported the officer's
action, the court ruled that the instruction was misleading.
In most cases, however, appeals on the ground of erron
eous instruction were unsuccessful.
little to recommend them.

Some challenges had

In Lawrence v. Cornrnonwealth 126 the

judge refused to give obviously wrong instructions concerning

the law on statutory rape, while in Glover v. Cornrnonwealth 12 7
the rejected instruction would have misled the jury into the

false belief that they could not find the defendant guilty of
attempted rape.

Defense counsel in Briggs v. Commonwealth 1 28

could convince neither the trial judge nor the Supreme Court
of the validity of his instruction that the previous good
character of the defendant was sufficient to raise doubts
about his guilt.

In Mings v. Commonwealth 129 the Supreme

Court ruled that the challenged instruction not only was
125

86 Va. 443 ( 1890).
126
7 1 Va. (30 Gratt.) 853-55.
127
86 Va. 382 , 383-84 ( 1889 ).
128
82 Va. 563.
129
85 Va. 639 - 6 4 1.
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acceptable, but was more favorable than necessary to the de
fendant.

Other appeals raised more competent, if not more

successful, issues.130

The Supreme Court sometimes conceded that mistakes had
been made but decided that they were not serious enough to
131 case Judge Drury
merit reversal. In the second Muscoe
Hinton acknowledged that one instruction was erroneous but
did not reverse the conviction because "the record shows that
it could not have prejudiced the prisoner."

In another case,

the court ruled that an irrelevant instruction was acceptable
because it had not confused or misled the jury.132

Similarly,

the judge presiding at the trial of George Dock had rendered
one of his instructions incomprehensible by omitting an im
portant clause, but the Supreme Court held that the jury had

probably understood its meaning anyway.133

Finally, even the simple act of returning the verdict
could lead to an appeal.

The jury trying Henry Randall for

the statutory offense of malicious shooting with intent to
maim, disfigure, disable, or kill, returned a verdict of
guilty of "malicious shooting."

The defendant argued that

130smith v. Commonwealth, 62 Va. (21 Gratt.) 812-13;
Thornton v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 667-72; Page v.
Commonwealth, 68 Va. (27 Gratt.) 965-68; Watson v. Common
wealth, 87 Va. 616-19; Gaines v. Commonwealth, 88 Va. 692-93.
13187 Va. 464.
132Reed v. Commonwealth, 98 Va. 828-29.

133Dock v. Comrr.onwealth, 62 Va. (21 Gratt.) 912-13.
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the verdict named no offense.

So egregious was ·this error

that the attorney general agreed it was sufficient to re
quire reversai.134 The failure of a verdict to specify a
defendant by name, however, was not so serious.

As President

Moncure remarked in one such case, there was no doubt to whom
135
.
the Jury
referred.
President Keith, in a statement quoted earlier, referred
to a "mere dry, barren technical error."
did an error become meaningful?

But at what point

Keith's predecessor as pres

ident, Lunsford L. Lewis, expressed the more liberal view:
Where any legal right has been denied .
. , or
any of the safeguards thrown around him for his
protection have been disregarded .
. , it is not
for this court to say what might or might not
have been the effect upon the case of the accused;
. . . the law will intend prejudice, if it be ne-
cessary to enable him to exercise his right to
have the judgment of the court reviewed in the
appellate tribunal, and will hold it impossible
in such a case to say that a fair and impartial
trial has been had.136
Lewis's statement came in an opinion reversing the conviction
of a black man, and the question arises whether black defen
dants received an equal measure of the justice advocated by
Lewis.

In the absence of a detailed survey of the treatment

of white defendants, it is not possible to make comparisons
by race.

Even so, the cases involving black defendants yield

134Randall v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 645-46.
135Thornton v. Commonwealth, 65 Va. (24 Gratt.) 665-66.
For a similar ruling, see Hairston v. Commonwealth, 97 Va.
754, 756 (1899).
136
Muscoe v. Commonwealth, 86 Va. 450.
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valuable information.
The appeals that reached the Supreme Court illustrate
the quality of defense given many black prisoners.

Grounds

for procedural appeal were numerous and varied, from the
denial of major safeguards to minor technical errors.

The

appeals show that defense attorneys were competent and will
ing to summon the full panoply of procedural safeguards on
behalf of their black clients.

That attorneys first raised

most issues at trial indicates attention to detail at all
levels of the system.

By carrying appeals to the Supreme

Court, counsel demonstrated their belief that the court would
protect the rights of all defendants.
The .court did so.

It reversed enough convictions to in-

dicate a willingness to act on the merits of each case.

Even

blacks guilty of interracial rape and murder received new
trials because of procedural mistakes.

Not all appeals were

successful, but egregious failures to enforce trial safeguards
were few.

In no case was the court's refusal to reverse ob

viously the consequence of the defendant's race.

The appel

late reports do not record how many cases of faulty indict
ments, prejudiced jurors, incompetent witnesses, and erron
eous instructions never reached the Supreme Court.

In those

that did, the judges carefully protected the right of fair
trial, even when the defendant was black.
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XI.

THE OFFICIAL RESPONSE TO LYNCHING

The numbers register clearly in the mind.

Their very

abstractness, bloodless and efficient, emphasizes the horror
they represent.

The individual accounts, stories of madness

and death, too quickly blend into one another.
breeds dullness, and the impact lessens.

Repetition

Thus, ironically,

it is the cold numbers that restore a horrible perspective
to the subject.

From 1880 through 1897, sixty-four men and
women were lynched in Virginia. Fifty-one were black.1
Perhaps the most disturbing aspeet of lynching is the

ease with which good men explained and defended it;

The

rationale was necessity--the necessity to contr0l black conduct and the necessity to protect white women.

In 1893 Gov-

ernor P. W. McKinney traced the necessity to the evils of
Reconstruction.

He recalled,

1
11List of Lynchings in Virginia from 1800 to 1897 Inclu
sive,'' from the Governor's Message, in Virginia, House of
Delegates, Journal, 1897-1898, p. 51. No definitive list of
lynchings in the United States exists. The governor's list
is probably most accurate for Virginia, but it supplies only
the raw numbers. The Chicago Tribune throughout the 1880's
and 1890's published in its annual review issue (usually
January 1) a listing of all those lynched or legally executed
in the nation the previous year. Also useful is National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Thirty
Years of L nching in the United States, 1889-1918 (New York:
NAACP, 1919 , pp. 99-101. A complete statistical analysis
of lynching is in James Elbert Cutler, Lynch-Law: An Inves
ti ation into the History of Lvnchin in the United States
New York: Longman's, Green, and Co., 1905), pp. 155-91.
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A large proportion of our population were suddenly
made citizens, and were turned loose without their
accustomed restraints, ignorant and reckless, uncul
tivated in their morals, regardless of the rights
of others, with no respect for society and regard
less of the law. It therefore became necessary
that the people should protect themselves.2
McKinney's point, in what was actually a strong antilynching message, was that such self-protection was no longer
necessary.

Yet the incidence of lynching was steady through

out the 1880's, with a sudden rise at the end of the decade.
In the nine years prior to 1889 there were twenty-six lynch
ings, an average of less than three per year.
per cent, of the victims were white.

Eigh� or 30

In the next five years

thirty-five men were lynched, only five of whom (14 per cent)
were white.

The year 1893, when McKinney delivered his mes

sage, was the worst of all.

Twelve lynchings occurred, all
of whose victims were black.3 The native whites had been in

control of the state's police and courts for more than twenty
years.
The rationale of necessity had another aspect.

Whenever

a southern white talked about lynching, the subject of rape
was not far behind.

According to Richard L. Morton, the

number of rapes by black men began to increase "at an alarm
ing rate" beginning in 1888, thus accounting for the corres2senate, Journal, 1893-1894, p. 46.
3The statistics are from the governor's list previously
cited. Richard L. Morton, The Negro in Virginia Politics,
1865-1902 (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press,
1919), pp. 136-38, quotes the same set of figures, but with
different emphasis.

ponding rise in lynchings.4
haunted the southern mind.
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The fear of interracial rape
For many, lynching was the only

solution, a fit punishment and effective deterrent.

As one

Virginia newspaper editorialized,
The lynching of the Negro James
., awful as
it was, is another warning to that race that our
white women will be protected--that death sure and
swift will overtake the brutal and blackhearted
man who commits this crime of crimes. When men go
unmasked in the light of day and lynch a culprit
from the officers' hands it is evident that they
are determined to break up this foul crime and the
people generally will say it is well when no doubt
as to guilt exists. They do not wish the women
subjected to being witnesses in court trials in
such cases.5
Two things were wrong with the excuse that lynching was
a punishment-deterrent for rape:

It often followed crimes

other than rape, and it was ineffective as a deterrent.

Of

the sixty-four victims lynched during the period 1880-1897,
only twenty-six were accused of rape or attempted rape.6

As

one black scholar wrote,
The Negro complains because of the insistent
statement that lynching is resorted to only as a
punishment for rape, when the plain facts of rec
ord show that not more than one case in four can
4Morton, Negro in Virginia Politics, pp. 136-38. Charles
E. Wynes effectively challenges Morton's interpretation in
Race Relations in Virginia, 1870-1902 (Charlottesville: Uni
versity of Virginia Press, 1961), p. 142.

5Augusta County Argus, July 19; 1898. For an excellent
analysis of the supposed rape-lynching connection, see Kelly
Miller, Race Adjustment: Essays on the Negro in America (2d,
ed.; New York: Neale Publishing Company, 1909), pp. 68-86.

6The largest category was murder with twenty-seven. The
remaining eleven victims were distributed among various cate
gories, including being "a terror to his neighborhood." The
figures are from the governor's list.
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plead the allegement of rape in extenuation. The
causes run the whole gamut of offenses, from the
most serious of crimes to the most trifling mis
demeanors. Indeed, lynching is coming to be looked
upon as the proper mode of punishment for any of
fense which the Negro commits against a white per
son; and yet every time a Negro is lynched or burned
at the stake the race is held up to the world as
responsible for the execrable crimes.7
Attentive whites also noticed the discrepancy between
theory and fact.

Governor Charles T. O'Ferrall told the Gen

eral Assembly in 1895 that in only one-third of the state's
lynchings in the previous fifteen years had the victims been

charged with rape or attempted rape.8

Morton, despite his

emphasis on the rape-lynch connection, noted in 1918, "But
there was only a short step between lynchings for rape and
lynchings for murder--and for even lesser crimes.11

9

As W. J.

Cash has observed, the "rape complex" of the South was only
tangentially related to the act of physical rape.

To white

southerners, any assertion or aggression by a black man was
an assault on southern tradition, and thus on the woman who
was its pride and its personification.

Cash's insight iden

tifies the psychology behind the southerner's approach to
rape, but does not explain why intelligent men continually
used rape to rationalize lynching when the facts so easily
7Miller, Race Adjustment, p. 74.
8senate, Journal, 1895-1896, p. 33. Two years later
O'Ferrall reported again, "These [newspapers] assert that
the lynchings have been almost exclusively for criminal as
saults, or attempted assaults, or for 'the usual crime,' as
they term it, which is far from being ccrrecl.. 11 House of
Delegates, Journal, 1897-1898, p. 20.
9

Morton, Negro in Virginia Politics, p. 136.

proved them wrong.IO
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The argument that lynching was a deterrent held no more
validity.

Even at that time, informed men questioned the

efficacy of lynching.

Governor McKinney reminded the legis

lature, "Lynching is an expedient which has been often ap
pealed to as a remedy, but it has never proven a preventa
tive.1111 Others saw that the excesses of lynching had become
counter-productive.

Thus, a Chicago physician challenged

his Virginia colleague's defense of the "unwritten law" of
the South.

Referring to the recent burning of a black man,

G. Frank Lydston argued, "To the negro population of the
country, however, an impression was conveyed to the effect
that a barbarous discrimination against one of their race had
been exhibited.

The justice of the punishment in that case

.
.
11 12
wi·11 ever be obscured by the barbarity
of its
execution.
.

In response to pleas that justice be allowed to take its
course, lynching's defenders argued that the law too often
10w. J. Cash, The Mind of the South (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 194 1), pp. 114-17. For a discussion of the psy
chology of lynching and mob violence, see Walter White, Rope
and Faaaot: A Bio ra h of Jud e L nch (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1929 , pp. 3-18. For an example of the peculiar
blindness of intelligent southerners, see the section on
rape in Thomas Nelson Page, The Negro: The Southerner's
Problem (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1904), pp. 86119. Page acknowledged that charges of rape and attempted
rape accounted for less than one-fourth of lynchings. Yet
for the rest of his discussion he persisted in linking the
two subjects.
11
Senate, Journal, 1893-1894, p. 47.
1211Sexual Crimes Among the Southern Negroes Scientific
ally Considered--An Open Correspondence between Hunter
McGuire, M.D., LL.D., of Richmond, Va., and G. Frank Lydston,
M.D., of Chicago, Ill.," Virginia Medical Monthly, XX, No. 2
( 1893), 12 1- 2 2 .
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was unequal to the task.

Many blamed lynching on the deli

berate speed and thoroughness of legal procedure.

An 1890

editorial in The Virginia Law Journal argued, "[P]ublic feel
ing will not wait for the slow and uncertain process of law.
But if the due execution of the law were more certain,

there would be many less lynchings.1113
prosecutor disagreed.

Yet the state's chief

Attorney General R. Taylor Scott re

ported, "So far as _l have knowledge and information, the trial
and appellate courts have done their duty promptly and faith
fully, without unnecessary delays."14

Such hunger for immediate conviction, even among those
sworn to uphold the law, emphasizes an often overlooked con
comitant of lynching:

Even those who escape the noose suffer

from the atmosphere it creates.

As Charles Mangum has written,

Nowhere is the spirit of mob violence so strong
as it is in the courtroom or just outside while a
person who is accused of some particularly heinous
crime is being tried. The air is charged with an
undercurrent of tension and there is a feeling of
suspense, as if some exciting incident may occur
at any moment. Under circumstances of this kind
it is rather difficult for the jury or even the
judge to escape being influ �ced by the feeling
which permeates the throng. 1
Sometimes the spirit of the mob presents itself in ways more
substantial than mere atmosphere.

During the 1889 robbery

1311Murders, Legal Executions, Lynchings," The Virginia
Law Journal, XIV (1890), 462 (Emphasis original).
14 v 1rg1n1a,
· . . Attorney- Genera1, Annua1 Report, 1893, pp.
45-46 (Emphasis original).
15
Charles S. Mangum, Jr., The Legal Status of the Negro
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1940), p.
27 4.
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trial of a black man named Noah Finley, the jury was slow to
come to a decision. A "party of citizens" informed the jury
that if the verdict were not delivered by a specified time

the defendant would be lynched.16

In other cases the effect of the lynching spirit was less
direct.

In 1894 Lawrence Spiller, accused of the murder of a

white girl, faced a strong threat of lynching.
by the authorities prevented violence.

Quick action

Yet the trial itself

may have been an example of what Mangum and others call "judi
cial lynching."

The time span from the crime to the sentence

of death was sixty-four hours.17

Another black man, Moses

Christopher, was similarly indicted, tried, convicted, and
sentenced to death in one day.18 Also questionable was the
conviction of William Muscoe, following a pretrial declara19
tion by the mayor that Muscoe would surely hang.
An attempted
lynching, during which he was shot and wounded while in his
cell, no doubt influenced Elisha Johnson's guilty plea in
Prince Edward County in 1896.2° Certainly, the atmosphere was not
16Richmond Planet, August 12, 1899.
17Augusta County Argus, May 1, 8, 1894.

18Ida B. Wells, A Red Record. Tabulated Statistics and
Alleged Causes of Lynchings in the United States, 1892-18931894, reprinted in On Lynchings: Southern Horrors. A Red
Record. Mob Rule in New Orleans (New York: Arno Press and
New York Times, 1969), p. 69.

19Muscoe v. Commonwealth, 87 Va. 460, 461 (1891). What
ever its ethics, the mayor's action prevented a lynching. For
similar attempts that were unsuccessful, see Richmond Planet,
May 1, 1897, March 31, 1900.
ZORichmond Planet, November 21, 1896: Herbert Clarence
Bradshaw, History of Prince Edward County, Virginia (Richmond:
Dietz Press, Incorporated, 1955), p. 588.
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conducive to cool deliberation in any trial where troops were
necessary to protect the defendants.
The cases of William H. Wilson and Henry Robinson demon
strated another way in which lynch mobs defeated procedural
safeguards.

Wilson, accused of the attempted rape of a white

woman in Nottoway County, barely escaped one mob because of
the forsight of the sheriff.

A trial proceeded apace, with

troops in the courtroom and rumors that some of the jurors
had previously been members 0f the lynch mob.
counsel needed military protection.
the conviction was not appealed.

Even defense

Despite such circumstances,

Wilson's attorney feared that

a second trial would end in lynching.21

Similarly, counsel for

Henry Robinson withdrew a plea for a new trial after Robinson's
conviction for attempted assault because he thought his client
sa fer 1n
th an out o f 1t.-. th e pen1tent1ary
.
.
. 77
Such thinking was not groundless.

In March, 1893, the

Supreme Court ordered a new trial for a black man named Jesse
Mitchell.

A second trial on the rape charge again resulted in

a verdict that the defendant hang.

On September 13 the trial

judge set aside the new verdict and ordered yet another trial,
but the entry in the court record for September 15 notes, "The
prisoner having departed this life it is ordered that this
21Richmond Planet, February 16, 1901.

22Ibid., July 27, 1895. For the same reason counsel for
Mary Barnes withdrew a petition already before the Supreme
Court. Ibid., December 7, 1895; Richmond Dispatch, December
6, 1895.�e case is discussed at length below.
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case be struck from the docket."

Mitchell had been lynched.23

In a society so imbued with the mob spirit it is not sur
prising, though seldom mentioned, that not all lynchers were
white.

After the arrest of Willis Thompson, a black man ac

cused of the rape-murder of a black woman, he was met by "an
infuriated mob of negroes, some declaring their purpose of
hanging him."

Thompson failed to retract a subsequent confes

sion because he feared "he would be taken out of the jail by
the negroes and hung.1124 When Edmund Wilkes killed a fellow
black man, "[i]t was with some difficulty that the colored
people in the vicinity of the crime could be induced to re
frain from procuring a rope and hanging him on the spot." 25
¼ben a white man named Richard Booker raped a young black girl

in Amelia County, some local blacks wanted to lynch him.26

No black mob rushed Booker's cell, but in 1900 black men
did lynch a white man.

The only offense of which the victim,

Brandt O'Grady, was guilty was being a Yankee tramp whose path
crossed that of Walter Cotton.

Cotton was a black escaped

murderer who killed twice again before being captured in Greens
ville County.

O'Grady also was placed in the Emporia jail un

der suspicion of having been involved in the two murders.
23Mitchell v. Commonwealth, 89 Va. 826 (1893); Amelia
County--Circuit Court Common Law Order Book, September, 1889April, 1907, pp. 84, 86, 89, in Amelia County courthouse,
Amelia; Richmond Planet, November 23, 1895.
24Thompson v. Commonwealth, in Supreme Court of Appeals,
Records and Briefs, II, O.S., 386, 387.
25Richmond Dispatch, September 26, 1873.

26Richmond Planet, January 9, 1897.
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Fearing a lynching, the sheriff and judge requested troops
to protect the prisoners.

Major Solomon Cutchins soon arrived

with a militia company from Richmond.

Cutchins suggested that

he take the prisoners to Richmond, but local officials refused
because such action would inflame the mob.

In fact, Judge

Goodwyn and Sheriff Lee now suggested that Cutchins and his
men leave.

The major, doubting the desire of the local citi

zens to aid Lee in case of attack, proceeded slowly.

His pru

dence proved correct when later that night his men dispersed
a mob at the jail.
The next morning, after Cutchins had wired for reinforce
ments on his own initiative, county officials ordered him to
leave.

He immediately sent another wire to Governor J. Hoge

Tyler describing the situation and emphasizing that his with
drawal would almost certainly result in the lynching of the
prisoners.

Tyler responded that he had no authority to order

the troops to remain against the wishes of county officials.
Cutchins made one last attempt to convince the local citizens
that he should remain, but failed.
left.

He assembled his men and

Within a short time Cotton and O'Grady lay dead.
An interracial mob first hanged Cotton from a sturdy

branch.

The mob then went for O'Grady.

Some leaders tried

to stop them because his guilt was not certain.
had earlier affirmed O'Grady i s innocence.

Indeed, Cotton

But when the leaders

emerged from the jail empty-handed, the black men outside "be
gan to clamor for the blood of the white man.

'You have lynched

the Negro,' they said, 'and we helped you do it; now give us
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the white man.'"

G. P. Barham, a mob leader despite being an

attorney and former judge, told the blacks, "I don't think
you ought to hang this man yet, but if you must have him, take
him."

The black men took O'Grady from jail and looped the

rope over the same branch used earlier for Cotton.

fell across that of his black fellow victim.27

His body

A direct relationship existed between the presence of
the troops and the actions of the mob.

One newspaper reported

before the lynching,
While some of the most influential citizens of
the community are heartily in favor of lynching,
they are not willing to shed innocent blood in or
der to accomplish their purpose. They realized that
the troops are determined, Major Cutchins having
assured them that he will protect the prisoners as
long as he has a man left standing. He has warned
the leaders of the people that he will fire upon
any mob that approaches the jail, and that he will
shoot to kill. This has had the effect of dampen
ing the zeal of the would-be lynchers, and it is
thought . . . that the law will prevai1.28
If Cutchins performed his duty well, the same cannot be
said for Goodwyn and Lee.

Their motives remain obscure, al

though the lives of both men were threatened.

Perhaps Goodwyn

believed the assurances of community leaders that reputable
27The story of the Emporia lynchings is contained in sev
eral articles in Richmond Planet, March 31, 1900 (all quotes
ibid.), and Virginia, Adjutant-General, Report, 1900, pp. 2933. On Governor Tyler's response, see Thomas E. Gay, Jr.,
"The Life and Political Career of J. Hoge Tyler, Governor of
Virginia, 1898-1902" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Univer
sity of Virginia, 1969), pp. 231-32. According to Gay, Tyler's
action provoked the severest criticism of his governorship.
Tyler explained the "terrible mishap" by charging that local
authorities had misled him, but this defense ignored Cutchins'
explicit warnings.
28Richmond Planet, March 31, 1900.
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citizens would aid the sheriff.

One report held that the

judge dismissed the troops in return for a promise that the
mob would restrain itself.
guilty of negligence.
city.

At best, county officials were

A strong case can be made for compli

When the mob came to lynch the prisoners, it gained

access to the jail when a deputy "accidently" dropped the
keys in the road.
The vacillating response of Greensville officials raises
an important aspect of lynchings that has received little
study--the role played by the legal authorities in such situ
ations.

The officials had precedent for more exemplary be

havior.

Quick transportation of prisoners was often a suc

cessful deterrent to lynchings.

In 1895 a black man named

Kit Leftwich, accused of assaulting a white girl, was taken
from Bristol before a mob could take action.29 Augusta
County officials in 1887 took two suspected barn-burners to
Rockingham County to forestall a lynching.30 The 1891 kill
ing of a white man by a group of blacks led Augusta officials
to rush them to Charlottesville barely ahead of a mob.31

Similar action in Chesterfield County in 1901 kept Solomon
Taylor out of the hands of lynchers.32

Unfortunately, trans

porting prisoners was neither a fool-proof nor a permanent
solution.

Officials safely removed John Henry James from

29staunton Post, September 9, 1895.
30
[New Market] Shenandoah Valley, June 10, 1887.
31Augusta County Argus, September 29, 1891.
32Richmond Planet, May 11, 1898.
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Charlottesville to Staunton for a time, but on the way back

for trial he was taken off the train by a mob and lynched.33
Conscientious authorities took a variety of other ac
tions to prevent lynchings.

A show cf determination was often

sufficient, as demonstrated by the Mecklenburg constable who
stood off a mob by drawing his pistol and declaring his in

tention to defend his black prisoner "to the last extremity."34
The sheriff of Nottoway County showed foresight as well as
dedication to duty.

Recognizing the possible dangers while

transporting a black alleged rapist, he hid with the prisoner
in the train's restroom. Lynchers searched the train but did
not £.ind them.35 Augusta County officials worked in concert
to prevent the lynching of Lawrence Spiller.

While the sher

iff arranged for extra guards, the mayor of Staunton closed

all establishments serving liquor.36

More vigorous action

prevented the lynching of Henry Robinson in Clarke County.
Deputies had to fire their weapons before a crowd around the
. ·1 d"ispersed.37
Jal

Not all local officials acted with such rectitude or ef
fectiveness.

A number of lynchings occurred after the victims

were already in custody.

A lynch mob entered Petersburg jail

33Ibid., July 16, 1898.
34Ibid., May 5, 1900.

35rbid., February 16, 1901.
36Augusta County Argus, May 1, 1894.
37
Ibid., July 2, 16, 1895; Staunton Post, July 9, 1895.
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to seize Robert Bland, and William Smith was taken from the
hands of the Wythe County sheriff.38 When lynchers in 1897
murdered Joseph McCoy, the alleged rapist of a young white
gi�l, Alexandria police evidently made a sincere but unsuc
39
cessful effort to protect him.
Despite the police effort,
Governor Charles T. O'Ferrall was incensed that the lynching
had succeeded.

He publicly blamed the city's mayor for re

fusing to call for reinforcements.

The governor reported to

the General Assembly,
In the city of Alexandria, I regret to say, that,
in my opinion, there was dereliction of duty somewhere.
[The mayor] took no step to protect the
prisoner, notwithstanding the excited condition of
the city, of which he had full notice.
[The
prisoner] was in the custody of the law officers,
safely confined, and yet a mob was permitted in a
city of 18,000 population, with a strong military
force at the command of the Mayor, to bid defiance
to the law and trample down the authority of the
Commonwealth. There can be no possible excuse of
fered for the success of the mob.40
O'Ferrall's belief that a timely call for troops would
have averted the tragedy was well-founded.

Major Cutchins'

behavior during the Emporia episode was only one example of
the integrity with which militia officers carried out their
duties in such situations.

O'Ferrall, perhaps the most dedi

cated of all anti-lynching officials in Virginia, felt that
the absence of lynchings during the first two years of his
governorship was due to "the utmost vigilance and free use of
38Augusta County Argus, December 3, 1889, Jul; 24, 1888.
39Richmond Planet, May 1, 1897.

40
House of Delegates, Journal, 1897-1898, p. 19.

the military.1141
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Throughout this period sheriffs anxious to

protect their prisoners requested troops whenever necessary.
A mere show of force did not always suffice.

At times troops

had to indicate a readiness to use their weapons before they
convinced mobs to keep their distance.

Responding to a sum

mons from the sheriff of Norfolk in September, 1888, Captain
Binford and his men cleared a crowd off the streets near the
jail by advancing with fixed bayonets.42

The twenty-seven

men under Captain Lassiter also used fixed bayonets to escort
the sheriff of Mecklenburg and his two black prisoners to
trial in 1890.43 A decade later troops returned to Mecklen
burg to protect the life of Stephen Baptist, a black man
charged with the murder of a white.

Sergeant W. B. Johnson

and his fifteen men escorted the prisoner as the court travel
ed around the county to visit various sites relevant to the
trial.

At each stop were groups of men mumbling threats, but

the sergeant and the county sheriff declared that they would
41
charles T. O'Ferrall, Forty Years of Active Service
(New York: Neale Publishing Company, 1904), p. 235. There
is disagreement about the number of lynchings in 1894 and
1895. O'Ferrall's claim reflects the governor's list cited
above. The Chicago Tribune, January 1, 1895, January 1, 1896,
listed seven Virginia lynchings for 1894 and three for 1895.
Thirty Years of Lynching, p. 100, lists six for 1894 and three
for 1895.
42
Adjutant-General, Report, 1888, pp. 60-62.
43Adjutant-General, Report, 1890, pp. 60-61. One of the
prisoners, John Phillips, was soon executed for murder, re
maining under the protection of troops until the end. Ibid.,
pp. 63-64; Chicago Tribune, January 1, 1891. The seconarnan,
John Irving, charged with being an accessory, needed troops
at his trial also. Adjutant-General, Report, 1891, p. 7.
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use their weapons if necessary.

There was no violence.44

Would white troops have fired on fellow white Virginians
solely to protect the life of a black criminal?

The dedica

tion to duty demonstrated by the soldiers in the previous
examples leads to the belief that they would have fulfilled
their duty to the utmost.

Given the nature of nineteenth

century Virginia society, such a possibility may seem unlike
ly.

But consider the events that took place in Roanoke on

September 20, 1893.45

In the late morning word spread through the city that
a black man had savagely beaten a white woman.

Thomas Smith,

a young man matching the assailant's description, was arrested
by detective W. G. Baldwin.
gather.

A mob had already started to

Baldwin placed Smith behind him on his horse and

raced through the crowd, revolver in hand.

They reached the

jail safely, but it was soon apparent that even that place
was in danger of falling to the mob.

Mayor H. S. Trout sum

moned Captain John Bird and his Roanoke militia company to
protect the prisoner.
At 4:30 Bird and sixteen men arrived at the jail and
44Adjutant-Genera, Report, 1900, pp. 33-35.
45The most complete account of the incident is that of
the Roanoke Times, September 21-24, 26, 27, 1893. The issue
of the 27th contains a reprint of all the previous articles.
The official military version is Acting Adjutant-General,
Report, 1893, pp. 10-11, 61-65. The only secondary study is
John Anderson Waits, "Roanoke's Tragedy: The Lynch Riot of
1893" (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Virginia, 1972),
especially helpful for its background information. So con
fused and at times contradictory are the sources that inevit
ably some discrepancies of fact exist between this narrative
and that of Waits.
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cleared the street and sidewalk in front of the building.
The early evening passed without incident except for the ar
rival of more troops.

By 7:30 both the size of the crowd and

the urgency of its threats had increased to the point where
Lt. Col. Wilbur S. Pole, Bird's superior, telegraphed the
nearby Salem militia company to come at once.

When he re

turned to the jail, Pole saw that the mob had broken through
the guardlines and that Bird had withdrawn his troops to the
building itself.

Estimates of the size of the mob ranged

from 1,500 to 5,000 people.

Appeals throughout the day by

the mayor, commonwealth's attorney, and other officials did
little to dampen the lynching spirit.

One attempt to force

entry into the jail failed only because of the bayonets of
the militiamen.
The mob contained a substantial number of men intent on
taking Smith from jail by force.
the door.

They began to batter down

Rocks crashed through the windows.

warnings that his men would shoot if necessary.

Bird shouted
Another rock

crashed in, someone in the crowd shot his pistol, and Bird
gave the order to fire.
fire ..

The mob immediately returned the

When the exchange was over, eight members of the mob

lay dead or dying and more than twenty were wounded.

None of

the troops or police was wounded, but Mayor Trout, who had
46
been standing with the militia, was shot in the foot.
46controversy existed over almost everything that occurred
during this episode. Each witness had a different version.
Waits, "Roanoke's Tragedy," pp. 35-38, gives the sequence of
events surrounding the shooting in more detail.
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The shooting may have shocked the lynchers, but it did
not bring them to their senses.

The leaders repaired to a

hardware store., where they commandeered weapons and ammuni
tion for the mob.

After receiving emergency treatment Mayor

Trout left town, barely ahead of the mob.

Community leaders

urged Bird to withdraw his men before all were killed by the
frenzied citizens.

The captain refused, citing his orders

to protect the prisoner in the jail.

Bird's response was but

one of many acts of heroism and integrity by Roanoke officials
that day.

Unfortunately for Thomas Smith, it was also the

last.
The violence did nothing to dampen the passions of the
mob, but it stunned city officials.
izens killed.

They wanted no more cit

Before leaving town, the mayor ordered that

Smith be removed from the jail.

Trout probably thought, or

hoped, that the prisoner could be taken to Salem for better
security.

At the least, removing him from the jail might de

fuse a potentially explosive situation.

Three policemen took

Smith from his cell and, amid the confusion, spirited him
away through a rear door.

When Bird felt that the escape

party had had sufficient time to reach a place of safety, he
dismissed his men with a warning to shed their uniforms and
go home quietly.
The tragic irony of the Roanoke episode is that, despite
the courage and dedication of Bird and his men, despite Trout's
willingness to suffer the enmity of his constituents to up
hold his oath of office, despite the deaths of eight men and
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the wounding of a score of others, the escape party never
reached a place of permanent safety.

The most extreme effort

by Virginia officials during the postwar era to protect the
life of a black prisoner was, in the end, unsuccessful.

As

the Roanoke Times reported,
When the first bright and peaceful rays of the
glorious autumn sun fell on the quiet city, hushed
in sleep Thursday morning the mutilated body of the
negro fiend, Thomas Smith, was dangling at the end
of a hempen rope from the hickory three [sic] near
the corner of Franklin road and Ninth avenue n.w.
silent and alone.47
The police had escaped with the prisoner but for some
reason, perhaps at the order of the police chief, they tried
to return him to the jail.

A party of lynchers took Smith
from them at five in the morning.48 A quickly convened cor
oner's jury found that the deed had been done "by persons un
known to this jury."

After Smith's death popular wrath turned

against city officials and the militia.

A "citizens' commit

tee" demanded that Trout, Chief of Police J. F. Terry, and
two other officers be removed from office.

The coroner's

jury, having disposed of Smith's murder with little fuss, re
convened for a more thorough study of the shooting of the
white men by the soldiers.

The inquest lasted several days,

and many witnesses reflected local hostility toward their
militiamen neighbors.

Even Col. Pole, although defending the

shooting, remarked, ''[I]t was a great pity we should lose our
47Roanoke Times, September 22, 27 (reprint), 1893.
48Ibid., December 12, 1893; Waits, "Roanoke's Tragedy,"
p. 42. Whether the officers offered any resistance, or were
in league with the mob, is uncertain.
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citizens on account of a worthless negro.1149

The jury's ver-

dict was that the grand jury should investigate the entire
episode.
When the special hustings court grand jury convened a
week later, the emphasis shifted dramatically.

Judge John W.

Woods was in no mood to concentrate blame on the soldiers
and overlook the actions of the mob.

On the night of the

shooting he had attempted to disperse the mob but had been
shouted down.
heard.

In the quiet of the courtroom he made himself

He angrily charged the grand jury,

Such, so-called, administration of justice hai
no place in our Virginia code of laws, should have
none and must not be tolerated. . . . It is a with
ering, blighting curse wherever engaged in, and the
time will never come when the city of Roanoke can
wipe away the disgrace it has heaped upon her. [The
lawless element] creates and fosters an utter disre. It is a question of power
gard for all law.
pure and simple. Shall the law 2ut down the element
or the element override the law?�O

Unlike many who were indignant about the Roanoke inci

dent, Woods did not forget that the mob's violent defiance
of legal authority was only part of the outrage.

He said,

That a man to whom the constitution of the land
had guaranteed the right of trial by jury has been
hanged by a very small body of devil inspired men,
who have seen fit to take the law into their own
hands, and that his body was afterward mutilated
and burned in an inhuman manner, must be admitted
by all. That he was a black man cuts no figure in
the case. His relation to the Government has been
fixed by law, and his citizenship moulded into the
very constitution of our country. He stands forth
as a fully adopted citizen, and as such is entitled
to the protection of that law, which every legalized
49
Roanoke Times, September 24, 27, 1893.
SOibid., October 3, 1893.
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voter has sworn to maintain and every good citi
zen will strive to uphold.51
The grand jury did not disappoint the judge.

It returned

thirteen misdemeanor and six felony indictments against six
teen men.

Most of the misdemeanor indictments were for parti

cipating in the riot, about which the jury said, "Notwithstand
ing the claim that only innocent citizens were shot and killed,
the evidence shows beyond doubt that a portion of the killed
and wounded were taking active part in the attack on the jail."
Three men were indicted for hanging Smith.

Chief Terry and

police Sgt. H. H. Griffin were indicted as accessories before
the crime in Smith's lynching.

The jury also censured those

who took charge after the mayor was wounded for their inabil

ity to protect Smith from the mob. 52

The petit juries that tried the accused did not share
Woods's perception of the seriousness of the crimes.

Although

witnesses testified that James G. Richardson had led the at
tack on the jail and urged the mob to kill the soldiers, con
viction brought a sentence of only one month in jail and $100
fine.

The two others convicted of participating in the riot

received penalties of one day and one dollar.
51

In a later

Ibid. Compare McKinney's report to the General Assem
bly, Senate, Journal, 1893-1894, pp. 45-46, a strong defense
of the troops and attack on mob violence, but with little
reference to the fact that a black man's rights had qeen fat
ally abrogated. This impression is confirmed by Bernice
Bryant Zuckerman, ''Philip Watkins McKinney, Governor of Vir
ginia, 1890-1894" (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Vir
ginia, 1967): "[McKinney's] concern over the Roanoke riot
was not so much that the Negro was lynched but that the mob
had defied the military authority and anarchy prevailed." P. 67.
52
Roanoke Times, October 24, November 15, 1893.
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series of trials a group of men convicted of burning Smith's
body received sentences of one year each in jail and fines.
A jury acquitted Edward Page, who before trial had boasted
of his part in the lynching.

The panel trying Terry and

Griffin acquitted the officers without leaving their seats.53
Trout did not accept the jury's verdict.

His risking of

life and political career, plus a bullet in the foot, had gone
for naught as the chief allowed Smith to be lynched.

The

mayor charged Terry with conduct unbecoming an officer for
his failure to take proper care of the prisoner and for aid
ing and abetting the lynchers.

Griffin and Terry told con

flicting stories about the chief's orders regarding Smith's
removal from the jail.

Terry said that he had thought it

safer to bring the prisoner back.
Smith's whereabouts.

He denied telling others

After hearing the evidence Trout formal

ly dismissed Terry from his position.54

The failure of the Roanoke juries to convict Smith's
lynchers was no surprise.
unusual.

That they were indicted at all was

Even for those who faced trial, acquittal was a

foregone conclusion.

When a mob lynched five blacks for rob

bery in Tazewell County, those involved were indicted but not
convicted. 55 In 1897 a mob of fourteen men, including one
53Ibid., November 16, 18, 21-23, 26, 1893; Augusta County
Argus, January 23, 1894; Richmond Dispatch, January 16, 1894.
Woods expressed displeasure over the light sentences given to
some of those convicted. Roanoke Times, December 2, 1893.
54
Roanoke Times, December 12, 13, 1893.
55
The story appears in Richmond Planet, August 8, 1896.
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black, tried to lynch William Clements for allegedly beating
a white man named Rosser.
to escape the mob.

Although wounded, Clements managed

County officials tried Rosser for attempt

ed lynching but, despite a sincere effort by the commonwealth's
attorney, he was acquitted.56

Just as. lynching was no deterrent to rape, state laws
were no deterrent to mob violence.

Virginia had no specific

statutes against lynching but depended on the sanctions against
murder and assault.

The 1890's saw a movement in the South to
combat lynching with new legislation,57 and Governor O'Ferrall
tried to lead Virginia in the same direction.

In 1895 he rec

ommended to the General Assembly a group of anti-lynching pro
visions intended to force local officials to stop mobs.

The

legislation provided that local jurisdictions would be subject
to fines for lynchings within their borders, in addition to
being liable for costs incurred in calling out the militia.
O'Ferrall also wanted officers who gave up prisoners to be
subject to summary suspension and jury investigation.

A pri

soner or his heirs would have a right of action for damages
against the officer.

In case of jury trial for removal or

The lynching supposedly took place in 1892, but none of the
sources lists five blacks lynched for robbery in Tazewell in
that year.
56c1ements soon was pardoned by the governor and later
brought suit against Rosser in federal court for malicious
prosecution. Ibid., March 30, May 29, September 18, 1897;
January 15, 18� The Chicago Tribune, January 1, 1898,
wrongly included Clements in its list of lynching victims.
57cutler, Lynch-Law, pp. 230-46; White, Rope and Faggot,
pp. 199-207; Mangum, Legal Status of the Negro, pp. 290-307.
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civil suit for damages, the burden of proof would be on the
officer. 58
When the legislature refused to enact his proposals,
O'Ferrall tried again.

In 1897 he submitted the same program,

without the provision for civil changes.

This time he warned

the lawmakers,
[T]he spirit of lynching will never be fully
eradicated in any State until there are stringent
laws against it, so enacted as to be enforceable,
and then behind the law stands a warm, living,
sustaining public sentiment, and this sentiment
will never assert itself until the people fully
realize that "where law ends, tyranny begins,"
and the public press no longer caters to the
spirit and condones the crime of lynching as some
of the papers in Virginia, be it said to their
shame, have done recently.59
Again, the governor's pleas aroused no legislative action.
Considering the popular excitement engendered by lynch
ing, and the constant debate over its continuing existence,
the Virginia Supreme Court had little to say about it.

Per

haps the only reference to the subject in the official re
ports came in President Keith's dissenting opinion in Jones
v. Commonwealth, in which he assailed his colleagues for re
versing a conviction on minor technical grounds.

Keith ar

gued, "Such judgments . . . impair and undermine confidence
in the law as a rational rule of conduct, and tend to en
courage resort to tumultuary and violent methods for the
punishment of crime which all deplore as a blot upon our
58
Senate, Journal, 1895-1896, pp. 33-34. O'Ferrall's
message to the General Assembly on lynching, pp. 32-34, was
an eloquent appeal against mob violence.
59
House of Delegates, Journal, 1897-1898, p. 20.

civilization."60
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Although the judges did not discuss lynch

ing in their opinions, they had due notice of its existence.
In several cases defense counsel alluded to the subject in
briefs and petitions, usually to support arguments alleging
lack of fair trial or to explain damaging confessions.61
In the case of a black man convicted of interracial rape,
counsel cited lynching as an example of the inability of
white men to consider such a charge objectively.62
II
The lack of mention of lynching in the opinions serves
as a reminder that a published report does not always tell
the full story of a case.

In one instance the court faced

squarely the issue of lynching, in a case replete with mys
tery and drama.

Yet the entire story was hidden behind bland

and technical opinions.

In its details, the case of the

Lunenburg murderers is one of the strangest in the annals of
Virginia legal history, yet it also serves �s an excellent
example of the treatment accorded black defendants in the
Virginia legal system during the years 1870-1902.

As well as

60
100 Va. 842, 859 (1902).
61Thompson v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, II, O.S.,
386, 387; Muscoe v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LII,
0.S., 33, 34; Hite v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LXXXV,
0.S., 559, 560 (white defendant convicted of the murder of a
black man).
62Hairston v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, XC, O.S.,
42, 45.
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any other case, it demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses
of that system and of the men who executed it.
On June 14, 1895, in the rural southside county of Lunen
burg, Mrs. Lucy Pollard was brutally murdered and more than
$800 stolen from her home.

Authorities shortly arrested four

blacks and charged them with the crime.

The prisoners were

immediately taken to Petersburg as a precaution against lynch
ing.

The sheriff, judge, and commonwealth's attorney requested

state assistance, and Governor O'Ferrall responded with a unit
of militia from Richmond.

for triai.63

On July 12 the prisoners returned

Three of the defendants were county women.

Mary Abernathy

was a large woman weighing 250 pounds, the mother of nine live
children and pregnant again.

She bore a good reputation among

both whitzs and blacks in the area.

Pokey Barnes was a twenty

four year old widow, as slim as Abernathy was fat, the mother
of one.

Mary Barnes, accused of being an accessory, was Pokey's

mother.

The fourth suspect was William Henry Marable, known

as Solomon.

He was twenty-two years old, a native of North

Carolina working in the Lunenburg area.
children.

He had a wife and two

The women were arrested the day after the crime but

discharged after a search of their homes and clothing produced
no evidence of guilt.

They were rearrested after Marable's

statement implicating them in the murder and robbery.64

63Attorney-General, Annual Report, 1895, p. 5; Adjutant
General, Report, 1895, pp. 64-65; Senate, Journal, 1895-1896,
p. 119; Richmond Planet, July 20, 1895.
64
Richmond Planet, July 27, August 3, 1895; Richmond
Dispatch, September 13, 1895.
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Marable faced trial first, without counsel, before a jury
of ten whites and two blacks.

He declared himself innocent

of the murder, charging that Pokey Barnes had hit the deceased
with a stick and that Mary Abernathy had wielded the fatal
The women had then taken the money from the house and

axe.

given him $40.

Several other witnesses also testified, but

the truly incriminating evidence was Marable's admission that
he had been with the women when they committed the murder and
his possession of the $40.

The jury needed only nine minutes

to find a verdict of murder in the first degree.65

Mary Abernathy was tried without counsel by a jury of
eight whites and four blacks.

Marable testified that he and

the women had conspired a week before the crime to rob the
�ictim.
money.

He held her while the others ransacked the house for
When they came out he let her go, but Abernathy killed

her with an axe.

The defendant denied any part in the crime,

but after some indecision the jury found her guilty of first
degree murder.66
The jury trying Pokey Barnes consisted of one black man
and eleven whites.

Marable again was the principal witness

for the prosecution.

Barnes cross-examined him and caught

several discrepancies in his testimony.

Abernathy testified

that she had not seen the defendant for two weeks prior to
the murder.

Other witnesses were introduced to prove the

defendant's whereabouts on the day of the murder.
65Richmond Planet, July 20, 1895.

66Ibid.

Barnes
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herself took the stand to deny any involvement in the crime.
After Barnes's testimony, prosecutor George S. Bernard
informed Judge George C. Orgain that earlier in the day
Marable had told him a story completely different from his
previous testimony.

Bernard requested that the judge recall

Marable on behalf of the defendant, and Orgain did so.

Mar

able now claimed that the murder had been committed in his
presence, not by the women, but by a white man who had forced
Marable to accompany him to the Pollard farm at gunpoint.
At the house Marable held the woman while the man killed her
with an axe.

The man then entered the house, took the money,

and gave Marable $40 with a warning never to say anything
about the crime.
Bernard questioned Mara�le closely throughout his statement.

Finally, after reminding him of his earlier testimony,

the prosecutor asked Marable which of the stories was true.
Marable said nothing until the judge ordered him to answer.
Slowly, he replied that the women had committed the crime.
In response to another question, Marable admitted that someone
had told him that if he implicated a white man and exculpated
the women he would be freed.

He refused, however, to identify

the person who had talked to him.

A member of the jury then

told the judge that he had noticed someone in the audience
prompting Marable.

Orgain cleared the courtroom, but Marable

stuck by his story that the women were guilty.
In his closing argument Bernard admitted that his star
wi�ness was hardly a paragon of truth, but he did not concede
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that thjs in any way damaged the effect of Marable's testi
mony.

Despite the lack of defense counsel and the general

hostility toward the defendant, the jury at first could not
reach a verdict.

Finally, though, it convicted Pokey Barnes

of first degree murder.67

The final trial was that of Mary Barnes.

Marable gave

the version of his story implicating the women, and Orgain
cautioned the jury that the witness had told different stories
at different times.

Several defense witnesses, including Mr.

Pollard, rebutted details of Marable's testimony.

Although

the prosecution asked for a conviction of first degree mur
der, the jury returned a verdict of murder in the second de
gree and a sentence of ten years in the state penitentiary.
Orgain refused motions for new trial by each of the defen
dants.

He sentenced Mary Barnes to serve ten years in prison
and the others to hang on September 20.68
Troops were on guard throughout the trials to prevent a
lynching.

Major J. H. Derbyshire later reported,

From all the facts and circumstances within my
knowledge while in command of the troops at Lunen
burg Court-house, I was . . . under the impression
that the prisoners were in great danger of lynch
ing during the entire time, in spite of the pre
sence of the military, and that without their pre
sence the lynching of all of them would have been
a foregone conclusion. And further, that threats
were openly made that in the event of the acquit
tal of any of them . . . they would certainly have
been lynched had they been without the protection
of the troops.69
67Ibid., July 27, 1895.

68Ibid.
69senate, Journal, 1895-1896, p. 119.
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Immediately after the last trial the militia brought the pri
soners to Richmond, where they were placed in the city jail
for safety.

Mary Barnes was placed in the state penitentiary. 7D

Once the defendants were safely in Richmond, various par
ties began working to reverse the obvious injustice of the
trials.

Planet editor John Mitchell, Jr., approached George

D. Wise to serve as counsel for the women.

Wise "was highly

indignant over the alleged trial and declared their treatment
to be an outrage.1171 He now undertook the case in association
with Henry W. Flournoy.
prestige.

The two lacked neither ability nor

Wise was a seven-term United States congressman

and former Richmond commonwealth's attorney.

Flournoy was

former secretary of the commonwealth and had twice been judge

of the Danville Corporation Court.72 A third attorney, A. B.
Guigon, 73 soon joined the legal team, and Mitchell began a
fund drive to pay the costs of the defense.
Defense efforts received support from an unexpected
source.

Some doubts already existed in the capital about the

women's guilt, but this feeling grew stronger when the Rich
mond troops returned from Lunenburg and aired their opinion.
70rbid.; Richmond Planet, July 27, 1895; Adjutant-General,
Report,1895, pp. 66-67.
71Richmond Planet, July 27, 1895.
72Lyon Gardiner Tyler, ed., Encyclopedia of Virginia
Biography (3 vols.; New York: Lewis Historical Publishing
Company, 1915), III, 133, 264.

73Guigon, son of a deceased Richmond judge, served as a
member of Richmond City Council and School Board and was a
captain in the state militia. Lyon G. Tyler, ed., Men of
Mark in Virginia (5 vols.; Washington, D. C.: Men of Mark
Publishing Company, 1909), V, 189-194.
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According to the Daily Times,
Capt. Cunningham, and others who heard all of
the evidence, are of the opinion that the evidence
was insufficient to convict the women of the crime.
While the officers in command are careful in their
criticisms of the court and jury they are satisfied
that the desire of the people for vengeance, and
the demand of public opinion caused the conviction
of the Negro women, and that if they had been re�re
sented by counsel they would have been released.74
Marable's constant changing of stories, plus the prompting
incident during the Pokey Barnes trial, led to "the belief
in the minds of the Richmond military that Marable was under
some intimidating influence, and that the white man's com
plicity in the deed was being covered up by citizens of the
county."
In fact, as soon as he had left Lunenburg, Marable
switched versions again.

He returned to the story of the

white man, whom he identified as David J. Thompson.
son had committed the crime, he reasserted.
forced him to go along and grab Mrs. Pollard.

Thomp

The white man
After the mur

der Thompson asked him who lived nearby, and Marable answered
by naming Abernathy and the Barneses.

Thompson then told

Marable that if caught he should say that the women had com
mitted the crime.

Marable identified the man who had winked

at him in the courtroom as Lucius Pettus, Thompson's relative
and a leader of the mob.

Marable stuck to this last version,

74Richmond Daily Times, July 23, 1895, reprinted in Rich
mond Planet, July 27, 1895. Cunningham did more than spread
the word. Joe Barnes, Mary's husband, left Lunenburg with
the troops because he feared for his life in the county. "On
arrival in Richmond the old darky was cared for by Captain
Cunningham in his own residence." Ibid.
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exonerating the three women, for the rest of his short life.75
News accounts of the trials and of the troops' comments
aroused great interest.

While the defense team worked up

its case, the Daily Times sent its own investigator, attorney
William M. Justis, to Lunenburg to examine the facts.

Justis

soon decided that the women's convictions were unjust, and he
said so without equivocation.

His aggressive reporting no

doubt convinced many Richmond whites that the quality of
Lunenburg justice was less than exemplary.

His detailed study

of the evidence challenged Marable's testimony and other por
tions of the commonwealth's case. 76
Justis

elicited Pollard's opinion that a white man was

behind the crime.

Pollard refused to be specific, but he

did not dispute Marable's claim that the man involved was
David J. Thompson.

Pollard was on bad terms with both Thomp

son and Lucius Pettus, yet Pettus had been a leader of the
mob wishing to lynch the defendants.

As the Planet suggested,

"The persistency of the mob was, too, something remarkable.
It indicated that the real murderer wanted some one hanged

in order to stop the pursuit of himself. 11 77

Other unanswered

questions included the location of the money, which had not
been recovered, and the absence from the scene of the stick
allegedly used by Pokey Barnes to beat the victim.
In addition to the doubtful sufficiency of the evidence,
75
Richmond Planet, July 27, August 10, 1895.
76Ibid., August 10, 24, 1895.
77Ibid., August 3, 1895.
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Justis and others also protested the proceedings at trial.
All critics challenged the morality, if not the legality, of
sentencing defendants to death without the aid of counsel.
The Planet charged that some jurors had served in more than
one of the trials.

That sixteen of the first nineteen ven

iremen called were found acceptable was remarkable in a case
in which local hostility to the defendants was so great that
military protection was necessary.

One of the jurors in the

Pokey Barnes trial announced that he had voted for a guilty
verdict due solely to "the excitement of the occasion to go
with the majority," and stated that the other jurors had
been abusive of any one or thing tending to prevent convic
tion. 78
Most questionable were the events at the conclusion of
the Mary Abernathy trial, as related by one of the jurors.
After all the evidence had been presented, but before closing
argument, the jury discussed the case over dinner and decided
that the evidence was not sufficient for conviction.

Upon

returning to the courtroom they asked that Marable be ques
tioned again.

When the prosecution realized that the jurors

were not ready to convict, it sought and received an over
night adjournment.

The next day the commonwealth presented

yet another witness who testified about previously undiscussed
facts.

The Times recognized that Orgain's rulings gave the

prosecution two extra chances to persuade the jury after it
78Ibid., August 3, 17, 24, 1895.
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had once, and then twice, failed to do so.

"If our laws

fail to afford any means by which this flagrant abuse of
judicial power can be corrected and set aside," argued the
Times, "then our laws may be made the instrument for working
the most horrible injustice that can shock the sensibilities

of man.1179

On September 12, S. L. Coleman, judge of the circuit
court, held a hearing on the petition of the women for a
writ of error and supersedeas.

Although such a petition was

usually ex parte, presented and heard without the adverse pre
sence of the commonwealth, Lunenburg Commonwealth's Attorney
W. E. Neblett appeared with associate counsel to argue against
the application.

This appearance startled the defense law

yers, and when Amelia Commonwealth's Attorney Robert G. South
hall asked for a continuance to study the record Wise erupted
in anger.

He thundered,

What a farce? The Commonwealth's Attorney .
prosecuted an innocent woman and gave her an ex
parte trial. When he had her in Lunenburg Co., he
gave her no fair trial. He comes here when these
women have but eight days to live and asks for a
continuance to refresh his memory. If he is not
prepared, who is? He knows all about the case.
This woman, she asked for a privilege guaranteed
by the constitution, and was denied it, and he comes
here talking about a record.80
The defense argument balanced precise legal challenges
with general references to the injustice of the convictions.
Time and again Wise, Flournoy, and Guigon emphasized the
79Richmond ·Times, August 20, 1895, reprinted in Richmond
Planet, August 24, 1895.
80Richmond Planet, September 14, 1895.
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lynching atmosphere of the trial.

Although Coleman ruled

that he could not consider the various affidavits presented
by the defense, such as Maj. Derbyshire's report of the trial,
he did at first allow them to be read.

Wise and Flournoy

made indirect but unflattering allusions to the honor and
integrity of officials who would allow women to be condemned
to death under such conditions.

They expressed their dis

belief at the conviction of anyone on the testimony of Marable,
whom the prosecution itself had called "the prince of liars."
The defense faced a major stumbling block.

Due to the

absence of defense counsel at trial, no exceptions had been
taken to irregularities and therefore none appeared on the
record.

Flournoy made as strong a plea

as possible under

the circumstances, arguing that the record showed enough ir
regularities even without exceptions having been taken.

He

contended that the record failed to show that the jurymen
were free from exception, and that during adjournments the
jury had been put in the custody of the sheriff with proper
instructions to that officer.

The record also lacked a dec

laration that, though indicted jointly, the defendants had
asked to be tried separately.

Finally, the defense charged

that Orgain had given incomplete instructions to the jury.
This final charge demanded notice not so much for the
law involved but for the manner in which Wise argued it.
The Virginia bar was a gentleman's club characterized by
restraint in court.

Yet Wise charged not only that Orgain

had given incomplete instructions, but that he had done so
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purposely to mislead the jury.

Standing 1n open court Wise

declared, "I will show you that this [the omitted section of
the instructions] was left out for a purpose.

The jury was

1n doubt and it was done to make conviction sure.11 8 1

Wise's extraordinary statement was but one example of
the power and emotion with which the defense attorneys ar
gued the case.

They were deeply committed to their cause.

Wise, especially, was incensed that the law could be used to
condemn innocent women so unjustly.

He heaped scorn on Or

gain, the trial prosecutors, and the commonwealth's counsel
at the current hearing.

He invoked the Crucifixion to damn

the spirit of mob violence.

And he challenged Judge Coleman,

I beg your Honor not in the name of this common
wealth, but in the name of humanity. I ask you in
the name of that God before whom we are to appear.
I beg you to search that record and render a deci
sion in keeping with justice and humanity. 82
Flournoy's rhetoric was less emotional but no less power
ful.

He declared his personal commitment, "I stand here be

tween these poor helpless creatures and the gallows.

If I

do not discharge my duty with all of the power of my ability
and they meet death on the gallows it will make me miserable
until my death."

Flournoy also saw the case in the broadest

social and legal perspective.

He declared,

We know that there is a growing and perplexing
question in this country. It is the Negro question.
One way to settle it, the best and the right way
to settle it is for the white people to do justice
81

Ibid.
82Ibid.
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to them even though the heavens fall. Standing
in the temple of justice, I do not fear to say
that I am in favor of the same rights and privi
leges before the law as is accorded the white
man. .
. Let justice be done though the heavens
fall.83
Judge Coleman was not one to test the stability of the
firmament.

Throughout the hearing he asked for precedent,

demonstrating an obvious reluctance to break legal ground.
After the final argument he announced, "I had hoped that I
could find some ground on which I could grant the writ, and
I am sure that were I to grant it I would satisfy the greater
majority of the people, but I can't do so without uprooting
the whole system of criminal practice in this State.1184

effect, Coleman passed the case to the Supreme Court.

In

Wise

and his colleagues made immediate plans to carry the case to
the high court.
The court accepted the petitions on the sixteenth with
out hearing any argument, and the next day granted the writs

of error and supersedeas to the women.85

The court agreed to

hear arguments on the case at the upcoming November term.
According to the Richmond Dispatch, "The people [of Lunenburg]
feel very much aggrieved at this action, while some of them
83Ibid.
84Richmond Dispatch, September 13, 1895. Coleman later
told defense counsel that he personally thought the women
should receive new trials, but reiterated his belief that it
was not within the power of a circuit court to authorize such
a departure from precedent. Ibid., September 14, 1895.
85Ibid., September 15, 17, 18, 1895; Richmond Planet,
September 21, 1895.
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went so far as to denounce the court.1186

Sheriff M. C.

Cardoza had already arrived in Richmond to escort the pri
soners back to Lunenburg for execution when he learned of
the court's action.
Cardoza soon had a second surprise.

While Mitchell and

the others were fighting on behalf of the women, another man
had been waging a lonely battle to save Marable.

Fr. L. J.

Welbers, a white Catholic priest who had become Marable's
spiritual advisor, had failed to interest O'Ferrall in grant
ing a reprieve.

With the women safe for the moment, Mitchell

joined Welbers in pleading for at least a short delay in the
execution.

The governor was reluctant to act because of

Marable's obvious guilt.

Mitchell argued that, with the

strong possibility of retrial for the women, it was impera
tive that the most important witness remain alive.

On the

eighteenth, less than forty-eight hours before the scheduled
execution, O'Ferrall respited Marable's hanging until Octo
ber 22. 87

Welbers then procured the services of attorney

William L. Royall to file a petition for a writ of error on
Marable's behalf.88
Except for the widespread interest evoked, the case to
this point was little out of the ordinary.

The danger of

lynching seemed past, and the Supreme Court would decide any
86september 20, 1895.

87Richmond Planet, September 21, 1895; Richmond Dispatch,
September 19, 1895; Senate, Journal, 1895-1896, Communication
from the Governor . . . Transmitting List of Pardons, S. Doc.
4, p. 29.
88Richmond Dispatch, October 2, 1895.
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question of legal error.

A series of events soon followed,

however, which raised new legal questions and lifted the
drama to new heights.

Commonwealth's Attorney Neblett,

worried by the weaknesses in his case pointed out by the
defense, asked Orgain to order the prisoners back to Lunen
burg for a nunc � tune hearing to correct the deficiencies
in the trial record.

On October 19 Orgain did so, setting

the hearing for November 11.89

Counsel for the women wrote to Orgain that their clients
feared for their lives should they return to Lunenburg.

In

stead, they waived their right to be present at the proceed
ings.

0 1 Ferrall declared that he would not let the prisoners

return to Lunenburg without military escort, and hoped to
avoid that danger and expense if possible.90 Sherif£ Cardoza,
however, stated that he would not request any troops and would
handle the matter himself.

Such announcements led some of the

women's supporters to suspect a conspiracy among Lunenburg
officials to maneuver the prisoners into a position in which
they could be lynched.

There is no evidence to substantiate

this idea, and the actions of county officers can be attri
buted to less suspicious motives.

Still, even those

who re

jected the conspiracy theory felt that the prisoners' fears
of lynching were reasonable.
On November 8, Cardoza arrived in Richmond to retrieve
89rbid., October 23, 1895; Attorney-General, Annual Re
port, 1895, p. 9.
90Richmond Dispatch, October 23, 1895.
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the prisoners for the November 11 hearing.

The next day

O'Ferrall, bolstered by an opinion from Attorney General R.
Taylor Scott that the presence of the prisoners in Lunenburg
was not necessary, ordered Richmond City Sergeant Charles H.
91
Epps not to re1ease the prisoners.
.
He did so under a law
giving the governor power to protect prisoners in danger of
lawlessness.

As he explained in a letter to Judge Orgain,

[The prisoners] are in mortal terror, and over
whelmed with fear of being lynched if returned to
your county jail. They and their counsel assure
me that they verily believe that if returned they
must die, and demand at my hands protection. My
sense of personal responsibility and public duty,
and my obligation to protect the lives of these
convicts .
., compel me to retain them in the
city jail, notwithstanding your order for their
return, and I have so instructed the city sergeant.92
Defense counsel did not reply solely on the executive
order.

They applied to the Circuit Court of the city of Rich

mond for a writ of habeas corpus.

They claimed that the Su

preme Court had granted the writ of error and supersedeas
cognizant of the fact that the defendants were in the Richmond
jail and intending that they should remain there until the
appellate hearing.

Thus, counsel insisted, the Supreme Court

had ordered implicitly that the prisoners remain in Richmond.
Judge B. R. Wellford awarded the writ, directing Cardoza and
Epps to produce the prisoners in his court on the morning of

November 12.93

The effect of this action was to keep the

91Ibid., November 8, 9, 1895.
920 1 Ferrall to Orgain, November 11, 1895, reprinted in
Attorney-General, Annual Report, 1895, p. 7.
93Attorney-General, Annual Report, 1895, pp. 9-11.
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prisoners in Richmond until that date, despite the hearing
in Lunenburg on the eleventh.
On the eleventh Cardoza entered Orgain's court empty
handed, but counsel were out in full force.

Southall sug

gested that Epps be cited for contempt, while his cocounsel
William Mann avowed his certainty that the fine people of
Lunenburg posed no danger to the prisoners.

Flournoy agreed

that the local citizenry were the salt of the earth, but
argued that it simply was not necessary for his clients to
appear.
He

Wise disdained the pollte approach of his colleague.

dared

Southall to forget "the dwarf," Epps, and to

challenge instead "the giant," O'Ferrall.

He chided Orgain

for needing to amend the record two months after the date
.originally set for execution, and demanded to know why the
defense had not received official notice of the attempt to
amend.

Orgain, however, stood firm, ordering Cardoza to
bring all four prisoners back to the county.94
It was easier for Orgain to order than for Cardoza to
act.

Attorney General Scott informed the penitentiary super

intendent that the habeas corpus issued by Orgain to obtain
Mary Barnes was irregular and that the superintendent should
keep her in custody.95

Concerning the other prisoners, on

November 12 Wellford extended his writ for another day.

At

94Richmond Dispatch, November 12, 1895; Richmond Planet,
November 16, 1895.
95Richmond Dispatch, November 14, 1895; Attorney-General,
Annual Report, 1895, pp. 25-28.
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the hearing the next afternoon Southall argued that the
Richmond jail was simply serving as the jail for Lunenburg
County and that the prisoners had never left Cardoza's juris
diction or ,custody.

Cardoza promised to do "everything in

his power" to protect the prisoners.

Mann asserted that

Wellford had issued the writ illegally in the first place.
The defense, on the other hand, asked that the writ be en
larged.

Wellford acknowledge the need for caution in his

action, but stated his belief that the lives of the prison
ers would be in danger if they returned to Lunenburg.

He

extended the writ for one week, specifically noting that the

prisoners should not be taken to Lunenburg in the intervai.96
Wellford's actions drew applause from the Planet.

Re

porting the proceedings carefully, Mitchell exclaimed,
It is becoming all the more manifest that there
are men in this Commonwealtn, white men, who are
conscientiously carrying out their oaths of office,
even though their own prejudices are called into
question.
They love justice and admire fair play. Realiz
ing that the machinery of the law was never intend
ed to operate in promoting the perpetration of fel
onious intentions, they never hesitate when they
can to respond to a citizen's cry of distress, and
find a remedy in the labyrinthic [sic]
-- confines of
the recesses of the law.Y7
Wellford responded to that cry of distress by extending his
writ until the Supreme Court ruled him in error.

And then

he extended it one more, crucial day.
The Lunenburg counsel, meanwhile, did not wait the week
96
Richmond Dispatch, November 14, 1895; Attorney-General,
Annual Report, 1895, pp. 12-13.
97Richmond Planet, November 16,\1895.
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prescribed by Wellford in his latest order.

On the fourteenth

Cardoza applied to the Supreme Court for a writ of mandamus

ordering Epps to hand over the prisoners.98

In response Epps

claimed that the writs of error awarded by the high court had
operated to transfer the cases from the Lunenburg court to the
Supreme Court, and that Orgain could enter no order affecting
the rights of the prisoners or changing their status.

The

city sergeant also cited the instructions given him by the
governor and the order served upon him by the Richmond Circuit
Court.

Attorney General Scott, representing Epps, argued that

Wellford possessed authority to issue the habeas corpus be
cause the purpose of such writ was to protect life, and the
record in the case showed that this was its use here.99

The issue of the prisoners' safety drew a remarkable exchange.

In reply to Scott's statement that O'Ferrall had

acted to prevent a lynching, Southall claimed,

11

If I believed

for one moment that one hair on their heads would be touched
by the people of Lunenburg, there. is not enough money in this
Commonwealth to get me to advocate their return."
sentiment did not impress Scott.

This noble

"Mr. Southall," he responded,

"said that he was satisfied not a hair of the convicts' heads
would be harmed.

Of course he believed it; but who could guar

antee their safety?

No one."

Then, as the newspapers reported,

[t]he Attorney-General produced a profound sensa
tion , when turning towards him with a withering
98
The pleadings are reprinted in Attorney-General, Annual
Report, 1895, pp. 5-13.
99Richmond Dispatch, November 16, 1895.
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look upon his counte::-lance he added: "In Mr. South
all's own county (Amelia), Jesse Mitchell, a negro,
who had obtained from this court a new trial, was
taken out and hung without warrant of law. In the
county of Nottoway, while the ermine was worn by
Judge Mann who will conclude this case, there was
a like violation of law and order. With such pre
cedents to guide him, it is clear the Governor
acted wisely and well. 11 100
Judge John A. Buchanan delivered the court's decision on

November 21.101

He quickly dismissed two of Epps's defenses.

That the sergeant had been acting under the governor's instruc
tions carried no legal weight because O'Ferrall did not have
the authority to act as he had.

The court also decided that

its issuance of the writs of error and supersedeas did not
bar the"Lunenburg court from issuing further orders affecting
the prisoners.

If the prisoners questioned the county court's

power to take a particular action, they could bring the matter
to court.

The sergeant's job was to execute the orders, not

question them.
Epps fared better

with his third defense, that he was

acting under the order of the Richmond Circuit Court.
tunately, the prisoners did not share his good fortune.

Unfor
The

judges ruled that the prisoners' petition did not allege facts
sufficient to warrant a writ of habeas corpus.

Wellford had

erred when he issued such a writ, but because he had acted
· lOORichmond Dispatch, November 16, 1895; Richmond Planet,
November 23, 1895. The "withering look" description is from
the Planet. For the Mitchell lynching, see the text above at
note 23.
101cardoza v. Epps, 2 Va. Dec. 133 (1895). Despite the
notoriety and legal novelty of the issues involved, the case
was never officially reported in Virginia Reports. At the
circuit court hearing on the twentieth Wellford had extended
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within his general authority the Supreme Court would not de
clare his action void.

The proper challenge to the order

would have been a proceeding in error.

The order of the cir

cuit court was therefore still in effect.

Because Epps was

acting under that order, the Supreme Court refused to issue
the mandamus.
The court's refusal meant little to the prisoners.

The

court did not order Epps to hand them over directly but did
make clear that the circuit court writ was in error and should
be suspended.

The sergeant must then yield them to the Lunen

burg authorities.

Later that day Southall asked Wellford to

suspend the writ and remand the prisoners to Epps, so that he
could relay them to Cardoza.

Defense counsel asked for a one

day continuance to study the authorities and prepare arguments
why the writ should remain in force.

Surprisingly, and to the

vexation of the Lunenburg counsel, Wellford granted the con
tinuance.102

On the following day Wellford remanded the prisoners as
expected, but defense counsel produced yet another surprise.
As Mann contentedly drew up the necessary order for Wellford's
signature, Guigon hurried to the Supreme Court with new peti
tions asking for enlargement of the original writs.

The

papers read,
Your petitioner . . . believes, and has good rea
son for believing, that if she is taken back to
his writ for another day. Richmond Dispatch, November 21, 1895.
102Richmond Planet, November 30, 1895; Richmond Dispatch,
November 22, 1895.
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Lunenburg county by the said Sheriff without ade
quate military guard she will be seized and sum
marily executed without process of law by said
mob, and the said Sheriff proclaims and declares
publicly that he will not request the Governor to
send a military guard with your petitioner, but,
on the contrary, protests against the same; and
your petitioner is informed . . . that the Gover
nor will not order a military guard upon his own
motion, and against the Sheriff's protest. .
[We believe] that this honorable court will not
permit your petitioner to be deported hence to
Lunenburg county without some valid reason therefor .
., and in no event while there is the
existing dan aer, if not certainty, that she will
be lynched. l 6 3
The court agreed to consider the petitions immediately.

After

a short wait, President Keith announced that the original
writs would be duly enlarged.

The prisoners were to remain

in Richmond until the Supreme Court had acted on their ap
peals.104

The Planet exclaimed,
There were considerations and conditions with
which this august tribunal did not deal, until
the question was presented to it as it had been
shown to the Governor . . . and the Judge of the
Circuit [C]ourt of Richmond. When that was done,
be it said to the credit of the Supreme Court of
Virginia, it acted in the same manner as had the
two individuals it had criticized [in the Cardoza
opinion], and abundantly justified and supported
them in their contention. Had it acted otherwise,
the innocent blood of Mary Abernathy and Pokey
Barnes would have been upon the hitherto spotless
ermine of that tribunal. . . . All honor to our
Supreme Court of Appeals.105
The paper also praised O'Ferrall and "that grand old jurist,
103Richmond
Dispatch, November 23, 1895.
104rbid. Judges Riely and Buchanan dissented.
105Richmond
Planet, November 30, 1895.
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legal fireworks faded and counsel returned to the normal rou
tine attending a criminal appeal.

Attorney General Scott,

who thus far had applied all his efforts to keeping the pri
soners alive and safe, now switched hats and argued for the
commonwealth that they had been fairly tried and that Orgain's
sentences should be carried out.

The question of amending

the trial record continued to be the focus of bitter debate.
And from Lunenburg came the surprising news that Orgain had
fined Epps $25 for contempt of court.

The Richmond officer

paid his money and returned home, perhaps more understanding
of the prisoners' desire to be rid of Lunenburg justice.107
I� pressing for new trials defense counsel reiterated
the arguments they had used earlier.

They tried to turn the

absence of trial counsel into an advantage by asserting,
The necessity for strict compliance with all es
sential formalities in the procedure should be held
. more binding [i]n this than in ordinary cases,
when it is remembered that the accused was an ignor
ant and unlettered colored woman, without the aid of
counsel, and the Commonwealth was represented by two
gentlemen learned in the law. What a farce it would
be to say that she, in her helplessness and her ig
norance, lost her rights by her failure to object to
"unauthorized methods" when on trial?l08
106rn addition.to the three in the city jail, Mary Barnes
remained in the penitentiary. Lunenburg officials evidently
never challenged Scott's opinion that the writ to obtain her
custody was imperfect, and let the matter drop.
107Richmond Dispatch, November 24, 1895.
108Barnes v. Commonwealth, Records and Briefs, LXVIII,
0.S., 117. The large collection of petitions, documents, rec
ords, and briefs for the cases is at pp. 117-58.
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Questioned on oral argument by Judge Riely about the ab
sence of exceptions in the record, Flournoy called it a mock
ery to require such exceptions when everyone knew that the
prisoners had been without counsel.

He declared, "There is

a constitutional right bought by the blood of our fathers.
In the name of justice and humanity, I protest against such
a trial as was had in Lunenburg county.11 10 9
While waiting for the court's decision, defense counsel
produced yet another surprise.

Mary Barnes petitioned the

court to dismiss the writs previously granted in her case,
thus dropping her appeal.

She explained her request by not

ing that the sheriff refused to call for a military escort.
She continued,
Under these circumstances your petitioner
is firmly convinced that should she be granted a
new trial by this Court and be sent back to the
County Court of Lunenburg for another trial without the protection of military escort, she will be
in great danger of mob violence. She therefore
prays that she may be allowed to withdraw her ap
peal and that same may be dismissed by this Court. 1 1 0
It was a shrewd move.

If her conviction were to have been re

versed, she would have had to return to Lunenburg and face,
in addition to the danger of lynching, the possibility of a
109Richmond Planet, December 7, 1895; Richmond Dispatch,
November 27, 28, 1895. Originally the court had intended to
hear Marable's case separately, so that only the women's coun
sel participated in the oral arguments. Justis was to have
argued for Marable at a later date. In the interim, however,
the court decided that the issues in the various cases were
similar and cancelled the second hearing. Richmond Dispatch,
December 1, 1895.
llORichmond Dispatch, December 6, 1895; Richmond Planet,
December 7, 1895.
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harsher sentence on retrial.

Furthermore, if the other de

fendants gained new trials and acquittals, she would likely
receive a pardon.

In any event, the penitentiary was as safe

a place for her as any in the state.
On December 12 the court announced its decision, with
111
.
.
AlJ u dge B uch anan speak.ing f or th e f our-man ma3ority.
though the court had broken precedent by issuing the writs
of error despite a lack of exceptions taken during trial, the
judges' sense of innovation left them on specific issues.
They rejected the argument, that the record did not show the
jurors to have been free from exception, because no objection
had been raised at the time.

Similarly, lack of mention in

the record defeated defense contentions concerning the mode
of trial of jointly indicted defendants.

Because the record

did not quote Orgain's instructions to the jury, the court
refused to pass on their accuracy.

The judges took a like

view on the two issues most observers felt proved the injus
tice of the trials.

Buchanan said that the record contained

no evidence showing the need for a change of venue and no
motion requesting it.

As for lack of counsel at trial, the

record did not show that the right had been specifically
denied.
As the prosecution had feared, however, the court's de
sire to go strictly by the record cut both ways.

One of the

more technical errors claimed by the defense was the failure
111

Barnes v. Commonwealth, 92 Va. 794 (1895).
Riely dissented.

Judge
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of the record to show that, at the daily adjournment_ of the
court, the jury had been put in the custody of the sheriff
with instructions to that officer to allow no one to speak
to them concerning the trial.

This was one of the problems

that the prosecution had intended to remedy at the never held
nunc � tune hearing.

But the court considered only the

record before it, not the prosecution's intentions, and the
absence of the required notation justified a new trial.

It

is ironic that, in a case containing such grave and obvious
injustices, the ground for reversal was a relatively minor
technicality.

Perhaps the court, cognizant of the unjust

nature of the convictions but feeling itself restrained by
the requirements of the law, was happy to be able to clutch
a straw.
Two days after the Supreme Court decision Orgain ordered

Cardoza to bring the three prisoners back for retrial.112

On

the eighteenth, before Cardoza had acted, O'Ferrall sent a

special message to the General Assembly.ll3

In it the gover

nor explained and defended his previous actions in the Lunen
burg cases.

He then asked for the authority to do more.

Without troops the prisoners would again be in danger of
lynching, he believed, especially if they were not speedily
convicted.

The governor continued,

It is my deliberate opinion
. . that if these
prisoners are carried back without military protec
tion, and they have any hope now, they might as well
112
Richmond Planet, Jaunary 25, 1896.
113
Senate, Journal, 1895-1896, pp. 115-21.
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abandon it.
In saying this I do not mean to reflect upon the
good men of Lunenburg county.
. But if any insist upon so construing it, let me say that I would
be unworthy indeed to hold the high and honorable
position to which I have been called, if I stifle
my sense of duty to avoid the censure of the thought
less or save the feelings of a community.114
The governor lacked authority to send troops without a formal

request by the sheriff.

O'Ferrall asked the legislature to

at his own discretion.

Due to the urgency of the situation,

amend the law so that the governor could order out the troops

O'Ferrall called for and received immediate action.
legislators refused his request.115

The

Cardoza soon arrived with one deputy and took Marable

and Pokey Barnes back to Lunenburg.

Mary Abernathy, newly

delivered of her baby, stayed another two weeks before mak
ing the trip. 116 In the second week of February the three

defendants returned to the Lunenburg courthouse, seven months
after they had left on the way to the gallows.

the women asked for a change of venue.

Counsel for

Orgain suggested to

Marable, again without counsel, that he do the same.

The

attorneys called local citizens to support their motion.

Most testified that many county residents had already made
up their minds, but that the defendants could still receive
a fair trial.

Counsel then tried another approach, one in

dicated by the commonly held assumption that lynching fervor
114Ibid., pp. 119-20.
ll
Sib1·d., p. 130. The vote was �2
� - 4.

116Richmond Planet, January 25, February 8, 1896.
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had died down only because of the belief that the blacks
would be reconvicted and hanged.

Wise and Flournoy asked

what the prisoners' fate would be if they were acquitted.
Even Cardoza and his deputy expressed doubts about the pri
soners' safety in such a situation.
Orgain jumped at this opportunity to be rid of the
troublesome cases and at the same time avoid a situation in
which the county and his court would lose face.

The judge

granted the change of venue, but not because of the local
citizens.

Orgain assured everyone that "a fair and impar

tial trial can be had in . . . Lunenburg, and a fair and im
partial jury of the citizens of Lunenburg can be impanelled
who would try the prisoners fairly and decide the case ac
cording to the law and testimony."

The problem,continued

the judge, was that "the testimony does produce some doubt
in the mind of the Court as to what might be the action of
some of the people of adjoining counties in case the jury
. . shall render a verdict of acquittal.11117

Cardoza and

a possee immediately rushed the prisoners to Farmville.

Asked

about the reason for the middle-of-the-night trip, the sheriff
remained faithful to the charade by explaining that his dep
uties just happened to have been ready at the time.
Judge Joseph M. Crute of Prince Edward County Court now
took control of the cases.

The new prosecutor was A. D.

Watkins, again joined by Mann and Southall.

The prosecution

pressed for a February trial for Marable, still without
117Ibid., February 15, 1896.
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counsel.

Wben Marable said that he would rather wait for a

lawyer, Crute granted the request.

In the meantime, rumors
John Mitchell claimed

of mob violence again filled the air.

that one lynching had been aborted only because the mob learn
ed that the Prince Edward blacks were armed and ready to de
0' Ferrall sent a teLegram offering aid, which
Crute replied was not necessary. 118

fend the jail.

Marable came to trial on March 17.

Fr. Welbers had re

tained two new attorneys, W. C. Franklin and William Lancas
ter, and the two did a capable job under the circumstances.
Except for the denial by Pollard of some of the facts pub
lished by the Times after the first trials, there was little
new evidence.

Once Crute had ruled that at least one of

Marable's several confessions was admissible, the verdict.
was certain.

The all-white jury of Prince Edward farmers

found the defendant guilty of murder.119

A month later came the trial of Mary Abernathy.

the evidence produced no surprises.

Again,

In contrast to the July

trial, though> the defense presented a substantial case.

Wise

and Flournoy called a number of their own witnesses, in addi
tion to subjecting prosecution witnesses to lengthy and often
sharp cross-examination.

Marable did not testify.

Despite

protestations to the contrary, defense counsel did their best
to drop hints implying the possible guilt of various other
persons.
118

The jury, all-white, returned a verdict of murder
Ibid., March 7, 1896.

119
Ibid., March 21, 1896.
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in the first degree.

Crute denied a motion for a new triai.120

Downcast over the Abernathy verdict, the defense began
Soon came, however, the last of the

the Pokey Barnes trial.

many unexpected turns in the Lunenburg cases.

After the evi

dence had been presented, Commonwealth's Attorney Watkins
announced to the surprised court that after careful consider
ation of the evidence he had concluded that the commonwealth's
case was insufficient to bring about a conviction.
fore asked that a nolle prosequi be entered.
that the evidence was strong enough

He there

Mann protested

to warrant conviction.

Watkins, however, as commonwealth's attorney, was officially
in charge of the prosecution.

Crute consented to Watkins'

request and suddenly, unexpectedly, Pokey Barnes was free.
Eleven members of the all-white jury declared their agreement
with the commonwealth's attorney's decision.121
The joy in the defense camp was not total.

That same

day Crute overruled another motion on behalf of Mary Aber
nathy for a new trial.

She was sentenced to hang on July. 8,

five days after Marable.

The latter's request for a new

triil had also been denied.

On June 24 Judge Coleman, who

months before had refused to issue writs of error to the
prisoners, granted one to Abernathy.
Marable.

He refused to do so for

Marable appealed once more to the Supreme Court,

which this time denied his petition for a writ of error.

On

lZOibid., April 25, May 2, 9, 1896.
121
rbid., May 9, 16, 1896. The case against Barnes was
not exactly the same as that against Abernathy, because the
two women had different alibis.
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July 3, Marable was executed.122
The outlook for Mary Abernathy was much brighter.

Not

only had Coleman granted the writ of error, thus postponing

the hanging indefinitely, but Judge Crute hinted that he

also had undergone a change of opinion concerning the case.123
In early September Coleman set aside the guilty verdict and

ordered a new trial.

The rest was anticlimax.

On September

21, as prearranged, Crute ordered that a nol pros be entered
in the case.124
Only one act remained.
doned Mary Barnes.

On December 24, O'Ferrall par

As he explained to the General Assembly,

It will be seen that two of the women implicat
ed by Marable in his first statement, but whom he
declared to be innocent in his subsequent and dy
ing statements, have been acquitted and discharged,
. yet the third, Mary Barnes, against whom, in my
opinion, there was the least evidence--absolutely
none except the first statement of Marable--is
still suffering the penalty of her conviction.
The life or liberty of a citizen, however hum
ble, is too sacred in the eyes of the law or of
civilized man to be taken upon the testimony alone
of a self-convicted perjurer and murderer.
Every mandate of justice and dictate of conscience
122 Ibid., May 16, June 27, July 4, 11, 1896. Even in
death Marable could find no peace in Virginia. He had re
quested that his body be sent to his family in North Carolina
for burial. Under state law, however, the bodies of executed
criminals were given to the state Anatomical Board to be used
in the instruction of medical students. A controversy ensued
over possession of the remains. The macabre affair included
dramatic late night buggy rides through the streets of Rich
mond, official and unofficial charges of body-snatching by
both sides, and attempted mutilation. It culminated in a
ghoulish midnight tug over the body in the darkened dissection
amphitheater of the Medical College. Mitchell finally gained
custody of the remains for the family. Ibid., July 11, August
1, 1896; Richmond Dispatch, July 5, 1896-.-123Richmond Planet, June 27, 1896.
124
Ibid., September 5, 12, 26, 1896.
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require that the prisoner be restored to her lib
erty. 125
The Planet was ecstatic.

Throughout the episode Mitchell

had been generous in his praise of those who helped the pri
soners.

The list was substantial:

Cunningham and his fellow

militiamen, Attorney General Scott, investigator-attorney
Justis, Commonwealth's Attorney Watkins, and the many white
newspapers that supported the demand for new trials.

Five

men garnered the most continual and effusive praise:

O'Ferrall,

Judge Wellford, and defense attorneys Wise, Flournoy and
Guigon.

And Mitchell realized that the efforts of all would

have been in vain had it not been for the decisions of the
Supreme Court.

"[T]he final release of Pokey Barnes and Mary

Abernathy," he wrote, "is a lasting monument ta [defense coun
sel's] skill and ability, and an everlasting tribute to that
spirit of justice and fair play which permeated the Supreme
Court and was ever present and vigorously manifest in the
actions of Governor O'Ferrall and Judge B. R. Wellford of the
26
Circuit Court." 1
The case of the Lunenburg murderers stands out because
so much of the novel legal maneuvering was the result of po
tential mob violence.

From the first request for troops by

the Lunenb.urg authorities, the threat of lynching cast its
125

House of Delegates, Journal, 1897- 1898, Communication
from the Governor . . . Transmitting List of Pardons, H. Doc.
3, pp. 4- 5.
126
Richmond Planet, November 14, 1896.
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shadow over every action taken.

The lynching atmosphere

doubtless caused Orgain's inability to find an attorney will
ing to represent the defendants, and the lack of counsel in
turn doomed the defendants' chances for fair trial.

The con

science-striken juror described well the hostility to any
suggestion of the defendants' possible innocence.

Defense

counsel argued passionately and repeatedly of the inherent
injustice of any trial held with troops in the courtroom.
Above all, the reaction of the various officials to the
possibility of lynching makes the episode instructive.
acknowledged the threat of mob violence.

Most

All denounced it.

Even Mann and Southall, although denying the existence of
danger to the prisoners in Lunenburg, proclaimed their oppo
sition to lynching itself.

Wise and his colleagues again and

again argued that the prisoners would not be safe in Lunen
burg.

And, for the most part, those in authority believed

them and acted on their belief.
His firm determination to end lynching in the state was
O'Ferrall's reason for acting as he did, and he did not hesi
tate to justify his course solely on that ground.

The legal

gloss of the case tends to obscure the substance of O'Ferrall's
action, and the abundance of dramatic situations lessens the
impact of its significance.

But the substance was so remark

able that the significance demands restatement.

On the most

tenuous legal grounds, the governor ordered the superinten
dent of the penitentiary and city sergeant of Richmond to
defy the duly issued orders of a state judge.

He did this,
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over heated objection of county authorities, solely to prevent
a lynching.

And he did it on behalf of four blacks already

convicted of the brutal murder of a white woman.
The judicial hero of the affair was Judge Wellford.

It

was his writ that kept the prisoners in Richmond until the
Supreme Court could rule.

Editor Mitchell asserted that Well

ford knew his order would not stand appellate scrutiny.

Cer

tainly the judge's last continuance on behalf of the prisoners
had little legal purpose.

It did, however, keep the prisoners

in Richmond the one extra day that resulted in the enlarged
Supreme Court writ.
The Supreme Court's response in the case was less drama
tic but no less significant.

The decision in Cardoza would

have resulted in the prisoners' return to Lunenburg.

The next

day, however, with no new information, the court enlarged its
own writ to keep the prisoners in Richmond.

In so doing the

court responded to a request for the enlargement based solely
on the ground of potential lynching.

Both the request and the

enlargement were unprecedented in the history of the court.
The subject of lynching may not have appeared in the reported
opinions of these cases, but the judges certainly recognized
and acted upon its presence.
Whether the prisoners would have been lynched in Lunen
burg is moot.

What is important is that many Virginians be

lieved they would be.

The basic response of both private

citizens and public officials was to prevent the lynching.
The defense attorneys and those officers who supported their
cause used every resource and trick of the legal system.
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Some were even willirtg to go a little furth�r than the law
supposedly allowed.

The affair demonstrated the sense of
It also dem

justice and integrity that such men possessed.

onstrated the ability of the judicial system to safeguard the
fundamental right to life.
But the vote 1n the Supreme Court to enlarge the writ
was 3-2.

The prisoners were supported by the attorney gen

eral, the governor, a circuit court judge, and three of the
finest lawyers in the state.

Yet, if one high court judge

had changed his vote, the law would have stood by helplessly
while Sheriff Cardoza took four souls to their possible
lynching.

And what of those prisoners whose predicament did

not capture the attention of prominent newspapers, or who
fell to the mob before responsible officials could act?

The

statistics show many, white and especially black, whose luck
did not match that of the Lunenburg defendants.

The law pro

vided the structure within which officials could act, but it
could not force men to act in good conscience.
Cunningham, Wellford, and O'Ferrall, did so.
did not.

Some, such as
Too many others
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CONCLUSION
Henry W. Flournoy, arguing on behalf of the Lunenburg
defendants, stated the problem succinctly:
We know that there is a growing and perplexing
question in this country. It is the Negro
question.
One way to settle it, the best and the right
way to settle it is for the white people to do
justice to them even though the heavens fall.
Standing in the temple of justice, I do not fear
to say that I am in favor of the same rights and
privileges before the law [for the black citizen]
as is accorded the white man. 1
But:Flournoy's solution, so simple in theory, was far more
troublesome in execution.

Equal treatment of the black cit

izen was contrary to the tradition of southern race relations
and to the desires of most contemporary whites.

Yet the

problem would not disappear, and if the challenge to Virginia
society was general, the challenge to the Virginia legal sys
tem was specific.
Gunnar Myrdal has noted that white supremacists do not
consider all forms of discrimination to be of equal impor
tance.

Myrdal proposed a "rank order of discrimination," a

listing of the various levels of necessity whites attached
to different forms of discrimination.

At the top level, where

whites wanted the strictest enforcement, was the bar against
1Richmond Planet, September 14, 1895.
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intermarriage and sexual intercourse between black men and
white women.

Next came "behavior in personal relations"

{questions of social equality), then segregation of public
facilities, and then political disfranchisement.

Discrimin

ation in the courts of law was next to last, and lowest on
the list was discrimination in economic affairs.2
The Virginia Supreme Court's treatment of cases involv
ing blacks during the years 1870-1902 reflects, to a large
extent, the pattern of thought represented in Myrdal's rank
ing.

The court was least responsive to demands for black

rights in those areas at the top of the list.

The judges

were adamant about the legal validity and social necessity
of antimiscegenation laws.

They approved without question

publicly mandated distinctions, such as segregation in public
schools, and saw nothing unusual in privately imposed dis
crimination.

The court acknowledged that the exclusion of

blacks from jury service was illegal, but its rulings in
fact allowed and encouraged the practice.
Cases dealing with such matters of public law were rel
atively rare, however.

In the vast majority of cases involv

ing black parties race was not a formal issue.

These cases

dealt with the private problems or aspirations of the parties,
2

.

.

Gunnar Myr dal, An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem
and Modern Democracv (2 vols.; New York: Harper & Brothers,
Publishers, 1944), I, 60-61, When blacks ranked their con
cerns about discrimination, their list was the same as that
of the whites, but in reverse order. The great changes in
race relations in the last quarter century no doubt have
caused a realignment in both 11/hite and black lists.
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matters which ranked relatively low on Myrdal's list of ne
cessary discriminations.

Black parties appeared before the

court in a wide variety of civil cases involving such matters
as contracts, torts, property, and estates.

Suits between

two black parties presented little problem to the court.

The

judges treated such cases with no extraneous comments about
the race of the litigants.

Interracial disputes added an

extra element for the consideration of judges and juries, but
black parties won their fair share of these cases.

In no

Supreme Court civil case was the decision against a black
party either blatantly unjust or impelled by obvious pre
judice.
Even more indicative of the judges

attitude toward

black rights was their treatment of criminal cases involving
black defendants.

Although some innocent defendants, such as

Nannie Woods, saw their cases affirmed, the court usually
demanded that convictions be supported by both legally suffi
cient evidence and procedural correctness.

Even when all in

dications pointed to the guilt of an appellant, the court re
versed if either the evidentiary or procedural requirement
had not been met.

This was true even in cases that involved

emotionally charged interracial crimes.

William Muscoe, the

murderer of a white policeman, and Jesse Mitchell, convicted
of raping a young white girl, both earned reversal because
of procedurally important but highly technical

errors.

The court's willingness to approach each case on its
merits ran against strong southern beliefs.

Whites not only
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realized the need to maintain the racial structure of society,
they also were certain that blacks were predisposed to crim
inality.

This belief led many whites to accept the concept

of indiscriminate racial guilt.

Still, the court did not

escape totally the atmosphere of a racist society.

Its in-

terpretation of provocation in violent interracial encounters
sometimes reflected an unspoken, and perhaps subconscious,
acknowledgement of the black's inferior social status.
The relatively low importance whites placed on discrim
ination in the courts was reinforced by other factors in
allowing judges to accord blacks substantial justice.

Judges

dealt with individuals, a situation that acted for the bene
fit of black parties in two ways.

First, as A. E. Keir Nash

notes, individuals usually feel prejudice more strongly when
engaging in ethnic generalizations than when dealing with
specific individuals.3 In addition to this general response,
dealing with individual parties fit into the traditional form
of southern paternalism--disdain for the racial mass but gen
erosity toward the familiar individual.
Judges also felt what Nash calls their "peculiar vocational interest .

in the rule of law.11

4

Judges may have

held the same racial beliefs as their fellow southerners, but
3A. E. Keir Nash, "A More Equitable Past? Southern
State Supreme Courts and the Protection of the Antebellum
;fogro," North Carolina Law Review, XLVIII (1970), 239. Nash
discusses on pp. 236-241 possible reasons for southern judges'
having treated blacks fairly during the antebellum period.
4Ibid., p. 240.
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certainly those others did not feel the pull of the legal
imperative so strongly as did the judges.

Men who had de

voted their lives to the law, and had risen to the top of
their profession, could not easily put aside that law.

This

devotion to the law was not necessarily an active zeal to
bring full justice to the black citizen, although some jud
ges may have believed in that ideal.

Instead, it was more a

simple obedience to the rule of law.

If the law decreed

that blacks should be accorded certain legal rights, so be
it.

Even in matters where they accepted obvious racial dis

crimination--miscegenation, segregation, jury exclusion-
judges sought to bolster their rulings by invoking statutory
or case authority.

The legalistic approach also offered a

solution when a case evoked conflicting values in a judge's
mind.5 Thus, black defendants benefited from the often ma
ligned dedication of many courts to adherence to procedure
and strict interpretation of statutes.
Race consciousness pervaded Virginia politics, and pol
itics were never far removed from the state courts.

The ex

istence of the Readjuster court especially raises the ques
tion of the influenee of political beliefs on the court's
treatment of blacks.

Black support played a significant part

in Readjuster electoral success, and Readjuster programs usu
ally coincided with black desires.
5

The Readjusters were the

On the reaction of judges to situations involving conflicting values, see Robert M. Cover, Justice Accused: Anti
slavery and the Judicial Process (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1975).
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more progressive party, and blacks responded favorably to
the change in political alignment of the state's judges.
The Readjuster Supreme Court decided the four civil
cases during this period in which black parties won

impor

tant decisions on the basis of justice rather than strong
legal position.6

Judge Fauntleroy, especially, was always

willing to interpret a weak legal point for the benefit of
what he perceived to be the deserving party.

But Judge Lacy,

also a Readjuster in good standing, dissented in all four
cases.

He not only accused his colleagues of ignoring the

law, he also consistently questioned the motives and credi
bility of black parties.

While the Readjuster court as a

whole may have been slightly more open to arguments of jus
tice hy black litigants than were the other two courts,
those courts did accord blacks substantial justice in civil
suits.

There was no discernable difference in the treatment

of black criminal defendants among the three courts.
While blacks were assured a fair hearing before the
Supreme Court, they could not be so certain of their treat
ment in the courts below.

Trial judges were more subject to

social and other extra-legal pressures than were their appel
late colleagues.

The emotional atmosphere of many trials,

especially those involving interracial crimes, was hardly
conducive to the quest for justice.

Juries were even more

6Davis v. Starnge's Ex'r, 86 Va. 793 (1890); Thomas v.
Turner's Adm'r, 87 Va. 1 (1890); Reynolds v. Reynolds' Ex'r,
88 Va. 149 (1891); Thomas' Adm'r v. Lewis, 89 Va. 1 (1892).
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liable to bow to extra-legal considerations.

Newspaper re

ports, pardon reports, and comments by contemporary obser
vers all indicate that blacks received substantially less
justice in the inferior state courts than they did before
the Supreme Court.

The high court opinions, which contain

many cases where conviction below was based on obviously in
sufficient evidence, strengthen this impression.
What effect did the Supreme Court's adherence to the
rule of law have on the treatment of blacks within the Vir
ginia legal system?

The number of cases decided by the court

was small compared to the number of blacks who entered the
system in need of justice.

Lower courts often rejected the

spirit of high court decisions, and at times rejected the
letter as well.

Lee Reynol�s, whose conviction was reversed

on the ground of obviously insufficient evidence, was con
victed again on the same evidence and given an even longer
sentence.

Daniel Montgomery appealed to the Supreme Court

three successive times before local authorities finally under
stood that they had no case against him.
Was the Supreme Court then an irrelevant institution in
the black Virginian's search for justice?

Certainly Lee

Reynolds and Daniel Montgomery did not think so.

Neither did

many others for whom the court represented the only chance
for a fair hearing.

And there were conscientious attorneys

and objective judges throughout the legal system who took
their direction from the high court.

The little faith that

blacks had in white law would have disappeared completely had
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the most visible symbol of that law been patently unjust.
Such a situation would have been a tragedy not only for the
blacks, but for the law as well.
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